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PREFACE

During the last ten years, the techniques and equipment of well testing have

undergone a phenomenal development. The symposium was held to evaluate the state

of the art in general, and its application to geothermal systems in particular.

The symposium was supported by the Geothermal Energy Division of the United States

Department of Energy.

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory has been testing geothermal wells for about

three years, and has recently begun testing hard rocks of extremely low permea

bility as possible sites for storing high-level nuclear wastes. Well testing is

potentially a tool of utmost importance in solving many challenging new problems.

In the spring of 1977, R. C. Schroeder of the Reservoir Engineering Group at Law

rence Berkeley Laboratory conceived the spirit and purpose of the symposium to be

held to assess the state of the art of well testing, with a view to advancing the

science to meet these new challenges.

The Earth Sciences Division accordingly selected a symposium organizing com

mittee, under the chairmanship of Professor P. A. Witherspoon. Members were J. H.

Howard, M. J. Lippmann, T. N. Narasimhan, R. C. Schroeder, W. J. Schwarz, and C. F.

Tsang. The symposium and the proceedings were coordinated by W. J. Schwarz.

The symposium provided the 150 invited participants a forum in which to ex

change ideas and present new information on instrumentation, technique development,

and well-test analysis. The emphasis was on reviewing existing capabilities, iden

tifying current limitations, and generating new ideas for extenqing well-test capa

bilities.

The participants were well-testing experts from the oil and gas industries,

and from the fields of geothermal energy and ground water hydrology. In addition

to identifying areas which need additional research and development, the symposium

sought to unify the ideas and methods of these three disciplines, where possible.

Abstracts and papers from outside the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory were ob

tained from the authors and are being reproduced without any changes. Lawrence

Berkeley Laboratory papers were reviewed by the Earth Sciences Division's Publi

cations Committee and by the Technical Information Department.
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INTRODUCTION

T. N. Narasimhan

Earth Sciences Division

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

:

As it is generally understood, well testing

consists in correlating well flows with pressure

or water level changes and drawing inferences

about the ability of a reservoir to transmit and

store fluids. Ever since the pioneering investi

gations of Forchheimer, Slichter, and Thiem at

the turn of the century, well testing has estab

lished itself as an invaluable tool for estimating

field parameters of groundwater, petroleum, gas,

and, more recently, geothermal reservoirs. Its

preeJ,linence in this regard stems from the fact that

well testing is the only method that provides in

situ information about the reservoir on a scale

meaningful for long term exploitation of the re

source.

Despite the fundamental unity in the princi

ples of well testing, the art of well testing has

developed along two parallel lines--hydrogeology,

following the lead of C. V. Theis; and petroleum

engineering, following the early contributions of

William Hurst and others. Being concerned mainly

with open or semi-open, shallow systems, the hydro

geologists generally have been more interested in

interference-type of well testing. Petroleum engi

neers, on the other hand, traditionally have been

challenged by the problem of exploiting closed

reservoirs by means of deep, expensive wells. As

a consequence, a major portion of their well

testing efforts has been directed towards producti

vity, build-up, and other tests-on the production

well. Unfortunately, there was a certain lack of

free communication of ideas between the two disci

plines, leading--among other things--to the dupli

cation of some studies, a multiplicity of nomencla

ture, and the use of different systems of units.

In the recent past, there have been several at

tempts to bridge this gap in communication.

New developments will profoundly enlarge the

scope of well testing. Thanks to the phenomenal
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development in electronic technology, data can be

automatically measured and recorded with an accu

racy and rapidity that was impossible only a few

years ago. In the search for alternate forms of

energy, well testing has been extended to geother

mal reservoirs. The hostile environment within geo

thermal wells and the phenomenon of energy trans

port are fresh challenges. More recently, attempts

to identify virtually impermeable subsurface hori

zons to isolate radioactive wastes have raised such

questions as: How impermeable is impermeable?

How can a well test be performed on an impermeable

system?

The Invitational Well Testing Symposium, or

ganized by the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, was

attended by 152 participants. The twenty or so

technical presentations were followed by a brief

panel discussion. In his keynote address, Paul

Witherspoon briefly traced the history of well

testing by chronologically recalling the signifi

cant contributions from hydrogeology and petroleum

literatures. This presentation, embellished by

many lively comments from Henry Ramey, set the pace

for the entire conference.

The presentation made during the symposium

can be broadly classified into five categories:

reviews; instrumentation; field applications;

theory and techniques; and drilling and related

activities.

There were three review papers. Henry Ramey

surveyed the status of transient well testing in

petroleum engineering, with special emphasis on

the producing well. E. P. Weeks comprehensively

reviewed the up-to-date literature on the state of

the art of well testing in hydrogeology. A de

tailed study of the various theories available for

studying near-well fractures was presented by R.

Raghavan.



The importance of well-test instrumentation

was the focus of four papers. William Kenyon drew

attention to such recent trends in oil and gas in

strumentation as dielectric logging, x-ray spectro

scopy, and repeat formation testing. Ted Ashby

described a pressure transmission system for mea

suring downhole pressures under hostile conditions.

Anthony Veneruso summarized recent work on the de

velopment of a high temperature instrument technol

ogy for making downhole measurements at 275
0

C and

7,000 psi. William Still presented the concept of

a downhole laboratory for measuring water movement

in extremely dry and impermeable rocks over a peri

od of a few years.

Theoretical and technical aspects were the sub

ject of five papers. William Brigham discussed the

problems to be considered in semi-log plots and

briefly indicated the type of well-testing problems

relevant to geothermal systems. Papers by William

Miller, Chin Fu Tsang and Shlomo Neuman discussed

the inverse problem. Miller described the applica

tion of the inverse procedure through the use of

a numerical model, while Tsang described a computer

assisted curve matching procedure for multiple-well

test analysis. Neuman discussed the importance of

personal judgment in choosing the best solution

from those suggested by an analysis of well-field

data using parameter identification techniques.

Joseph Wang described the theoretical basis for

testing fractures of extremely small apertures

using packer tests.

Three of the presentations discussed drilling

and drilling-related activities. William McDonald

reviewed instruments and techniques used in well

logging, well development, drill-stem tests, direc

tional surveys, and strain measurements. Merlin

Anderson discussed availability packers and other

types of equipment that have greatly enhanced the
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value of drill-stem tests. Myron Dorfman dis

cussed the drilling, sampling, and testing proce

dures relevant to the 15,000- to 20,000-foot-deep

geopressured wells soon to be drilled in the Gulf

Coast of Texas.

Field application of well testing was the sub

ject of four papers. Two of these pertained to the

estimation of parameters related to hydrodynamic

dispersion and the hydraulic conductivity of ground

water systems: John Pickens described the field

data collected with radioactive and non-radioactive

tracers using multi-level point sampling devices.

Jean Pierre Sauty described the use of type curves

in identifying dispersion parameters for systems

with uniform or radial flow-. T. N. Narasimhan

summarized field experiences in testing liquid

dominated geothermal systems. Alain Gringarten

described a method of analyzing fractured aquifers

with the help of the concepts of equivalent aniso

tropy and an equivalent single fracture.

The concluding panel, moderated by Jack

Howard, included William Brigham, Myron Dorfman,

George Miller, Ron Schroeder, William Walton, and

Edward Weeks. Points made during this discussion

included: the possibility that geothermal systems

may be "leaky"; the importance of vertical permea

bility in geothermal systems; the need for the use

of tracers in well tests; the utility of computer

aided applications; the importance of blending

geology and geophysics with hydraulics; and the

problem of water chemistry related to well testing.

In closing, Jack Howard posed some questions to

ponder: Why do we test a well? How reliable are

the data? Was the information worth it?

The panel members as well as many of the par

ticipants strongly felt that the symposium should

be scheduled again, about a year from now.
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Well Testing, A Recapitulation of Its Development

P. A. lVi ther spoon

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California

Berkeley, California 94720

For over a hundred years now hydrogeologists,
civil engineers and petroleum engineers have employ
ed well testing as an important tool for evaluating
the fluid flow parameters of subsurface reservoirs.
The earliest analytical work related to the techni
que of well testing should probably be attributed
to Dupuit (1848) and Forchheimer (1901) who studied
the flow of water in unconfined systems. In the
U.S., Slichter (1902, 1905) of the United States
Geological Survey pioneered field investigations on
the movement of groundwater. The work of Thiem
(1906) on the steady radial flow of water to a well
in a circular reservoir of finite radius is generally
quoted in hydrogeology literature as the earliest
work on well testing. Except for Slichter's work,
these investigations mainly concentrated on the
steady-state flow of water and this emphasis on
steady flow persisted up to the early 1930's.

A major landmark in the history of the science
of well-testing was the general recognition during
the early 1930's of the importance of the phenomenon
of non-steady flow. As is well known, non-steady
flow is characterized by the consideration of the
release of water from storage in the porous medium.
The science of modern well test analysis can be con
sidered to have been born with the consideration of
non-steady flow.

The importance of non-steady flow was recogniz
ed more or less contemporaneously in hydrogeology
by Theis (1935) and in petroleum engineering by Hurst
(1934) and Muskat (1934). The work of Theis is wide
ly known in hydrogeology and the analytical solution
for nonsteady radial flow to a line source is known
as the Theis equation. In the petroleum literature,
Hurst has referred to his analytical solution as the
G function, but more often petroleum engineers refer
to this as the line source or exponential integral
solution. However, due to a lack of free communica
tion of ideas between hydrogeologists and petroleum
engineers (which has persisted until recently), Theis'
work was generally unknown in petroleum engineering
while most hydrogeologists were unaware of the early
work of Hurst and Muscat. As a result, there have
existed arguments as to who should be rightly given
the credit for the introduction of the non-steady,
line-source radial flow solution. It is pertinent
to point out here that the aforesaid solution was
known in the heat condition literature prior to the
1930's.

The Theis solution (or the G function or the
exponential integral as it is variously called) is
an improper integral and cannot be directly applied
to well test data. To overcome this, Theis propos
ed the ingenious technique of type-curve matching.
As an alternative, Jacob (1940) suggested an asympo
totic solution (the semi-log plot). Together, the
type-curve matching technique and the semi-log
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method persist to this day as the backbone of well
test interpretation.

An important review of methods for determining
the permeability of porous materials was published
by Wenzel (1942) and this included, for the first
time, a comprehensive bibliography of both petro
leum and hydrogeology literature. Wenzel reviewed
the applicability of well test techniques and also
published type-curves for the first time.

The late 1940's and the early 1950's saw
important contributions from van Everdingen and
Hurst departed from the traditional, abstract, line
source and considered the role of a finite diameter
well with well-bore storage; Hantush and Jacob ini
tiated the study of multiple leaky aquifer systems
which focused attention on the importance of the
caprocks or aquitards on reservoir physics.

Due to the fact that oil reservoirs are g~ner

ally closed systems and the fact that the perfor
mance of individual oilwells is of considerable
importance in the economics of oil production,
Horner (1951) and Miller, Dyes, and Hutchison (1950)
developed techniques for interpreting pressure
build-up analysis by many workers have extended
build up analysis to evaluate bore-hole damage,
presence or absence of fractures, well-bore storage
effects and commingling of aquifers.

By the early 1960's the modern well test ana
lysis literature had become so voluminous that the
Society of Petroleum Engineers commissioned a
special monograph on the subject. The result was
the work of Matthews and Russell (1967) .

In discussing the development of well testing
mention should be made of the contributions from
the mid-1960's to the present from Henry Ramey of
Stanford University, his students and associates.
The Stanford group has directed a great deal of
their attention to the analysis of production well
data and have developed a variety of diagnostic
type-curve techniques for interpreting effects of
well bore storage (after flow), discrete fractures,
skin or well bore damage, non-darcian flow and
commingling of producing horizons.

The early 70's has witnessed a phenomenal
breakthrough in the development of sensitive, auto
matic data gathering and recording devices. This
has provided a fresh impetus and challenge to develop
new techniques of analysis and interpretation
greatly increasing the utility of well tests. Re
cognizing this and the many contributions that have
been made since the monograph of Mathews and Russell,
the SPE commissioned a second monograph on well
testing by Earlougher (1977).



At present there is no reason to believe that
the development has come to an end. Quite the con
trary. With the availability of new improved data
gathering equipment and fast computing devices, well
testing is in a position to take on fresh challenges.
In this regard, we may consider two examples. The
first is the extension of well testing to non-iso
thermal conditions, which are characterized by the
dependence of viscosity and hence hydraulic conduc
tivity on temperature and the presence of two phases
in the well or in the reservoir. The second chal
lenge is the problem of testing rocks (fractures)
of extremely low permeability. The hydraulic assess
ment of such formations is of upmost importance in
attempting to store radioactive wastes underground.
Among the questions to be considered in testing
wells in such rocks, one may mention the duration
of the test, the influence of borehole diameter on
the parameters calculated and the apertures of the
fracture encountered.

It is obvious from what has been presented
above that the technology of well testing is con
tinuing to develop and holds much promise to con
tinue in the future to serve as an invaluable tool
for earth scientists working on a wide variety of
field problems.
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PETROLEUM ENGINEERING WELL TEST ANALYSIS--STATE OF THE ART

Henry J. Ramey, Jr.
Stanford University, Petroleum Engineering Department

Stanford, California

Summary

It is hard to find a subject in oil production
which epitomizes the development of petroleum tech
nology better than well-test analysis. One of the
earliest endeavors of petroleum technologists was
testing wells for a variety of purposes. What was
wrong with poorly performing wells? Was it possi
ble to forecast large production rate performance
from tests made at low producing rates? Was it
possible to forecast long-term behavior from short
duration well tests? What kind of well stimulation
should be done, if any? What would be the result?

Development of this technology began almost
with the drilling of the Drake well, intensified
during the early 1900s, and reached a modern leval
of sophistication by 1950.

In the next decade, more than 200 papers on
this subject appeared. By early 1960, the consen
sus was that all important work on fundamentals
had been completed. This sort of conclusion has
occurred in other petroleum specialties at one time
or another. The state of this art was so well de
veloped and so important that the Society of Petro
leum Engineers selected it for the first topic in
a new monograph series. The monograph, "Pressure
BuilduPl

and Floy! Tests in Wells," by Matthews and
Russell, was ,published in 1967, and a second topic
"Advances in Well Test Analysis" was presented by
R.C.Earlougher, Jr., in 19772 .

A new school of thought began to develop in
the early 1960s. What could be done with test data
for tests that had not been run long enough for
conventional analysis methods? Were there methods
which could guarantee that the proper portion of
the data had been analyzed?

These second-generation studies were aimed at
problems considered too complex for useful analysis.
Naturally, the final analysis was simple, and im
portant results began to appear by the early 1970s.
These included development of pulse testing and
interference testing, modern log-log type curve
analysis for producing wells, and real gas poten
tial type applications for non-linear problems.

There are many parallels between developments
in well test analysis, other branches of petroleum
technology, and business science. The elements
are generally: (1) a well-established technology,
(2) an exploding electronics technology producing
cumputers, ultra-sensitive sensors, and pertinent
software, and (3) an exploding technology not fully
appreciated by the industry.

The result is a period between development
and wide acceptance of new technology. The new
technology appears impossible or magical to prac
titioners of the established technology. The time
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period between concept and industry-wide accept
ance is about 15 years. An important objective
of current activities is to reduce this time lag
to optimize the impact of well test analysis on
meeting national energy production objectives.

Objectives of Well Testing

The technology of well test analysis has de
veloped in a number of distinctly separated petro
leum technologies. (This paper is concerned with
the status of petroleum technology, and will not
cite similar developments in hydrology thorougfuly.)
Considering these in a chronological sense, the
specialties involved are geological engineering,
drilling engineering, production engineering, and
reservoir engineering.

During the drilling of an exploratory well,
there is considerable overlap between the functions
of the well site geologist, a geological engineer,
and the drilling engineer. Well test analysis is
generally involved in the interpretation of pres
sure transient records taken during drill stem
testing either through casing or in an open hole.
In the open hole drill stem test, the decision as
to whether or not it is worthwhile to run pipe and
plan a permanent completion involves an assimila
tion of information from well logs and pressure
transient tests. It is important to identify
nearThy drainage limits or a decline in reservoir
pressure.

In the case of drill stem tests run through
perforations in a number of interesting intervals
identified from wire-line logs, the main problem
is which of many opportunities appears to provide
a reasonable well completion opportunity. During
this phase of the testing, drilling and reservoir
objectives are often contradictory. Extensive
periods of testing in a given production interval
may lead to difficult drilling problems, and will
obviously lead to increased costs due to rig time
while waiting on a completion of well test objec
tives. The net result is a compromise based upon
drilling objectives and reservoir evaluation ob
jectives. Reservoir engineering objectives of
these tests generally involve determination of
eventual delivery rates, should the interval prove
to be economically productive, and the eventual
development of field-wide production.

Once a completion is effected, the production
engineer takes charge. Development drilling, hope
fully, will continue for some time. The production
engineer has the main problem of analyzing well
behavior and determining whether or not some reme
dial work or a different completion practice is
required to obtain optimum production from existing
wells. The problems involve answering questions
such as: (1) is poor performance due to a low



I1ps = 0.87 ms (3)

Once the pressure drop across the skin effect
is determined,the flow efficiency of a well may be
computed from Eq. 4:

The dimensionless skin effect is not easy to
visualize. For this reason the pressure drop across
the skin region may be computed and used to deter
mine the flow efficiency of the well. Pressure drop
across the skin may be found from:

(1)
qBfl

k = 162.6 -nili

hr - Pwf
m- 10glO[

PI
S = 1.15

The Horner time ratio also has the interesting
characteristic that an infinite shut-in time would
correspond to a time ratio of unity. Thus, the
graph provides an interesting manner for extrapo
lating the buildup pressures to an infinitely long
shut-in time. This can be seen on Fig. 1 by obser
ving the extension of the straight line drawn
through the buildup pressures to a time ratio of
unity as indicated by the pressure p*. Horner was
the first to show how to' correct this "false" pres
sure to the mean pressure, p, for closed drainage
shapes.

By 1953, Hurst7 and Van Everdingen8 showed
that although pressure data generally did form a
semi-logarithmic straight line, the lines appeared
to be displaced from the ideal solutions which
existed at that time. Both investigators proposed
the use of a new concept, the skin effect, for the
behavior of wells. The skin effect idea is shown
in Fig. 2. It was proposed that the drilling pro
cess could result in a "skin," or a zone of damage
on the surface of the producing formation. This
would amount to a zone of reduced permeability
immediately adjacent to the sand face. Figure 2
shows a rough graph of pressure versus radial dis
tance away from the well illustrating this idea.
The restriction of permeability on the sand face
would cause a large pressure drop immediately adja
cent to the sand face. The skin effect (as origi
nally conceived) was a dimensionless number directly
proportional to the pressure drop across the damaged
permeability adjacent to the sand face.

The units involved are: k in millidarcys, q in
stock tank barrels/day, B in reservoir volumes per
standard volume, viscosity in centipoise, formation
thickness in feet, and m, the straight line slope
of the graph, in psi per log cycle.

The obvious problem is that two different
graphs are involved, and often, the methods yield
different answers. A report by Ramey arid Cobb5
(1971) indicated that the Horner pressure buildup
graph is usually the most reliable for wells in
closed drainage shapes. An example of the Horner
pressure buildup graph is given in Fig. 1. Pres
sures measured after shut-in of a well result in an
almost perfectly straight semi-logarithmic line.

Conventional well test analysis methods began
in 1950 with the pioneering studies by Horner3 and
Miller-Dyes-Hutchinson. 4 The following summarizes
the results of those studies.

Well test analysis technology involves the
interpretation of pressure-time information obtained
following a specific production schedule of a well
or wells in an oil or gas reservoir. Interpreta
tion must involve an understanding of pressure-time
solutions' of transient flow problems for multi-phase
flow of fluids through multi-dimensional porous
mediums.

Conventional Well Test Methods

In general, well tests provide something for
nearly every technologist involved in petroleum
production. In this respect, there is much overlap
between the different fields of technology in oil
production.

The reservoir engineer is involved in the long
term behavior of the well and the reservoir. Im
portant questions he must answer are: what is the
optimum plan of development of the reservoir; how
many wells and what sort of pattern of wells will
be required for the optimum development of the
reservoir; what sort of oil recovery techniques
will be involved throughout the producing life of
the reservoir; and what will be the ultimate re
covery of fluid from the reservoir throughout its
producing life under various economic scenarios in
volving a variety of oil recovery mechanisms? Well
test analysis often provides the first estimates of
formation conductivity, storage, and important
producing mechanisms.

driving force moving fluids into the well [low for
mation pressure], (2) due to low formation permea
bility, and (3) due to a damaged well bore condi
tion? If poor performance is due to a damaged well
bore, what kind of well stimulation is required to
overcome this problem? Well stimulation is a major
interest of the production engineer.

Two kinds of pressure buildup graphs were pro
posed. Horner suggested that the buildup pressures
should be graphed as a function of the logarithm of
the time ratio involving the producirtg time plus
the shut-in time divided by the shut-in time (pre
viously shown by C. V. Theis6 in 1935). Miller
Dyes-Hutchinson suggested that the shut-in pressure
should be graphed versus the logarithm of the shut
in time only. In both cases, it was suggested that
a straight line should result, and that the slope
of the straight line should be inversely related to
the effective permeability of the formation to the
flowing phase. The relationship was:

Horner, and Miller-Dyes-Hutchinson - (1950-1951)

The Horner3,. and Miller-Dyes-Hutchinson4 methods
concern pressure buildup analysis. In this kind of
well testing, a well is produced at a constant rate
q, for a period of time (t), and then shut-in.
Pressures are measured during the shut-in period as
a function of the shut-in time following the pro
ducing period.
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(4) How can a proper well test be designed to
be certain that useful information is obtained?
What production rate should be used? How long
should the well be shut-in?

(4)

Equation 4 defines the flow efficiency of a
well as the ratio of the actual productivity index
to the theoretical productivity index. The Produc
tivity index is defined as the flow rate per unit
pressure drop. Because the flow rates cancel in
Eq. 4, the flow efficiency becomes a ratio of pres
sure differences. The expression on the right in
Eq. 4 indicates that the extrapolated, false pres
sure, p*, of Horner may ~e used to replace the volu
metric average pressure p.

The relationship between the volumetric average
pressure p and p* was presented by Horner as indi
cated in Fig. 3, by Miller-Dyes-Hutchinson and
Perrine9 in Fig. 4, later by PitzerlO in Fig. 5, and
finally by Matthews-Brons-Hazebroekll in 1954.

The relationship between the pressure p* and
pressure p is given by Eq. 5:

(5)

The main elements important to well test anal
ysis are given in the preceding five equations.
Equation 1 presents a formulation for the effective
conductivity or permeability of the rock to the
flowing phase. Equations 2, 3, and 4 concern the
skin effect or the well condition. Equation 5 con
cerns the mean pressure and the drainage volume of
the well, and thus the driving force available to
move the fluids from the formation into the well
bore.

The Real Life Problems

Figure 6 shows many known effects which cause
changes in the shape of pressure buildup curves.
Fracturing or wellbore damage or well fillup affect
the early-time shapes of a pressure buildup graph.
The drainage boundary or interference caused by
production or injection from adjacent wells affect
the long-time shape of a pressure buildup graph.
Unfortunately the sequence of shapes of the curves'
caused by either wellbore effects or the long-time
drainage effects is often the same. Thus, it may
not be obvious which portion of the buildup graph
is seen if a complete history is not available.
This then leads to the following real life problems.

(1) Where is the correct straight line, if
there is one in the data available?

(2) Which type of pressure buildup curve graph
ing should be used? (Horner or Miller-Dyes-Hutchin
son)

(3) Can the 'short-time pressure buildup data
obtained before the conventional semi-log straight
line be used?

-7-

Modern Methods

The answers to the preceding questions are
frequently available through a well test analysis
technique called log-log type curve matching.
In this procedure a mathematical solution for the
transient flow problem is graphed on a piece of
log-log coordinate paper (an example is shown on
Fig. 7). The solution graphed on Fig. 7 is the
answer to the problem posed by measuring pressure
drops in a shut-in well caused by the production of
an adjacent well some distance away. This is called
an interference test.

It is possible to compare the entire field data
history with a simple analytic solution by using
the unique characteristics of log-log graphing. It
is also possible to do many additional things. It
can be shown that interference data will become
semi-log straight for values of the abscissa on
Fig. 7 of five or greater. It is possible to com·
pare field data directly with a type curve and
identify the start of a correct semi-log straight
line. It is also possible to see important things
about the existence of drainage boundaries in the
pressure transient data. The solution graphed on
Fig. 7 is for a well appearing in an infinitely
large system. As long as field data follow the
solution, it is a reasonable conclusion that no
drainage boundaries are evident.

The possibility of using log-log type CUTves
for solution of problems other than interference
testing is obviously interesting. An important
question is whether other problems of interest have
unique "fingerprints" on log-log graphs that can b,,,
seen and identified easily.

Behavior of Wells with Fractures

Figure 8 presents a schematic view of a \1e11
with a vertical fracture in a closed drainage
volume. It is commonly accepted that results of
hydraulic fracturing are vertical fractures. Since
the invention of hydraulic fracturing in 1955, there
have been over 500,000 wells fractured. A log-log
type curve for a vertically-fractured well is pre"
sented in Fig. 9 (see Gringarten, et a1. l2 ). Fig-·
ures 9 and 7 are quite different. -rn-the early
time data there is a straight line that has a slope
of one-half. This behavior is unique and is ind:!.-·
cative of the presence of linear flow into a frae'
ture.

This slope may be seen on a log-log graph, but
it is not evident on conventional well test semi-·
log graphs. By regraphing the data on Fig. 9 on
semi-log coordinates, it is possible to identify
the start of a correct semi-log straight line which
may be used to obtain permeability with Eq. 1. TIl0
start of the semi-log straight line data is indi-·
cated on Fig. 9 at a dimensionless time of approxi"
mately three or four. Thus, a log-log type curve
for a fractured well can be used to identify the
start of the correct semi-log straight line.



In some cases for gas wells, high gas com
pressibility often leads to long initial periods
(hundreds of hours) prior to the start of the semi
log straight line. In this case log-log type curve
matching may be necessary. Currently, many new
studies concerning the behavior of finite fracture
conductivity problems are appearing at professional
society meetings.

The log-log type curve method in Fig. 9 sug
gests the answers to many important problems which
have plagued production engineers for years. For
example, it is not unusual during water injection
to reach injection pressures high enough to fracture
formations. Operators of waterf100ds may be faced
with the perplexing question of whether or not a
formation was inadvertently fractured. Log-log
graphing of pressure transient data for the injec
tion well should answer this question. Another
problem may concern fracture orientation. Figure
10 presents a log-log type curve for a horizontal
fracture. Figures 9 and 10 are different.

Storage and Skin Effect Type Curves

If a well is damaged, it is necessary to con
sider the effect of the storage of fluids within
the wellbore on the performance of a well. If a
valve is opened at the surface and fluid allowed
to produce, fluid expands from the casing-tubing
annulus and perhaps a liquid level will begin to
fall in the annulus. For some portion of the
early producing times, the fluid production origi
nates from expansion of fluids in the we11bore.
Eventually fluid will pass through the sand face
into the we1lbore at the same rate as the surface
producing rate. This we11bore storage effect leads
to a delay in pressure behavior that must be con
sidered in well test analysis. For example, a well
1,000 feet deep will normally have about 50 barrels
of storage space within the we11bore. If a well is
produced at a rate of 25 barrels per day, it would
be necessary to produce for two days to pump the
storage space dry, if no fluid entered through the
sand face. Time delays caused by we11bore storage
may be a matter of many hours in practical cases.
A log-log type curve which considers this effect
is shown on Fig. 11.

Figure 11 has a complex appearance, but con
tains only a few essential features. For short
times, all cases shown on Fig. 11 follow a line of
unit slope. When pressure data follow the unit
slope, all fluid production comes from expansion
of fluid in the we11bore. There is little flow
through the sand face. On the other hand, at long
times, pressures approach the flat lines shown along
the top of Fig. 11 and identified by the zero stor
age numbers. When data reach these flat lines, as
indicated by the heavy dot in the center of the fig
ure, the semi-log straight line begins to form and
a conventional analysis becomes possible. The
start of the correct semi-log straight line may be
found approximately one and one-half log cycles
after the data depart from the initial unit slope
straight line. This is indicated by the arrow
across the top of Fig~ 11.
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Current Trends

Interpretation of pressures measured in a well
(either producing or shut-in) has provided the
main problem considered in the petroleum literature.
The large compressibility of gas and oil made inter
ference testing between wells a lengthy testing
procedure. In_the last five years, high-precision
pressure gauges1b have become available, and inter
ference testing has become important. Furthermore,
the need for a more complete description of reser
voirs for planning enhanced oil recovery has led
to detailed we11-by-wel1 interference testing.
Accounts of current practice may be found in Stro
bel, et a1. 14,and Kamal and Brigham15 .

Summary

Modern interpretation methods involving use of
all well test data from the moment a valve setting
is changed on a well, through very long duration
tests, offers great power in data interpretation.
However, well tests are not always practical, and
many important problems remain. One important
case which frequently makes well testing difficult
or impossible is the thick-sand problem. When the
formation is thick, the straight line slope on con
ventional well test graphs may be too small to
measure. In order to obtain measurable straight
line slopes, it might be necessary to take the en
tire field producing rate from one well. Thus, it
is necessary to design a well test to be certain
that useful information can be obtained.

Among the important problems which are not yet
susceptible to complete analysis by modern methods
are the layered system problems, certain types of
fractured systems and bottom water coning prob
lems, and gas cap problems. Work is underway on
these problems, however, and it is likely that use
ful solutions will be found in the near future.
In regard to the thick-sand problem, one possible
solution is measurement of pressures with extreme
precision. Fortunately, new pressure measuring
devices of very high precision are becoming avail
able. These gauges are sufficiently accurate to
measure gravitational effect on formation pressure
caused by the moon passing the surface of the earth.
It now appears that this earth-tide effect may be
of practical use in estimation of the porosity of
formations. It is clear that many new solutions
will be found which may be graphed on log-log co
ordinates and used to interpret the complex modern
problems that occur in well test analysis.
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Nomenclature and Units

All symbols aBed in this study are standard
Society of Petroleum Engineering symbols. The
English system of engineering units is used in
equations in the text. See references 1 and 2 for
detail.
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Fig. 8.

BOUNDING SURfACES
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Schematic view of fractured well and accompanying reservoir drainage volume.
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Fig. 9. Type curve for vertically fractured well.
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AQUIFER TESTS - THE STATE OF 111E ART IN HYDROLOGY
By E. P. Weeks

u. S. Geological Survey
Lubbock, Texas

ABSTRACT

Numerous developments have been made in the
theory and design of aquifer tests since C. V.
Theis published his famous paper in 1935, and it
is now possible to analyze data obtained under
geohydrologic conditions that depart in a number
of ways from those assumed in his development.
Concerning the aquifer itself, several theories
have been developed and applied to describe and
analyze flow in leaky aquifers, in aquifers which
are anisotropic with respect to distribution of
hydraulic conductivity between different horizon
tal directions, and in unconfined aquifers. Well
characteristics can be dealt with by equations now
available for analyzing flow toward production
wells that partially penetrate the aquifer, that
have significant storage in the well bore, or that
exhibit signifi~ant well losses. In regard to the
type of discharge or head control imposed at the
production well, equations are available for anal
yzing the effects of various types of changes in
discharge with time, for effects of constant draw
down, and for effects of an instantaneous change
in head (the "slug" test).

The equations developed for various aquifer
and well conditions provide tools for analyzing
data from many different geohydrologic situations.
However, many of the aquifer-test solutions result
in curves of similar shape, and therefore, are not
unique to only one flow system. Consequently,
careful site evaluation and aquifer-test design
are essential to ensure the success of planned
aquifer tests. Pretest prediction of aquifer
response, based upon best estimates of the proper
ties of the aquifer and confiring bed and upon the
hydrologist's analysis of the geohydrologic set
ting is highly desirable in designing an aquifer
test. Such a prediction will enhance the prob
abili ty that the test is run long enough and the
observation wells are spaced such that proper and
adequate drawdown data are available for analysis
and definition of the flow system.

INTRODUCTION

Stallman (1971) defines an aquifer test as a
controlled field experiment made to determine the
hydraulic properties of water-bearing and associa
ted rocks. Such a definition is both useful and
accurate. However, in view of the symposium title
and the general interest of its participants, the
scope of this paper is limited to a discussion of
tests involving radial symmetry, those aquifer
test situations for which analytical equations are
available, and equations or methods dealing with
transient flow. Test situations for which no
analytical equations are available are mentioned
only briefly and solution by numerical modeling is
suggested. Knowledge and familiarity with the use
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of the Theis (1935) equation is assumed.

By way of acknowledgment, this paper is an
outgrowth of an effort to update and revise, for
another purpose, the publication by Stallman
(1971) and hence draws heavily upon his earlier
work.

AVAILABLE ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS

Most of the publications describing advances
in aquifer test theory since Theis (1935) have
presented equations that avoid one or more of the
assumptions of the Theis equation. Consequently,
they can be categorized with respect to the Theis
equation assumptions as listed below. For clar
ity, these assumptions are divided into three cat
egories. The first category deals with assump
tions regarding the aquifer and its boundaries,
the second with assumptions regarding characteris
tics of the production well, and the third with
the nature of the stress applied at the control or
production well. Some analyses deal with varia
tions for assumptions in more than one category
and are discussed under the section deemed most
relevant.

The Theis equation solution involves the fol
lowing categorized assumptions:

1. Aquifer: a. infinite in areal extent;
b. confined above and below by impermeable beds;
c. homogeneous, isotropic, and of uniform thick
ness; d. remains filled with water,and e. re
leases water from storage instantaneously with a
decline in head.

2. Production well: a. completely penetra
tes the aquifer; b. infinitesimal diameter; c.
produces water without head loss in the well bore;
and d. flow to the well per unit length open to
the aquifer is uniform.

3. Stress applied at the well: a. discharge
is constant, starting at some initial time t=O.

Other assumptions involved in use of the
Theis equations, such as the validity of Darcy's
Law, that flow is laminar, that the fluid is homo
geneous and completely saturates the medium, and
that the medium is physically and chemically
stable, ar~ in general implicit in the analytical
solutions described below as well.'

Aquifer Conditions

Historically, the first of the assumptions
regarding the aquifer to be overcome is that con
cerning its infinite areal extent. Generally,
tests on aquifers of limited areal extent are
analyzed by the application of image-well theory,
as described, for example, by Ferris and others
(1962). Based upon theory, Stallman (1963) pre
sented type curves to analyze tests on semiinfinite
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aquifers bounded by a linear fully penetrating
stream or by a linear contact with impermeable
rock. MJreover, if the boundary configuration of
the tested aquifer is more complicated, but can be
idealized as a series of line segments, type
curves can be tailormade by application of image
well theory to the appropriate infinite-aquifer
response functions.

Bixel and others (1963) present equations
that describe drawdowns due to pumping from an
aquifer linearly bounded by an aquifer of differ
ent hydraulic properties. Use of image-well the
ory is limited in this case to steady-state condi
tions or to the unlikely situation in which the
ratios of transmissivity to storage, or hydraulic
diffusivities, of the two adjoining aquifers are
tIle same. For other situations, the equations are
quite complicated, and any actual field applica
tion cf their tlleory to analyze aquifer-test data
is unknm~ to this author.

Hantush (1965) presents an equation that des
cribes drawdowns in an aquifer bounded by a fully
penetrating stream separated from the aquifer by
a thin layer of low permeability. He did not nu
merically evaluate the function, however, and the
equation has not been applied. Instead, standard
practice in the analysis of tests made in such geo
hydrologic situations has been to determine an
"effective distance" to the stream boundary
(Kazmann, 1946; Rorabaugh, 1956; Hantush, 1959a).
In using the "effective distance" concept, the
effects of low-permeability streambed materials
and of partial penetration of the stream on draw
downs in the aquifer are compensated for by adding
a fictitious increment of aquifer width between
the stream and the actual aquifer.

The need to assume that the aquifer is con
fined above and below by impermeable beds has been
overcome in developments by Hantush and Jacob
(1955) and by Hantush (1960). In the earlier pap
er, the authors give equations that describe draw
downs in an aquifer separated from an overlying or
underlying constant-head source bed by an incom
pressible semipermeable layer. Hantush I slater
paper extends this analysis to include effects of
storage within the confining layer, and presents
type curves showing the response of the aquifer
during the early period when transient drawdown
effects have not yet traversed the full thickness
of the confining layer. In addition, time criter
ia are given to determine the period during which
the type curves are applicable.

Both leaky-aquifer equations have been widely
applied. The Hantush-Jacob equations are used to
analyze data from aquifers semiconfined by beds
that are relatively thin, permeable, and consoli
dated; the Hantush equation is relevant to aqui
fers semiconfined by thick, poorly consolidated,
low permeability beds.

In tests on leaky aquifers, determination of
the hydraulic properties of the semiconfining beds
is often at least as important as determination of
the aquifer properties. The semiconfining-bed
properties can sometimes be determined from the
type-curve match, but they often are better deter
mined by analysis of drawdown in piezometers
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tapping the confining layer itself, using the
ratio method of Neuman and Witherspoon (1972).

The above referenced leaky-aquifer equatioQs
assume that no drawdown is induced in the adjacent
aquifer due to leakage into the pumped aquifer.
This assumption is frequently valid if the unpump-'
ed aquifer is unconfined, but does not always hold
true in multiple confined aquifer systems. Conse
quently, Hantush (1967) and Neuman and Witherspoon
(1969) have developed equations describing draw
down distributions around a constant-discharge
production well in both the pumped and unpumped
aquifers. Hantush I s analysis is for a system of
two aquifers separated by an incompressible semi··
confining layer, while Neuman and Witherspoon con
sider storage in the semiconfining bed and des··
cribe drawdown variations with time in that bed as
well. In another development, Neuman and Wither
spoon (Witherspoon and others, 1971) analyzed sys
tems including as many as three aquifers separated
by compressible semiconfining layers and also pre
sented equations describing the time-drawdown res
ponse in the semiconfining layers. The resulting
equations from all these analyses are complicated,
however, and contain several parameters. Hence,
in general, they are more suited for predicting
aquifer-test response than for aquifer-test
analysis.

Methods have also been developed by Hantush
(1966a, 1966b), Hantush and Thomas (1966), and
Papadopulos (1967a) to analyze data from aquifers
that are areally anisotropic. These methods have
not been widely applied in hydrology, because of
the need for observation wells in at least three
directions from the pumped well. However, unpub
lished analyses of some recent aquifer tests on
the Floridan aquifer near Tampa, Florida, using
these methods, have resulted in an excellent fit
between the data and the theory, indicating that
the methods are indeed useful in some situations.

Little work has been done on developing equa
tions to handle effects of aquifer heterogeneity.
However, Hantush (1962a) has developed equations
to describe the effects on water levels in observa
tion wells of pumping a well in an aquifer that
thins exponentially in one direction, but is of
constant thickness in the orthogonal direction,
both for wells pumped at a constant rate and for
flowing wells. In addition, he describes time and
distance criteria for which equations assuming
constant aquifer thickness can be applied. In an
other development, Javandel and Witherspoon (1969)
have used a numerical model to compute drawdowns
in piezometers tapping one of several layers of
assumed different hydraulic conductivity in a lay
ered aquifer completely penetrated by the produc
tion well. The results of their study indicate
that the effects of layering on drawdown diminish
with time, and that analysis of later-time draw
down data should yield the transmissivity of the
full aquifer thickness.

Much recent work has been concentrated on the
development of response curves for unconfined aqui
fers. Early important contributions on the topic
were made by Boulton (1954a, 1954b). In one anal
ysis, he assumed negligible dewatering, linear re
lease from storage, and termination of flow lines



at the water table. In the other analysis (1954b),
he investigated the effects of delayed yield from
storage, expressed as an exponential function of
time. Boulton's delayed-yield model has enjoyed
considerable acceptance, in large part because of
the applications described by Prickett (1965).

Recent work (Neuman, 1972, 1974, 1975; Strel
tsova, 1972; Streltsova and Rushton, 1973; Boulton
and Streltsova, 1975), has centered on analyzing
the aquifer as being compressible (containing in
ternal storage), but with the flow lines termina
ting at the water table, as in Boulton's (1954a)
analysis. These analyses result in type curves
very similar to Boulton's (1954b) delayed yield
curves, and have resulted in Boulton's arbitrary
"delay index" being described in terms of specific
yield (Sy), aquifer thickness (b), the ratio of
horizontal to vertical hydraulic conductivity
(Kr/Kz), and the ratio of well radius to aquifer
thickness (rib). There is considerable dispute on
the exact nature of this relationship, however
(Neuman, 1975; Streltsova, 1976a; Neuman, 1976;
Gambolatti, 1976). On the other hand, Cooley
(1972) and Cooley and Case (1973) have shown that
the delay index is exactly related to the hydrau
lic conductivity, thickness, and specific yield of
the semiconfining bed in a system in which the
aquifer is overlain by a semiconfining bed contain
ing a water table.

The recent work of Neuman, Boulton, and Strel
tsova supersedes earlier work by Stallman (1965)
and Dagan (1967) in which flow lines were consid
ered to end at the water table but internal stor
age with the aquifer was not considered. Compari
son of the various response curves to test data
indicate that internal aquifer storage, although
quantitatively small, substantially affects the
shape of the early time-drawdown data, and cannot
properly be ignored.

Methods for describing drawdowns in aquifers
having permeability due to fractures and to inter
granular porosity have received considerable atten
tion by the petroleum industry, but are not refer
enced here because another speaker is describing
the state of the art in well testing in that indus
try. However, within the hydrologic literature,
Streltsova (1976b) presents a solution for draw
downs due to pumping an aquifer exhibiting perme
ability due both to fracture and to intergranular
porosity. Type curves developed from her paper
have been used to analyze data from an aquifer
test involving multiple observation wells at
Reston, Virginia, by Ren Jen Sun (oral commun.,
1975), and an excellent match between theory and
data was obtained.

Characteristics of the Production Well

Of the assumptions regarding characteristics
of the production well, that regarding its full
penetration is perhaps the most significant on a
practical basis. Production wells sometimes pene
trate only a fraction of the aquifer thickness,
and the resultant effects on drawdown in nearby
piezometers can be substantial, particularly if
the aquifer exhibits horizontal-vertical aniso
tropy. Hantush (196la, 1961d) has presented
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equations to compute the effects of partial pene
tration in piezometers or partially penetrating
observation wells, and Weeks (1964, 1969) and
Mansur and Dietrich (1965) have described use of
data from aquifer tests on partially penetrating
wells to compute the ratio of horizontal to verti
cal hydraulic conductivity. Hantush has also pre
sented equations to describe the effects of partial
penetration on leaky artesian aquifers. Use of
these equations to analyze aquifer-test data may
not be practical, however, because of difficulty
in separating the effects of radial-vertical aniso
tropy from those due to leakage. Neuman (1974) and
Dagan (1967) have presented equations to describe
effects of partial penetration on drawdowns near
wells tapping unconfined aquifers, with and with
out internal storage in the aquifer, respectively.
Neuman (1975) also describes the use of his equa
tion to analyze aquifer-test data.

The assumption that the production well is
infinitesimal in diameter is never strictly true,
and, as a practical matter, storage in the well
bore can cause significant effects on the early
time drawdowns in the production well, as describ
ed by Papadopulos and Cooper (1967) and in nearby
observation wells, as described by Papadopulos
(1967b). The equations and limiting times and
distances over which they apply are not considered
as often as they should be in aquifer-test design
and analysis. This is true in part because the
paper by Papadopulos appears in a rather obscure
publication.

Analysis of the effects of head loss in the
production well due to clogging of the aquifer
materials adjacent to the well bore by drilling
fluid, or by turbulent flow within and near the
well bore has not received as wide attention in
the field of hydrology as it has in petroleum eng
ineering, in part at least because of the emphasis
in hydrology on analyzing for aquifer, as opposed
to well, properties. In general, well-bore effects
are assumed to result from effects of turbulence,
and are analyzed by step-drawdown tests. Jacob
(1947) proposed that the pumped-well drawdown be
expressed as a sum of two components, one linearly
dependent upon discharge (the aquifer head loss)
and the other upon the square of the discharge
(the well head loss). Step-drawdown data may be
analyzed to determine the well-loss coefficient by
a sin~le graphical analysis using his equation.

Rorabaugh (1953) also assumed that the step
drawdown data could be separated into two compon
ents, but suggested that the well-loss portion was
proportional tothedischarge raised to the nth power,
where n varies from 2 to 3 or more. Analysis of
step-drawdown data by the Rorabaugh method requires
a more complicated graphical analysis, as it is
necessary to determine both the well"loss coeffi
cient and the exponent.

Lennox (1966) presents the results of analyz
ing a number of step-drawdown tests by the above
methods, and gives a good description of the
methodology of the Rorabaugh equation.
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Discharge or Drawdown Control at the Production
Well

Most equations developed for aquifer-test
analysis are based on the assumption that the well
is pumped at some constant disdlarge, beginning at
some initial time t=O. However, there are a num
ber of circumstances where it is not practical to
maintain pumpage at a constant rate. For example,
a valve may not be available for discharge control,
and the discharge of the well will decline as the
water level is drawn down. Flowing wells often
are not equipped with pumps, and instead are allow
ed to flow from the well head. The control in this
case is that of constant drawdown, rather than con
stant discharge. Finally, particularly during
test drilling, it is sometimes most practical to
test the aquifer by instantaneously changing the
head in the well by a constant amount, and then
observing its recovery. A test run under these
conditions is termed a "slug test".

Equations and methods to analyze data from
tests involving variable discharge can be divided
into two categories. For one approach, discharge
is assumed to follow some mathematically exact
variation with time. In the other approach, the
discharge is assumed to vary in a sequence of dis
crete steps, and the effects of each step change
in discharge on water levels is summed to produce
a specific type curve for a given pattern of dis
charge variation.

Werner (1946) presents equations describing
drawdowns in confined aquifers due to linearly
varying discharge. Abu-Zied and Scott (1963);
Abu-Zied, Scott, and Aron (1964); and Hantush
(1964a, 1964b) present equations describing draw
downs in confined aquifers for exponentially de
creasing pumpage rates, and Hantush (1964a, 1964b)
describes the effects of hyperbolically decreasing
discharge as well. In addition, Hantush presents
equations for drawdown in leaky aquifers in which
storage in the semiconfining bed is negligible,
and in which discharge varies exponentially or
hyperbolically. Lai, Karadi, and Williams (1973)
present equations for drawdown in a large-diameter
production well with exponentially or linearly
varying discharge. Finally, Lai and Su (1974) pre
sent equations for effects of constant or exponen
tially varying discharge on the drawdown in a
large-diameter production well that taps a leaky
aquifer. In general, the various equations may be
used to analyze aquifer test by preparing special
type curves, as described, for example, by Hantush
(1964b). However, the equations have not been
widely used, possibly in part because they are
complicated.

Representation of any arbitrary pumpage his
tory as a series of finite time intervals of con
stant discharge has been suggested by Cooper and
Jacob (1946), Stallman (1962), Aron and Scott
(1965), Sternberg (1968) and Moench (1971). Of
these, Stallman (1962), and Moench (1971) describe
use of the full Theis or leaky aquifer equation,
and the other authors suggest use of the Cooper
Jacob (Cooper 'and Jacob, 1946) approximation of
the Theis equation to make a semilog analysis.
Once again, these methods do not appear to have
been widely applied, even though they would be
more easily used than those based on the assump-
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tion that the discharge-time relationship follows
some mathematical function.

Flowing artesian wells often are not equipped
with pumps, but are opened and allowed to flow at
the well head. Thus, drawdown in the production
well is constant, but its discharge varies. More
over, the use of constant-drawdown equations for
prediction purposes is of interest to the construc
tion industry, because the goal of most dewatering
projects is to maintain some constant minimum draw
down, rather than to deliver water at a specified
rate.

The first paper to deal with transient ground
water movement to flowing wells was by Jacob and
Lohman (1952). They present a type curve to anal
yze the variation of discharge of a flowing well
with time to determine transmissivity and the co
efficient of storage. Later developments by Han
tush (1964a) and Glover (1964) present type curves
or tabulated functions relating the ratio of draw
down in a nearby observation well to that in the
production well as a function of time and hydraulic
diffusivity (transmissivity divided by the storage
coefficient, or TIS). Thus, time-drawdown data
for an observation well may be used to compute TIS,
but not transmissivity or storage alone.

Hantush (1959b) developed equations to des
cribe the discharge variation with time in a flow
ing well tapping a leaky aquifer separated from a
constant-head source bed by an incompressible semi
confining bed. In addition to the infinite-aqui
fer equations for this situation, Hantush presents
equations for the discharge variation with time of
a flowing well in the center of a circular aquifer
bounded either by a constant-head or by an imper
meable boundary. The paper also presents drawdown
equations for all three situations.

For wells not equipped with pumps, such as
those installed during test-drilling operations,
slug tests provide a practical tool for performing
aquife~ tests. In a slug test, head in the con
trol well is instantaneously changed either upward
or downward by adding a slug of water, by withdraw
al of a large float or by the escape of compressed
air. The recovery of head to its initial position
with time is observed. The mathematical formula
tion governing the head recovery during a slug
test on a well of infinitesimal diameter was first
presented by Ferris and Knowles (1954). However,
Cooper and others (1967) show that the effects of
storage in the well bore generally are significant
in slug tests. They present equations and type
curves for analyzing slug tests when well-bore
storage is significant, but inertial effects are
small. Their slug-test equation, coupled with the
use of an electronic pressure transducer to record
rapid water-level response, has been useful to
evaluate packer tests and other tests on bore
holes in areas remote from pump-equipped wells.

Van der Kamp (1976) has presented an equation
for analyzing slug tests on wells in whichiner
tial effects are great enough that the response
to an instantaneous head change is described by an
underdamped harmonic function with time. He used
the method to determine transmissivity from tests
on several wells, with fair results.
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TIle various papers cited above are sunffillirized
in table 1. TIlis table, which was adapted from
Stallman (1971), categorizes the papers according
to the assunvtions discussed above. In addition,
a category has been added on the emphasis of the
paper. This category specifies whether type curves
are available in the paper, specifies availability
of type curves in other sources by footnotes, and
lnentions whether field applications are given.
The table should be useful for selecting the prop
er response function to analyze a given aquifer
test. The table also contains a few references
not cited above, including those describing draw
downs in a sloping water t'able aquifer (Hantush ,
1962b), inertial effects on water levels in obser
vation wells (Cooper and others, 1965), seismic
effects on water-level fluctuations (Bredehoeft
and others, 1966), drawdowns in collector wells
(I-1antush and Papadopulos, 1962), and drawdowns in
an aquifer undergoing conversion from artesian to
water table conditions (Moench and Prickett, 1971).
Three papers by Boulton (1963, 1964, 1965) are ref-

erenced including two discussing use of the delayed
yield equations (Boulton, 1954b), and one describ
ing drawdowns in an unconfined aquifer due to pro
duction at constant drawdown. Norris and Fidler
describe an application of Stallman's (1965) uncon
fined-aquifer test theory to analyze test data.

Despi te the widespread availability of typ8
curves for various aquifer-test situations. many
others, generally involving two or more deviations
from the Theis equation assumptions, remain unsol
ved. In these cases, as well as in some cases in
which available analytical equations have not been
evaluated, the hydrologist should consider use of
numerical models to generate dimensionless response
curves. This approach has already been applied to
some extent both in hydrology and in the pe·:.roJeun
industry. However, such use of numericaJ. models i,;
presently inadequate, and needs to become part of
the tool kit of many, if not all, aquifer-· test
analysts.
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S = 3 x 10-6b;

Alternatively, if no data are available, S may be
estimated by the rule-of-thumb equation,

n
T=EKb'

'In m'
1

storage coefficient, dimensionless;
specific weight of water, ~IT-2L-2;
bulk modulUS of elasticity of water,
MT-2L-l;
porosity, dimensionless;
aquifer thickness, L;
barometric efficiency, dimensionless.

number of layers comprising the aquifer;
estimated hydraulic conductivity of mth
layer, Lr l ;
thickness of mth layer, L.

n
b

and BE

where S =
y =

1\" =

where n
'Sn

where b = aquifer thickness in meters. Note that
the constant, 3 x 10-6, has the wlits L-l For
unconfined aquifers, specific yield may be estima
ted from the nature of the materials drained dur
ing the test. Rough estimates of specific yield
range from 0.01 for clay to 0.1 for silt and 0.2
for sand and gravel.

The ratio of horizontal to vertical hydraulic
conductivity is important in the analysis of tests
using partially penetrating production wells and
of tests on unconfined aquifers. '[his ratio is
dependent upon the degree of stratification of the
aquifer, and can vary from 1: 1 or 2: 1 to more than
100: 1. Data presented by Mansur and Dietrich
(1965) and by Weeks (1969) indicate that the ratio
might be estimated as being about 5:1 or 10:1 in a
relatively homogeneous aquifer exhibiting only
slight stratification. However, in strongly stra
tified aquifers, the ratio would be much higher.

A value for the storage coefficient of an art
esian aquifer may be estimated from the porosity
and the barometric efficiency of the well, if knm"n,
by the equation (Jacob, 1940, p. 583):

The hydraulic conductivity can be estimated from a
table of such values versus lithology, such as that
used by R. T. Hurr (Lohman, 1972, p. 53). Hurr's
chart was developed for a specific aquifer (Arkwl
sas River valley alluvium in Colorado), but simi
lar charts might be prepared for other aquifers.

capacity of the well, based on equations and charts
presented by Theis (1963), Brown (1963), Meyer
(1963), or Hurr (1966). The effects of well loss
on specific capacity is not included in these charts.
However, such losses may be accounted for if step
drawdown test data are available, based on equa
tions presented by Jacob (1947) or Rorabaugh (1953).
If specific capacity of the production well is not
known, or if well losses are unknown and suspected
to be large, transmissivity may be estimated from
smnple logs of wells or test holes, based on the
equation:

In addition to selecting the appropriate
response curve for the test analysis, it is impor
tant that the observation wells be advantageously
placed and that the test be run long enough that
adequate time-drawdown data are obtained at all
the observation wells. Pretest prediction of the
response of each observation well, based on esti
mates of the hydraulic properties of the aquifer
and semiconfining beds and on the appropriate res
ponse curve, will do much to ensure adequate design
of the test. TIlUS, two major elements of success
ful aquifer-test design are site evaluation and
pretest prediction.

Site Evaluation

During the site evaluation, estimates of all
pertinent hydraulic properties of the aquifer and
adjacent rocks should be made by any means feasi
ble in order to make the pretest predictions.
Estimates of transmissivity and storage coeffici
ent shOUld be made. Also, if leaky confining beds
are suspected, leakage coefficients should be esti
mated. For unconfined aquifers, conductivity to
vertical flow is important. In some cases,aquifer
transmissivity may be estimated from the specific

AQUIFER-TEST DESIGN

During the site evaluation, both the physical
and geohydrologic situation should be examined in
detail. Such mundane items as determining the
type of pump, power plant, and discharge-control
equipment that are available or that can be instal
led on the production well, opportunity for dispo
sal of the pumped water, accessibility for measur
ing discharge and water levels, rapidity of res
ponse of the observation wells, and the depths and
distances of the observation wells from the produc
tion well should be determined. In addition all
geologic and hydrologic data, such as drillers
logs, sample logs, and geophysical logs should be
collected and examined. Surface geologic features
and locations of incised lakes or stremns should
be mapped. These data will aid in identifying the
depth, thickness, .and geometry of the aquifer to
be tested.

Attention to detail in the design and plan
ning of an aquifer test is essential if the test
is to be successful. This is particularly true
because the response curves for different geohydro
logic situations are similar in shape, and hence
the shape of the observed time-drawdown curve will
not by itself be diagnostic of the conditions pre
vailing at the well site. For example, the res
ponse curves for a well near a stream in a semi
infinite aquifer will be almost identical to those
for a well tapping a leaky aquifer bounded by in
compressible confining beds or to the early-time
drawdown response curves for an unconfined aquifer.
Alternatively, many of the response curves for a
well tapping a leaky aquifer bounded by compressi
ble beds are nearly identical to the Theis curve.
Consequently, for successful aquifer-test analy
sis, it is absolutely essential that the set of res
ponse curves to be used for analysis of a given
aquifer test be properly identified by geohydrolog
ic site evaluation, rather than by inference from
the test results themselves.
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As an example, if b' = 4 meters, K' = 0.02 m/day,
and S's = 2.5 x 10- 6 m, and the confining layer is
overlain or underlain by a source bed, the curves
of Hantush and Jacob (1955) would apply after the
test had been in progress about 0.01 day, or 15
minutes. On the other hand, if K' = 5 x 10-4m/day,
b ' = 100 m, and S's = 1 x 10-4m- l , the Hantush
(1960) response curves would apply for the first
200 days, based on Hantush's (1960, p. 3716)
inequality

and relatively permeable and incompressible, the
response curves of 11antush and Jacob (1955) will
apply, whereas those of Hantush (1960) will apply
if the confining layer is thick, of low permeabil
ity, and highly compressible. Quantitatively, se
lection of the proper set of response curves depends
on one of two inequalities given by Hantush (1960,
p. 3716). For example, the Hantush-Jacob (1955)
response curves will apply if

5b,2S'
s

for the semiconfining layer separating the aquifer
from the constant-head source bed,
where t time since start of test, T;

b' confining layer thickness, L;
S's specific storage of the confining layer,

L-1.
and K' vertical hydraulic c~nductivity of the

confining layer, LT- .

(Strictly speaking, the term r 2S/4Tt in Hantush
and Jacob's (1955) formulation should be replaced
by the term (r2S/4Tt) . (1+S'/3S) if S' > O.OlS,
according to Hantush (1960, p. 3718),
where r distance from observation well to produc

tion well, L;
S storage coefficient of aqUifer, dimension

less;
T transmissivity of aqUifer, L2/T;

and S' S'sb', the storage coefficient of the
semiconfining bed, dimensionless.)

K't >

The uncertainty involved in using the above
examples and suggestions for estimating vertical
hydraulic conductivity and specific storage of the
semiconfining beds should be fully recognized.
The investigator should use all available informa
tion on the geology and hydrology of the semicon
fining beds to estimate their hydraulic properties.

Two important factors in the successful design
of an aquifer test are the vertical hydraulic con
ductivity and the specific storage of the overly
ing and underlying semiconfining beds. Both these
factors show an extreme range. For example, a
Cretaceous semiconfining clay bed in the Annapoli~

Maryland, area has a vertical hydraulic conductiv
ity of about 5 x 10-5m/day (Mack, 1974), whereas
several Pleistocene glacial till semiconfining
beds in Ohio and Illinois have a vertical hydrau
lic conductivity of 0.001-0.02 m/day (Norris, 1962).
TIle specific storage coefficient of semiconfining
bed materials also shows a wide range, depending
upon the nature of the materials; their degree of
consolidation and cementation; and the preconsoli
dation load stress, or maximum overburden load
stress to which the beds have been subjected sub
sequent to their deposition. For example, Riley
(1969) estimates the specific storage of clay beds
in the valley fill deposits at a site in the San
Joaquin valley to be about 1 x 10- 5m-l in the range
of preconsolidation load stress, as compared to a
value of about 1 x 10-3m-l in the range of virgin
load stress. (Virgin load stress represents stress
greater than that to which the bed had previously
been exposed). As another example, Wolff (1970a)
found that the specific storage of an unconsolida
ted bed of fine sand, silt, and clay near Salisbury,
Maryland, was about 3 x 10-5m-l In general, in
areas for which land subsidence and semiconfining
bed compaction is not evident, an investigator
might use, for his pretest design estimate, a val
ue of 3 x 10-6m- l for the specific storage of a
consolidated confining bed, and a value of 3 x
10-5m-l for an unconsolidated bed. On the other
hand, if compaction has occurred, and it is antici
pated that the test will be run under conditions
that result in virgin load stress, the subsidence
and water-level decline data themselves should be
used to estimate specific storage.

Pretest Prediction
and the Hantush and Jacob (1955) curves would not
apply for 10,000 days.

The site evaluation provides data on avail
able measurement facilities and indicates the prop
er response equation to be used in the analysis.
Success of the test can be further ensured by pre
dicting the drawdown response of each of the obser
vation wells before the test is performed, based
on estimates of the aquifer properties made during
the site evaluation. Such predictions will aid in
pinpointing deficiencies in observation well loca
tions and in determining the necessary duration of
the test.

Additional aquifer-test design problems arise
if the response curves of Hantush (1960) apply,
because the curves are nonunique for a significant
range of confining bed properties. In fact, there
is virtually no difference in the shape of the
response curves for values of Hantush's (1960)
S ranging from zero (the Theis curve) to about 0.7.
The parameter

r K'S' K"S"!<
S = "4 ( Tb I S + Tb"S ) Z,

Pretest predictions are particularly impor
tant in the design of aquifer tests where leakage
from or across the confining beds is anticipated.
Such predictions will aid in selecting the proper
set of response curves and in circumventing prob
lems of nonuniqueness of response curve shape, as
described below. If the confining layer is thin

where r distance from production well to obser
vation well, L;

K' ,K" vertical hydraulic conductivity of upper
and lower semiconfining layers, respec
tively, (L/T);

S,S' ,S" storage coefficient of the aquifer and
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If S falls within this range for a given observa
tion well, it is not possible to determine unique
values of T, S, and S using data from that well
alone. On the other hand, if data for more than
one observation well are available, a composite
t/r2 data plot may be prepared, and matched to the
type-curve family. A unique match may then be ob
tained by invoking the added constraint that r val
ues for the observation wells must fallon curves
having proportional S values. For example, if data
are available for wells at 100 and 200 meters from
the production well, the data for the two wells
must match curves having S values of the ratio 1:2.
If only one observation well is available, and the
pretest prediction indicates that the S value lies
between zero and 0.7, consideration should be given
to installing an additional observation well at
some different distance to obtain separate response
curves. Moreover, if knowledge of the confining

T
and

b',b"

upper and lower semiconfining beds, res
pectively (dimensionless);
transmissivity of the aquifer, L2/T;

~lickness of the upper and lower semicon
fining beds, respectively (L).

bed properties is important, the investigator
should consider completing a piezometer in the con
fining bed itself, with the plan that the data be
analyzed by the ratio method of Neuman and
Witherspoon (1972).

One caveat is in order on use of the Neuman
Witherspoon method. In practice, it has sometimes
been found (Wolff, 1970b, for example) that piezo
meters completed in the semiconfining bed exhibit
reverse water-level fluctuations, in that water
levels in the semiconfining bed rise for some per
iod of time after the start of pumping from the
aquifer. These changes apparently are related to
radial and vertical deformation of the aquifer and
semiconfining beds resulting from their compressi
bility (Wolff, 1970b). Such phenomena were not
considered in the development of the ratio method,
and their effects on the accuracy of the method are
not known. Additional work is needed in this area.

The nature of the problems that may be encoun
tered in the design of a test on an aquifer bound
ed by compressible semiconfining beds is illustra
ted by actual test data in figure 1. This figure
shows a match of multiple observation well data

10.

101

II(u,S) type curves

.0J.t...- ---1 L- ----,------!.- -!- ---l

10- 3

1.0

Ul
+ Match

r:r: Point
r.L1
E-<
lid 5 r = 472
,<',

7 756z r=
H 3 r=1783m
S;

Q 158 L/sec
~ T 1400 m2 /day
~ S 8 X 10- 4

Q

.1

t/r2, SEC/METER2

Figure 1. - -Drawdown data from three observation wells for an aquifer test made near Houston,

Texas matched to family of lIeu,S) (Hantush, 1960) type curves.
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aquifer, particularly if the effects of dewatering
on these late-time data are corrected for by use of
the equation (Jacob, 1963):

s' = s-s2/2b ,

where t time after which confined-aquifer equa
tions apply, T;

b aquifer thickness, L;
Sy speyific yield, dimensionless;
Kz vertical hydraulic conductivi ty, LIT;
r distance from observation well to produc-

tion well, L;
and Kr hori zontal hydraulic conductivi ty, LIT.

This equation is based on the asswnptions that the
production well fully penetrates the aquife:, th~t

internal storage within the body of the aqUIfer IS
negligible, and that drawdo\ill is small compared to
aquifer thickness.

Weeks (1969, p. 209-210), however, concluded
that data from piezometers open near the water
table match the artesian curves at t > bSy/Kz for
r/b(Kz/Kr)~ < 0.4 and t > bSy/Kz(0.5 + 1.25 rib

(Kz/Kr)~) for greater values of rib (Kz/Kr)~'
(Weeks' second equation is incorrectly given in
the original paper.) This conclusion was based on
the comparison of field data from several tests on
unconfined aquifers to the appropriate artesian

However, the initial early drawdown response may
occur during the first few minutes of the test,
before discharge of the production well can be
stabilized. Moreover, the rate of this early water
level decline may be governed by storage and iner
tial effects (Stallman, 1965; Bredehoeft and others,
1966) or by slow response of the observation well
due to clogging of the well screen or adjacent aqui
fer materials in the observation well. Thus, the
early-time water levels may not be representative
of the actual drawdown in the aquifer itself. In
the absence of reliable early-time drawdown data,
it is desirable to have data extending into the
time range when the response curves for a confined
aquifer apply. This is true because of the lack of
defini tion of the curve as obtained during the mid
part of the time range. Thus, it is ge~erally d~

sirable, even with the recent advances In unconfIn
ed aquifer test theory, to run the test long enough
that the equations apply for artesian conditions.

Because of the desirability of obtaining data
during tests on unconfined aquifers to match the
artesian-response curves, the planned duration of
such tests is important. In particular, the plan
ned length of the test should be evaluated by use
of appropriate time criteria. Boulton (1954a)
gave one such time criterion:

t > 5bSy/Kz for < 0.2,
Kz 0.5

rib (-)Kr

drawdown corrected for the effects of
dewatering, L;
measured drawdown, L;
saturated thickness of the aquifer at
the start of the test.

s
and b

where s'

for a well near Houston, Texas to the Hantush (1960)
type curves. The test was made in an area where
significant subsidence has been induced by ground
water withdrawal, and thus apparently should fit
the Hantush (1960) curves. Differences in the posi
tions of the data for well 3 from those for wells
5 and 7 are in the right direction to indicate the
effects of semiconfining bed storage, but the rela
tive positions of the data for wells 5 and 7 are
not. Moreover, the data for all three wells fall
so nearly on tho TIleis curve that the deviations
could easily be caused by factors other than release
from confining bed storage. Nonetheless, selection
of the best-matching (3 curve values for wells 5 and
7, the appropriate r values for the observation
wells, and an estimate of specific storage results
in a hydraulic conductivity of the confining layer
comparable to that used in modeling the Houston
aquifer (Jorgenson, 1975). In this case, even at
a distance of 1800 meters, the farthest observation
well was not located far enough from the production
well to produce a siWlificant departure from the
Theis curve. However, in the design of a test in a
system such as this, it might not be practical to
locate an observation well that does unequivocally
show the effects of leakage. This is true because
the well would have to be at least 4000 meters from
the production well, requiring a lengthy test and
increaslllg the hazard that the test results at the
distant observation well would be masked by the
effects of other production wells in the general
area. Consequently, if it was important to obtain
knowledge of the hydraulic properties of the semi
confining bed at this site, it would be desirable
to complete a piezometer in the semiconfining layer
to obtain data for application of the Newnan-Wither
spoon ratio method.

111e composite data-curve matching process shown
in figure 1 is also important during the analysis
of the test data. Such a match should always be
made when data from more than one observation well
are available, and single values of transmissivity,
storage coefficient, and other hydraulic properties
are to be determined from that match. TIle ability
or lack thereof of the data fr~n observation wells
at different distances to fit type curves having
proportional distance-based paranleters, will do
much to confirm or deny the validity of the select
ed type-curve model. Moreover, the time-drawdown
plot for any given observation well is affected by
many extraneous factors, such as storage and iner
tial effects in the observation well, deviations of
natural water-level fluctuations from those predic
ted from the pretest trend, barometric or loading
effects on the water levels, and effects of local
aquifer heterogeneity. Because most type-curve
families include curves exhibiting a wide range of
shapes, the chance of fortuitous 1y fi tting one of
them is high when data for only a single well are
matched. Thus the composite data-curve matching
process is useful both in confirming the validity
of the selected Inodel and in screening the data for
extraneous effects.

Pretest prediction is also in~ortant in the
design of tests on unconfined aquifers. Typical
drawdown response to pwnping such aqUifers is for
the water level to drop rapidly initially, to re
main nearly constant for a period, and then to fol
Iowa time-drawdown response typical of a confined
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response curves. Visual examination of plots cons
tructed from Neuman's (1975) type-curve data basi
cally support the time-criterion equation given by
Weeks for observation wells located at small radii
from the production well. However, for rib (Kz/Kr)!Z
> 1.5 or so, Newnan's data suggest that Weeks'
equation substantially underpredicts the time re
quirement after which the artesian-response equa
tions can be used. Hence, the equations should be
used with care in evaluating the data for more dis
tant observation wells.

As an example of unconfined aquifer-test de
sign, assume that the site evaluation indicates
that the aquifer thickness is 20 meters and that
observation wells are available at 50 and 100 me
ters. Moreover, asswne that the preliminary data
indicate a transmissivity of 1000 m2/day, a Kz of
5 m/day, and a specific ¥ield of 0.2. Thus, bSy/Kz
= 0.8, and rib (Kz/Kr )0. values for the near and
far observation wells are 0.8 and 1.6, respective
ly. Based on Weeks' tin~ criterion, data from the
nearest well should begin to follow the artesian
response curves after 1.2 days, and those from the
farther well after 2 days. However, the time cri
terion for the second well probably underestimates
the true time limit. Consequently, the test must
be run at least 3 days, and preferrably 4 or 5
days, to ensure a late-data fit for both observa
tion wells.

A third example of the utility of pretest
prediction might include evaluation of a test on a
large diameter well tapping an aquifer having a
relatively low transmissivity. Under these condi
tions, Papadopulos and Cooper (1967) give a time
criterion of t > 250 r~/T, after which drawdown in
the production well follows the Theis curve,

where rc radius of well casing, L;
and T = transmissivity, L2/T.

However, examination of their data indicates that
the inequality may be too conservative, and might
better be expressed as t > 25 r~/T. This time

criterion represents the minimwn time that a test
should be run. Until the time indicated by the
time criterion is exceeded, production-well draw
down is d~ninated by well-bore storage effects,
and the aquifer properties cannot be determined.
As a specific example, assume that a test is to be
run on a well of 0.5 meter radius and that the
aquifer has a transmissivity of 10 m2/day. Under
these conditions, the data obtained in the produc
tion well could not be used until the test had
been in progress for 0.625 days, indicating that
the test shOUld be run for a minimum of at least
one day.

Other examples of pretest prediction in aqui
fer-test design could be given, but the three des
cribed above are adequate to illustrate their de
sirability and utility.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUS IONS

A great many analytical equations have been
derived to describe drawdown response due to plUllp-
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ing from aquifers under a variety of geohydrologic,
well construction, and production conditions. It
is important that the hydrologist be aware of the
scope of available solutions in order to plan and
design aquifer tests so that he is able to get full
and accurate information on hydraulic properties
at the test site. In addition, the hydrologist
shOUld consider the use of digital radial flow
models to develop response curves for those geo
hydrologic conditions for which analytical equa
tions are not available or have not been evaluated.

Careful planning and design, b~sed on site
investigation and pretest prediction, are essen
tial in performing successful aquifer tests. The
importance of identifying the geohydrologic situa
tion during the site investigation cannot be over
emphasized, because the theoretical response curves
for different geohydrologic conditions tend to be
similar in shape. Thus, use of the shape of the
data response curve to identify the geohydrologic
model applicable to the test site could be very
misleading and result in erroneous conclusions.
Pretest prediction, based on best estimates of
the hydraulic properties of the aquifer and the
adjacent confining beds, is also important for
successful aquifer-test design. Such predictions
can indicate the need for additional observation
wells, their location, and the duration necessary
for a successful test.
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TECHNOLOGY AND NEEDS FOR
DRILLING AND WELL TESTING INSTRUMENTATION

WILLIAM J. MCDONALD
MAURER ENGINEERING INC.

HOUSTON) TEXAS

SUMMARY

PRODUCTION
TESTING

-----------l-r----:r>"---.-----.---. -._.

Methods of well testing include pressure
build-up, draw-down, flow, injection, interference,
pulse, and drill-stem tests. All require sensi
tive, accurate, and reI iable measurement of
pressure and temperature. Recent developments
promise improved data acquisition by surface auto
mation and computer processing, while reducing in
strumentation costs by improved pressure sensors.
Temperature I imitations remain a problem and are
one of the great needs in geothermal applications.

Detailed information on the physical proper
ties of geothermal reservoirs is required for
effective and economic development and operation
of these energy resources. Since drill ing and
reservoir development accounts for approximately
half of geothermal energy development costs, it is
important that this information be available as
quickly and as accurately as possible. While many
methods are available to obtain needed information,
two of the most important are measurements-while
drilling and well testing. These are complemen
tary in time and in information provided.

WELL TESTING

Well Testing provides a deep investigation method
of determining properties such as reservoir ex
tent, boundaries and faults, permeabil ity and well
damage. Measurements-Whi le-Dri 11 ing (MWD) inves
tigate only the wellbore and near wellbore
reservoir but are important because they are the
"first look" at the reservoir. Substantial down
hole and surface hardware can be required for
carrying out the needed measurements, particularly
for well testing. It is the purpose here, however,
to concentrate on the present technology and needs
for instrumentation for Well Testing and MWD data
gathering systems.

Measurements-while-drill ing systems are of
great interest because they offer an opportunity
to obtain data from the reservoir as it is pene
trated by the bit and drill in relatively
undamaged condition. Also MWD systems offer im
proved safety while reducing drilling costs. Four
telemetry methods for MWD are under development:
mud pulses, hard-wire, acoustic and electromagnet
ic systems. Over forty-five companies are
involved in this work with at least fifteen hard
ware systems under development. Commercial
systems should become available within the next
one to two years. These instruments must be
simple, reI iable, and economical. They must offer
a broad range of capability from directional
measurements to formation and formation fluid
properties. With these capabil ities, costs for
geothermal development can be reduced while in
creasing the effectiveness of geothermal energy
recovery.

Figure 1. Relative Depth of Investigation for
Measurements of Reservoir Properties

INTRODUCTION

r~velopment of a geothermal resource requires
detail~d information ~hout the reservoir so that
reI iable analyses may be made on how to drill, de
velop, produce and operate that reservoir. As
illustrated in Figure 1, information on the reser
voir may be obtained in several ways, two of which
(Production or Well Testing and Measurements-While
Drilling) are addressed here.

Well testing originated in the 1920s with
appl ication of downhole pressure measuring equip
ment. Experience soon showed that the measure
ments of shut-in pressures were highly time
dependent. One of the milestone papers in
petroleum engineering is the 1937 publ ication of
Muskat 1 setting forth a method for interpreting
reservoir pressure data. Many hundreds of papers
on weI I testing and well test analysis have been
added to the literature since that time.
Reference to many good ones are found in Matthews
& Russel1 2 and Earlougher. 3
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Production well testing requires extensive
equipment. In general, the surface equipment
needs (1 isted in Table 1) are much greater than
the subsurface equipment (Table 2).

Table 1

SURFACE WELL TESTING EQUIPMENT

Safety Equipment
Safety Valve
Sand Detector

Pressure Measuring
Dead Weight Gauges
Barometer

Flow Equipment
Chokes and Choke Manifolds
Flow Meters

Treating and Separating Equipment
Heaters
Separators
Traps

Disposal Equipment
Surge Tanks and Pumps
Flares and Tanks

Surface recording gauges are more expensive
and require a conductor cable. The Hewlett
Packard with .025% accuracy and extreme sensitiv
ity is the most accurate. This is a fairly expen
sive device and often requires careful scheduling
if multiple tests or interference tests are to be
run. A fairly new surface recording gauge on the
market is the Amerada EPG-512 shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Amerada EPG-512 Pressure/Temperature
Gauge and Recorder (Ref. 4)

Data Aquisition and Display

Accuracy of the EPG-512
I imitations include the
stated specifications.
expand these operating

Table 2

SUBSURFACE EQUIPMENT

Lubricator
Sub-surface Test Tree
Hydraulic Packers
Borrom Hole Pressure Bomb

With the exception of high temperature
packers, the hardware needed for geothermal well
testing is usually available and generally reli
able. That is not always true for the most
important tool used in well testing, the downhole
pressure and temperature equipment.

The most recent developments in well test in
strumentation are in the area of more sensitive,
more reliable pressure gauges and the addition of
automatic data acquisition equipment.

Table 3 from SPE Monograph 5 by Ear10ugher 3

summarizes available pressure measuring equipment.
The Amerada gauges (RPG3 and RPG4) are probably
the most common subsurface recording gauges. They
have a stated accuracy of 0.2% of full-scale with
higher precision if carefully cal ibrated. The
Kuster gauges have a similar accuracy. Leutert
and Sperry Sun gauges have an order of magnitude
better accuracy (.025 and .05% accuracy respec
tively) but lack temperature capabil ity, being
rated at about 150°C compared with 340°C for the
Amerada gauges.
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is stated at .04%. Major
present 10,000 psi, 150°C
Work is being done to

ranges.

Temperature probe capabil ities have not
presented problems in sensitivity or range for
most app1 ications. At geothermal temperatures,
expectations for performance of this equipment is
great and improvements in performance at "high
temperatures might be necessary.

One important point of test design is to try
to make flow measurements near the point of
pressure and temperature measurement. Flu id
gradients, flowing temperatures, friction loss
and phase changes significantly impact data
correction and interpretation.

In most cases well test data are acquired
and posted manually. This leads to delays between
readings and possible errors. Recellt advancements
in well test instrumentation include development
of integrated systems to poll, post, display and
process the test data.
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Table 3

,
l

PRESSURE GAUGES FOR WELL TESTING

DOWN-HOLE PRESSURE GAUGES.*
SECTION 1: SELF-CONTAINED WIRELINE GAUGES

Maximum MBxlmum ",&proximate
Maximum S""IIUvlty, Accuracy, Approximate SOt'Vlco Type Time hart Size,
Prealur.' Percent 01 Porcent of 00 Length' Temperature' Pressure Down Hole' p x t

Gouge (psi) FuH Seele Full Seele (In.) (In.) rFJ Element- (hours) (In.)
Amerada RPG·3 25,000 0.05 0.2 1.25 77 650 B 360 2x5
Amerada RPG-4 25,000 0.056 0.2 1 76 650 B 144 18x5
Amerada RPG-5 20,000 0.05 0.25 1.5 20 450 B 120 2x5
Kuster KPG 25,000 0.05 0.2 1.25 66 700 B 360 2x5
Kuster K-2 20,000 0.05 0.25 1 41 500 B 120 2x3
Kusler K-3 20,000 0.042 0.25 1.25 43 500 B 120 2.4x4
Kuster K-4 12,000 0.067 0.25 0.75 42 450 B 72 1.5x2.5
Leulert Precision

Subsurface Pressure
Recorder 6,400 0.005 0.025 1.25 139 300 P 360 9.8x3.1

Leulert Precision
Subsurface Pressure
Recorder 10,000 0.005 0.025 1.42 139 300 P 360 9.8x3.1

Sperry-Sun Precision
Subsurface Gauge 16,000 0.005 0.05 1.5 108 300 B 672' 2.3x7.1

SECTION 2: PERMANENTLY INSTALLED, SURFACE-RECORDING GAUGES
Maximum

Maximum S&nllUvlty, Accuracy, APr~':::'le service Type
Pr...ur.' P........,lol Percent 01 00 Tomperatur.' Pros.ure Type

co:J~tor'Gouge (pel) Full Seele Full Seele (In.) (In.) rFJ Element· 51gn81'

Amerada EPG-512' 10,000 U.002 0.02 1.25 13 300 D F S
Amerada SPG-3 25,000 0.04 0.2 1.25 49 350 B R S
Flopelrol 10,000 0.001 0.06 1.42 29 257 S F S
Lynes Pressure Sentry

MK-9PES 10,000 0.2 0.2 1.5 33 300 B B S
Maihak SG-2 5,700 0.1 1.0 3.54 11.54 176 D F S
Maihak SG-5 5,700 0.1 1.0 1.65 8.43 176 D F S
Sperry-Sun Permagauge 10,000 0.005 005 1.66 120 or 240 no max. G G T
BJ Cenlrili~-PHD

System 10 3,500 3" N/A" N'A" B C P

SECTION 3: RETRIEVABLE SURFACE-RECORDING GAUGES
Maximum

Maximum sensitivity, Accuracy, Approximate Service Type
Pressure' Percent of Percent of 00 Length' Temperature) Pressure Type Type

Gluge (psi) Full Scale Full SeeIe (In.) (In.) rF) Element" Sigool' Conductor'
Amerada EPG-512' lU,OOO 0.002 0.02 1.25 13 300 D F S
Amerada SPG-3 25,000 0.04 0.2 1.25 49 350 B R S
Flopelrol" 10,000 0.001 0.06 1.42 29 257 S F S
Hewlett Packard

HP-2811B 12,000 0.00009" 0.025" 1.44 39 302 Q F S
Kuster PSR 5,000 0.04 0.02 1.38 36 212 Q F S
Lynes Sentry MK-9PES 10,000 0.2 0.2 1.5 33 300 B B S
Maihak SG-3 5,700 0.1 1.0 176 D F S
Sperry-Sun Surface

Recording 15,000 0.006 0.05 1.5 72 300 B D S

'Other gauges are available - no endorsement IS Implied by mcluSlon m thiS table oala are from Inlormatlon supphed by the manulaclurer and ottler sources believed to be reliable Allhough we have
been careful in assembling thiS table. nEllthef the author nol SPE·AIME can guarantee acCtJfac~'of the data supplied. The reader s~lOuld contactltJe manufacturer for SPCC1!lcS Blank values could nol be
obtamed by the author

1 NOfmally. ~ments are available III several ranges. wlIh the lowes' being aboul 0 to ~OO or 0 to 1.000 pSI
2. Length may vary depending on 1001 conllguralion; value 15 apprOXimate normal length Without Weigh' sections
3. Normally, temperalure above Which gauge cannot be used, not malumum lemperature lor normal calibration
4 B - Bourdon lube

o - Diaphragm
G - Gas chamber With transducer al sur/ace
P - Rotahng pis Ion.
a - OSCIlialing quartz Cfystal
S - Slram gauge

5. TIme depends on dock chosen. Clocks normally come In several ranges. slarllng as low as about 3 hours
6 Clock IS eleclronlC Without mechanlcallmkage to recorder
7 B - Binary Signal

C - Current
D - Digital
F - Frequency
G - Gas column 10 surface
R - Resistance

8 P - NOfmal power cable lor pump, no speCIal conduclor

i=i)~~~~~ongus~:' ~~~~ed cable, ground return

9 Also measures temperature 10 an accuracy 01 0,1 ·F and a senslhvlty of 0.01 'F
10. Part of the BJ Centfilift submerSible pump. Gauge IS an mtegral pari of the moior assembly
11. ApprOXimately 3 percent 01 readlng
12 Imbedded m pump motor assembly
13 ~f~~~~1 h~SeUt~~~~~evelopment a skck-Iine re\flevable surface·recordmg gauge. Thegauge IS set 10 a S1depocket mandrel a c()f1du~Q( cable goes hom the mandrellolhe surlace onlhe

14 SenSitiVity IS cO"~.Clnt ilc.-OSS the entire pressure range. 001 pSI wllh numlOal l·second coun' lune. 0.001 pSI With nOlOlOal lO-sucond coUn.tllTle
15 Accuracy. Jllernperature IS known With l' C, :to.S pSI 10 2,000 psr. i002~ porcenl of reading above 2.000 pSI
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Companies such as
Otis,S Gearhart-Owen 6 and
Johnston? are developing
systems. The Gearhart
Owen system, shown
schematically in Figure 3
produces printed and
strip chart output. The
Otis system presently
being field tested has an
option for magnetic tape
output. One advantage to
tape output is the capa
bility of direct input to
sophisticated software
packages that are
becoming available for
interpretation of well
test data.

Figure 3.

ULTRASENSITIVE
PRESSURE

GAUGE
AND

THERMOMETER

GO Ultrasensitive Pressure Gauge System

Table 5

FORMATION EVALUATION MEASUREMENTS

MEASUREMENTS-WHILE-DRILLING

Measurements during drill ing can help improve
well testing interpretation by examining near well
bore properties before damage occurs. This
simpl ifies the early time interpretation and pro
vides a basis for assessing damage and stimulation.
MWD provides a source of information for wells
which may be lost or not completed, thus expanding
the geothermal reservoir data base since a
significant portion of wells drilled are not
prod uce rs.

In addition to formation evaluation, real
time drill ing measurements significantly impact
drill ing safety and efficiency.8 The types of
borehole measurements are summarized in Table 4.

Table 4

BOREHOLE MEASUREMENTS

Formation Evaluation

Porosity
Permeability
Fluids

Drill ing Safety and Efficiency

Well Control
Di rect ional Informat ion
Drilling Efficiency

Table 5 lists potential formation evaluation
measurements and priorities for measurement
capability. Due to the detail and complexity of

TYPE

Lithology
Porosity
Permeabil ity
Rock Dens i ty
Mineral Component
Natural Radioactivity
Bedding Plane Strike & Dip
Formation Depth & Thickness
Co r re 1at i·on
Mechanical Properties
Magnetic Properties
State of Stress

Pore Fluid Properties
Type
Saturation
Sal inity
Density
Depth of Invasion
Pore Pressure
Fluid Flow
Dissolved Minerals

We 11 Geome try
Gauge (Size & Shape)

Fractures
Locat ion
Dip
Strike

H - High
M - Moderate
L - Low

PRIORITY

H
H
M
M
H
M
H
H
M
M
M

H
H
H
M
H
M
M
L

H

H
M
M
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information needs, it is not expected that MWD will
replace conventional logging and well testing.
Rather, better coring, logging and well testing
programs can be planned and executed.

A borehole telemetry, or MWD, system must
accompl ish two basic functions while drill ing: 1)
needed data must be acquired at the bottom of the
hole and 2) data must be transmitted to the sur
face. Downhole recording systems such as those
developed by Exxon and Texaco in the early 1960s
demonstrated that sensors do not present
insurmountable problems. Therefore, emphasis has
been placed on development of the communication or
telemetry system.

BASIC SYSTEMS

Four basic types of systems are being
developed as transmission methods. These are:
mud pressure pulses, electromagnetic methods, in
sulated conductor or hardwire systems, and
acoustic methods. Each of these types of systems
is under investigation by more than one company,
illustrating that there is no consensus as to
which method offers greatest promise overall. In
fact, it is quite possible that a successful
system may result from a combination of methods.
The potential and 1imitations of these four methods
are outl ined in Table 6.

Based on research and development experience
to date, and applying subjective judgments as to
required data rate, system cost, field acceptabil
ity and other factors, the four systems would be
ranked in the order in which they are presented in
Table 6. It should be noted, however, that this
is a new technology and continued evolution of
systems is anticipated for many years to improve
on cost, rel iabil ity, data rate and overall
system performance.

The four basic systems are discussed below.

Mud Pressure Pulses

In the mud pressure pulse system, the
resistance to the flow of mud through the dri·ll
string is modulated or pulsed by means of a valve
and control mechanism mounted in a special drill
collar sub near the bit. The pressure pulse
travels up the mud column at near the velocity of
sound in the mud, about 4,000 to 5,000 ft/sec :
This system is illustrated in Figure 4. The rate
of transmission of measurements is relatively slow
due to pulse spreading, modulation rate limita
tions and other limitations characteristic of mud
systems.

Table 6

B&1Ll1EASURI'MENTS-WH I LE-DR I LL I NG SVSnI1S.

Requires Est imated
Transmission Downho Ie Two-Way Deve lop- Cap ita 1

Depth Time Power System Re I ia- ment Cos t/Un i t
System Capability (Dne liard) ~ Poss i b 1e ~ Cost ($1 ,000) Evaluat ion Corrment 5

Mud Pressure >20,000 ft; 6-60 sec. Yes Good Moderate 100-300 Excellent Presently most advanced in
Pulses reduced data deve 1apmen t. No problems

rate at deeper foreseen in handl ing majority
depths & higher of app! ications.
mud weight &
vi seas i ty

E1eet ro- 2,00D-20,000 .1 sec or Yes Yes Good High 100- 300 Excellent- Wide v,lriety of systems proposed
magnet i c ft; is high I y greater Good and be i n9 stud i ed. Inherent cap-
Methods system dependent abi lit ies and I imitations not

well def i ned. Has good potent i a 1
for combination with hard wire
system.

Hard-Wi re >20,000 ft. Very High No Yes Fa i r High 300-500 Fai r Major breakthroughs wi 11 be
System required to overcome objectionable

interference with standard rota ry
dr ill i ng pract j ces.

Acoustic "'3,000 ft; .1 sec. or Yes Yes Good Low 25-150 Fair Extens i ve work to date has
Methods greater depth greater not Overcome signal to noi se

capabi I i ty for I imi tat ions in the dri 11 i ng
product ion env i ronmen t.
appl ications
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Basic mud pressure pulse systems are under
development by Teleco and Gearhart-Owen. The
Teleco system, shown schematically in Figure 5,
requires a downhole power generator and needs
approximately one minute to transmit each
measurement. The Gearhart-Owen system is simpler
mechanically and uses batteries for downhole
power. Both of these systems are being field

In the mud pulse system, the power source for
telemetering data is the pressure field developed
by the mud pumps on the surface. Modulation of
the mud pressure is accompl ished downhole and
power for modulation of the mud pressure must be
available downhole. While mud pressure can be
used to cock springs or cams as in the 'Teledrift'
system, most advanced systems use either batteries
or a mud turbine generator. The mud pressure
pulse system should not be confused with acoustic
systems which do not depend on having the pumps
running to transmit the signal.

lllI

Schlumberger is actively working on an
alternative mud-pressure pulse concept developed
by Mobil. il A rotary valve is used to generate a
continuous sonic pressure wave signal in the range
of 10-300 Hz in the mud inside the drill string.
Data are transmitted digitally in 10 bit words,
plus a parity check, thus allowing 0.1% accuracy.
Transmission can be at 3, 1.5 or 0.75 bits/second.
Schlumberger is actively field testing the system
and is expected to market it soon.

The inherent advantages of the mud-pressure
pulse concept are that neither insulated cables
nor special drill pipe are required. Power for
the system is derived from the mud stream. The
mud pulse systems are basically mechanical and
should be rel iable. The primary disadvantages are
that the system has a relatively slow data rate
and the signal must be extracted from a fairly
noisy environment. The Schlumberger system has a
higher data rate, but is mechanically more compl i
cated thus incurring problems in cost and
rel iabil ity relative to some simpler forms of mud
pulsing systems. Sensor systems presently in use
require cessation of drilling during acquisition
of directional data.

Electromagnetic Methods

proven and commercial availabil ity is expected
soon. The cost will be on the order of $1,000 
$2,000 per day.

Transmission of electronmagnetic (EM) signals
both through the earth and over drillpipe has been
studied as a telemetry method for downhole
measurements whi Ie dri 11 ing. Numerous companies
have worked on EM systems. Many of these investi
gations were on government contract relating to
coal mine safety or relating to mil itary
appl ications. Develco developed an EM system
under an AEC contract for data transmission for
underground nuclear testing. ENSCO has worked on
torroidal coupl ing of EM signals on drill pipe.
Westinghouse and Telcom worked on several systems
under government contract includin~ work for the
USBM on the "mine rescue" project.

TELEMETRY
CONTROL

SUB

Mud Pressure Pulse System (Ref. 8)Figure 4.

With the EM method, a relatively high data
rate may be possible, and there is no need for
special drill pipe. There are several possible
disadvantages. Only very low frequency EM signals
have low enough attenuation for deep transmission
through the earth to be feasible. Unfortunately
these frequencies are near telluric frequencies.
Thus background noise makes detection and informa
tion recovery with the EM signals very difficult.
Attenuation of the EM signals on dri 11 pipe also
1imi ts appl icat ion of thi s approach. Repeaters
add cost and rel iabil ity problems. An EM system
would probably require a downhole power generator.

ELECTRICAL CABLE

GENERATOR

,SENSOR AND
ELECTRONICS PACKAGE

VIBRATION ISOLATOR

CONTROL VALVE-+lI+Oti'rtH-MAXIMUM VALVE TRAVEL

VALVE ACTUATOR

TURBINE

CENTRALIZER

VIBRATION
ISOLATOR'

Figure 5.

34-FOOT. 7 3/4-INCH 00.
S 1/16-INCH 10 NONMAGNETIC
DRILL COLLAR

Teleco System (Ref. 10)

Insulated Conductor Systems

Wirel ine systems are presently used for
logging and other borehole operations. The
adaptation of the electrical conductor or hard
wire system to a continuous drilling operation
would solve the borehole telemetry problem.
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However, problems associated with connecting and
maintaining such an electrical line under rotary
drill ing conditions have not met requirements for
an easy to use, economical and reI iable system.

Hardwire systems are currently being devel
oped by two major oil companies, Shell and Exxon.
In the Shell system the electrical conduit and
cable is a part of the drill pipe.~ Special con
nectors manufactured into the tool joints are used
to provide a rapid and easy means of making elec
trical connections. Figure 6 is a schematic of
the Shell system. A disadvantage of this system
is that it requires a special string of expensive
pipe, estimated to be three times the cost of
ordinary drill pipe; also, it requires high
reI iabil ity of many electrical connectors.

7r
;<\(/
l'i
0~

IFP Flex idrill RigFigure 8.

CONTACT RING

DRILL PIPE

TOOL JOINT

INSULATED
CONDUCTOR

Two special applications of cable systems are
the French Petroleum Institute I'Flexidrill"
(Figure 8)lS and the GE/Cullen Electrodril1.16 In
the "Flexidrill" system, conductors built into the
flexible drill ing hose allow monitoring downhole
motor performance and other downhole parameters.

Acoustic Methods

Another potential method for borehole
telemetry is by transmission of acoustic or
seismic signals through the drill pipe or the
earth. As discussed earl ier, the acoustic system
should not be confused with mud pressure pulse
systems. Acoustic systems do not depend on having
the mud pumps running for signal transmission.
The very low intensity of the signal which can be
generated downhole, along with the acoustic noise
generated by the drilling system, makes signal
detection difficult. Reflective and refractive

Special purpose hardwire systems such as the
"EYE" marketed by Scientific Drill ing Controls 17

are available. These systems require a continuous
single conductor wirel ine inside the drill string
during the dri 11 ing operation.

Major advantages to a hardwire system are
that data rate can be extremely high, two-way
communications are simple and electrical power can
be supplied over the conductor system. Disadvan
tages include costs, reI iabil ity (especially of
connectors), wear and failure of cable due to mud
abrasion and pipe rotation, potential interference
with fishing operations, and requirements for
special equipment and suppl ies such as cable
handl ing reels and non-conductive and non-conduc
tive doping compounds.

In the GE system, the cable transmitting
electric power to the downhole motor contains one
conductor for data transmission. Since a
conductor to the surface exists, there is no
practical 1imit on the data 1ink.

Exxon Cable System

Shell Hardwire System (Ref. 13)

Figure 7.

Figure 6.

IN·PIPE
CABLE STORAGE
(EXXON SYSTEM)

1POWER AND
TELEMETRY'. .

CABLE • -

A concept under development by Exxon Produc
tion Research Company uses a continuous electrical
cable lowered inside the drill string (Figure 7),14

The excess cable is pulled out as additional
joints of drill pipe are added. All of the cable
is removed before tripping out of the hole. This
system el iminates the need for an electrical con
nector for each length of drill pipe. However,
problems associated with storing the cable in the
drill pipe have not yet been overcome.
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interference resulting from changing diameters and
thread make-up at the tool joints compounds the
signal attenuation problem.

Acoustic systems have been worked on by
Sperry Sun, Sperry Research, Motorola, Del Norte
Technology and others. The primary advantages to
acoustic systems are simp! icity and cost. A dis
advantage is that high signal attenuation and
acoustic noise generated in drill ing 1 imit range.
Repeaters incur reI iabi lity and cost problems.
Downhole power consumption could be a problem.

Other t~ethods

Other methods and special applications which
have been studied include tracers (radioactive and
chemical), and drill pipe vibration and torque.
While these measurements can be useful, attempts
to use these and other surface indications of
drill ing performance to infer formation pore
pressure, bit tooth and bearing condition, etc.,
have not met with broad acceptance.

CONCLUSIONS

Pressure sensors with excel lent accuracy and
improved reliability at lower cost have recently
become available for well testing. Temperature
remains a major 1imitation to the high sensitivity
gauges (both self contained and surface readout).
Surface automation promises greater ease accuracy
and speed of well testing. Such systems could be
directly coupled to home office facilities for
processing and interpretation.

Measurements-While-Drill ing will have
significant impact in reducing drill ing and
reservoir development costs. Commercial systems
are expected to be available soon at an estimated
cost of $1,000 - $2,000 per day. Continued
improvement to reduce cost, improve rei iabil ity
and broaden the scope of available sensors is
expected.
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Instrumentation

G. B. Miller
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La Verne, California

Technological advances in downhole instrumentation have been phenomenal in

the past ten years. It is interesting to note, however, that the advances are not

couched primarily in techniques to evaluate new or previously unmeasured parameters

but, rather, in dramatic refinement of evaluation of the common ones such as pres

sure, temperature, flow, porosity, permeability, and so on.

Much progress has been made in the resolution, accuracy and, most importantly,

long-term reliability of such instrumentation. For example, downhole fluid pres

sure can be measured with resolution as great as a part per million at 20,000 psi.

It seems that in the near future, instrumentation will be capable of operating re

liably in thermal environments as high as 300
0

C.

The theory of fluid flow in porous media is well developed. Although advanced

instrumentation will contribute to the refinement of theory, its principal value

lies in the permission of long awaited application of theory to solve real world

problems. It turns out, in general, that the dynamic phenomena of real interest in

underground fluid reservoirs are manifest in only small, slow perturbations of their

intensive properties, Therefore, the advent of highly stable and resolute instru

mentation is surely to be welcomed in our fields of endeavor.
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Summary

"Well testing" is usually considered to mean
the flow testing of a well to determine its
producibility. This paper reviews some wireline
measurements which are applied in the somewhat
larger context of predicting and managing the
performance of oil and gas reservoirs: nuclear
spectroscopy, electromagnetic propagation, pro
duction logging, and the wire line formation
tester. The emphasis is on underlying principles.

Nuclear Spectroscopy

Neutrons in traversing a formation interact
with the nuclei in the formation. These inter
actions can be detected and related directly to
certain properties of the formation which are of
interest to the oil industry. For example, the
spatial distribution of slowed-down neutrons is
used to determine porosity in standard neutron

porosity loggingl The penetrating power of
neutrons is such that they can be used to measure
formation properties behind casing as well as in
open hole.

The gamma rays which are emitted as a result
of neutron-nucleus interactions have energies
which are characteristic of the particular nuclear
species involved. An analysis of the energy spec
trum of these gamma rays should therefore permit
a quantitative determination of the elements
present in a formation. The possibility of doing
this in the borehole has been under investigation
for more than 20 years.

There are several types of nuclear reactions
which are useful; all use similar instrumentation
to detect and analyze the gamma-ray spectrum.
The components of this instrumentation are illus
trated in Figure 1.

The detector, when struck by a gamma-ray result
ing from a neutron-nucleus interaction in the
formation, produces an electrical impulse whose
amplitude is related to the energy of the gamma
ray. A pulse-height analyzer counts the number
of pulses which occur in each of a number of
amplitude ranges. In the case where the neutron
source is pulsed, timing control circuitry gates
the detector on and off at appropriate times.

To simplify the discussion of the different
types of nuclear interactions, consider what
happens when a short burst of neutrons is emitted
by a downhole source. Such sources, using tubes
operating at high voltages to produce microsecond
range bursts of neutrons, have existed for about

2
20 years. The neutrons emitted have an energy
of 14 meV.

Inelastic Spectroscopy (Carbon/Oxygen)

The 14 meV neutrons have collisions both
inelastic and elastic with the nuclei in the
formation, losing energy and slowing down. In
the case of an inelastic collision, the target
nucleus is raised to an excited state; that is,
its internal energy is increased. De-excitation
occurs by the emission of characteristic gamma
rays.

The inelastic reactions of most interest for
logging purposes are with carbon and oxygen. The
excited carbon nucleus emits a 4.43 meV gamma ray,
and the oxygen nucleus one at 6.1 meV. These
reactions are likely to occur only when the
energy of the incident neutron is above 7-8 meV.
Ideally, the neutron pulse should only last a few
microseconds to avoid generating interfering
gamma rays from reactions which occur when the
neutrons have reached lower energies. Corres
pondingly, the detector is gated "on" for only a
short period.

Figure 1. Elements of a Spectrometer

The significance of measuring carbon and
oxygen is that it offers a means for determining
oil/water saturations behind casing. Furthermore,
this determination is independent of chlorine
content of the water, an advantage over some
other types of measurements. Inelastic spectro
scopy is therefore of great interest to monitor
reservoir production. Unfortunately, there are
a number of technical difficulties. The main one
is that the measured carbon/oxygen ratio is
strongly influenced by lithology changes (e.g.,
from sandstone to limestone) and by the liquid in
the borehole. Some users have gone to the trouble
of choosing drill and casing sizes especially to
minimize the borehole effect. Despite the diffi
culties, interest in inelastic spectroscopy is
strong, and there are some experimental tools in

the field. 3- 7
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Capture-Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy:

When the energy of the neutron has dropped
below about 1 meV, inelastic collisions no longer
occur. The neutron continues to slow down due to
elastic collisions, in which hydrogen nuclei play
the dominant role. Once the neutrons have been
slowed to thermal energy (i.e. in equilibrium
with their surroundings) they will diffuse until
they are finally captured by the nuclei in the
formations.

The decay of the thermal neutron population
proceeds exponentially, at a rate determined by
the propensity ("cross section") of the formation
nuclei to capture them. Of the common formation
elements, the chlorine nucleus has by far the
largest capture cross section. Thus, the decay
rate of the thermal neutron population is essen
tially a measure of the chlorine content of the

formation. This is Thermal Decay Time logging. l

It has been used widely and successfully for some
years to determine water saturation behind casing.

As a thermal neutron is captured, it excites
the capturing nucleus, which releases the excess
energy by emitting gamma rays. These are referred
to as "thermal capture" gamma rays. Elements most
easily detected by capture spectroscopy are those
which have large capture cross sections, and which
subsequently emit gamma rays of fairly high
energy. Elements with these properties which are
of interest in the oil/gas world are chlorine,
calcium, silicon, hydrogen, oxygen and iron. A
capture spectroscopy tool thus offers the possi
bility of determining chlorine content, porosity,
and lithology behind casing, by properly com
bining the measured proportions of these elements.

Both capture spectroscopy and decay-time
logging have the property that borehole effects
can be reduced by careful design. Capture spec
troscopy, however, is not as seriously disturbed
by the presence of strong absorbers other than
chlorine (for example, boron, which sometimes
occurs in formation waters), which can seriously
affect decay-time logs in lower salinity ranges.
But, the chlorine content of the water must be
known or inferred in order to determine water
saturations by either method.

Over the last 15 years, several capture

spectroscopy tools have been built. S, 9

Activation Spectroscopy:

As a result of interactions, some of the
nuclei will become radioactive; that is, some of
the reactions will produce unstable isotopes,
which subsequently decay with a characteristic
half-life, by emitting both gamma rays and other
products. We speak of these nuclei as having
been "activated". An element may then be identi
fied by either the characteristic energy of the
gamma rays emitted, or by the time required for
the activated nuclei to decay. The gamma rays
can be detected by a logging tool if the half
life is short enough but not too short: seconds
or minutes for continuous logging, longer for
stationary measurements. Among the- elements which
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can be detected by this technique are oxygen and
silicon. Oxygen is of particular interest
because it is much more abundant in water than in
oil. Some experimental activation tools have been

built. lO - 13

Applications:

One of the main applications of the types of
spectroscopy discussed above is in monitoring
fluid types behind casing as a reservoir is pro
duced.

Different techniques will be applicable
under different conditions. Natural gamma-ray
spectroscopy and thermal decay-time logging can
distinguish between water and oil only when there
is a significant contrast in chlorine content.
Inelastic spectroscopy also distinguishes between
oil and water, but does not depend on chlorine
content. However, in its present form, it is
more sensitive to hole and lithology effects.
For distinguishing between gas and liquid, a
standard neutron-porosity tool is best.

Reservoir monitoring is mainly concerned
with the movement of an interface between two
phases in the reservoir, say oil and water. If
"before" and "after" measurements are available,
then the logs can be interpreted successfully
without knowing some of the parameters which are
otherwise required; for example, shaliness
effects.

One simple use of this technique is to
update estimates of the hydrocarbons in the
reservoir according to the change in interface
level since last logging and the amount of hydro
carbons produced in the same period.

In a water-drive reservoir, coning (see
Figure 2) is a potentially serious problem which
can be detected by these logging techniques.

-"~LI I'
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Figure 2. Coning at an Oil-Water Interface

If the water produced due to coning is expensive
or difficult to dispose of, remedial action may
be required.



The possibility of breakthrough (Figure 3)
is an important concern, particularly in water
flodded reservoirs since it may result in the
bypassing of oil.

Figure 3. Breakthrough

It may be even more important in tertiary recov
ery, where the injected fluids are often quite
expensive.

High-resolution Spectroscopy:

In most existing spectroscopy logging tools,
the detector uses a sodium-iodide scintillation
crystal. In contrast, solid-state detectors such
as high-purity germanium produce a dramatically
cleaner spectrum, as illustrated in Figure 4.

With a high-resolution detector such as this,
many more elements can be clearly distinguished
than is possible with a sodium iodide detector.

The high-resolution solid-state detector has
drawbacks. It must be operated at temperatures
below about minus one hundred degrees Celsius.
This is difficult to achieve in a tool which
needs to operate in ambient temperatures of at

least 1750 C. Furthermore, its detection effi
ciency qt reasonably high energies (e.g. 1.5 meV)
is much less than that of sodium iodide, thus
lowering count rates. Moreover, it is very
expensive. There are, however, some high
resolution tools in the field; for example, the

United States Geological Survey has one. 14

High-resolution spectroscopy is of particu
lar interest for detecting tracers, for example
for flood-front profiling in secondary or ter
tiary recovery. In these cases, logging for
chlorine or carbon/oxygen may not distinguish the
flood fluid from the fluid existing before flood
ing. Tracers can then be added to the injected
fluid, chosen so that they can be easily detected
at the producing wells. The ability of the high
resolution spectrometer to see small concentra
tions of elements should permit economical use
of tracers even in large projects.

Electromagnetic Propagation

(Dielectric) Loggingls

Electrical resistivity measurements are the
classical way of determining water saturation in
open hole; Archie's equation (1) gives*
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But, this requires a knowledge of water resisti
vity, which varies over several orders of magni
tude depending on its salinity. In cases where
salinity is unknown or variable, this causes a
corresponding uncertainty in the inferred water
saturation. An additional uncertainty may exist
when water resistivity is very high and other
conduction mechanisms become comparatively
important.

Consider now the relative dielectric con
stant (E) of water. It contrasts strongly with
that of oil or rocks, but varies by less than a
factor of two with varying salinity (Table 1).

*Symbols are defined at the end of the paper.

Figure 4.
Sodium Iodide and Solid State Detector Spectra
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Table I. Relative Dielectric
Constants and Propagation Times

of Some Representative Materials

Thus, measurements of the relative dielectric
constant of formations should permit determina
tions of water saturation which are much less
sensitive to variations in salinity.

It turns out that a convenient way to deter
mine dielectric constants in a borehole is to
measure the velocity of propagation of electro
magnetic waves through the formations. For
simplicity, consider a plane electromagnetic wave.
Its velocity is 1/1€Icr. Since ~ is almost con
stant for most sedimentary rocks, propagation
over a fixed distance is proportional to IE.
Table I gives propagation times for representative
materials.

¢t +(l-¢)tw pw w pma

Figure 5. Schematic of Operation
of Electromagnetic Propagation Tool

For interpretation, it has been determined
that an analog to the Wyllie time-average formula
for sonic logging applies:

3.3
4.9
25-30
7.2
9.1
8.7
8.4

Loss-Free
Propagation Time

(tpo)
nanoseconds/meter

1.0
2.2
56-80
4.7
7.5
6.9
6.5

Relative
Dielectric

Permittivity
(€:)Material

Gas or air
Oil
\Vater
Quartz
Limestone
Dolomite
Anhydrite

Such a tool has been built and is being used
successfully in the field. (See Figure 5) It
works in the following way. An upper transmitter
TI radiates an electromagnetic wave which propa-

gates in the formation. The phase difference and
amplitude ratio of the wave are measured at the
two receivers RI and R2. These measurements are

combined in a borehole-compensating mode with
those from the lower transmitter T2 to provide a

correction for tool tilt or washouts. Variables
recorded are the propagation time t in nano-p9,'
seconds per meter, and attenuation A in decibels

9-
per meter. Receiver spacing is 4 cm., producing
excellent vertical resolution.

lfuere conductivities are high, the wave is
attenuated strongly as it propagates and cannot
be consistently detected at the receivers. How
ever, the tool operates successfully at conducti
vities up to about I S/m.

The electromagnetic propagation tool has
been used quite successfully in areas where water
salini ty is low or unknown. It has been parti
cularly successful in detecting heavy (high
viscosity) hydrocarbons in the presence of fresh
water.

The tool operates at a frequency of 1.1
giga-Hertz. At this frequency, the main contri
butions to the dielectric constant are electronic
and dipolar polarization; more complicated
effects such as interfacial polarization (seen
at lower frequencies) are not present. At this
frequency, depth of investigation is very small.

A special area of application for this tool
is in the evaluation of established reservoirs
as candidates for tertiary-recovery projects. In
this case, the objective is to determine the
residual oil content of the reservoir after
waterflooding is completed. Newly drilled eval
uation wells permit the use of open~hole tools,
but frequently the water salinity is unknown,
because the flood-water salinity was unknown or
varied during the secondary recovery phase. In
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this case, the electromagnetic propagation tool
can be used to determine water saturation without
knowledge of the water salinity. Because the
reservoir is already close to residual oil sat
uration, not much additional flushing occurs
during drilling, so the tool measures close to
the true formation saturation.

Production Logging

Production logging has been defined as the
measurement of "how much of what flows where".
Another definition is the measurement versus
depth of ~lat is inside the casirtg-- for example,
its movement, temperature, density, etc. Table 2
lists some of the measurements that are made in
production logging.

Sensor Range Accuracy Resolution

FullbfJre 50 BID min =2% 0.5 rps
Flowmeter

Continuous 400 BiD min :!:2% 0.5 rps
Flowmeter

Gradic~anom€ter oto 1.6 gm/cc zero shift::: .03 gm!cc 0.005 gmlcc
sens. shift :::: 3%

High R2Solution IOt0350°F =3% 0.04°F
Thermometer

I--------
i ato 5,000 psiManonH;ter ::!:2% of full scale 0.3% ofi 0 to 10,000 psi full scale
ato 15.000 psi

Caliper i 2" to 18" =.2" 0.1"
I

The holdup (Yi) can usually be determined fairly

well from gradiomanometer or other measurements.
However, the individual phase velocities are very
difficult to measure. Now in use is a dual
tracer ejector, which will allow selective ejec
tion of either of two different radioactive
tracer fluids. The two tracers are chosen so
that each is miscible with only one of the phases
present in the casing; for example, an oil
miscible and a water-miscible fluid are often
paired. The tool has three gamma-ray detectors,
two above and one below the ejectors, which are
used to determine the speed with which the
ejected tracer shot moves. Ideally, this should
permit measurements of the velocity of each of
the two phases. In practice, it can measure the
velocity of the continuous phase quite success
fully using the corresponding tracer; the gradio
meter reading can be used to infer which is the
continuous phase of ejection level so that the
correct tracer is chosen. Velocity of the other
phase can then be determined by mass balance,
using the spinner velocity.

Another recent improvement is a tool
which permits the simultaneous measurement of all
of the variables listed in Table 2 (the dual
tracer ejector is also included in this tool).
Previously, these measurements could only be made
sequentially. The major impact of simultaneous
measurements should lie in the elimination of
confusion caused by changes in flow characteris
tics between runs.

Repeat Formation Tester

h F · 17, 18. .T e Repeat ormat1on Tester 1S a W1re-
line device which can measure formation pressures,
make small-volume drawdown tests, and recover
formation fluid samples. A schematic drawing of
the tool is shown in Figure 6. This tool is
intended for use in uncased boreholes.

Table 2. Some Production Logging Measurements

Production logging has demonstrated its
ability to give very valuable information. For
example, the cost of diagnosing and plugging a
water-productive interval which has killed a gas
well may be returned in a few days of production.
But, in fact, production logging is, so far, a
very small market compared to formation-evaluation
logging. It therefore has not received the same
degree of attention to the development of mea
suring devices and interpretation.

Production logging has a variety of uses,
but one which should be emphasized here is the
determination of type and amount of fluid pro
duced versus depth. One of the greatest obstacles
to such determination is the complex nature of
multiphase flow. Combined fluids may flow in a
variety of configurations: bubble, plug, froth
slug, mist.

A recent development by Schlumberger is
aimed at determining the flow rates of individual
phases in multiphase flow. The mass flow rate of

h h
. 16eac p ase 1S

FLOW
LINE

EQUAUZINGI
VALVE
(10 mud
column)

SEAL VALVE
(10 lower
sample chamber

PACKER
jJ'

.------~-+-FILTER PROBE

PRESSURE
.#' GAGE

CHAMBER # I

CHAMBER# 2

SEAL VALVE
(10 upper
sample chamber)

y.v.A
1 1
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Figure 6. Schematic of Repeat Formation
Tool (First published in Paper SPE 6822.

Used by permission of SPE of AIME)
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In operation, the tool is positioned oppo

site the formation of interest. A hydraulic
system deploys a back-up shoe and forces a small
probe into the borehole wall. An automatic test
sequence then proceeds; the equalizing valve
closes; the piston within the probe is withdrawn,
admitting formation fluid; a piston allows the
flow of 10cc of fluid into Chamber #1; this is
followed immediately by the withdrawal of another
10cc at a higher flow rate into Chamber #2. Total
time to fill the two chambers is about 20 seconds.
Ratio of the two flowrates is about 2,5:1. During
the test sequence, pressure measured by the gauge
is recorded at the surface. A sketch of the
pressure waveforms is shown in Figure 7, and a
summary of tool specifications is given in
Table 3.

FORMATION
PRESSURE

Figure 7. Sketch of Pressure Waveforms
(First published in Paper SPE 6822.
Used by permission of SPE of AIME)

the probe opening, at the same time cleaning the
probe of any plugging material. Thus, an unlim
ited number of intervals can be pressure tested
on one trip in the well. This constitutes a
major advantage over previous wireline formation
testers.

The tool has a number of applications.

Smolen and Litsey18 describe an application in
which 643 pressure measurements were made in 25
infill wells in a waterflooded reservoir.
Pressure profiles plotted from the measurements
defined portions of the reservoir which communi
cated poorly with the rest of the reservoir and
needed additional water flooding.

Another important application is in deter
mining permeabilities by analysis of the drawdown
curves. Although all three portions of the flow
test can be analyzed, we mention here only the

. l' h' 18slmple re atlons lp.

k

Here, F is a shape factor which ranges between Y,
for spherical flow, and 1 for hemispherical flow,
corresponding to very small and very large bore
holes respectively. Numerical calculations have
established a value of 0.75 for 8-inch borehole
("quasi-spherical" flow).

Summary

This paper has surveyed four categories of
wireline measurements which have shown them
selves useful in predicting and managing the
production of oil and gas wells.

Nuclear spectroscopy is not yet an estab
lished logging technique. It is potentially
useful for monitoring fluid types behind casing.
The development of high-resolution spectroscopy
tools may permit improved tracer techniques
particularly in flood-front profiling.

Electromagnetic propagation logging is an
open-hole logging technique that is useful where
water salinities are unknown, variable, and/or
very low. One of its potential applications is
in the evaluation of oil fields for tertiary
recovery. Introduced recently, it appears very
promising .

Production logging is the measurement of
"what flows where" in the casing. Although a
long-established technique, it is not as widely
used as formation evaluation logging. Current
developments are aimed at measuring phase velo
cities and at making all important measurements
simultaneously.

Repeatability'I
.05 'l'o
.05 'l'o
.05 'l'o

Any Number

20,000 psi

350 0 F

6 inches

14 3/4 in.

33 feet

1.0 psi

1.0 psi
1.0 psi

Resolution

1,214,6 a 12 gal.

Specificotions:

.98')'.

.29')'.

.18 ?

Pressure Rating

Temperature Rating

Minimum Hole Size

Maximum Hole Size

Basic Make -up Length
(excluding option.)

Formation - Pressure Readings
per Trip in Hole

Sample Chamber Sizes

Pressure Meosurell,ent

Accuracy'"

No Temperature Correction
With Temperature Correclion
Speciol It(JJ Temperature II

Calibration
• 80$~d on % FUI/·scoltl,IO,OOO psi Gogtl

Repeat Formation Tester Specifications.

Table 3. Repeat Formation Tester Specifications

After the test sequence, at the operator's
choice, one or both of the sample chambers may be
filled, or the tool may be disengaged and set at
another depth. When the tool is disengaged, the
pistons and valve reset to their original posi
tion. This empties the test chamber and closes

The Repeat Formation Tester is an improved
fluid and pressure-sampling tool introduced a
few years ago. It represents a significant
advance over previous wireline formation testers,
and is becoming widely used. Its applications
include not only the self-evident determinations
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of formation pressures and fluid types, but also
the evaluation of reservoir permeability by
analysis of pressure buildup data.
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CONTINUOUS BOTTOM-HOLE PRESSURES ARE MEASURED BY

NON-ELECTRIC SYSTEM

T. J. Ashby

Sperry-Sun

Denver, Colorado

The Sperry-Sun Pressure Transmission System
(P.T.S.) continuously monitors bottom-hole pres
sure from any surface control point. The reliable
and rugged down-hole package uses no electronics
or moving parts; therefore, the possibility of
having problems with the down-hole package is very
remote. The bottom-hole pressure are transmitted
to the surface unit through a small stainless
steel capillary tube that is .094" O.D. and .054"
or .026" LD., that is charged from the surface
with an inert gas (Nitrogen or Helium) to estab
lish a single phase gas system.

The down-hole system utilitzes two (2) types
of chambers _.. suspension and concentr ie chambers.
The suspension chamber is 1. 66" O.D. X 10 feet
long, although other sizes can be made for special
applications. The suspension chamber can be run

. in wells through a stuffing box and lubricator in
the same manner as conventional gauges are run.
There are depth limitations when running the sus
pension chamber due to the strength and long con
tinuous lengths of the capillary tube. Generally,
when using the .094" or .026" I.D., #1 temper,
fully annealed tubing, the depth is limited to ap
proximately 3000 feet; the .094" O.D. X .054" LD.
tUbing limited to approximately 7000 feet. This
tubing is a #3 temper, cold drawn, with a tensile
strength of 145,000 to 165,000 P.S.I. Addition
ally, the size of tubing to be used will depend on
the pressure range to be measured.

The reason for the two (2) different I.D.'s
of tubing is that in some instances, with large
B.H.P. changes, the .026" LD. tube has to be used
in order that a standard chamber can be used. For
example, the small I.D. tubing (.026-inch) has a
volume of 6.37 cubic inches per 1000 feet. The
large I.D. tUbing (.054-inch) has a volume of
27.48 cubic inches per 1000 feet or 4.3 times
more. The larger I.D. tube will require that the
down-hole chamber be 4.3 times larger than one
used with the small I.D. tubing. At low pressures,
say 10 to 510 psi which is a 500 psi change, a 10
foot concentric chamber will work with the small
I.D. tubing 1000 feet deep, but a 43-foot concen
tric chamber would be required using the larger
I.D. tube. The same 500 psi change between 2000
and 2500 psi would require only a I-foot concen
tric chamber for either size tube.

The concentric chambers are made from a full
joint of production tUbing with an outer jacket
welded to the joint of tUbing. The jacket length
is normally 25 feet long on a 30 foot joint of tub
ing. These chambers are made from J-55 and N-80
EUE 8rd. tubing and are available in most sizes of
standard production tubing.

The .094" capillary tube is banded to the out
side of the production tubing in the annulus. To
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date, the deepest installation made has been ap
proximately 11,300 feet. The highest angle hole
ran .to date is 580 angle, 6000 feet deep, utiliz
ing a new type collar tubing protector developed
by Sperry-Sun.

There is no apparent depth or temperature lim
itations of the down-hole package. Installations
have been made in geothermal wells up to 6250 F.,
utilizing both types of down-hole chambers.
Either down-hole package can be permanently in
stalled for measuring B.H.P. in Rod Pump wells,
gas storage wells, oil and gas wells, etc., where
build-up and draw-down pressures, as well as long
term dynamic pressure test at high temperatures
are required.

The major problem area of using the Pressure
Transmission System in geothermal wells the type
material used in the capillary tube to withstand
the high temperatures and hostile environments for
prolonged periods of time. To date, we have used
304, 304L, 316, 316L, 321, and E-Brite 26-1 to
make the capillary tube. The 300 Series metals
lasted from as short as four (4) hours (304 and
321) to as long as one (1) year with the 304L, 316
and 316L. The E-Brite 26-1 material looked ex
tremely good in the initial test of this metal,
tubing was made with a .032" LD. in a #2 temper.
Failure of this tubing downhole occurred as short
as 30 days after installation to as long as six
(6) months from the twelve installation that were

made. This tubing also failed from severe pit
corrosion and chloride stress corrosion cracking.
Additional problems were enountered in welding the
strip material as the weld would start cracking
as the tubing was pulled to the small .094" size.

At this time, we are evaluating several other
materials to make tubing with, with primary empha
sis on resistance to chloride stress corrosion
cracking and pit corrosion, that has good welding
characteristics and can be pulled in long lengths.
Some of these materials are Carpenter 20, Monel
400, Inconel 625, and Incoloy alloy 825. A short
length of tubing made from the Incoloy 825 is
presently being tested in a laboratory now and
will soon be installed in a geothermal well for
evaluation.

The accuracy of the Pressure Transmission
System has been proven in oil and gas wells and
geothermal wells. However, when this system is
to be installed in these high temperature wells,
where there will be flowing and shut-in test, the
use of Helium is recommended as the transmission
media, as it is more stable than Nitrogen to the
large average temperature changes that will occur.

The Pressure Transmission Surface Recorder
is a precise measuring instrument which continu
ously displays psi gauge pressure in digital form
and provides a paper tape print-out of pressure
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and delta time, at time print modes from 18 sec
onds to 30 minutes. A built-in battery pack is
available so that no information will be lost in
the event of an AC power failure. The standard
pressure ranges are 0 - 1,000 PSI, 0 - 5,000 PSI,
and 0 - 10,000 PSI. Other ranges are available
special order. The accuracy is .05%+ of the full
scale range of the sensing element. -Sensitivity
is .005% of the full scale range of the sensing
element. Response time is 15 seconds for full
scale transition, depending on the pressure range.
The pressure sensing element utilized a Bourbon
tube and a force-balance servo system in which the
pressure system is combined with an electro
mechanical feedback system. The force developed
by the Bourdon tube in response to an input pres
sure is matched by an equal force developed by a
temperature-stable linear feedback spring which
returns the system to a null (balanced) position.
This eliminates losses in sensitivity and accur
acy, commonly associated with conventional mechan
ical linkages, and limited sensing element-tip
travel minimizes temperature and hysteresis effects.

A Digital Pressure Monitor that only displays
pressure in digital form is also available.

These units may also be used in place of dead
weight testers, as they are more accurate, faster,
and easier to read.

Additionally, these units may be used for
calibrating pressure instruments in the laboratory
or in the field, Process Control Instrumentation
and Production Line Instrumentation.

within the past two (2) years, another ser
vice has been developed and field proven. When
the .054" I.D. tubing is used in the Pressure
Transmission System to measure bottom-hole pres
sures, a chemical can be injected down the capil
lary tube to treat the wellbore fluids, near the
perforations, as it rises in the production tub
ing. Less chemicals can be injected at the cor
rect rate on a continued basis at the desired
depth downhole for maximum efficiency of the well.
When pressure data is again desired, the capillary
tube is purged of the chemical by injecting a sol
vent to remove the chemical film on the inside of
the tube and then injecting an inert gas (Nitro
gen or Helium), to obtain the single phase gas
system required. One thing to check is the temper
ature flash point of the chemical to be injected,
as some chemicals have a low flash point and will
tend to plug the tubing. When bottom-hole pres
sure is not desired, a chemical injection sub has
been installed in the production string for contin-
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uous injection of chemicals. Field tests to date
havebeen as deep as 10,400 feet. Injection rates
using methanol of up to 50 gallons per day have
been obtained in gas wells to keep the well from
freezing up and shut-in, which has resulted in sub
stantial increased production. Approximately 25
to 30 such systems have been installed to date.

Sperry-Sun has another precision subsurface
pressure gauge. This gauge is widely used in the
oil and gas industry. With an accuracy of .05%+
and sensitivity of .055% of the full-scale rang;
of the sensing element, and at near calibration
temperature, this gauge is ideally suited for
draw-down test, build-up test, interferance test,
static test, gradient test, variable flow rate
test, and drill stem test, to provide necessary in
formation for a thorough analysis of any type
reservoir.

This gauge has eight pressure sample rates,
ranging from 15 seconds to 32 minutes, with a max
imum sample time of twenty-eight (28) days, depend
ing on temperature. This is a self-contained gauge
and is a solid state electronic instrument that
uses a Bourdon tube as the primary sensing device,
but does not have a physical connection between
the Bourdon tube and the recording section. The
gauge is powered by batteries and has a tempera
ture limitation based on the electronics and bat
teries available to the industry.

Sperry-Sun also provides gyroscopic single
shot and multishot instruments for surveying cased
holes in the oil and gas industry. Additional
magnetic single shot and multishot instruments
are available for surveying of uncased or open
holes. When the magnetic instruments are run in
side a thermal shield, records can be obtained in
holes up to 6000 F. for a shot duration of time,
normally, 6 to 8 hours.

Sperry-Sun recently made a major break
through in the design of a'gyroscopic directional
instrument, utilizing a thermal shield, that is
capable of surveying wells with temperatures up to
6000 F. This instrument has been run in geothermal
wells as deep as 10,000 feet successfully, sur
veying the cased and open holes.

In the oil and gas industry, a survey steer
ing tool is available to monitor down-hole condi
tions when drilling with a mud motor in directional
controlled holes. This tool is run on a conductor
wireline and provides a continuous reading on the
surface of tQolface, (high side and magnetic)
drift, directional bearing, and mud temperature
above the mud motor.



HIGH TEMPERATURE INSTRUMENTATION
Anthony F. Veneruso

Sandia Laboratories - Division S736
Albuquerque, New Mexico 8711S

Abstract

Methods for obtaining geothermal
bo:ehol~ measurements and making appro
pr1ate 1nterpretations are limited at
present by technical deficiencies in
that logging tools developed for the
oil and gas industry rarely encounter
temperatures above ISOoC. Also most of
the available logging tools, cables and
seals are rated to only 1800C whereas in
geothermal wells temperatures frequently
range up to 3S0 0 C. This paper reviews
the Geothermal Logging Development Pro
gram being conducted by Sandia Labora
tories for DOE's Division of Geothermal
Energy. This program is an industry
based effort to develop and apply the
high temperature instrumentation which
~s needed by the wireline logging
1ndustry to serve a rapidly expanding
geothermal market. In order to satisfy
critical existing needs, the near-term
goal is to develop instrumentation for
use at or above 27So C in pressures up to
48.3 MPa (7,000 psi) by the end of FY80.
The long-term goal is for operation up
to 3S0 0C and 138 MPa (20,000 psi) by the
en~ o~ FY82. To meet these goals,
eX1st1ng hardware will be upgraded and
new components will be developed and
evaluated in critically needed prototype
tools such as the temperature flow rate
and high resolution downhole pressure
sondes. Most of the development and
service activities will be contracted to
industry with work by Sandia and other
DOE laboratories as necessary to expedite
the industry effort.

Introduction

Methods for obtaining borehole
~easurements and making the appropriate
1nterpretations are limited at present
by technical deficiencies in that logging
tools developed for the oil and gas
industry rarely encounter temperatures

1above ISOoC. In geothermal wells,
temperatures frequently range up to
3S0 0C, but most of the logging tools,
cables and seals, are rated to only
~800C. Above their temperature rating
1n the often corrosive "hostile" environ
ment of a geothermal well, logging tools
and cable~ h~v~ have significantly re
duced rel1ab1l1ty and life expectancy.
These deficiencies as well as the less
than satisfactory results obtained
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through the use of existing "hostile"
environment logging tools in geothermal
wells were confirmed by the 1975 Geother
mal Workshop hosted by Sandia Labora-

tories. 2

Industries thatcare expected to
make major financial investments in geo
thermal power plants, space heating or
process heating are not inclined to
risk large sums on construction without
confidence that geothermal resources
exist w~th temperatures, flow rates and
product1on longevity sufficient for long
term commercial operation. It is the
purpose of the Geothermal Logging Develop
ment Program to provide the means to
establish that confidence with informa
tion from new high temperature instrumen
tation.which will operate in hot,
~orro~lve geothermal wells. This program
1S be1ng conducted by Sandia Laboratories
f?r.t~e Department of Energy's (DOE)
~lv1s1on ?f Geothermal Energy (DGE) and
1S a port1on of DGE's Long Range Geo
thermal Well Technology Program.

The existing, highly developed
hydrocarbon and mineral logging services
and their interpretation procedures form
~he b~sis for the technical developments
1n th1S program. Research in geothermal
res~rvo~r en?ineering and log interpre
tat10n 1S be1ng pursued by the evolving
geothermal production industry. In
addition, the logging service companies
are conducting in-house R&D to correct
technical deficiencies so they may
adequately serve the geothermal market.
The basic impediments they face involve
special technologies which are not
normally required in their trade and for
which there are insufficient incentives
for them.to develop. These technologies
are prec1sely those which are being
pursued by this program.

In order to satisfy critical exist
ing needs, the near-term goal is for
operation at 27So C and 48.3 MPa (7,000
psi) by the end of 1980. The long-term
goal is for operation up to 3S00 C and
138 MPa (20,000 psi) by the end of 1982.
To meet these goals, existing hardware
is being upgraded and new components are
under development. Prototypes of
critically needed tools for temperature
flow rate and high resolution, downhole'
pressure will be constructed with the
components and their performance
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Table 1. Borehole Parameter Priorities

Figure 1-1. Schematic of Geothermal Logging Activities

Legend

-~ Flow during development

-~.. Flow during operation

Models and Analyses

Reservoir Engineering

Priorities of parameters may vary among resource types. However,

evaluated under laboratory and field
conditions. Our strategy involves
direct cooperation with industry where
most of the development and service
activities are contracted. Work is done
by Sandia and other DOE laboratories
whenever it is necessary to significantly
expedite the industry effort with
supporting research, development, and
testing. Operationally, this program
combines the advanced, high temperature
materials and components capabilities of
Sandia Laboratories with the know-how of
the logging service industry to develop
appropriate technology which will fulfill
the logging needs of the rapidly expand-

3ing geothermal market.

In establishing its design goals and
overall direction, the Geothermal Logging
Development Program will address the
needs of geothermal reservoir engineering
through formal participation in the
Reservoir Engineering Management Program
which is being conducted by the Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory (LBL). Also, the
borehole measurements obtained in this
program's geothermal well field tests
will serve as a data base for the
Geothermal Log Interpretation Program
underway at the Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory (LASL).

Geothermal Borehole Measurements
certain parameters are essential for ewluation of most geothermal re-

sources 1n the near-term. These are arranged to indicate ranking and

Making measurements in geothermal
wells with high temperature instruments
is only one step in a process that begins
with needs of reservoir engineering.
Figure 1 is a schematic of this process.
A list of the parameters desired for
open borehole exploration and reservoir
assessment is given in Table 1. The
repertoire of tools, their development
priority and performance requirements are
described in Table 2. This information
was compiled by the 1975 Geothermal
Workshop and updated by the Geothermal
Logging Steering Committee at their
June 28, 1977 meeting.

importance.

1. Temperature

2. Formation Pressure

3. Flow Rate

4. Hole Geometry (may be critical in log interpretation)

5. Fracture System (location, orientation, penneability, etc.)

6. Fluid Compositions (pH, dissolved solids and gases)

7; Permeability

8. Porosity (interconnected and isolated)

9. Formation Depth and Thickness

other parameters which are important but which may not. need to be

measured in every well or which may be reliably predicted or calculated

from other physical parameters include:

1. Thermal Conductivi ty

2. Electrical Conductivity or Resistivity

3. Heat Capacity

4. 11thology and Mineralogy

5. Acoustic Wave Velocity
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Table 2
PROTOTYPE GEOTHERMAL LOGGING TOOLS

(up to 27S°C operation)

Geothermal Logging Development

The technical development of geother
mal borehole instrumentation is divided
into three tasks: 1) severe environment
components development, 2) prototype
system development, and 3) borehole test
and evaluation. Efforts in components
development are directed toward allevi
ating existing technical deficiencies by
identifying, testing and evaluating
devices, materials, and components
suitable for use in geothermal logging
systems. Specific developments are
underway in 27S oC electronics, high
temperature-high resolution pressure
transducers, acoustic transducers, and
high temperature corrosion resistant
elastomers, ceramics and metals. Results
in this area will have immediate impact
on improving near-term industry capa
bilities for geothermal logging. Special
efforts are therefore being made to
rapidly transfer these technological
developments to the logging industry to
stimulate their own inventions and
contributions to geothermal logging.

Tool

Temperature

Pressure

Flow

Caliper

Casing Collar Locator

Formation Resistivity

Fracture Mapping

Casing and Cementing Inspection

Directional Survey

Sonde Refrigerator

Porformance Goal

l.ooe accuracy, a.soc resolution

0-7000 psi. 0.1 psi accuracy.
0.01 psi resolution

0-2000 Rpm in diphasic flow

6 arm borehole geometry. 0,1 in.
accuracy with fracture indication

Detect standard collars

To be determined

To bo determined

To be determined

To be determined

SO watts cooling to 12SoC for
at least 100 hours
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To evaluate these components in
complete systems, a few experimental
prototype borehole instruments will be
built and tested in both the laboratory
as well as in actual geothermal boreholes.

Severe Environment Components Development

High Tem¥erature Electronics - The thrust
of the e forts for near-term 27SoC
electronics is directed toward thick film
hybrid microcircuits technology. This
technology is widely used commercially
for small quantity production of special
electronics albeit for applications up
to l2S oC. However, this technology can
be adapted for use in the required higher
temperature range, has the required
ruggedness and gives the desired level
of miniaturization. The hybrid thick
film process is analogous to a silk
screen process in which special inks are
squeezed through a mask and then baked
at 900-l000oC onto a ceramic substrate.
Different patterns of different inks
yield the desired conductors resistors
and capacitors. After the thick film
portion of the circuit is made discrete
semic?nductor devices and multi-layered
capacItors, too large to print in thick
film, are mounted onto the substrate
and electrically bonded to the circuit.
Adaption of this process for high
temperature operation requires selection
of resistor inks specially formulated
for low values of thermal coefficient of
resistivity as shown in Fig. 2. Simi
larly, dielectric inks~ for fabricating
capacitors, are formulated to maintain
stable low loss properties over a wide
temperature range. These inks are now
commercially available and can be
processed on standard equipment.
Hundreds of hybrid thick film resistor
and capacitor devices have been laboratory
tested for thousands of hours at 300 0 C.
Efforts are continuing to further develop
thin film dielectrics, together with the
necessary bonding and circuit inter
connection techniques.
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Through the above laboratory testing
of active and passive electronic devices,
a sufficient, though somewhat limited,
line of commercial components and
fabrication techniques is now available
for 2750C operation to fulfill basic
circuit needs for amplification,
switching and filtering. Development
work is continuing toward expanding the
repertoire of available devices suitable
for 2750C operation. For higher
temperatures, such as 300-325 0C, alloy
semi-conductors such as gallium arsenide
FETs are being explored because they
continue to exhibit semiconductor
properties at temperatures where silicon
crystal devices cease to function and
become intrinsic conductors. Above 325°C
suitable semiconductors are presently not
acceptable. Therefore, special vacuum
tube-based circuits called Integrated
Thermionic Circuits (ITCs) are under
development by LASL.4 These ITCs are
planar vacuum tube structures which are

THICK FILM RESISTANCE CHANGE AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE, THE

THREE INK SAMPLES THAT WERE EXTENSIVELY TESTED PERFORMED ROUGHLY

THE SAME. IT IS IMPORTANT TO STATE THAT ALL INK MANUFACTURERS CAN

MIX SPECIAL INKS SO THAT THE TOTAL CHANGE OR/R IS 1-2% OVER THIS

TEMPERATURE RANGE,

In the 275-300 oC temperature range,
the popular bipolar silicon transistors
are intrinsically limited. However, a
few commercially available silicon semi
conductors have been found to operate
satisfactorily at these high temperatures.
These devices are the so-called field
effect transistors (FETs). FETs operate
by means of electrostatic control of
majority carrier current flow whereas
the more common bipolar transistors
operate by means of a small injected
control current modulating a more
temperature sensitive minority carrier
current. Figure 3 displays temperature
performance curves for a commercially
available FET specially selected for
its high temperature qualified construc
tion. Several have been qualified for
2750C operation through active circuit
tests forlOOO hours at 300°C.
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TABLE 3

HIGII TEII'ERArURE ElASTOI'ERS

DECOHPOS ITION

TRADE NAHE TYPE TEIf>ERATURE oc COST Sill C01'V1ENTS

BUNA N NITRilE ISO GOOD OIL RESISTANCE

POOR RESISTAHCE TO HZS AND

STE1J'!

VITON E- -c FlUORO ELASTOI1ER '" " FAIR RESISTAnCE TO STEAH

POOR FOR HZS

VlTaH G FLUORO ELASTOMER '" 40 IMPROVED STEAM RESiSTANCE

(Peroxide CUfO) POOR FOR HZS

KALREI FLUORO ELASTOHfR .00 2000 BEST fOR "ZS

(Fully Fluorinated) FAIR FOR STEAM

EPR POlYOLEFIN 250 EXCELLEIH STEAM RESISTANCE

HZS UNKNOWN

SllOJ(AHE SiLICONE 300 11 POOR STEAM AND POOR "ZS

RESISTANCE

TfMPERATOOE LIMITATION

TABLE 4

HIGH TEHERATURE SEAlS

metal vapor deposited onto miniature
sapphire substrates and packaged in a
special glass ceramic container. LASL
has operated ITCs in temperatures up to
9000C. Although they are not now commer
cially available, they will be further
developed because they offer a relatively
high assurance of performing satisfactorily
at extremely high temperatures.

Hi h Tern erature Mechanical Corn onents -
E astomers an seals capa e 0 WIt- ostanding temperatures of at least 275 C
and 7,000 psi in the presence of geother
mal brine for up to 100 hours are required
for geothermal well logging applications
in seals, gaskets, connectors, cable
sheathing and wire insulation. An
important aspect of these applications is
the protection of sensitive electronic
components from the corrosive fluids in a
geothermal reservoir. Elastomers are also
needed in borehole packers for geothermal
well testing and completion. Unfortunate
ly quantitative performance data on
commercially available materials and
components are lacking for these applica
tions. Therefore the approach taken to
fulfill these deficiencies includes the
following: 1) Coordination of material
needs and developments with DGE's Geo
chemical Engineering Program, 2) test and
evaluation of available high temperature,
stearn resistant elastomers and metals as
moisture barrier seals, and 3) inves
tigation of special coatings to enhance
the chemical and stearn resistance of
elastomers made from available polymers.

TYPE

ELASTOMERIC O-RINGS

ItTAL O-RINGS

CoNO-SEALS

WAVE RINGS

POLYMER DECOMPOSITION 300 C

PETAL SOFTENING 500 C

PETAL SOFTENING 500 C

~TAL SoFTENING 500 C

C~ENTS

REUSE PERMITTED

LEAST DIRT SENSITIVE

REUSE HOT RECo.w.'tENDEO

SOFT PLAT! NG RECOHMEHDED

111CK AND SCRATCH SENSITIVE

REUSE NOT RECOMI'IENDED

NICK AND SCRATCH SENSITIVE

MINOR 'JOINT HOTION TOLERATED

REUSE NOT RECO!'t1ENDED

SOFT PLATING RECOHMENDED

HICK AND SCRATCH SENSITIVE

As shown in Tables 3 and 4, test and
evaluation of available materials has
identified several promising candidates
for use in specific components such as
seals and wire insulation. Other mate
rials, along with specific prototype
designs of cables, cableheads and tool
seals will be tested in the corning months.
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prototy1e Srstem Development - To satisfy
crItica eXIsting needs of geothermal
reservoir engineering, prototypes of the
most critically needed tools are being
developed for geothermal applications.
Table 2 is a list of these tools in the
order of their priority. The temperature,
pressure, flow and caliper tools have the
highest priority and are therefore
being addressed first.
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Temperature - Both printed circuit board
and hybrid microcircuits for a 275 0 C
temperature tool have been completed and
are presently being assembled with the
tools housing and interconnections.

The printed circuit is quicker and
easier to fabricate and modify than the
hybrid circuit; however at high
temperatures the hybrid is more rugged
and reliable. The design is based on a
platinum resistance transducer with
active downhole electronics: a voltage
to-frequency converter, voltage regulator
and a line drive. The tool is compatible
with both multi-and monoconductor cables.
To date, a printed circuit board version
of the temperature tool has successfully
completed 62 consecutive hours of
laboratory testing at 275 0 C. Test
results indicated a drift error of less
than 0.28 0 C. Also each of the four
major subassemblies of the more rugged
and reliable hybrid circuit version
has been successfully tested for at
least 25 hours at 275 0 C. Efforts are
now underway to test the complete hybrid
circuit temperature tool.

Pressure - This development is directed
toward a high resolution quartz crystal
based pressure sensor which strives for
0.01 psi resolution in temperatures up
to 275 0 C. Currently available, high
resolution pressure gauges utilize
quartz crystals but these gauges are
temperature limited because of limitations
in the crystal geometry employed, in the
bonding of the crystals to the substrate
and in the limited temperature range of
the associated electronics. The approach
taken for the high temperature design
begins with a new quartz crystal
configuration that is specifically
designed to operate optimally at 275 0 C
rather than over a wide range of
temperatures. The crystal is small
enough to fit inside a miniature oven
which precisely maintains the quartz
crystal at the optimum temperature.
Deficiencies in the associated electronics
are corrected by utilizing the repertoire
of high temperature hybrid thick film
circuit components already developed.

Flow - A high temperature impeller type
ITUX gate transducer signal feedthrough
mechanism has been constructed. The
associated hybrid electronics for 275 0 C
operation are presently under development.

Caliper - A caliper tool is a necessary
adjunct to the impeller type flow tool
in order to compute flow rate. The
caliper is also necessary to identify
open borehole geometry and thereby
establish a basis for log interpretation
and well completion strategy. In
addition, a caliper is also useful in
gross fracture mapping where the
fractures are at least 0.1 inches wide.
Development efforts are directed at
correcting major deficiencies in exist
ing caliper's susceptibility to the
corrosive, high temperature geothermal
environment.

Other Prototypes - Complementing the
above prototype borehole instruments
effort is the development of a sonde
refrigerator. Available thermal
protection devices such as eutectic heat
sink equipped dewar flasks are presently
the industries' staple in packaging and
protecting state-of-the-art electronics
for logging geothermal wells. However,
the best available dewars are limited to
no more than 12 hours of operation in
boreholes up to 275 0 C. A reliable
instrumentation refrigerator, capable of
operating for 100 hours or more, will
enable operation of existing downhole
electronic packages and thereby open up
the geothermal logging market to
conventional logging services. This
approach is technically challenging and
outside the normal endeavors of the
logging industry. Due to the high
potential payoffs, this sonde refrigerator
is currently being contracted to industry
with appropriate technical support from
Sandia. Table 5 lists the industry
contracts presently underway for geother
mal logging development.
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Tabl. S
rndustry Contracts in C.othnad LOllin. Develop.ent

COJlpany ~ Contact

Gearhart Olten rnd. Prototype Tool Fabrication Jack Burgen
Ft. Worth, TX. (117) !il21-376l

because ultimately they must supply and
utilize the logging sevices needed to
support the expanding geothermal industry.

"

BorehOle Test and Evaluation - The above
experimental prototypes will be tested in
geothermal boreholes using a special
trailer mounted skid unit, a 50 foot
mast truck and auxiliary support equip
ment such as pressure controls and line
lubricators. The skid unit is equipped
with 16,000 ft. of seven conductor and
15,000 ft. of monoconductor high
temperature cables. The unit also has
generators and on-broad instrumentation
to support long term experimental tests
of prototype borehole instruments.

After successful completion of initial
tests and evaluation of the above hardwar~

a limited number of prototype sondes,
cable heads and supporting electronics
will be supplied to other DGE experimental
facilities at other labs and geothermal
sites to both expedite sonde evaluation
and to provide additional support for
their respective borehole measurement
needs. For example, reservoir engineers
at LBL and log interpreters at LASL are
working with geothermal wells from which
they need accurate, reliable, high
temperature downhole information. The
hardware under development by this
program will attempt to fulfill these
needs on an interim basis while stimu
lating industries' involvement. Both
logging service companies and geothermal
producers are involved in this endeavor

lluitrUlllentation Systollls Contracts Mike Lalllers
Monitoring (213) 378-8868

Geo!c18nce Ltd.
Solan! Beach, CA.

IRT Corp.
San 018ao, CA.

Los Al ..os Scientific Laboratory
Lo! AIaIllOS, NM

MeasuHlllIent Andy!b Corp.
Palo! Verdu E!tate!, CA.

Southwe!t Re!earch In!titute
San Antonio, TX

Spoctra SpteJl.!l
Sprinafield, VA.

Sy!telll Developaent Corp.
Santi Monica, CA.

Sy!to.!, Scienco " Software
La Jolla, CA.

Univenity of Arizona
TUCSOn, AI.

Wostinghouse
Pittsbura, PA.

Hoat Flux, Thenal Conductivity
Probo

Neutron Foraation Te-t'. Tool

Intoarated Thoraionic Circuit!

Opticl1 LOllaina Mothods

Sonde Refrigerator
Ceruic Tube A-plifier

p.,sive Sonde for T, P, liP

Passive Electronic Co-t'onents
Autoclave Testing

I~rovod Acoustic Toob

Heintz Poppend18k
(714) 755-9396

Don StcinlllJn
(71-4) 565-1171

Stovo Deppo
(50S) 667-S!il74

Bob Swanson
(703) 684-5111

Joe Gaven
(703) 321-9240

Ron Kelly
(213) 829-7575

Don Grine
(714) 453-0060

DoUi HlIlIilton
Archie Deutsch.an
(602) 793·2651

Ji. Wonn
(412) 256-3635

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Session Introduction

Field Applications

R. Ershaghi

University of Southern California

Theoretical developments in the area of well testing have been rather exten

sive in recent years. Unfortunately, published reports describing extensive field

applications have been limited in number.

Technical sessions on field applications of well-testing methods are always

refreshing and draw a great deal of attention, and this meeting was no exception.

The four papers selected for this session presented some aspects of tool and/or

interpretation problems associated with field data. Bill Miller from Shell Oil

Company gave the first talk on the concept of total formation evaluation using

coupling of a non-linear least-square-fit computer program to a general purpose

reservoir simulator. A paper by Jerry Pickens from the University of Waterloo

discussed problems associated with sampling devices used in tracer studies for

modeling of shallow waste-burial operations. Well-testing problems in geothermal

reservoirs was the subject of the next two papers. T. N. Narasimhan from Lawrence

Berkeley Laboratory presented a talk on the nature of collected data, methods for

preprocessing of raw data to eliminate extraneous noises, and the need for improved

methods to interpret the data. Similar discussions for geopressured reservoirs

were given by Myron Dorfman from the University of Texas at Austin.

The active participation of the audience in the question and answer period

following each paper was a clear indication of the great interest generated by the

speakers and the topics.
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ABSTRACT

WELL TESTING ANALYSIS:

A GUIDE TO PRACTICAL OIL AND GAS FIELD DECISIONS

William C. Miller

Shell Oil

Examples from oil and gas field evaluation,

development, well stimulation, and supplemental

recovery projects emphasize the wide scope of ques

tions which can be effectively answered with compre

hensive interpretation of both routine and special

ly designed well tests. In our experience, far too

often the complex nature of the reservoir proper

ties and processes demand more powerful analysis

methods than those provided by the literature. But

flexible couplings of a non-linear least-squares

fit computer program to a general purpose reservoir

simulator is extending our interpretation of such

engineering problems.

From the examples presented, it is obvious

that such "automated" history matching of well-test

response (multi-fluid production, observation well

pressures, post-fracturing performance) should not

be regarded at all as an "automatic" procedure.

The engineer's ingenuity and experience are much

more critical factors than the mathematical ele

gance of the computation scheme. Furthermore, de

spite the prevalent concern voiced about the possi

ble non-uniqueness of the prototype which is de

duced by such a well-test analysis procedure, from

a decision-making standpoint, without such a method,

complete inability to explain the observed perfor

mance of an expensive field test occurs all too

frequently and is a much more serious obstacle.
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FIELD STUDIES OF DISPERSION IN A SHALLOW SANDY AQUIFER

J.F. Pickens, J.A. Cherry, R.W. Gillham
Department of Earth Sciences

University of Waterloo
WATERLOO, Ontario, Canada. N2L 3Gl

W.F. Merritt
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories

CHALK RIVER, Ontario, Canada. KOJ IJO

Summary

Field studies of dispersion in granular aqui
fers can be conducted by means of tracer experi
ments using radioactive or non-radioactive solutes.
Studies of the concentration distributions at sites
at which contaminant enclaves already exist can
also yield information on the dispersive properties
of the geologic materials. This study reports on a
single-well injection-withdrawal and a two-well re
circulating withdrawal-injection tracer test that
have been conducted in a shallow sandy aquifer at a
waste management area of the Chalk River Nuclear
Laboratories of the Atomic Energy of Canada Limit
ed. A detailed three-dimensional monitoring net
work was used to monitor the tracer movement within
the aquifer. Evaluation of the test results have
demonstrated the effect of sampling from wells
slotted over the entire aquifer versus point sam
ples from an individual layer within the aquifer.

Introduction

As a solute is transported in a groundwater
flow system it gradually spreads, occupying an in
creasing portion Of the flow domain beyond the re
gion that it would be expected to occupy according
to fluid convection alone. This spreading pheno
menon, called hydrodynamic dispersion, includes
mechanical dispersion which is advection dependent
and molecular diffusion which is concentration de
pendent. In aquifers, mechanical dispersion is
normally the dominant of these two processes. The
property of theporous medium that is a measure of
its capability to cause mechanical dispersion is
known as dispersivity. Dispersivity is considered
to have two components, one in the direction of
groundwater flow called longitudinal dispersivity
and one normal to the direction of groundwater flow
called transverse dispersivity. In laboratory ex
periments the value of the longitudinal dispersi
vity is generally found 1 to be larger than the
transverse dispersivity by a factor of 10 to 20.
From laboratory column experiments using relatively
homogeneous granular porous media, published values
of dispersivity2,3 determined from breakthrough
curves are usually of the order of 10-2 to 1 em.
In contrast, dispersivity values for granular de
posits obtained by calibration of digital models to
large-scale field contamination zones 4 ,5,6,7 or

from the modelling of field dispersivity test re
sUlts7 ,8 are usually in the range of 10 to 102 m,
which is 3 to 6 orders of magnitude larger than
typical laboratory values. If dispersivity at the
field scale is as large as is suggested by this
model calibration approach it can be expected that
contaminants transported in active groundwater flow
systems will undergo strong dilution and spreading
as a result of dispersion. Narasimhan et aZ. 9 con
cluded on the basis of simulation studies of well
sampling effects that large dispersivity values
computed from concentration data obtained in the
usual manner of well sampling may not be represen
tative of the true dispersivity of the geologic
materials. Childs et aZ. lO and Palmquist and
Sendlein ll have observed in detailed field studies
in sand and gravel deposits that contaminants tend
to follow the most permeable beds, which because of
complexity in distribution, can cause a lensing or
fingering of contaminant zones rather than strong
spreading due to intergranular dispersion. These
field studies 10,11 indicate, that indeed, there
may be little spreading found when detailed three
dimensional monitoring of the contamination plumes
is performed.

Fig. 1 illustrates three mechanisms that re
sult in hydrodynamic dispersion. The patterned re
gions in this figure represent the individual
grains. The first two mechanisms (a) and (b) are
caused by fluid advection. The first mechanism (a)
is the spreading or mixing caused by the groundwa
ter velocity variation across a pore channel. This
results in solutes being transported at different
rates within an individual pore. The second mecha
nism (b) is the spreading caused by the pore-to
pore velocity variations. On a larger scale,
spreading may also be caused by variations in velo
city between micro or macro stratigraphic units.
The third mechanism (c) is the spreading as a re
sult of molecular diffusion. An important effect
of heterogeneities relates to the problem of sampl
ing.

This study deals with the investigations of
the process of dispersion in field tracer tests.
The field studies consist of a two-well recirculat
ing withdrawal-injection tracer test and a single
well injection-withdrawal tracer test. These two
types of tests are well documented in the contami
nant transport literature. The unique aspect of
our version of these tests is that we used a de
tailed three-dimensional monitoring network. As a
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result, we were able to examine the dispersion
process at different sampling scales including
scales considerably smaller than have been used
previously in field dispersion studies reported in
the literature. An evaluation of the mixing
caused by the groundwater sampling method has been
done. The objective of this and other studies in
progress is to examine the effect of the scale of
measurement on the measured dispersivity values in
heterogeneous hydrogeologic environments. The
tests were conducted in a sandy aquifer at one of
the radioactive waste management areas of the Chalk
River Nuclear Laboratories of the Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited, Chalk River, Ontario, Canada. The
general hydrogeology of the basin in which the
tests were conducted is given by Cherry et aZ. 12 •

Scale of Sampling

Soil or groundwater sampling generally im
plies an averaging of the conditions existing at
that point or region. Fig. 2a which was origi
nally introduced into the groundwater literature
by Hubbert 13 illustrates scales that can be defined
with reference to a porous medium. This diagram is
a hypothetical plot of the porosity as it might be
measured on samples of increasing volume VI' V2,
V3 ... at a point within the porous medium. Sampl
ing at a scale which is small with respect to the
size of a pore or a grain is called the microsco
pic scale. The volume V3 represents what is nor
mally referred to as the representative elementary
volume (Bear I4 ) and is the lower limit of the mac
roscopic scale. Where the scale of analysis in
volves volumes, such as V7 or greater, that may
encompass several stratigraphic units or several
heterogeneities this scale can be referred to as
megascopic. A similar scaling system, as shown in
Fig. 2b, can also be visualized for sampling of
groundwater for tracer or contaminant concentra
tions. A schematic representation to further il
lustrate scales of sampling is shown in Fig. 3.
In this study we attempt to show the effect on mea
sured dispersivity of going from a measurement

Fig. 2(a). Scales of measurement of porosity with
in a porous medium

(b). Scales of groundwater sampling within a
porous medium

MICROSCOPIC

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of scales within
a layered porous medium
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about 50 em in length and was constructed by slot
ting with saw cuts and wrapping with fibreglass
cloth tape to prevent fine-grained material from
entering. This type of piezometer is inexpensive
and provides reliable data in cohesionless granular
deposits. The piezometers were installed to vari
ous depths in order to monitor the hydraulic head
in the different stratigraphic units.

scale which we believe to be approaching the macro
scopic scale, to a larger, megascopic scale.

Field Experiments

Geology

The geology of the basin in which the study
site is located is shown in Fig. 4. The field in
vestigations were conducted in the middle sand
unit referred to as the middle aquifer. This aqui
fer is indicated by the arrow on the cross-section
(Fig. 4). The aquifer sand, which is approximately
8.5 m thick, was deposited in a deltaic environment
that existed during a period of glacial melting
during Pleistocene or early Holocene time. The
sand is fine- to medium-grained and well sorted.
At outcrops elsewhere in the vicinity of the basin,
sands of this type have minor laminations and
small-scale cross bedding. Some core samples from
within the aquifers at the study site exhibit lami
nations. The middle aquifer is confined below by a
silty clay bed that is about 1 m in thickness and
above by a much thinner zone of bedded silt and
clay. The results of various types of hydraulic
conductivity tests conducted in the aquifer are de
scribed by Pickens et aZ. 15 and Woldetensae l6 .

It Y
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The wells which were used in the tracer tests
were constructed of PVC pipe with ABS plastic
wrapped screens having slot openings of about 0.1
mm. They were screened from 3 m to 10 m below
ground surface which is approximately the extent of
the middle sand aquifer. The wells were installed
through a steel casing driven by a cable-tool dril
ling rig. The borehole was grouted as the casing
was removed in the upper 2.5 m to prevent hydraulic
connection of the upper.and middle sand aquifers.

The field site has 32 piezometers, 2 wells
and 13 multi-level samplers. The layout of the in
strumentation for the field tests is shown in Fig.
5.

The piezometers were used for monitoring of
the piezometric heads in the aquifers during the
tracer tests. They were installed through a steel
casing that was driven by the combined effect of
mechanical vibration and jetting. After installa
tion of the piezometer pipe to the desired depth,
the casing was removed by jacks. Since the sands
of these deposits caved immediately upon removal of
the casing, it was not necessary to grout the hole
above the piezometer tip. The piezometers were
constructed of 3.4 em diameter PVC pipe. The in
take portion at the bottom of the piezometer is
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The network of multi-level samplers permitted
the three-dimensional monitoring of the concentra
tion of the tracer in the aquifer during the tracer
tests. The 13 samplers contained a total of 160
sampling points. A schematic diagram, showing a
field installation of the sampler and a cross-sec
tion of an individual sampling point on the sam
pler, is shown in Fig. 6. Each sampler consists
of a PVC pipe with a number of sampling points po
sitioned at predetermined levels along its length.
The sampler is inexpensive and it can be easily
constructed in the field. Samples were collected
by connecting the polypropylene tubing which ex
tends to above ground surface to a vacuum flask and
applying suction. The samplers were installed by
the washboring method as described for the piezo
meter installations.
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The velocity distribution under natural gra
dients was determined throughout the depth of the
aquifer at one of the wells using point dilution
tests. The results are shown in ~i9. 7; the solid
bars indicate the packed-off interval in the well
for each test. The results show that significant
velocity variations may exist within an aquifer
which appears to be homogeneous and that these
variations can occur over relatively short depth
intervals. The technique allowed for detailed
velocity profiling; however, we have no assurance
that the distance between packers (41 cm) in the
apparatus is approaching the macroscopic measure
ment scale. A smaller measurement interval would
likely show even greater velocity variations.
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FIELD INSTALLATION

WATER TABLE

The physical processes that cause transport of
contaminants or tracers in groundwater flow sys
tems are advection and dispersion. The parameters
that are required to quantify these processes are
groundwater velocity and dispersivity. One method
that allows a direct estimation of groundwater
velocity is a down-hole tracer test known as the
point dilution or borehole dilution technique.

Point Dilution Tests

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of the multi-level sam
pling device for monitoring tracer move
ment

A comprehensive review of the uses and limi
tations of the borehole dilution technique for
groundwater velocity measurements has been given
by Halevy et aZ. 17 • Essentially, the technique
consists of labelling the water in a section of
the well screen with a tracer and observing the
rate of dilution. The rate of dilution in the
well screen is related to the velocity of the
groundwater. Details of the analysis procedure
are presented by Halevy et aZ. 17 and Merritt 18 .

The apparatus used in this study was designed
to fit inside a 10 cm plastic well screen. It
uses inflatable packers to isolate a section 41 cm
in length in the well. An oscillator pump, sealed
in a waterproof case, is positioned just above the
top packer and is used to keep the dilution volume
between the packers well mixed. The effect of
vertical currents is minimized by using a pressure
equalizing tube across the packers. Rhodamine WT
was used as the tracer. Water from the dilution
volume between the packers was recirculated to a
bove ground surface and passed through a fluorome
ter to record changes in the tracer concentration.

Fig. 7. Groundwater velocity distribution in the
aquifer determined from point dilution
tests.

Two-Well Recirculating Withdrawal-Injection Tracer
Test

A two-well withdrawal-injection tracer test
was conducted using the instrumentation shown in
Fig. 5. Water was withdrawn from one well and re
charged in the other well at a rate of 27 L/min.
In order to establish a steady-state flow field
the withdrawal and injection system was in opera
tion for several days prior to introducing the
tracer. The piezometer network was monitored daily
to determine the hydraulic head distribution during
the test. Approximately 100 mCi (3.7 GBq) of the
tracer, 51Cr-EDTA having a half-life of 27.8 days,
were added to the injection water at a continuous
rate over a period of 3.2 days. The input concen
tration at the injection well was maintained at
about 57 cpm/mL. Recirculation of tracer in the
pumping water occurred after about three days. The
tracer test was continued for 15 days with
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Fig. 8. Relative velocity distribution in the
aquifer determined from monitoring
tracer movement 12 14
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51Cr -EDTA BREAKTHROUGH CURVE AT PUMPING WELL

for in the calculation procedure. The computer
program is listed in the report'by Grove 20 . The
following conditions necessary ~or application of
the Grove model have been met in this experiment:
the aquifer is horizontal and confined; a con
stant withdrawal-injection rate was used; the
natural areal groundwater velocity is low; and
the tracer was added continuously for a set time
period. Results from the network of multi-level
point samplers showed that the tracer movement was
uniform at any particular depth and hence that the
aquifer was areally homogeneous. The concentra
tion profiles for the multi-level samplers between
the two wells indicate that even though the aqui
fer appears on the basis of visual inspection of
core samples to be vertically homogeneous, the
tracer did not travel evenly throughout the verti
cal thickness of the aquifer. It is well known
that satisfying the assumption of aquifer homo
geneity is impossible in any natural geologic en
vironment. The data from this test enabled the ef
fect of minor stratigraphic heterogeneities to be
evaluated in terms of their influence on the dis
persivity determinations. The initial break
through of the 51Cr-EDTA in the withdrawal well oc
curred about three days after the start of intro
duction of the tracer. The peak concentration was
reached at about seven days. The results of the
two-well model analysis are given in Fig. 9. This
compares the 51Cr-EDTA breakthrough curve obtained
by measuring samples from the withdrawal well
(shown as dots) to the breakthrough curve generat
ed by the computer model (shown as the solid line)
using a dispersivity of 50 cm. This dispersivity
produced the breakthrough curve that most closely
matched the field data.

0.5
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.,
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SAND 'L _
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The relative velocity distribution throughout
the depth of the aquifer was determined by analyz
ing the concentration profiles from the five multi
level samplers located directly between the two
wells. The results (Fig. 8) show reasonable
agreement with the results obtained using the
point dilution technique (Fig. 7). This provides
further evidence of the potential of the point
dilutiOn technique in identifying zones of high
transport rate in a groundwater flow system.

monitoring of the 51Cr-EDTA concentration in the
injection well, withdrawal well and multi-level
samplers. All sample activities were corrected
for radioactive decay to the time at which the
tracer test was started.

A field dispersivity value was obtained from
the results of the two-well withdrawal-injection
tracer test using the method described by Grove
and Beetem19 . In this method the flow field in
duced by the withdrawal and injection wells is
divided into a series of crescentic flow tubes
that approximate columns of known length from the
injection to the withdrawal well along which the
tracer is assumed to pass. The breakthrough
curve concentrations, generated using an analyti
cal solution for the ~dvective-dispersive trans
port 01 the tracer with an assumed value of dis
persivity, from each arc or flow column are summed
to produce a composite breakthrough curve at the
withdrawal well for the entire flow field. Vari
ous values for dispersivity are used as input in
the computer model until the calculated composite
breakthrough curve closely matches the experimen
tal one measured in the field. Tracer material
passing through the withdrawal well and continu
ously returned to the injection well is accounted

Fig. 9. Breakthrough curve at withdrawal well for
two-well tracer test

A computer model based on the finite element
method was used to simulate in a horizontal plane
the movement of the tracer in the two-well tracer
test. The model used is a modified version of
that described by Pickens and Lennox21 for comput
er simulation of solute transport in cross-section,
through a steady-state saturated groundwater flow
system. In this analysis, a horizontal slice at
any specified depth in the aquifer was assumed to
be homogeneous and isotropic. The finite element
model solved for the hydraulic head distribution,
groundwater velocities and transient concentration
distribution. The calculated hydraulic head dis
tribution was consistent with the measured values
from the piezometer network. The concentration
data from the network of multi-level samplers
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indicated that the tracer movement was essentially
horizontal at all levels in the aquifer. For
simulation of the movement of the 51Cr-EDTA, a
horizontal slice at depth 8.1 m was chosen. This
slice is representative of the zone of most rapid
tracer movement. Fig. 10 shows the concentration
profiles directly between the two wells at this
depth. A longitudinal dispersivity of 10 cm in
the finite element model gave the best fit to the
field data. This is one-fifth of the value of
dispersivity obtained using the two-well Grove
model.

CONCENTRATION PROFILE AT 8.1 METRE DEPTH

flow. The dispersion in radial flow (during the
recharge and discharge phases) is assumed to be
the same as for a longitudinal flow case. The ra
dial flow field is assumed to be in steady-state
during injection and withdrawal. The breakthrough
curve determined from water samples during pumping
is shown in Fig. 11. The sample concentrations are
given by the solid dots and the average input con
centration during injection is shown as a dashed
line. The ratio of pumped to recharged volumes is
equal to unity at time 30 hours. Analysis of this
breakthrough curve from sampling the well (equiva
lent to full aquifer depth) yielded a dispersivity
of 3.4 cm.
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Fig. 11. Breakthrough curve during withdrawal for

single-well tracer test

Fig. 10. Concentration profiles between wells at
8.1 m depth for two-well tracer test

Single-Well Injection-Withdrawal Tracer Test

A single-well injection-withdrawal tracer
test was conducted using the instrumentation shown
in Fig. 5. The well denoted "p" was not used and
only the multi-level samplers located directly be
tween the two wells were monitored. Water was re
charged to the well denoted "I" at a rate of 54
L/min until steady-state flow conditions were at
tained. The piezometer network was monitored to
establish the hydraulic head distribution during
the test. Approximately 50 mCi (1.8 GBq) of the
tracer, 131 1 having a half-life of 8.07 days, were
added to the injection water for a period of 30
hours. The input concentration was maintained'at
about 225 cpm/mL. At the end of 30 hours of in
jection of tracer, water was withdrawn from the
well at a rate of 54 L/min for three days. The
concentration of 131 1 was monitored in samples
taken from the well during injection and withdraw
al, and from the multi-level samplers. All samples
were corrected for radioactive decay to the time
at which the tracer test was started.

A field dispersivity value was obtained from
the results of the single-well tracer test using
the method described by Mercado22 The relation
between relative concentration of tracer in the
pumped water during the withdrawal phase and the
ratio of the pumped volume to the recharged volume
yields a value of dispersivity in the direction of
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Breakthrough curves during the injection
phase obtained from water samples from sampling
points at the 8.1 m depth at distances of 1, 2 and
4 m from the injection well were analyzed using an
analytical solution by Hoopes and Harleman 23 .
Various values of dispersivity were used as input
to the analytical solution until the computed
breakthrough curve approximated the field values
obtained. The field results and the analytical
solution results for dispersivities of 3.4 and 10
cm are shown in Fig. 12. These dispersivity values
produced breakthrough curves which are reasonably
close to the field measured concentrations.

Discussion of Results

The value of dispersivity of 50 cm obtained
by analysis of the breakthrough curve for the
withdrawal well in the two-well tracer test is
much larger than the value of 10 cm obtained from
analyzing tracer movement in an individual layer.
Based upon the measured velocity profile in the
aquifer, we believe the large dispersivity value
to represent the effect of mixing in the well of
water of differing tracer concentrations from the
various levels within the aquifer. This method of
sampling and analysis could be considered to be at
the megascopic scale whereas sampling from an in
dividual layer within the aquifer using the multi
level point samplers is approaching the macrosco
pic scale. The dispersivity results for this two
well test are shown in Table I which also lists for
comparison other values reported in the literature.
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Table I. Values of dispersivity of granular
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Fig. 12. Concentration breakthrough curves at 8.1
m depth for single-well tracer test

In the single-well tracer test, the value of
dispersivity of 3.4 em obtained by analysis of the
breakthrough curve produced during pumping is sim
ilar to the value obtained by analysis of the con
centration variations in the point samplers locat
ed in the high transport layer. Analysis of trac
er movement in this layer yielded a value of about
3.4 to 10 em. Although the water samples from
pumping the well represent water contributed from
the full depth of the aquifer, the effect of stra
tification within the aquifer was much less pro
nounced than for the two-well tracer test. Also

the zone of influence for the single-well test is
much less (mean radius of 3 m) than that for the
two-well test. The above reasons may account for
the observation that the full-aquifer dispersivity
obtained from the single-well test is approximately
the same as for the high velocity layer within the
aquifer. The dispersivity results for the single
well test are shown in Table II. For comparison
this ti'ble lists otLer values from single-well
tests reported in the literature. A comparison of
the single-well and two-well test results (Tables
I and II) for situations where dispersivity values
were computed from concentration data obtained
from full-aquifer withdrawal wells indicates that
the single-well dispersivities are much lower than
the two-well dispersivities. The two-well disper
sivity value obtained in our study using the plane-

Conclusions
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The following conclusions have been developed
from analysis of the field investigations:

(1) The point dilution technique is an effici
ent and reliable method for identifying
high transport zones within aquifers.

(2) The detailed field tracer experiments in
dicate that the multi-level point sampling
device used in this investigation is an
efficient and relatively inexpensive means
of monitoring the migration of tracers or
contaminants in shallow cohesionless geo
logic materials.

(3) In the single-well test, the value of
dispersivity obtained for the full aquifer
depth was 3.4 em. This is approximately
the same as that obtained (3.4 to 10 em)
for an individual layer and is only slight
ly smaller than the value (10 em) obtained
from the individual layer analysis for the
two-well test. A much higher value (50 em)
was obtained from the analysis of the
breakthrough curve at the withdrawal well
in the two-well test. Based on the results
of our test, it is apparent that dispersi
vity values obtained from two-well tests
are greatly influenced by the type and dis
tribution of sampling devices used to ob
tain the concentration data for analysis.
Our studies suggest that in two-well tests
the large dispersivity values obtained
from analysis of the breakthrough curve at
the withdrawal well are mainly a result of
mixing that occurs in the well bore of wa
ter from different levels in the aquifer.
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Application of Well Testing to Liquid Dominated Geothermal Systems
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Introduction

Since September 1975 the Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory has been engaged in well-testing of
liquid dominated geothermal reservoirs in the
Raft River Valley of Idaho and at East Mesa in
southern California (Witherspoon, et al., 1976;
Narasimhan and Witherspoon, 1977; Narasimhan,
et'al., 1977). These tests have established
that well-testing, based on the techniques de
veloped in the fields of petroleum engineering
and hydrogeology, is invaluable in estimating
the in situ parameters and in deciphering the
geometry of geothermal reservoirs. However,
due to high temperatures of geothermal fluids
(generally in excess of 300°F) and due to the
highly corrosive nature of geothermal brines,
the instruments needed to make various mea
surements in a geothermal well must be capable
of performing over prolonged periods of time
in highly hostile environments. Moreover, the
spacing of wells in geothermal reservoirs may
often be of the order of a few to several thou
sand feet. As a result, highly sensitive pres
sure measuring devices are needed if interference
effects on these wells are to be observed and
interpreted.

During the course of the well-testing experi
ments at Raft River and at East Mesa, different
types of instruments were used and considerable
experirnce was gained in regard to their opera
tional utility. In addition, the data forthcom
ing from these tests had special features which
had to be given due consideration before attempt
ing interpretation. The purpose of this paper
is first to summarize the knowledge gained during
the aforesaid tests in regard to: a) instrumen
tation and data collection, b) the quality and
nature of the data forthcoming, c) control of
test conditions, and d) interpretation. Based
on this, some of the problems that currently
exist in regard to testing liquid-dominated geo
thermal reservoirs are identified and suggestions
are made on the directions in which further re
search might be directed.

Before proceeding further, it is in order to
provide some background information on the geo
thermal reservoirs at Raft River and at East Mesa.

The Raft River Valley geothermal field
(Witherspoon, et al., 1976; Narasimhan and Wither
spoon, 1977) is located in southeastern Idaho. The
geothermal resource here occurs in sedimentary
and volcanic rocks of tertiary age overlying a
pre-Cambrian quartz-monzonite. The resource, at
a temperature of about 295°F, is tapped by means
of three wells, reaching down to a maximum of
6,000 feet.
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The East Mesa geothermal anomaly in southern
California is currently being explored by the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation and by two private compan
ies, Republic Geothermal Company to the north
and Magma Power Company to the south. currently
there are fourteen geothermal wells in this area
(five owned by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation;
six by Republic Geothermal Company; and three by
Magma Power Company). In general, the wells
range in depth from 5,000 to 8,000 feet and derive
fluids from tertiary sediments. The temperature
of the resource ranges from 300 to 400 OF (?).

Since both the Raft River and the East Mesa
sites are of exploratory nature and since very
little data was available on the in situ reservoir
characteristics of the reservoirs, the well tests
were designed with the aim of estimating overall
reservoir parameters and to decipher reservoir geo
metry. The tests conducted included productivity
index tests as well as interference tests. These
tests ranged in duration from a few days to several
weeks.

Instrumentation and Data Collection

The primary data to be collected during geo
thermal well tests include mass flow rates, pres
sure and temperature. In addition to the instru
ments required to measure these quantities, ap
propriate equipment are also needed to automati
cally record them to facilitate data storage
and retrieval. Finally, the use of a variety
of sophisticated instruments in the field requires
that skilled technical help be available to oper
ate and maintain the equipment.

Since the reservoirs tested were liquid dom
inated, there was no flashing of the fluids within
the reservoir. However, there mayor may not be
flashing within the well-bore. In order to mea
sure flows, therefore, it is convenient to pass
the output from the well into a steam separator,
pass the separated steam and water through differ
ent orifice plates and measure flow rates, using
the appropriate equations connecting orifice con
figurations, pressure drop and mass flow rates.
If there is no flashing in the well-bore, the
output from the well could be directly passed
through an orifice plate to measure the liquid
mass flow rate. In this case it may be necessary
to provide sufficient back pressure so that there
is no flashing at or in the vicinity of the ori
fice plate. A less accurate, and sometimes ac
ceptable, method of measuring liquid flowrates
is to use a weir box.



One problem that may often arise in using
orifice plates is that of scaling. Even though
the East Mesa geothermal brine is relatively low
in dissolved solids (less than 30,000 ppm, TDS),
it was found that significant scale deposition
occurred downstream of the orifice which affected
the accuracy of flow calculations. To avoid this
an extra by-pass line was provided to enable clean
ing or replacement of orifice plates without shut
ting in the well.

In the tests conducted so far, the principal
aim was to decipher the reservoir characteristics
by assuming the reservoir to be isothermal and
directly applying the well-testing methods of
petroleum engineering and hydrogeology. As a
result, the measurement of temperatures has not
been critical. The temperature data collected
during the tests (mostly at the well-head and
the spearator and occasionally downhole) were
for the purpose of either calculating steam
quality or for the purpose of applying tempera
ture corrections to the pressure data.

By far the most critical data from the point
of view of well testing relate to pressure tran
sients. In general it is preferable to be able
to measure these data in the well-bore, opposite
the reservoir. Although this is not always pos
sible in geothermal wells, under certain condi
tions, measurement of well-head pressures can
yield the same pressure differential data that
can be monitored downhole. During the tests at
Raft River and East Mesa, three different kinds
of pressure measuring instruments were used.
These were:

a. An ultra sensitive downhole pressure
gauge employing a piezo-electric quartz crystal,
manufactured by Hewlett-Packard Company,

b. An ultra sensitive well-head pressure
gauge employing a piezo-electric quartz crystal,
manufactured by Paroscientific Company, and

c. A downhole pressure gauge employing a
gas column, manufactured by Sperry-Sun Company.

The Hewlett-Packard downhole pressure gauge
is designed to provide pressure measurements ac
curate to 0.01 psi up to a maximum of 10,000 psi
and to withstand up to 300 of for prolonged per
iods of time. The downhole instrument communica
tes with a surface based computer and recording
device through a conductor cable. The frequency
response of the crystal caused by pressure changes
is converted automatically to pressure data which
is displayed continuously and printed out at de
sired time intervals. Since quartz possesses
pyro-electric properties in addition to piezo
electricity, a temperature correction is essential
before frequency response can be converted to
pressure. For this purpose, the pressure tool is
connected in tandem with a temperature tool which
facilitates in situ temperature measurements. The
HP gauge was successfully used for periods of up
to several days at temperature of 295 of at Raft
River in Idaho. However, at East Mesa it opera
ted for about 40 hours at a temperature of 318 of

before breaking down due to electronics failure.

It is well known that in interpreting well
test data one is interested in pressure differ
entials rather than absolute pressures. Because
of this, it is sometime possible to get around
the difficulty of measuring downhole pressures
in geothermal wells and obtain the required data
from well-head measurements. Thus, in shut-in
artesian wells (i.e., wells with positive well-
head pressures) the downhole pressure changes
at the sandface are transmitted instantaneously
to the well-head. Both at Raft River and at East
Mesa, all the geothermal wells have positive well
head pressure ranging from 60 to 150 psi shut-in.
Therefore, it is possible to use the Paroscientific
well head pressure gauge on these wells. Like the
H.P. gauge, the Paroscientific instrument also takes
advantage of the piezo-electric properties of quartz
and measures the frequency response of the crystal
to fluid pressure changes. This instrument too
provides accuracy of 0.01 psi up to 900 psi and
yields automatic printouts at desired intervals in
addition to providing contipuous visual display of
pressures.

In Figure 1 a comparison is shown of the
downhole data collected with the H.P. gauge and
the well-head data collected with the Paroscien
tific gauge. These data were collected from the
same well, with the HP gauge set at approximately
1,000 feet below ground level. As can be seen
from the Figure, both instruments agree very well
in regard to the observed changes in pressure.
The only point that may be added here is that,
during this test, the Paroscientific instrument
had a column of air acting as a buffer between
the geothermal fluid and the quartz crystal. This
air column expanded and contracted in response to
diurnal variations in temperature, causing slight
distortions in the pressure profile. This pro
blem was eliminated in subsequent tests by repla
cing the air column with silicone oil. Inciden
tally, the conspicuous fluctuations seen in Fig
ure 1 show the influence of earth tides on reser
voir pressures.

RRGE 1 INTERFERENCE TEST
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Figure 1. Example of data collected downhole with
the Hewlett Packard gauge (<» and at the well-head
wi th Paroscientific gauge (0). Well RRGE 1, Raft
River Valley, Idaho.
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One of the great advantages of the automatic
recording devices is that they enable the collect
ion of very early time drawdown or build up data
which are invaluable in the· interpretation of such
features as fractures, well-bore damage and skin
effects. In Figure 2 is shown the buildup data
from Well RRGE 2 in Idaho. In this test, data
printout was obtained at one-second intervals and
about 50 data points were available within the
first minute of buildup.

100.0~-----'I----""I----"I-------'

10.0-

o

automatic printout at desired intervals. At East
Mesa, this instrument was used to measure pres
sures in the range of 2,000 to 2,500 psi, at which
pressures the accuracy is probably about 0.1 psi.
An advantage with this set up is that it is not
constrained by any temperature limitations. The
experience gained at East Mesa with this instru
ment indicates that care might have to be exer
cised in choosing a proper inner diameter size
for the gas filled tube. In Figure 4 a segment
of pressure data is presented collected from a
depth of 5000 feet using a tubing with an inner
diameter of .026 inches and Using nitrogen gas.
The downhole temperature at the depth is known
to be about ~ 360°F while the shut-in well-head
temperature at the time of installing the instru
ment was atmospheric. Shortly after installation,
production was commenced at a rate of 60 gpm.

WELL 6-2. 2/10/77 to 2/13/77
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A problem that is frequently encountered in
the use of the downhole pressure gauge is that of
data noise. Such noise is generally random and
may have magnitudes of one psi or more. Figure 3
shows a segment of the noisy data collected from
Well 6-1 at East Mesa during early 1976.

Figure 2.
Raft River
buildup.
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As seen from Figure 4, the downhole pressures
significantly increased (1':1125 psi) for the first
90 minutes after commencement of production, be
fore starting to decline. During this period the
well-head temperatures rose to ~320 OF. This
anomalous increase in pressure is attributable to
the gradual heating of the tube as the geothermal
changes from the static temperature profile to
the flowing temperature profile. A serious con
sequence of this temperature perturbation of pres
sure is that it is extremely difficult to define
a proper value for initial reservoir pressure
with reference to which drawdowns are to be eva
luated.

Figure 4. Downhole pressures measured with Sperry
Sun gauge using a .026 inch I.D. tube.

Figure 3. Drawdown data from observation well 6-1
at East Mesa. Data recorded by a downhole pressure
(H.P.) gauge at approximately 1500 feet below
ground level.

The cause of this noise, which may be electronic
or electrical is being investigated.
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The Sperry-Sun downhole pressure gauge mea
sures downhole pressures by using a small diameter
(~0.05" LD.) tube filled with Helium or Nitrogen
to transmit pressures readings from downhole to
the surface. In addition to providing visual
readout, this instrument set up can also provide

Also during this test, approximately 1000
feet of the excess tubing length remained on the
spool at the surface and could only be crudely
insulated. The gas in this part of the tubing
was subject to the diurnal variations in tempera
tures causing the three peaks (once daily between
2/11 and 2/13/77).
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In a subsequent test, a larger diameter
tubing (.054 inches I.D.) was used and the results
obtained using nitrogen gas are shown in Figure 5.
As can be seen from this Figure, the initial per
turbation to pressures soon after the start of
production has been short-lived and small and
there are no perceptible diurnal effects.

REPUBLIC TEST I, Production Well (3B-30) Pressures
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Figure 5. Downhole pressures measured with a Sperry
Sun gauge using a .054 inch I.D. tube.

It is also pertinent to point out here that
a suitable correction for the weight of nitrogen
has to be applied to the pressure readings if it
is desired to obtain absolute bottom hole pres
sures. Such correction depend on both the tem
perature profile in the well and the length of
tubing in the well.

The susceptibility of the transmission tubing
to the corrosive effects of geothermal brines can
sometimes cause serious problems in using the
Sperry-Sun system over prolonged periods of time.
Since the geothermal fluids at Raft River and at
East Mesa are relatively low in dissolved solids,
the problem of corrosion was of no concern.
However, it is reported that at Niland near Salton
Sea, where the geothermal fluids are highly cor
rosive, it is diffiuclt to keep the tubing func
tional for more than a few days at a time. The
only possible method of avoiding this problem, it
appears, is to look for more corrosion resistant
tubing materials.

The tests so far conducted have clearly esta
blished that meaningful testing of geothermal
reservoirs ~ay often involve simultaneous data
gathering from several wells over a period of
several weeks. In order that subtle variations
in pressure changes, which may yield important
information on the reservoir, are not missed, it
is advisible to monitor pressures continuously
at intervals of ten to fifteen minutes throughout
the test. This, leads to the accumulation of a
volume of data too difficult to be gathered man
ually. To overcome this problem, it is essential
to have an automated, a centralized data gather
ing system where all data from different instru-
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ments is gathered and recorded. At present, the
LBL field unit has a central recording van to
which all the well-head or downhole instruments
communicate by telephone wires. A data logger
which is currently being designed at LBL, will
enable the automatic recording of the data on to
multi-channel magnetic tapes, which will greatly
help minimize data handling efforts in the future.

The use of sophisticated measurement devices
as well as sophisticated centralized recording
instruments in the field renders it imperative
to have a well trained crew of technical persons
capable of assembling and maintaining the requir
ed instruments. In addition to the availability
of experienced electrical and mechanical engi
neers to design and fabricate various peripheral
equipment, the LBL well-testing effort is aided
by the round-the-clock availability of a crew of
highly skilled electrical and mechanical tech
nicians .

Quality and Nature of Data

The availability of highly accurate measuring
devices as well as automatic recording equipment
at very frequent intervals has tremendously en
hanced the breadth of information that can now be
elicited from the well tests. The extensive
pressure transient data collected at Raft River and
East Mesa has indicated that fluid pressures in
these liquid dominated geothermal systems respond
to seismic events. The presence of earth tide and
siesmic effects in pressure transient data lead to
two practical consequences in relation to well
testing. First, it is necessary to filter out
these extraneous noises and isolate the pressure
transient trends caused exclusively by well tesi-'
ing. Such filtering could be either carried out
by careful eye judegement or be achieved through
regression analyses, fast Fourier transform and
and other such techniques. Secondly, the magni
tude of the fluid pressure response in a well
and its relation to the carefully measured or com
puted earth-tides may provide valuable clues
about the elastic properties or permeability of
the reservoir. Or again, the response of some
wells in a well field to some microseisms but
not others may help infer the presence of faults
or other boundaries in the reservoir.

In Figure 6 is presented a segment of data
collected from an observation well, 16-29, at East
Mesa (owned by Republic Geothermal Company). This
well is located about 4,200 feet from Well 38-30
(Figure 14), which commenced production at 1200
hours on July 14, and was shut in at 0600 hours on
18, 1977. The marked drop in the pressure seen
in Figure 6 subsequent to July 16 denotes the
response of Well 16-29 to the production from
38-30. The periodic fluctuation of pressures
having two maxima and two minima everyday denote
earth tide effects. In this particular well the
amplitude of tidal variation ranges from 0.2 to
0.4 psi.
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Figure 6. Well-head pressures from Well 16-29 owned by Republic Geothermal Company at East Mesa.
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In Figure 7 is shown the pressure data collect
ed from the Bureau of Reclamation's Wells 6-1 and
8-1 at East Mesa. Note in this figure that, des
pite the general noise in the data, two prominent
peaks could be seen in Well 8-1 occurring appro
ximately at 0340 hours and at 0410 hours on Feb.

13, 1976. Examination of microseismic records
collected within the well field show that during
the same period, there was considerable microseis
mic activity within the area. It is also inter
esting to note that Well 6-1 does not show any
anomalous increase in fluid pressure during the
same time, suggesting that perhaps there may be
certain energy absorbing discontinuities in the
vicinity of Wells 6-1 and 8-1.

In addition to the diurnal trends in earth
tide effects, the data may also show low frequency
fluctuations with periodicity of one week or more.
Figure 8 is a plot of well-head pressures measured
on Well 31-1 (owned by the U.S. Bureau of Recla
mation) at East Mesa for a period of over two
months. During this period, Wells 6-2 and 6-1,
(also owned by the same agency) located approxi
mately a mile and a half away, were producing con
tinuously with a combined discharge of about 100
gpm. A careful scrutiny of this Figure will show
that in addition to showing diurnal earth-tide
effects, there exist low frequency fluctuations
with periodicity of ranging from one to two weeks.
Also, despite the presence of these extraneous
influences one could still decipher an overall
decline in fluid pressures amounting to approxi
mately 0.15 psi over the two-month period, caused
by the production at Wells 6-2 and 6-1.
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Figure 7. Pressure transient data from wells:
A. 8-1 and B. 6-1 at East Mesa showing response
of fluid pressures to microseisms.
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Figure 8. Well-head pressures from well 31-1 owned by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation at East Mesa.

Control of Test Conditions

As in the case of any scientific experiment,
the design and controlled execution of a well test
are of utmost importance. The design of a well
test depends on the goals to be achieved. In the
Raft River and the East Mesa examples the tests
were designed to obtain information principally
on reservoir characteristics and geometry in order
to assess resource size and recoverability. Once
a well test is designed, the test conditions must
be controlled as much as possible to fit the de
sign conditions. Nevertheless, there are several
factors which render the control of geothermal
well test conditions difficult. For example, the
magnitude of discharge may be restricted because
disposal of the fluids into holding ponds or
through injection wells may be necessary. Or it
may so happen that other activities such as heat
exchanger experiments and corrosion or scaling
studies may be in progress, making specific demands
on the control of flow rates. Or, again, it may
be necessary to produce the well for short periods
of time before the actual test in order to stimu
late the well or to test out equipment. Some of
these activities are unavoidable and will have to
be given due consideration in developing appro
priate techniques of interpretation. Yet another
difficulty that may frequently crop up is the un
controlled production or injection of fluids into
nearby wells. The problems arising out of these
uncontrolled activities are of two kinds. These
are: a) variable flow rates and ambiguities in
defining the starting time and b) ambiguities in
defining the static or initial reservoir pressure.

Most analytical solutions developed in hydro
geology and petroleum literature pertain to the
case of constant flow rates. These solutions are
of very little use when flow rates become arbi
trarily variable due to unavoidable reasons. How
ever, a recently developed computer-assisted
mathematical technique (Tsang, et al., 1977) en
ables interpretation of data from arbitrarily
variable discharge tests in the presence of bound-

aries, well-bore storage and skin effects. In
order that this method is efficiently employed,
it is imperative that a very careful record is
kept of all the productions and shut-in activities
that have to be performed befor~ and during the
tests.

The ambiguities in defining a proper static
reservoir pressure may often greatly minimize the
utility of the data that is gathered at great ex
pense and effort. This may particularly be a pro
blem in outlying observation wells in which the
pressure response may be measurable but not strong.

It is therefore essential to monitor background
pressures at least several days prior to a test
and also avoid any unscheduled production or in
jection activities in wells located close to an
observation well. As an example, Figure 9 shows
the pressure transient data from Well 44-7 at
East Mesa, owned by Magma Power Company. This
observation well is located about 5,000 ft from
Well 6-2 which started production on February 10,
1977 at approximately 60 gpm and continued to flow
for several weeks. A shallow well, 46-7, proposed
to be used as an injection well, was drilled in
late January, about 2,000 feet from 44-7 and some
unscheduled injection and production activities
were carried out on this well between February 8
and February 20, 1977, as indicated in the diagram.
Note from Figure 9 that just prior to and immedia
tely following the start of the interference test
on February 10, the mean pressure in 44-7 has been
gradually increasing from 92.63 psi to 92.8 psi.
Is this increase caused by the shallow zone injec
tion prior to February 10? If so, what is the
static reservoir pressure? It is difficult to
provide clear answers to these questions and the
result is a significant ambiguity in estimating
pressure drawdown.
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Figure 9. Well-head pressures transient data from well 44-7 at East Mesa owned by Magma Power
Company, showing possible perturbations due to shallow zone activities.

Interpretation

Once a test is carried out under favorable
conditions, the pressure data are preprocessed to
filter out extraneous noises and a good record of
the flow history is available, it is relatively
a straight forward matter to interpret the data
for reservoir characteristics and geometry. As an
illustration, let us consider the tentative inter
pretation of the interference data collected from
a recent well test conducted in the well field
owned by Republic Geothermal Company at East Mesa.

started at t = 4,000 minutes, the two isolated pro
ductions at 0 and 1,200 minutes had to be car
ried out to check-out equipment and thus were
unavoidable. During this test pressures were
measured in 38-30 with a Sperry-Sun device, while
well-head pressures were measured in the observa
tion Wells 16-29, 56-30 and 31-1 using Paroscien
tific gauges. For purposes of this illustration,

let us consider the interference data from 56-30,

shown in Figure 11. As seen from this Figure, the
static reservoir pressure is approximately 97 psi

The test itself was a multipurpose, productiv-
ity-index cum interference test. The producing
well was Well 38-30 which produced at a variable
rate shown in Figure 10. Although the main test

REPUBLIC TEST 1

Variation of Flows from 38-30

60.000

Figure 11. Republic Test 1. Pressure transient
data from well 56-30.
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Figure 10. Republic Test 1. Flow history from
well 38-30. -69-



and the two small step-like pressure drops seen
on July 11 and July 12, 1977 correspond to the
two isolated productions in Figure 10. Although
the main test did not commence until about 1000
hours on July 14, the inita1 time to in this case
was assumed to be 1,700 hours on July 11, 1977.

ter than the two parameter one. A similar inter
pretation of the data collected from 31-1 indica
ted a Rimage of about 2,800 feet from the image
well, while observations made on Well 16-30 (Fig
ure 14) during a subsequent test indicated that
this well did not respond to production in Well .1

REPUBLIC TEST 1

The data shown in Figures 10 and 11 were inter
preted using the computer program COMPFIT develop
ed by Tsang, et al., (1977). Two cases were con
sidered in the interpretation. In the first,
Figure 12, the reservoir assumed to be horizontal-
ly infinite and the data was interpreted for the
two parameters, kH and ¢CH. This yielded kH =
15,200 md-feet and ¢CH = 4.6 x 10-4 feet/psi, with
a X2 value of 1.664. In the second case, the data

V30 29 28

-30 056-3G 0/6-29
'1--_38-3078-30 /8-28

-0 0 0

!
03/-/

-One Mile_

31

Figure 14. Republic Test 1. Location of wells
and disposition of barrier boundary tentatively
inferred from well tests.
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38-30. Using these three pieces of information,
a barrier boundary, trending approximatley NNE
can be inferred to exist as shown in Figure 14.
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Problems and Suggestions

It is interesting to mention here an earlier
interference test was conducted between Wells 31-1
and 38-30 in February 1976 during which Well 31-1
was flowed at a near constant rate of 130 gpm.
In addition to suggesting a kH of 29,500 md-feet
and ¢CH of 2.13 x 10- 3feet/psi, this test also
suggested the possible presence of a barrier boun
dary located between 1,100 and 2,400 feet from
38-30, depending on orientation. However, since
measurements were made on only one observation
well (38-30) during this test, it was not possi
ble to uniquely located the barrier boundary. As
seen in Figure 14, the boundary is about 1,600
feet from 38-30. It is evident that both the tests
agree reasonably with reference to reservoir char
actistics as well as the presence of the barrier
boundary.kH' 26,000 md-feel

.pCH ~ 5 x 10- 4 fl_psl-l

R!mog9 z 4,670 feel

(x z • 0.50

Interference On 56-30
Variable Flow, 38 - 30

10

"-
<J

was interpreted for three parameters, kH, ¢CH,
and the radius to an image well equilvalent to a
linear barrier boundary. This interpretation is
shown in Figure 13. This interpretation yielded

~igure 12. Republic Test 1. Analysis of data
from well 56-30 for two parameters, kH and ¢CH.

3 Parameter Fit
(kH. ¢CH, Borrier Boundary)
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Figure 13. Republic Test 1. Analysis of data
from well 56-30 for three parameters, kH, ¢CH, and
radius to an image well equivalent to a linear,
barrier boundary.

an estimate of kH = 26,000 md-feet, ¢CH = 5xlO- 4

feet/psi and Rimage 4,670 feet with X2 = 0.51.
Noting that x2yields a relative estimate on the
goodness of fit, the three parameter model is bet-

From the experiences presented in the fore
going pages it is clear that a strong theoretical
foundation is currently available for designing
and execution of well tests on liquid dominated
geothermal reservoirs and for interpreting the en
suing results. However, several practical problems
do exist in implementing the tests. A few of these
problems are summarized below.

There is an immediate need for reliable down
hole instrumentation for measuring pressures,
temperature and flows. These instruments, in
addition to being amenable to automated data re
cording, must be capable of functioning at eleva
ted temperatures for prolonged periods of time.
In addition, there is currently extreme difficulty
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in keeping downhole instruments operational for
more than a few days when the brine is corrosive.
This is another area of instrumentation that needs
immediate attention.

In controlling test conditions, the determina
tion of initial reservoir pressure, especially in
outlying observation wells, is of considerable
interest. This problem could be minimized by
proper scheduling of well test activities and
the recognition of the importance of background
data by the principals involved in well testing.

From the point of view of interpretation,
perhaps the most important feature to be noted
is the need to eliminate extraneous noise, espe
cially when the interference signal is weak. This
is an area in which the ideas and practices of
information theory and data analysis must have
many valuable applications.

Looking into the future, there are certain
other aspects of well testing which have not been
covered so far but need to be looked into care
fully in order to advance the science of well
testing.

The aspect that sets geothermal systems con
spicuously apart from hydrogeological and petro
leum systems is that in a geothermal system it is
not the fluid itself we aim to use as a resource,
but the energy transported by the fluid. Yet, the
phrase well-testing as it is now applied to geo
thermal systems totally ignores the role of energy
or energy related parameters. In fact, it would
appear from our present knowledge that very little
theoretical work has been done to identify the
most important concepts, models and parameters
relevant to the evaluation of energy related para
meters of geothermal reservoirs through well tests.
Moreover, the exploitation of a geothermal reser··
voir is very much dependent on the geochemistry
of the fluids. Here again, very little has been
done to relate the variation of the chemical qual
ity of the fluids during the test to reservoir
characteristics. The idea of incorporating mea
surement of energy related parameters as well as
the geochemistry of the fluids into the field of
well-testing has arrived. A great deal of benefit
is foreseeable if research is actively directed in
these two areas.
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TESTING AND SAMPLING PROCEDURES
FOR A GEOPRESSURED WELL

M. H. Dorfman and W. E. Boyd
The University of Texas at Austin

Summary

Test wells to tap and sample geothermal
geopressured formations at 15,000~20,000 feet in
t~e.Gulf C?ast area can be drilled routinely uti
llzlng avallable equipment and methods. Electri
cal log~, surveys and fluid samplers can be used
to obtaln accurate and reliable information as to
depths, temperatures, pressures, and fluid content
of the geopressured formations before the well is
completed. But it will be necessary to set casing
and.f10w the well, at least temporarily, to secure
fluld production volume and pressure data to eval
uate t~e producibility of the geopressured resource.
Electrlc logging and wireline survey methods are
fully developed techniques for measuring the para
meters needed to assess a geopressured zone before
setting casing. Formation subsidence, though it
may be slow to develop, can be measured using radio
activity tracer surveys.

Introduction

Geological assessment studies indicate that
commercially attractive geotherma1-geopressured re
sources exist in several "Fairways" in Texas and
Louisiana at depths of 12,000 to 20,000 feet near
the co~st of the Gulf of Mexico. Brines in porous
formatlons at.these depths have pressures ranging
from 9,000 PSl to more than 15,000 psi and temp
eratures from 250°F to over 350°F. Wells to tap
th~se.resources can be drilled routinely using
eXlstlng technology. Electrical well logs and
surveys taken in those wells will produce reason
ably accurate and reliable information of tempera
tures, pressures, and porosity to estimate the
worth of the geopressured resource, but data re
garding dissolved solids and gas in the water must
be obtained from fluid samples taken out of a well.
P~oducibilit~ of the ~esource will be an open ques
tlOn. Rel~t1Ve poroslty and permeability indices
can be ~stlmated from electric logs, but actual
res~rvolr testing is necessary to learn the pro
duclng rates that can be maintained and the volumes
of gas and fluid that can be obtained.

Seismic survey ~ethods can be used to outline
the de~ths and area where geopressures (abnormal
formatlon pressures) will be found, but it is
necessary to drill a hole to determine the actual
depth where high formation pressures will be en
countered and whether porous and permeable rocks
are present. Seismic surveys can profile the
s~ape and size of an underground structure and de
11neate the major faults that may be present.
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Prior to drilling the well electric logs and
other data from nearby wells, plus regional geo
logical studies, can give considerable insight on
the pressures and temperatures that will be found
in a well at a specific location. But a drilled
hole and/or cased well is needed for co~plete fac
tual data on the porosity and permeability of the
reservoir rocks, their mechanical strengths, and
the producing capacity of the well. An accurate
estimate of free methane and other hydrocarbons can
be obtained from electric logs but gases in solution
must perforce be measured from water samples taken
under bottomho1e conditions of temperature and pres
sure. Dissolved solids in the geopressured brines
will have a large bearing on the mechanical hand
ling of the geopressured fluids on the surface. E
quivalent salinity of the water in the geopressured
zones can be determined from resistivity measurements
of the underground waters using electric log data.
But the kind and amount of dissolved solids in the
geopressured fluids will have to be measured by anal
ysis of samples taken under bottomho1e conditions.
Producibi1ity of underground waters from porous and
permeable rocks can be accurately measured only by
actual production tests.

Testing and sa~pling of geopressured formations
can be best obtained from a hole drilled and com
pleted specifically for a geother~a1 test. This
will insure that the casing and tubing sizes are
large enough for the flow volumes needed to exploit
the resource and that the requisite testing-sampling
devices can be run through the well bore. A well
drilled for oil or gas production but converted to a
geothermal test hole will enable considerable infor
mation to be obtained fro~ logs and fluid samples,
but flowing rates may be 1i~ited by the size of the
tUbing or casing. t1inimum information concerning
geothermal purposes can be obtained frOM a hole
being drilled for oil or gas. It will have all the
limitations of the second case and would not likely
be available for geothermal testing after the well
was completed. Although considerable information
can be obtained from all three types prior to their
completion, actual fluid production test must be
conducted to measure the quality and quantity of
heated water, thermal output and geohydrau1ic power
under dynamic conditions, and the quantity of me
thane that can be obtained on a continuing basis.
Short-term production tests may give an indication
of fluid pressure and volume relationship, but flow
ing tests of a year or more will be needed to ac
curately predict long-term reservoir performance.
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Static testing procedures will include tech
niques and surveys needed to drill into the geo
pressured zone with safety and to penetrate the
sand intervals so that the hole can be logged, cased,
and completed as a producing well. This will in
volve the application of known drilling technology
to overbalance formation pressure, thus to avoid
well kicks, and to minimize the hazard of lost
circulation. Either situation can lead to a blow
out, lost hole, and added well expense. Drilling
parameters will be monitored by experienced mud log
gers on a 24-hour basis to insure safe operations.
Conventional cores will be taken to measure for
mation porosity, permeability, and mechanical
properties by laboratory analysis. After the hole
is drilled to final depth, a complete "suite" of
electric logs will be made to determine lithology,
porosity, and other characteristics of the exposed
formations. Surveys will be made to measure the
angle and direction of formation dip, to plot the
course of the hole and its bottomhole location.
Temperature and pressure tests can be made and
fluid samples obtained from the porous intervals.
Casing will then be set and cemented in the well;
subsequently tests utilizing wireline equipment
will be made to assess the quality of the cement
bond between the pipe and wall of the hole. The
casing can then be perforated at the porous zones
and produced for dynamic flow tests.

Dynamic testing procedures will involve flow
ing each productive interval to obtain fluid sam
ples under bottomhole and surface conditions, to
determine the maximum rate of flow with negligible
sand production, as well as temperatures and pres
sures. It may be necessary to open several of the
zones for commingled production to obtain the de
sired rate of flow, temperature and pressure. If
sand movement appears to be a problem, it may be
necessary to set a screen liner and gravel pack
the perforated interval.

Testing and Sampling Techniques

A well drilled specifically for geopressured
geothermal tests will be arranged to provide re
liable and accurate information for the overall
assessment and evaluation of the geopressured re
source. Standard methods will insure reliable tests
and safe operations for personnel, the well, and en
vironment. Within the past five years, ultra-deep
drilling technology has resulted in the drilling
and completion of wells to depths of 25,000 feet
in areas of abnormally high pressures. Bottomhole
pressures exceeding 13,000 psi and temperatures
more than 300°F in geopressured formations can be
reached at nominal depths of 15,000 feet, depending
on the geographic location of the well. Casing
and tubing sizes, weights, and grades of steel, to
satisfactorily handle the required pressures and
fluid volumes with safety and reliability are avail
able. The wells can be drilled routinely using the
drilling rigs, methods and procedures normally em
ployed for 20,000-foot wells in the oil business.
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Testing and sampling methods for a geopressured
well are the same as those employed for a deep oil
or gas well. Electrical surveying devices lowered
into the well on multi-conductor wirelines can be
used to define the kind of rocks, contained fluids,
temperatures, pressures, and physical character
istics. Resistivity, sonic and radioactivity logs
make it possible to estimate porosity, density,
and the apparent permeability of the reservoir rocks,
though actual fluid production tests are needed to
determine well performance. Actual cores are need
ed to precisely evaluate porosity and permeability
of a reservoir rock. Cores will be needed to pre
dict actual mechanical strength of the rocks
penetrated, but electric log data can be used to
estimate their apparent ~echanical strengths.
Prior to setting casing through geopressured stra-
ta exposed in a borehole, wireline instruments can
be employed to measure the fluid pressures in the
permeable formations and to secure samples of the
contained fluids. Cored samples from the side-
wall of the well can be taken by wireline methods;
sidewall samples may be used for laboratory analy
sis to confirm lithology, porosity and original
fluid content of the geopressured formations. Af
ter casing is set in a well, acoustic surveys can
be used to determine the quality of cement and the
bond between the pipe and wall of the hole. Di
rectional survey data, obtained by wireline methods,
can be employed to plot the course of the borehole
from the surface location and thus to map the bot
tomhole position of the well. Shaped-charge explo
sives (jets) will be used to perforate the casing
to permit formation fluids to enter the well bore;
the perforations will be made at the most porous
zones of the reservoir face in the hole, using
radioactivity surveys for depth control. Radio
active markers (bullets) will be shot into the
well bore at certain levels to be used as refer
ences for subsidence observations as the well is
produced. Other wireline surveys will be run
periodically to observe bottomhole temperature,
pressure, to secure fluid samples, and for fluid
flow data to evaluate reservoir performance.

Table I lists the parameters measured or de
rived for geothermal-geopressured tests and samp
ling procedures, the instruments or techniques
employed, and the quality of the information ob
tained.

Drilling Safeguards

More than 400 wells are being drilled annually
for oil or gas to 15,000 feet or greater depth in
the United States. About fifty of these reach
20,000 feet or more. Some 6,000 deep wells have
been drilled in the U.S. during the past twenty
years. Approximately 4,000 were located in the
Gulf Coast area of Texas and Louisiana. Drilling
machinery, tools and equipment for deep wells have
been very much improved during this time and are
considered quite satisfactory for the mechanical
loads, pressures, and temperatures that will be
encountered in 20,000-foot geopressured wells.



Detection of Abnormal Pressure

Table 1

INSTRUMENTS OR TECHNIQUES USED TO DERIVE
INFORMATION ON GEOPRESSUREO FORMATIONS

(1) Schlumberger Repeat Formation Tester
(2) Drill Stem Test
(3) After the well is completed

(:1 ~r~~~e~h~/~~~~~ ~~~~ling

The scientific principles involved in the pro
cess of shale compaction and geopressured sands are
fairly well defined. We can predict the pressures
to be found in abnormally pressured shales and to
some extent predict their occurrence with a fair
degree of accuracy, using shale-density and
electric-log information from nearby wells. High
forma~ion pressures can be detected by --

Drill i ng rate;
• Sloughing shale;
• Shale density;
• Gas-cut mud;
• Chloride increase in the mud;
• Mud-temperature increase; and
• Electric-log data.

Instrument or Technique Quality of Information

Electric logs Good
Hud logging Good
Cuttings Analysis Fair
Drilling Rate of Penetration Fair
Sidewall Samples Good
Conventional Cores Good

Resistivity logs Good
Sonic logs Good
Density and Pulsed Neutron logs Good
Sidewall Samples Poor
Conventional Cores Good

Electric Logs Porosity Only
Computer Proc. logs Indices-Fair
Sidewall Samples Poor
Conventional Cores Good

(1) RFT Fair
(2) OST Good

Hud logging Fair
Resistivity Logs Good
Density and Pulsed Neutron Logs Good

(1) RFT - Fluid Sample Poor-Good
(2) OST - Fluid Sample Good
(3) Fluid Sampler Good

Drilling Rate of Penetration Fair
Mud logging Fair
Shale Density Fair

(4) Electric logs Good

!:l Sonic log Good
Density log Fair

Drilling Rate of Penetration Poor
Electric logs Fair

(1) RFT - Pressure Good

12) D$T - Pressure Good
3) Bottomhole Pressure Gauges

Amerada*"" Good
Hewlett Packard*"" Good
Sperry Sun Good

Temperature Electric log Good
(3) Bourdon-Tube Temperature Gauge Good
(3) Electrical Reroote Temperature

Gauge Good
(3) Maximum Reading Therroometer Good

Electric logs)
Sonic log ~ Mech. Prop. log PoorDensity log
Nuclear log )
Conventional Cores Good

(3) Radioactivity Tracer Surveys Poor
(3) Strain Gauges Fair

(3) Sonic Detector

6. Fluid PreSsure

5. Geopressured Strata

10. Sand Movement

g. Formation Subsidence

8. Formation Mechanical Strength

7. Formation Temperature

4. Fluid Identification

Parameters Measured or Derived

3. Formation Permeabl1ity

1. lithology

2. Fonnation Porosity

Tubular products, i.e., casing and tubing, in
the sizes, weights, and grades of steel needed
for 20,000-foot wells are readily available -
though delivery time for some sizes and grades may
be quite lengthy. Related wellhead equipment, in
cluding 10,000 psi working pressure valves and
fittings, are available.

Materials are in good supply for the 17-18
ppg (pound per gallon) muds often required to con
tain the very high pressures found in geopressured
formations. Mud expense is considerable for the
specially treated, high density fluids needed;
cost of mud materials for a 15,000-foot well may
be $200,000 (1976) or more. Blowout preventer
equipment suitable for 5,000-psi working pressure
will be installed for protection against the high
formation pressures that may be encountered while
drilling. The production string of casing that
will be set to complete the well will be fitted
with 10,000-psi working pressure equipment be
cause of the possibility of high pressure gas at
the wellhead. With a given bottomho1e formation
pressure of, say 12,000 psi, shut-in pressure may
be only 5,000 psi with a column of salt water ex
tending to the surface, but with gas in the well
could be about 10,000 psi.

Casing and blowout preventers are very im
portant safeguards against "Kicks" and "Blowouts".
Casing must be set and cemented to such depths as
to provide a solid, pressure-tight, foundation for
the wellhead and blowout preventers in case a high
pressured formation is drilled into. Although the
drilling fluid normally provides sufficient hydro
static head to overbalance and contain the for
mation pressure, high pressure blowout preventers,
wellhead and casing are needed to provide a safe
guard in case excessive formation pressure is en
countered. Blowout preventers, in such case, will
make the difference between a kick, which is for
mation fluid or gas that is circulated out of the
well under controlled conditions, or a blowout,
which is an uncontrolled flow of fluid or gas from
a well. In the latter case, flow to the surface
becomes uncontrollable and the hazard of an ex
plosion and fire is created.

The "art" of prediction and detection of geo
pressured formations is a fairly exact procedure
today. Many of the parameters that indicate the
proximity of high pressure can be measured within
the time needed to circulate from the bottom of
the well to the surface, about two hours on a deep
hole. Table II lists the techniques available to
predict and detect geopressured formations. Con
tinuous plots of mud temperature, fluid weight,
cuttings density, and normalized drilling rates
make it possible to anticipate dangerous high pres
Sures by departures from straight1ine trends.
Electric logs, from which formation conductivity,
resistivity and shale density can be obtained, will
give after-the-fact evidence that geopressured
formations have been penetrated.
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Table II

Other methods more or less direct but generally not as accurate as
those indicated above include:

(1) Borehole fluid kicks while drilling caused by formation pres
sures in excess of hydrostatic mud pressures. Such kicks establish mini
mum formation pressures.

(2) Surface tubing pressure measurements. The hydrostatic pressure
of the fluid in the column must be added to the surface measurements to get
the formation pressures.

Gas-cut mud has always been considered a warn
ing of hlgh formation pressure, but its appearance
is not always a serious problem. Gas may enter
the mud as a result of the following --

1. gas in shale, the so-called high pressure/
low volume shows that are frequently as
sociated with thick shale sections;

2. gas from drilled gas-bearing sands may
cause temporary changes in the gas con
centration in the mud.

Electric Log Indications of Geopressures

An induction electric log (I-ES) will indicate
the top of a geopressured shale by increased con
ductivities and lowered resistivities, as clearly
indicated on the log illustrated in Figure3
Conductivity, the irregular curve on the right,
increased from approximately 1,000 millimhos/m
that had been registered from 12,900 to 13,500
feet to about 3,000 millimhos at 13,700 feet. Note
that casing was set in this well just below the top
of the geopressured shale. In the same intervals

Chloride increase in the mud is not as easily
recognized as changes in gas content. Regular
checks should be made of the chloride content of
the mud going into and circulated out of the hole.
A comparison of the trend levels may confirm that
formation fluid is entering the mud due to increas
ing pore pressure.

Mud temperature increase mayor may not be an
aid in detecting an increase in pore pressure.
Flow-line temperatures, if correctly plotted a
gainst depth, can be used to predict the presence
of abnormal formation pressure, as shown in Figure
2.

Sloughing shale is usually the result of for
mation pressure in excess of hydrostatic pressure,
particularly in the softer shales of coastal areas
of the United States.

Drilling rate'is a direct means of detecting
shale or sand formations containing high pres
sures. It should be remembered that the rate of
penetration is affected by changes in the kind of
rocks, bottomhole cleaning by the circulating
fluid, bit weight, rotary speed, fluid properties
of the mud, and by the type of bit and its con
dition.

Shale density normally increases with depth
because the unit weight of shale is greater when
water is squeezed out due to compaction. Figure
• shows the normal trend of shale density; when
density decreases below the normal-trend line,
increased formation pore pressures may be expected.
Actual use of this means of detecting formation
pressure increase is difficult because of problems
in selecting representative particles of shale and
in making precise measurement of density.

When well is tested
or completed.

After hole
is dri lled.

Whil e dri 11 i ng

Delayed by the time
required for sample
return.

Whil e dri 11 i ng

Delayed by the time
required for mud
return.

Prior to spudding the well

Whil e dri 11 i ng

Time of Recording

"Kicks"
Gas content
Flow line mud weight
Flow line temperature
Chlorides in the mud
Drill pi pe pressure
Pit level, volume
Flow rate
Hole fill up

Fonnation Velocity

Drill ing rate
lid" - Exponent
Drilling Rate Equations
Drill Stem Torque
Dri 11 Stern Drag
Or; 11 i 09 Poras i ty log

Shape and size
Bul k dens i ty
Shale factor
Electrical resistivity
Volume

Electrical surveys
Resistivity
Conductivity
Sha 1e forma t i on

factor
Sal inity variations

Interval transit time
Bulk density
Hydrogen index
Thermal neutron capture

cross section

. Pressure bombs
Dr; 11 stern tes t
Wire line formation

test

PRESSURE DETECTION TECHNIQUES

We 11 Loggi ng

Of reet Pressure
Measuri 09 Dev; ces

Shale Cuttings

Drill fog Mud

Dr; 11 i 09 Parameters

Source of Data

Se; sm; c Methods

Figure'o Effect of Shale Compaction on Shale Pore Pressure and Density
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resistivity decreased from about 2.0 ohm-meters to
less than 0.5. This is evidence that there is
more porosity in the geopressured shales, there
fore more water, than would be expected for the
depth. Conductivity and resistivity measurements
are affected by formation water salinity, tempera
ture, and instrument calibration problems.

Shale conductivity, resistivity, density and
acoustic travel time are some of the characteris
tics measured by electric logs that will confirm
that geopressures have been penetrated. Normal
compaction of shale with depth as the weight of the
overburden increases will result in decreased por
osity. For this reason, resistivity should normal
ly increase with depth, sonic travel time should
decrease, and shale density should decrease. If
deviation from these trends are observed, abnormal
pressure (geopressure) will be present.

10

11

:?
a
8,
.c:

fr
120

Transition
~_-~Zone,12,400 It

13 -

I I
110 120 130 140

Flow-Line Temperature (F)

Figure ~ Flow-Line Temperature of the
Mud Can Be Used to Detect Geopressured
Formations.

Problem Areas of Test Data

Although electric logging procedures leave
little to be desired in the classification of the
formations and the lithological sequence there are
many problems when correlating the formations from
well to well in the Gulf Coast area, particularly
in geopressured shales and sands. This is due to
the manner in which these strata were deposited,
the amount of compaction that has taken place in
geological time, the large number of faults, a~d
the near impossible task of correlating shale for
mations. Micropaleontology studies, whereby cer
tain micro-fossils were identified in rocks of
specific age, have been used with rather indif
ferent success to correlate shale formations thus
to predict geopressured sands. Mud logging tech
niques, in which gas and cuttings in the mud returns
are measured and logged versus well depth, have
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Figure 3 Induction-Electric Survey
(I-ES) of a Geopressured Well

proven to be fairly reliable, particularly to identi
fy shale and sand strata and the kind of fluids in
the pore space. Shale density plots have been
found to be good indicators of geopressured rocks,
but problems arise (1) to properly identify new
cuttings from bottom, (2) properly clean, and (3)
shale density determinations. Geopressured shales -J

are more porous, thereby less dense, than the trend
of shale densities plotted against depths. A
drilling-rate log may give valid indication that
an over-pressured sand or shale has been entered, but
but the affects of hydrostatic pressure versus for
mation pressure, rotary speed, drilling weight and
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bit size must be considered. These can be normal
ized, thus plots of drilling rate versus well depth
can be used to indicate that a geopressured for
mation has been encountered. Sidewall samples,
will give good indications of lithology. The man
ner in which these samples are obtained disturbs the
matrix of the core, thus porosity and permeability
measurements are of little value. Conventional
cores, properly packaged and analyzed, will enable
true porosity and permeability values to be obtained.
Bulk compressibility and shear moduli can be mea
sured from core samples loaded in a testing machine.

Electric resistivity logs are valid indicators
of average resistivity values for sands and shales,
but it is necessary to obtain these readings far
enough from the borehole to be true formation fluid,
rather than mud filtrate, in the pore space of the
rocks. Induction logs will measure true resist
ivity because the radius of investigation is some
distance from the well. Other focused logs will
obtain true formation resistivity at the bottom
hole temperature involved. Resistivity values can
be converted to apparent porosity and apparent sa
linity of the formation fluid in clean water sands.
Sonic and density logs will indicate total poro
sity, which can be converted to apparent porosity
when the type of fluid in the pore space is known.
Conventional cores can be measured precisely for
porosity and permeability.

Formation permeability cannot be measured di
rectly by electric log methods, though permeability
can be inferred from the displacement of formation
fluid by mud filtrate invasion. Porosity measure
ments will permit some estimate of permeability
because permeable rocks must have porosity. Where
porosity is known, the so-called Archie equation,
and similar expressions, can be used to calculate
the Formation Factor "F" which can be used for
saturation determinations. Computer processed
logs, when provided with sufficient log data, can
calculate permeability indices by taking all log
information into account. Conventional cores will
permit good assessment of permeability by means
of laboratory analytical methods. The Schlum
berger RFT formation tester can be reset until
intervals of good permeability are located in a
porous zone; the tendency of this tool to stick
may limit its usefulness for geopressured sands.
A full-scale test of permeability can be made by a
drill stem test, though the need to make the DST
through perforations in casing for geopressured
formations may effect the result.

Formation fluid identification can be made
by resistivity and other electric logs using
quantitative interpretation methods. Formation
fluid resistivity values, corrected for bottomhole
temperature, can be directly related to apparent
salinity on the basis of an equivalent sodium chlo
ride solution, but other minerals cannot be identi
fied. Drill stem test fluid samples, particularly
after a lengthy flow test, will be quite valid as
to pressure, temperature, dissolved gas and chemi
cal composition. The sample chambers for these

'o)

devices can be removed for transport to a labora
tory for analysis. Several sampler devices that
can be run on a wireline are available; these are
equivalent to open-end tubes which can be closed
by timer, mechanical, or electrical means. These
tools can obtain a fluid sample under bottomhole
conditions of temperature and pressure, but the
sample will cool as it is pulled to the surface
and its pressure will be lowered. This will mean
precipitation of dissolved gas and silica, etc.,
unless the samples are quickly diluted when taken
from the well.

Geopressured formations have been the bane
of rotary drillers for a long time; disasterous
and expensive blowouts have taken place when such
formations were encountered unexpectedly. Casing
strong enough to contain the geopressure must be
set before the formation is penetrated and the hole
filled with drilling fluid of appropriate density
to hold back the geopressured fluids. Drilling
parameters such as rate of penetration, shows of
gas, oil or saltwater in the mud returns, shale
cuttings density, and other indicators are fairly
obvious signs that a geopressured formation has
been encountered. Gathering this information de
pends to a great extent on the competence and
alertness of the observers. Well kicks, which
are incipient blowouts caused when hydrostatic
pressure is lower than formation pressure, are
usually slow to develop and sometimes are most
unobtrusive when they begin.

Formation pressure determinations can be made
using electric log data, by drilling rate, and by
direct measuring devices such as the Schlumberger
RFT tool, drill stem test equipment, or downhole
pressure gauges. Electric log data does not per
mit measurement of formation pressure, but instead
a family of curves can be drawn relating depth to
resistivity and conductivity values to geostatic
pressure gradients in a given area. These curves
can be used as an overlay on plots of well depth
versus resistivity or conductivity trends; when the
values fall between formation pressure gradients,
formation pressure at specific well depth can be
estimated. Drilling rate of penetration will per
mit only a poor assessment of formation pressure.
Differential between hydrostatic and formation
pressures is an important factor affecting drill
bit performance; at high differential the bit will
drill slower than at low differential, other fact
ors being constant. When negative differential
exists, i.e., formation pressure greater than hy
drostatic, the bit will make hole with little
applied mechanical or hydraulic effort. But a blow
out will be underway if the formation is porous and
the negative pressure differential is appreciable.
The Schlumberger RFT tool will produce valid read
ings of formation pressure; these values can be
monitored on the surface, thus waiting time can be
regulated to obtain stabilized pressure readings.
Drill stem test equipment includes pressure gauges
that are run to or near the depth of the producing
formation. Static or dynamic pressure readings
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will thus be about the same as formation pressure
when the well is shut in or flowing. DST pressures
are recorded on 24-72 hour clock-driven charts,
thus the record would be limited to 1-3 days time.
Several types of bottomhole pressure gauges, which
are run on wirelines, are available; these are run
to the depth desired and pressures recorded on
clock-driven charts. Hewlett-Packard makes a quartz
crystal bottomhole pressure gauge that is run on an
electric cable, thus readings are obtained and re
corded on the surface. Sperry-Sun has a remote
reading bottomhole gauge which utilizes a downhole
chamber connected to a surface monitor by a small
diameter tube filled with nitrogen gas. Tube tem
perature affect must be taken into account.

Formation temperatures can be recorded by
electrical logging means, by a mechanical bour
don tube temperature gauge, or by maximum reading
mercury thermometers. Electrical-conductor remote
reading gauges utilizing downhole temperature sen
sors are also available.

Formation mechanical strength estimates util
izing electric log data to infer the intrinsic
strength from the values of the shear modulus and
bulk compressibility are probably of little value.
There is some evidence that there is a correlation
between intrinsic strength and the dynamic elastic
constants, as determined from sonic-velocity and
density measurements. Sonic log values may not
be correct because the tool is not close enough to
the wall of the hole, thus mud will interfere with
the acoustic readings obtained. Actual compress
ibility tests on cored samples will give valid
information of rock strength.
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Session Introduction

Analysis and Interpretation

H. K. van Poollen

H. K. van Pool len and Associates, Inc.

Littleton, Colorado

Well testing is an art and science of long standing. The first application

was applied to water wells. In later years we saw its application to the petro

leum industries. There, separate developments took place in the oil and gas in

dustries. Hence, one observed different approaches in the latter two. Today

most scientists recognize the similarity between water-well testing, gas-well

testing and oil-well testing. Yet in more recent years, we recognize that the

principles of well testing apply equally for geothermal wells.

In well testing, one produces a well or injects into it and observes the

pressure changes in the well or neighboring wells. The latter application is

frequently called interference testing and finds major application in the water

industry.

Analysis techniques may be categorized as follows:

- Simple use of graph paper. Here one evalutes straight-line relation

ships when pressure and/or rate functions are plotted versus time

functions. Cartesian, semi-logarithmic and log-log paper are favorites.

By the use of these techniques one calculates reservoir pressure, trans

missibility, and wellbore effects. Sometimes it is possible to determine

geometry and distances to barriers or other discontinuities.

- Type curves. For various boundary conditions and flow geometry, typical

log-log plots are prepared beforehand with dimensionless pressure rate

functions on one axis and dimensionless time functions on the other axis.

Next, similar real pressure rate functions and real time functions are

plotted on the same scale paper. By overlaying the two curves, one may

match the curves in at least certain portions. Again, one may (under the

right circumstances) learn the before-mentioned reservoir parameters. This

technique has long since been used in ground-water applications. These

techniques work best if observation wells render data. With all data being

obtained at a single well, uniqueness is basically nonexistent. However,

there they still render general results about flow regimes and geometry.

- Computer matching. In this technique one uses numerical grid-type models

and assigns reservoir properties to each. By comparing observed field data

and modifying the reservoir parameters, eventually a match is obtained. This

technique is limited to complicated problems of geometry such as multi-layered

reservoirs. Cost, both in time and money, is a major detriment of this method.
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GENERAL REMARKS

Although complicated mathematical solutions can be derived for varying rates

and pressures, a word of caution is justified. When rates and pressures vary

greatly, field measurement becomes difficult. Hence, interpretation becomes

nearly meaningless.

A good test procedure is to evaluate data as they become available. The first

method of plotting data on various kinds of graph paper is the simplest and recom

mended.

Probably the most important word of advice is to keep all tests as simple as

possible.
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ABSTRACT

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF OIL, GAS, AND GEOTHERMAL WELL TESTS

William E. Brigham

Stanford University

The purpose for any well test is to determine

quantitative information about the reservoir which

the well (or wells) penetrates and quantitative in

formation about the condition of the well. These

data, in turn, can be used to answer a variety of

important questions--What will be the long term

producing rate versus time? What are the total

reserves? Should we attempt to stimulate the well?

How has the reservoir pressure changed?--and a

host of others. At the heart of these analyses is

the fact that the pressure changes linearly with

the logarithmic of time; and the quantitative an

swers are extracted from the slope and intercept

of such a graph.

Unfortunately, we find in practice that it is

often difficult to identify the correct semi-log

slope. At early times the condition of the well

causes distortion of the pressure-time curve.

Such things as the wellbore volume or the presence

of fractures at the well will often cause such dis

tortions. At later times the reservoir geometry

will similarly affect the semi-log slope; nearby

faults, abrupt changes in the reservoir flow proper

ties, or multiple zones are examples.

Since 1970 there has been a virtual explosion

of information on ways to handle these early and

late time problems. Many of them have now been

solved analytically. Further, through the use of

log-log type curve matching one can often diagnose

the well behavior and be certain that the correct

slope has been found and the analysis of the data

is correct.
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Most of these techniques were developed for

oil and gas flow, but in recent years they have

been applied to geothermal systems--both hot water

and steam--with considerable success.

In interference testing the properties between

wells are analyzed by determining the pressure-time

behavior of a shut-in well when the production rate

is changed in an offset well. Historically, this

has been used successfully in both the oil and gas

industry and in hydrology through use of log-log

type curves and the classic line source solution.

This technique has also been used successfully in

geothermal systems.

Recently, well test problems have been at

tacked that appear unique to geothermal systems.

A number of new solutions have been generated that

embody differing reservoir geometries and have been

found to match field data. Other problems need to

be addressed quantitatively; for example, the prob

lem of water boiling near a producing well. In

addition, reliable measuring. equipment needs to be

developed which can stand the high temperatures and

salinity seen in geothermal systems. Since well

testing has been found to be useful in geothermal

systems, there is considerable incentive to expand

its use to the fullest extent possible. For this

reason, I am confident that many new and useful

solutions to well testing problems will become

available in the near future.



INTERPRETATION OF TRACER TESTS BY MEANS OF TYPE CURVES
APPLICATION TO UNIFORM AND RADIAL FLOW

J. P. SAUTY

BUREAU DE RECHERCHES GEOLOGIQUES ET MINIERES

(Service G~ologique National - French Geological Survey)

ABSTRACT

It is shown that in uniform or radial flow it is possible
to characterize the response to continuous injection or instan
taneous pulse by a set of type curves in dimensionlesr coordi
nates depending only on one parameter similar to a p4clet number.
These curves allow a simple and efficient eye identification of
dispersion parameters - dispersivity and kinematical (or effec~

tive) porosity - by graphical matching.
Application to field experiments shows that:

- in practice, tracer tests in uniform flow should be avoided
in absence of precise knowledge of the effective direction
of flow;

- on the contrary, pulse injection into satellite piezometers
of a central pumping well yields a good and economical
method when the flow is effectively radial.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

The method and its application have been developed in Sauty
(1977). The data used have been measured in the field by BRGM*
and CEA**, and initially published in Gaillard, Guizerix,
Margat, Molinari and Peaudecerf (1976) and Gaillard (1976) for
uniform flow, in Rousselot (1977) for experiments in radial
flow. Methods of interpretation and applications have been
partially published in recent papers, Sauty (1977), Gaillards,
Rousselot and Sauty (1976), and Molinari and Peandecest (1977).
An advanced paper 10 containing the main theoretical develop
ments and results of Sauty (1977) is under preparation for
submittance to Water Resources Research.

It is important to be able to evaluate the
transfer of contaminants with the movement of
water in order to predict the evolution of con
centrations in vulnerable spots, and eventually
examine by mathematical simulation the efficiency
of protection devices.

Today there exist quite a number of numerical
codes theoretically able to simulate mass trans
fer, but the program user generally misses
knowledge of the physical parameters necessary
to feed correct data for an accurate modeling of
the considered aquifer: it is necessary to
develop simple, unexpensive and easy to interpret
field experiments to get this data in situ.

INTRODUCTION

Bureau de Recherches Geologiques et Minieres
** Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique - Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Grenoble
*

Aquifers contain large amounts of water of a
quality generally superior to that of surface
water. It is naturally protected from surface
pollution by confining layers or a non-saturated
zone of variable thickness and by filtrating pro
perties of soils. But increasing sources of con
tamination (factory disposal, nitrates, pesti
cides, nuclear waste disposal) are such that
groundwater is not safe any more.
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PHVSICS OF MASS TRANSFER

Transfer of pollutants is governed by the
following factors (ref. 1 and 2) :

(i) convection: transfer by water particles
in their average displacement at a
macroscopic scale;

(ii) hydrodynamic (or kinematic) dispersion,
resulting from travel time differences
between water particles inside the pores
mainly due to streamlines tortuosity;

with aL and aT longitudinal and transversal dis
persivities and R rotation matrix between refer
ence coordinates and local velocity coordinates.

Usual modeling of aquifer pollutions only deal
with phenomena (i) to (iii). The last two are
more difficult to handle, and the numerical values
of reaction parameters (which very strongly depend
on chemical and physical properties of solutes
and rocks) are very difficult to determine.

However, their consequences contribute to
safety : concentration peaks are lowered and
delayed.

(v) chemical and organic reactions.

The equation of mass transfer is (ref. 1):

TRACER TESTS

The first objective is to evaluate in situ
values of a L, aT and w. This can be performed
by means of tracer tests : a substance, the con
centration of which can be easily measured, is
injected through a well into the flowing ground
water. After a certain displacement, water is
sampled and analysed for concentrations. If the
tracer is little subject to reactions (chemical
or others) its transfer fits with the hydrodis
persive model (perfect tracer), and the restitu
tion curve yields dispersivities and porosity
which are intrinsic parameters of the aquifer
ready to be used for predictions of hydrodisper
sive mass transfer in different flow conditions.

Two main flow patterns are usual for this kind
of experiment : uniform flow (constant velocity
vector) or radial flow in the horizontal plane
(condition satisfied in the vicinity of a well
subject to injection, withdrawal or both
successively).

In each of these flows (Fig. 1 to 3), for
matters of interpretation simplicity, the tracer
injection is generally chosen as close as possible
to either instantaneous injection (i.e. DIRAC
pulse) or continuous injection (with a constant
mass rate of tracer). The interpretation of more
complicated injection conditions requires convolu
tions and specific type curves.
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var~us
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cartesian coordinates
time
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dispersion tensor
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t

ui, i=1,3
Dij
Om
R

3c 3
3t az

1

(iii) molecular diffusion due to thermal
agitation of fluid molecules;

(iv) adsorption - desorption by the solid
phase and eventually exchanges with
immobile water;

with

--/ .
concentrat1on

variation

-}-

u =

considering that:
4-
Vw is related to DARCY velocity (which results

from permeability and head gradient) by w,
kinematical porosity

and:

•

Initial injectiO~ ~ •
t'l~
"':'-4f§)ISiII'-~~~~"""'~f----4_-'

a 0 0L
4-

T
0 0 luiD.. R aT • R

1)

0 0 a'r

Fig. 1. Bidimensional flow, migration of the
tracing spot after a brief injection.
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Fig. 2.

TYPE CURVES

For each combination of flow pattern and in
jection proc~ss, a set of universal type curves
has been established which only depends on one
dimensionless parameter similar to a PECLET
number (Ref. 9). As an example, two of these
type curves are given below for instantaneous
injections in uniform flow (Fig. 4) and radial
converging flow (Fig. 5).

VIRAC PULSE IN UNIFORM FLOW

In the case of instantaneous injection in 2D
uniform flow (Fig. 2), with transversal disper
sion, the equation of concentration variations
versus time at any point (x,y) of the aquifer is
well known (Ref. 1) :

C(x,y,t)
m

4rrwtVClLClT

1 ((X-ut) 2 y2 \
t • exp - 4Cl

L
ut + 4Cl

T
ut)

..... ,......

Fig. 3.

f1•• 'I~
e--e-
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A judicious choice of dimensionless variables
(subscript R stands for reduced variable)

t ' ut/Cl
LR

CR C/Cmax
xR X/ClL

YR yljClLClT

=V~:2
2J 2 '" + -y-a = x + y <:

R R ClLClT

leads to a simplified expression for the tracer
restitution curve in sampling well :

k • t' -1 • exp I a
2

+ t I R2)
R \ - 4t'R

where k is a function of a, independent of t'Ro
This equation allows to establish a universal

set of type curves depending on the only parameter
a (Fig. 4a and 4b). "a" is the dimensionless dis
tance between injection well and sampling well
(a = JXR2 + YR2). It has the dimension of a
Peclet number : on the x axis, a = X/ClL = ux/DL.

It is a mixed Peclet number (taking into
account both longitudinal and transversal disperi
vities), characterizing simultaneously aquifer
(ClL and ClT) and flow plus experimental device
(x and y a~e distances between wells in a system
of coordinates related to flow direction) .
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Fig. 4. Schematic for an instantaneous injection in a convergent flow.



Fig. 4a. DIRAC pulse in 2D uniform flow - Reduced concentrations function of reduced
time for different mixed Peclet number a. Semi-logarithmic coordinates.

Fig. 4b. DIRAC pulse in 2D uniform flow - Reduced concentrations function of reduced
time for different mixed Peclet numbers a. Bi-logarithmic coordinates.
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The peak concentration (maximum value) can be
expressed as follows :

INTERPRETATION OF DISPERSION PARAMETERS
WITH TYPE CURVES

This method has been applied to numerous field
tracer experiments (Ref. 5, 8 and 9) performed by
DIRAC pulse in either uniform flow or radial con
verging flow, with various tracer, sites and
wells distances.

These various tests lead to common conclusions:

APPLICATION TO IN SITU TRACER TESTS

Using these type curves plotted in semi-log
or log-log coordinates, dispersion parameters
can readily be identified from experimental re
sults of a tracer test by mere graphical matching.

On semi-log paper (Fig. 4a - logarithmic time
scale), observed concentrations are normalized by
peak value (CR = C/Cmax ) and plotted versus real
time on a transparent paper. This experimental
graph is slided along time axis, until it matches
with one of the theoretical curves (Fig. 7).

Curve shape yields Peclet number hence dis
persivity a; correspondence between experimental
time scale and dimensionless time gives the
effective pore velocity u hence kinematical
porosity w.

Log-log graphs (Fig. 4b) are to be used when
information lacks in the vicinity of peak value
real concentrations are plotted (without normali
zation). The experimental graph is slided both
along time axis and in the direction of C axis,
thus determining peak value.

This procedure is very similar to those used
for well tests interpretation by THEIS (or other)
curves. Log-log method is more general, but does
not provide as good a precision as semi-log.
Cartesian coordinates yield the best precision,
but their use is rather cumbersome (Ref. 8).

Often, tracer experiments performed with mean
distances (order of 10 meters) in aquifers
geologically known as homogeneous can only be
interpreted satisfactorily by a two layers
effect, showing evidence of privileged paths.

Tests performed on small distances (order of 1
meter) show strong evidence of heterogeneities
even in an apparently homogeneous aquifer.

2 ]~

plotted in

: xR ' YR

1

flow rate
aquifer thickness
kinematical porosity
time
distance between lateral
piezometer and central
well axis

m/w

with Q
h
w
t
R

GXp_[:R.

(for r = R, r R = P, Peclet number
associated to the aquifer with its
experimental device)

C
max

r
a

DIRAC PULSE IN RADIAL CONVERGING FLOW

The relative peak values have been
function of dimensionless coordinates
(Fig. 5).

For a longitudinal Peclet number (x/aL) of 20
and in the hypothesis that aL/aT = 10, an angular
error e = Arctg y/x of 10° on the flow direction
divides peak value by 5, while an error of 20°
divides it by 500.

with

In the case of instantaneous injection in a
satellite piezometer of a pumping central well
(second case of Fig. 3), as far as we know, no
exact analytical solution has been derived. A
numerical integration is then necessary. A method,
free of the effect of numerical dispersion
(classical error due to discretisation of convec
tion term), has been developed (Ref. 8).

The choice of dimensionless variables

c R = C/Cmax

allows to represent restitution curves CR(tR)
depending on the sole Peclet number. The result
ing set of type curves is given by Figure 6.

In the same aquifer, but at higher distances
(examples have been obtained for 30 meters,
in other cases for more than 100 meters), the
experimental points fit exactly with a theoret
ical curve for a monolayer aquifer. Coupled
experiments performed in uniform flow, with
three wells B, C 'and D in line with the ground
water velocity, lead to restitution curves
characteristic of a two layered aquifer when
performed between Band C (13 m) or C and D
(13 m); while results of a test between Band
D (26 m) is typical of an homogeneous (mono
layer) aquifer.
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At first, dispersivity increases with distance,
until a certain length is reached above which
dispersivity seems to stablize; generally, at
this distance, the fit with a monolayer type
curve is obtained. It is known as scale of
heterogeneity : at a smaller scale, conse
quences of local non homogeneities are equiva
lent to that of a multilayer aquifer, while at
a larger scale, transverse dispersivity gets
the opportunity of homogeneising their effects,
macroscopically leading to an equivalent homo
geneous aquifer. In the same order of ideas,
parameters are homogeneous in an REV of aquifer
(Representative Elementary Volume according to
J. BEAR, Ref. 1) in spite of the presence of
strong heterogeneities at the scale of pores.

Tracer tests performed in natural flow have an
important drawback : flow direction is not
known with precision; ,at a dimensionless dis
tance (Peclet number), between 10 and 20, an
angular error of 10° to 20°, which is very
probable, considerably lowers the response
amplitude (Fig. 5). In many cases, the concen
trations do not reach sensibility threshold,
or at least are of the order of magnitude of
analyses imprecisions.

It is then necessary to drill several sampling
wells on a line perpendicular to flow direction
or on a circle centered on injecting well, in
order to get sampling as close as possible to
flow axis (Ref. 2).

With tracer tests in radial converging flow, it
is possible to take advantage of existing wells
often equipped with satellite piezometer(s)
(primarily used in order to get storage coeffi
cient), and a pump. Expenses are then" reduced
to tracer injection, regulation of flow rate
and automatic sampling device, analyses and
interpretation.

This last type of test does not yield transverse
dispersivities : for that purpose it would be
preferable to operate with uniform flow and a
set of sampling wells (Ref. 9). However, field
experiments performed in different sites and
velocities indicate dispersivity anisotropy
ratios (aL/aT) always of the order of 20. If
more experiments still show the same ratio,
the measure of longitudinal dispersivity aL
will clearly be sufficient.
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Fig. 5. Instantaneous injection in a bidimensional and uniform flow. Amplitude relative
to the top of the restitution curve relative to Xr and Yr mapped by logarithmic
coordinates.

Fig. 6. DIRAC pulse in uniform flow. Relative peak values in function of dimensionless
coordinates.
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ABSTRACT

ROLE OF PARAMETER IDENTIFICATIONS IN THE DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF PUMPIrG TESTS

Shlomo P. Neuman

University of Arizona, Tucson

The results of conventional pumping tests are

usually interpreted on the basis of analytical so

lutions in which the aquifer (or reservoir) is as

sumed to be homogeneous and possesses an idealized

geometry. Such tests rely further on the introduc

tion into the system of a single control signal

(e.g., a constant or piece-wise constant rate of

pumping) at a single well location. In practice,

aquifers tend to be inhomogeneous and have a com

plex geometry. The need to maintain a prescribed

rate of pumping in only one well, while shutting

down neighboring wells to prevent interference with

the test, is often costly and at times impractical.

Moreover, the parameters determined for such tests

tend to have only a local significance.

It is suggested that numerical modeling cou

pled with parameter identification techniques

should make it possible to design large scale tests

in which several wells pump simultaneously at vari

able rates. Such tests will cause minimum inter-

ference with normal field operations and will yield

more reliable parameter estimates than those ob

tained by conventional methods. A blue print for

the design of such tests is presented in this pa-

per.
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Variable Rate Multiple Well Testing Analysis

D. G. McEdwards and C. F. Tsang

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California

Berkeley, California 94720

Introduction

The graphical type-curve matching technique
of analyzing well test data is widely known in the
fields of petroleum engineering and hydrology. A
recent treatment given by Earlougher 1 demonstrates
its utility as an analytical tool. As useful as
it is, however, the technique may in some cases be
inappropriate. All type curve solutions model the
behavior of one producing well whose flow rate
follows a functional form; a type curve solution
therefore, is not available for well test data that
reflect the effects of two or more producing wells
each of which may have a unique (arbitrary) flow
rate history. To permit convenient analysis of
well test data obtained under conditions that do
not meet the assumptions of a type curve solution,
a computer-based least-squares fitting technique
similar in principle to the graphical curve match
ing technique has been developed.

As (1) indicates both calculated and observed
pressure changes may, in principle, be functions
of certain fitting parameters Xi.

The paper comprises five main sections: I,
an analytical development section which presents
the ways in which variable flow rates, boundaries,
well bore storage, skin effect, and two or more
producing wells are treated; II, a section des
cribing the operation of the minimization proce
dure; III, a section concerning validation of
the method in light of known solutions; IV, a
section containing examples of the method applied
to field data; and V, a section discussing the
proper use of the least-squares well test analysis
program.

I. Analytical Development

A. Variable Flow Rate

with q as the amount of fluid released
instantaneously per unit length of line source, we
may write

Further, with h as the length of the line source
(thickness of the aquifer with a fully penetrating
well) Q, the total amount of fluid released instan-
e9usly by the line source is

k
~¢c ' is the hydraulic diffusivity.

(2)

( 3)

of

(4)--.2.....
¢ch

q*

q* = ...sL
¢c

or

or

M(r,t)

q = q*¢c ;

Q = qh = q*¢ch ;

The pressure change around a line source
instantaneous strength q* is given b y 3.

q* -r 2/4nt
4.1Tnt e

where n

The analysis technique presented herein
accounts for the effects of two or more flowing
wells, unique flow rate histories, the presence
of a linear boundary (leaky or barrier), well bore
storage, and skin effect. Two parameters, the
mobility-thickness product, kh/~, and the porosity
compressibility-thickness product, ¢ch, are usually
sought. Additionally, for production or interference
tests involving one or more producing wells, the
image well distance, ri' is found if a boundary is
felt.

For a one-well production test, values of
kh/~ and skin are determined using known values of
C, the well bore storage coefficient, and ¢chrw

2
,

the porosity-compressibility-thickness-radius squared
product. When production data reflect the effects
of a second producing well, independent estimates
of kh/~, ¢chr 2

, and skin are made using a known
(input) value of the well bore storage coefficient.

Substituting (4) into (2) we obtain the pressure
change at any time and radius caused by the instan
eous release of a volume of fluid Q from the line

(6)

(5)_2lI-
41Tkht

t,p(r,t)

source:

We may think of a time varying flow rate as a time
sequence of instantaneous Q' S , whose magnitudes
correspond in time to the flow rate value. With
Qn(T) representing the flow rate from Tn to Tn + 1 ,

we integrate the instantaneous response (5) in time
to get

2
t, ( ) - 2_ LTn+1 Qn(T) -r /4n(t-T)d

P n r, t - 41Tkh t -T e T

Tn

(l)

The computational basis of the method is a
least-squares minimization routine 2 , developed·at
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, that adjusts the
values of the fitting parameters Xi, i = J. to NPAR,
such that the sum of the squares of the differences
between the log of the calculated drawdown and the
log of the observed drawdown is a minimum. The
parameters associated with a minimum are directly
related to either reservoir or well bore properties.

with respect to Xi' i=l to NPAR, where IDATA is
the number of observed drawdowns (data points).

Written mathematically, we minimize
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(13)

(12)

computational form of (9) that
Note that (14) reduces to (7)

t, Bn = 0, and An = Q, a constant.

Making use of the relations

i

t ··X2/ (t-T) 100 e-
U

e dT = X2 ~2- dU
Tn Un

.e
u
-

2

U

dU = e:u _ J e :u dU , we obtain

which is convenient
we may use in (10).
when Tn = 0, Tn + 1

lIPn (r,t)

and

(7)

9)1
4~kh W(U)

du

-r 2/4n(t-T)
.:::e'---- dT

t-T
Q)1 ft.

lIP(r,t) =
4nkh 0

which is the pressure response due to a line source
active from Tn to Tn + 1 with a flow rate Qn(T).
With Qn(T) = Q, a constant, and letting Tn = 0, and
Tn + 1 = t, (6) becomes

In dimensionless form, in the hydrologists' notation,
we may define

It may be of interest to write the solution
corresponding to a line source whose flow rate starts
at zero and increases linearly. For this case
Tn = 0, Tn + 1 t, An = 0, Bn B, a constant:

2

where -Ei(~),the exponential integral, is known
4nt

to hydrologists as the well function W(U) (where

U = :n~) and by petroleum engineers as twice the

dimensionless pressure, 2 PD(tD) (where t _ ntD - r2

4
I
U)'

lIP(r,t) )1Bt [uoW(U) + W(U) + e-U] . (15)
4nkh

and in petroleum engineers' notation, we may define

WI (U) = 4nkMP = U 0 W(u) + W(U) + e -U (16)
)1Bt

To handle variable flow rate Q(t), we assume
that any production rate history can be adequately
represented by a series of sequential straight line
segments, each of different length and inclination.
We prescribe Q(t) to vary linearly within the inter
val Tn to Tn + 1 as,

Pdl
2nkhL\p

)1Bt
J>nl!n) + P (t ) + e -1/4tD (17)

4tD D D 2

(8)

With these definitions (of two fitting parameters)

Equations (15) through (17) are presented for the
sake of completeness and in the belief that they
are not widely known in literature.

Where lIP(r,t) is now the pressure response due to
N linearly-varying production rate segments.

and in light of (8) , (6) becomes

f
Tn +

1
-X2/(t-T)

lIPn (r,t) = Xl rAn+Bn(T-Tn)] e t-T dT (9)

Tn

Because the two integrals in (11) are identical
except for the lower limit of integration, it is
necessary to operate on the first integral only,
and then by exact analogy, extend all analytical
results to the second integral to arrive at a
convenient form of (9).

(20)
N

L\P(r,t) = E L\Pn(r,t) ~ lIPn (ri,t)
n=l

where the positive sign indicates a barrier boundary
and the negative sign indicates a leaky boundary.

L\P(r,t)
N

Xl L[An + Bn(t-Tn + X2)] [lv(Un ) - W(un+J)] (18)
n=l

+ Bn Gt-Tn ) e-Un - (t-Tn + l ) e-Un+ l ]

In summary, variable flow rates are accounted
for by use of equations (14) and (10):

The influence of a linear boundary is seen
by the inclusion of another parameter X3;

r ,2
X3 = :::..l.- (19)

4n

B. Boundaries

where ri is the distance of an image well from the
observation well. The component of pressure change
due to an image well, or its equivalent linear bound
ary, is gotten from (18) with X3 in place of X2,
thus the total drawdown is

(11)

(10)

-X2/(t-T)
.:::e'--- d T

t-T

and

lIP(r,t) we require a convenient
form of (9). We may write (9) dif-

_)1_
4nkh

tXlf [An +Bn(T-Tn )]

Tn

t -X2/(t-T)
-Xli [A + Bn (T-Tn )] e dT

t-T
T n + 1

Xl

To obtain
computational
ferently as

lIPn (r,tJ

Summing (9) for N time intervals we obtain
N

IIp(r,t) = L lIPn (r,t)
n=l

(,o
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rIo The Procedure of Curve Matching

where LlPk(rik,t) is calculated form (18) using a
redefined value of X2, as before. Because rik is
unknown we simply let the product X2 • r ik2 be X(k) ,
an additional fitting parameter.

LlPk(rk,t) from (18) using X2 • r~ in place of the
former X2. With these changes, equation (1) writ
ten to reflect the influence of two or more produc
tion wells, is

(25)

(26)

2

(Xi) - inLlP; (Xi~

To include the effect of boundaries in the case of
two or more production wells, we must add another
parameter for each production well that we include
in the analysis. These additional parameters cor
repond to the locations of each production well's
image well. Por example, the drawdown component of
the kth production well in the presence of a linear
boundary is

QSF,n(T) ASp,n + BSP,n(T-Tn )

where, Asp,n An C dLlPw! (21)
dT T=Tn

and
C [dLlPW ! dLlPwI ]Bsp,n = Bn-

(Tn+ 1-Tn ) dT T=Tn+1 -----aT T= Tn

In (21), C, the well bore storage coefficient
is equal to Vw/hYi if the well has a free liquid
level, or equal to VwCi if the well is completely
filled with fluid, and is in principle a known
value. In determining sandface rates, (21) shows
that it is necessary to known the time rate of
change of the drawdown in the well bore at the
times of the An specifications. The sandface flow
rate derivation given above assumes that a suffi
ciently small time interval, Tn+1-Tn , is taken
such that the sandface rate variation can be taken
as linear with time within the time interval.

Por production tests, the well bore storage4

effect is handled relatively easily. We replace
Qn(T) by the sandface flow rate QSF,n(T), which
is of the same form as Qn(T):

C. Well Bore Storage

D. Skin Effect

of two or more producing wells and calculate

LlP(rw,t) = LlP(r,t) + Xl· 2S • Qsp(t) (22)

A modified version of a computer program cal
led LSQVMT2 , a non-linear least-squares procedure,
is used to form X2. The minimization procedure
incorporated in LSQVMT is based on a iterative
gradient method that used a variable metric (compu
ter routine VARMIT6). The program LSQVMT can han
dle up to 40 fitting parameters. Both LSQVMT and
VARMIT are available as library routines at the
computer center of the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.

The minimization procedure used in the least
square program is very similar to graphical curve
matching. The program in essence computes an ana
lytically predicted pressure response record that
corresponds with the given production wells' flow
rates, distances to the point of observation, and
particular set of reservoir (fitting) parameters.
A measure of how well the predicted values match
the observed values are given by the X2 statistic,
Equation (1). Many response records are calculated
and their X2 values are compared in a computer
search for the smallest X2 value. The response
record with the smallest x2·value is taken to be
the best fit and the corresponding set of fitting
parameters are taken to represent the reservoir
or well bore properties. Starting with the set of
initial guess values, proceeding from one response
record to another, the fitting parameters are
simultaneously changed in directions corresponding
to a decreasing value of X2. This requires know
ing the gradient of X2 with respect to each fitting
parameter. Knowing the gradient dX2/dXil a numeri
cal extrapolation scheme is used in calculate new
trial values of Xi that correspond to the Xi values
changing in the direction of decreasing gradient.
As each gradient may be functionally dependent on
all the fitting parameters, the calculation of new
trial values of Xi requires matrix multiplication
and inversion operations. The search for a lower
X2 value is terminated when one or more of several
criteria (regarding the absolute value, or the suc
cessive change in the value, of either the gradients
of X2 or X2) are met.

(23)

(24)

LlP(r,t) + X4 • QSp(t)

NW
Llp(r,t) = L LlPk(rk,t)

k=l

E. Many Production Wells

in which Llp(r,t) on the right side denotes the
pressure change on the formation side of the well
bore. In the least-squares program, the product
Xl • 2S is treated as another parameter, X4, and
(22) becomes

A steady state skin effectS is included in
a production test analysis by noting that

A straight forward modification of (1) is
necessary to analyze data influenced by two or
more production wells. Each production well will
cause a pressure change according to its produc
tion rate variation and its distance from the
point of observation. The pressure change is cal
culated using equation (18). The total pressure
change caused by NW production wells is obtained
by summing the contributions of each well:

where LlPk(rk,t) is calculated from (18) with the
values of An' Bn , and X2 taking on values that cor
respond to the k'th well's production rate and its
distance rk' from the point of observation. To
accomodate various radii rk (whose values are
known), in the X2 term, it is necessary to redefine

r 2
X2. Recalling that previously X2 = 4n in the case

of one producing well, we let X2 1 in the case
4n
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III. Validation

J 'j
i

The validity of the variable flow rate equa
tions derived earlier has been shown by four exam
ples given in a previous work 7 . We present one of
these examples, a well test involving well bore
storage and a constant surface rate as indicative
of the program's ability to handle variable pro
duction rate accurately. A second example, a inter
ference test involving three production wells, each
of different rate and starting time, is given to
show the ability of the program to handle more than
one production well. Examples involving skin effect
and boundaries are given in the field applications
section.

Table 1. Data Used in Verification Examples.
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Production Well 3 Staggered Production
with Well Bore Storage Wells, Different Q's & rig

kH = 484,000 md-ft. kH= 30,000 md-ft.
<j>cH = 2.128 ft/psi. <j>cH = 1.0 x 10- 3

Q = 100 gpm Q, gpm (Figure 3)
r = 1 ft. r, ft. (Figure 3)
C = 1000 gal/psi.

Time /:;P Tine /:;P
Minutes psi \'1eeks psi

1 9.9717xlO-' .2 1.96
2 1. 9934 x 10- 3 .5 5.99
5 4.9773 x 10- 3 1.0 10.28

10 9.9382 x 10- 3 2.0 15.16

20 1. 9821 x 10- 2 3.5 19.35
50 4.9206 X 10- 2 5.0 32.72

100 9.7432 X 10- 2 7.0 48.60

200 1. 9146 x 10- 1 9.0 58.45

500 4.5722 x 10- 1 11.0 73.22

1,000 8.5575 X 10- 1 15.0 109.73

2,000 1. 5337 20.0 132.67

5,000 2.8668
10,000 4.0120
20,000 4.9150
50,000 5.6617

100,000 6.0823
200,000 6.4615
500,000 6.9382

1,000,000 7.2919

A. Constant Flow with Well Bore Storage

This verification problem relates to a well
with significant well bore storage but no skin
(s=O). The dependence of PD on t D for such a s~s

tern has been provided by Wattenbarger and Ramey .
The hypothetical reservoir considered has kh =
484,300 md-feet and ¢ch = 2.128 feet/psi and is
pierced by a well with a"well bore capacity C =
1000 gal/psi. The well produces at a constant
surface rate of 100 gpm. The drawdown history of
the aforesaid well as computed using Wattenbarger
and Ramey PD(tD} values is shown tabulated in
Table 1.

The time dependent variation of the sandface
flow rate QSF,n' as determined using (21) is pre
sented in Figure 1. The analysis performed (Fig
ure 2) yield kh = 485,000 md-feet and ¢ch = 2.299
feet/psi.

Time in Minutes

Figure 1. Sandface Flow Rate as a Function of
Time.
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Figure 2. Computer Assisted Match of Predicted and

Theoretical Drawdo~ms.

B. Three Staggered Production Wells of Different
Rates and Distances

Interference test data expected for one
observation well located some distance from three
producing wells is given in Table 1. The assumed
reservoir properties are kh = 30,000 md-feet and
¢ch = 1.0 x 10- 3 feet/psi. A plot of the observa
tion well's pressure change and the distances and
rates of each production well are shown in Figure
3. Using perturbed values (~5%) of the values in
Table 1, an analysis was run whose results are
shown in Figure 4. Agreement is quite good as
seen by the returned values of kh = 30,300 md-feet
and ¢ch = .987 x 10- 3 feet/psi.
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1000.0

Well Rate Time Radius
__N...o_ (gpm) (Weeks) (fe~

1 100 O. 1000.
2 200 4. 1500.

100.0
3 300 10. 2000. J

10.0

IV. Field Applications

We have applied this method of analysis
to well tests conducted in two geothermal reser
voirs, one at Raft River Valley, Idaho and the
other at East Mesa in the Imperial Valley of
southern California9 . As several of these field
examples have been published?, we present two
representative analyses:

1. A production test on Well RRGE 3 in
Raft River Valley, Idaho, and

2. An interference test involving Wells
31-1 and 38-30 at East Mesa in
California.

kH = 30,000 md/feet
<pcH = 1.0 x 10- 3 feet/psi

Skin effect is treated in the first analysis
and the detection of a barrier boundary is
demonstrated in the second analysis.

1.0

Time in Weeks

.1 1.0 10.0 100.0
A. Production Test on Well RRGE 3, Raft River,

Valley, Idaho

Figure 3. Three Staggered Production Wells.
During this test the well was flowed for 193.5

hours. Due to practical difficulties the flow rate
could not be regulated properly during the first
20 hours of the test. The observed variable flow
rate history is presented in Figure 5.

1000.0
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Ul
p., 100.0
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-M

~
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~ 10.0

Estimated Values
kh 30,300 md-feet

<pch .987 x 10- 3 feet/psi
X2 .026 C

o
c

c

observed
calculated

o In addition to the variable flow rate, the
interpretation of the drawdown data collected dur
ing the test is complicated by the fact that Well
RRGE 3 is a whipstock well, with three differently
inclined legs, with bottoms ending at different
elevations over a radius of roughly 400 feet.
Furthermore, drilling operations indicated that
each leg produced different quantities of water,

. suggesting that the formations pierced by each
leg had different local permeability characteris
tics. The data interpretation which follows is
therefore only a tentative interpretation as far
as the actual reservoir characterization is con
cerned.

Figure 5. Production Test on Well RRGE 3,
Raft River Valley; Flow Rate as a Function
of Time.

3 Staggered Production Wells.

Time in Weeks

.'

The well bore storage coefficient, C, as
discussed earlier, is a known quantity. However,
in this case where we have a whipstock well with
three differently inclined legs, the estimation of
C is rather uncertain. Hence we analyze the data
with values of C equal to 0, 5, 10, 13, and 20 gal
lons/psi. It turns out much to our surprise that
the fit and the optimal values of parameters depend
very little on the value of C chosen. When the

using the computer program, the data are ana
lyzed both with and without storage, C, and skin
effect, s. For each case, data collected during
the first 18 hours of production history as well
as the full range of data of 0 to 328 hours (Figure
5) are analyzed. Note that the latter calculation
includes both the production (193 hours) and build
up (135 hours) data in the same analysis, pointing
our a further advantage of the present technique.
The results of these analyses are summed up in
Table II. For each of the analyses shown in the
Table, several runs were made using different ini
tial guesses with both positive and negative values
for the skin, s. In all cases the same results were
obtained (within 1% of each other), thus indicating
the strength of the fit.
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Table II. Variable Discharge Interpretations. Well RRGE 3, Raft River Valley, Idaho.

Assumed Parameters Data Period
Input C kh </Jchrw

2

gal/psi (md-feet) ft 3/psi
s

Without Well Bore Storage 0 - 18 hours - 11,900 1. 31 -
and Skin Effect 0 - 328 hours - 6,400 0.86 -

0 18 hours 5 7,400 27.2 0.7-
With Well Bore Storage 10 7,600 28.1 0.7

and Skin Effect

0 328 hours 5 7,000 0.01 -2.7- 10 7,000 0.01 -2.4
~~

sandface flow-rate is calculated by equation (21)
it is found that it differs from the surface flow
rate only for a very short time «30 minutes) after
each change in the flow-rate.

Estimated Values

Figure 6. Production Test on Well RRGE 3,
Raft River, Idaho; Computer Assisted Match
of Calculated and Observed Drawdowns During
the First 20 Hours of Production. C = 0; s = o.

o observed
• calculated

0
0000

00 00 0
00

o 0

kH 12,000 md-feet
</JcH = 1.3/rw

2 feet/psi

kH 7,600 md-feet
</JcH = 28/rw

2 feet/psi

a observed
• calculated

Estimated Values

Time in Minutes

o 0

•

1

Time in Minutes

Figure 7. Production Test on Well RRGE 3,
Raft River Valley, Idaho; Well Bore Storage
and Skin Effect. C=lO; s=0.7.
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There is also an improvement in the fit of
the long range data, 0-328 hours, when well bore
storage and skin are taken into account. In Figure
8 we show the results when well bore storage, C = 10
gallon/psi, and the skin effect are included. In
this analysis, the kh value obtained is very similar
to that obtained in short term data. However, skin
factor, s, turns out to be negative s = -2.4, and
the </JchrJ value is also different from the short
term result. By making several runs with the same
data, these values are found to be independent of
different sets of initial guesses. Apossible
explanation of these results follows (we are aware
that alternative interpretations may exist). The
well RRGE 3 has three different inclined legs with
bottoms ending over a radius of roughly 400 feet.
At early times the water is released from storage
from the region with the 400 feet radius, with
the three legs competing for water between them
selves. This may be represented by a single well
of a large effective r w (hence large </Jchrw

2 value)
and a positive skin factor. On the other hand,
at large times, the water is being drawn from
regions away from the legs, r > 400 feet. The
system may then be represented by a single well
with a smaller effective r w (hence smaller
</JcHrw

2 value) and a negative skin factor, imply
ing that the effect of the three legs can be
treated as equivalent to that of a highly conduc
tive fracture.

Now compare the results for the short-term
analysis of 0-18 hours data with and without well
bore storage and skin effect, Figures 6 and 7.
This is the region where the flow-rate is markedly
varying. The Figures show a much better fit when
well bore storage and skin are taken into account.
A good fit and similar parameters are also obtained
when we set C = O. Hence this shows that in our
case the effect of skin is very significant. Though
the value obtained for the skin factor, s = 0.7 is
quite small, its inclusion in the time dependent
term Xl· 2s • QSF(t) of equation (22) is what is
needed to yield a good fit.
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o observed
• calculated

V. Proper Use of the Least-Squares Program

The use of the fitting program for well test
analysis is not a completely automatic process .
Engineering judgement must be used to gauge the
reasonableness of any result. In many cases, be
cause of the quality of the data, there may exist
several x2minimum candidates, each corresponding
to a particular set of optimal parameters. This
being the case, the particular minimum and associ
ated parameters returned by the program are depen
dent on the values of the initial guesses given
for the parameters, i.e., in X2 country, which
minimum you encounter first will depend on where
you begin looking. This situation normally pre
sents no difficulty however, as the correctness
of a minimum is readily seen in an on-line log-log
plot of observed vs. predicted drawdowns and in
the values of the parameters returned. For cor
rect order-of-magnitude initial guesses, using
reasonably good data, the proper minimum is usually
achieved. The final selec~ion of fitted parameter
values should be based on a comparison of several
computer runs each of which considers different
effects (with skin, without skin, etc.) and each
of which are judged to have returned proper minimum
X2 values. The final set of reservoir parameter
values should be then taken from the computer run
having the smallest X2 value.

To date we recognize two well test situations
for which a reliable set of reservoir values is
impossible to obtain by the least-squares method.
These are: 1) a single production well with a
nominal well bore radius whose observed in-well
pressure changes are to be analyzed for kh, ¢ch,
and skin; and 2) an interference test with one
production well for which the observation well
data are to be analyzed for kh, ¢ch, and r., the
distance to a leaky boundary. The root ca~se of
difficulty in both cases is that two of the three
parameters interact in such a way as to permit
nearly identical X2 minimum values to be returned
for differently-valued parameter pairs. This does
not mean, however, that it is not possible to ana
lyze for skin or for a leaky boundary. We anticipate
these analyses may be performed with no difficulty
provided that the observed data reflect the effects
of more than one production well, and that the ana
lysis properly accounts for all production wells'
effect. It is well to note here that the field
application of the program was successful for the
RRGE 3 well test because of the well's unique
three-leg character (large effective radius).

Estimated Valueso
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calculated
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B. Interference Test between Wells 31 1 and
38-30, East Mesa, California

Figure 8. Production Test on Well RRGE 3,
Raft River Valley, Idaho; Computer Assisted
Match of Calculated and Observed Drawdowns;
0-+ 328 Hours. C=lO gal/psi; s=-2.4.

100

10 I-

During this test, Well 31-1 was produced at
a flow rate of about 130 gpm for about 237 hours
and pressure drawdowns were observed in Well 38-30
about 1250 feet away. In this case the observed
data was matched against calculated data generated
with three parameters, Xl, X2, X3, the last one
being included to take into account boundary ef
fects. The computer aided fit, Figure 9, indica
tes kh = 36,800 md-feet, ¢ch = 2.lxlO- 3feet/psi
and the possible presence of a barrier boundary
which is effectively equivalent to an image well
at a distance of ri = 3000 feet from the observa
tion well. The observed data, when analyzed by
the graphical curve-matching technique, indicated
kh 29,500 md-feet, ¢ch = 2.1 x 10- 3 feet/psi and
r i = 3000 feet.

.,.j

Ul
0.

p,
<J

36,800 md-feet
2.1 x 10-3 ft/ ps i
3,000 feet

VI. Future Work

.1

Time in Minutes

Figure 9. Interference Tests Between Wells 31-1
and 38-30, East Mesa, California; Computer
Assisted Match of Calculated and Observed
Drawdowns.

We are currently extending this method of
analysis to handle variable flow from a vertical
fracture intersecting the well bore, and to ac
count for nonstatic background pres~ure. The
analysis of many production wells in the presence
of a linear boundary has not been implemented as
yet, but this presents no difficulty as it merely
requires slight modification of the existing pro
gram structure. We also hope to extend the method
to simultaneously analyze data from two or more
observation wells in the presence of two or more
production wells.
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Conclusions

We have demonstrated the feasibility of con
veniently analyzing complicated well test situations
by use of the digital computer. Much greater flexi
bility of well test design can now be accomodated
and well test data previously through to be of lit
tle value may in some cases be utilized, Further
more, the availability of portable, telephone cou
pled computer terminals makes such a computer assis
ted method practical in on-site field applications.
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Session Introduction

Special Problems

J. H. Howard

Earth Sciences Division

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

INTRODUCTION

This writing discusses six comments I want to make which pertain either to

the session for which I was chairman or to the subject of well testing in gen

eral.

The comments are on:

- The justification for well testing

- The geological reasonableness of the conclusions of any analysis

done of well-test data

- The non-unique but limited number of reasonable solutions for the

analysis of well-test data

- Progress on new analyses for boundary value problems of interest to

analysts of well-test data

- Development of instruments of use in acquiring well-test data

- The conceptualization of "rules" for describing mass, energy, and

reactants transport in essentially non-porous, fractured media

The following paragraphs elaborate on these comments.

JUSTIFICATION OF WELL TESTING

There was little indication at the well testing symposium that anyone was

especially concerned with the question of whether or not a well should be tested.

The responsibility of a well tester should, however, include determination of an

swers to questions as: "Why should this well be tested?"; "What chance have I of

obtaining data that will influence future decisions regarding exploitation of the

resource of interest?"; "What risks do I run as I undertake to obtain data from a

given well?"

In some instances (e.g., within a geopressured section of hole), there may be

substantial risk in losing the hole because of running the test. In some instances

(e.g., a southeast Asia offshore rig) the cost of time during testing may be impres

sively high. In some instances (e.g., an in-filling well in a reservoir having good

subsurface control) practically no useful additional value may be obtained from well

testing. Value of information, risk, and costs need be compared.
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GEOLOGICAL REASONABLENESS OF SOLUTION

Regardless of the elegance of a mathematical analysis of well-test data, or

its internal consistency, the physical reasonableness of the conclusion toward

which the analyst is led should be considered. It is not reasonable, for instance,

for one to conclude that a 20 meter interval produces, as indicated by test data,

from a 17 meter horizontal fracture. Geologic constraints on the solution must

be considered and alternative solutions sought if the conclusion is geologically

unreasonable.

NON-UNIQUE BUT LIMITED NUMBER OF SOLUTIONS

It appears that in view of the scatter of data and in view of the variety of

boundary and internal conditions that can lead to almost the same pressure-time

signature that well test analysts should pay more attention to the different situ

ations that could explain their data. As in geology, there is need for multiple

working hypotheses. Distinction and selection among possible choices can be made

based perhaps on independently acquired geologic data or on additional testing

under somewhat different circumstances.

There also appears to be a need for the cataloging of situations which lead

to similar pressure-time behavior so that analysts can know quickly what alterna

tives can yield almost the same result. How many variations on fracture width,

height, length, and numbers can produce the same "answer"? Can any highly perme

able, porous formation produce the same pressure-time data as a fracture-dominated

reservoir?

NEW ANALYSES OF BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS

The talent available for mathematical analyses of new boundary value problems

and/or available for computer-assisted solutions was very impressive. One gets the

impression that almost no solution is intractable. As suggested in the previous

paragraph, the problem in well-test analysis may soon become one of fully appreci

ating all the solutions that can yield a similar result--and then selecting among

them.

DEVELOPMENT OF INSTRUMENTS

The development of new instruments for collection of data by well-test ana

lysts has, as many at the symposium noted, been most impressive. Probably new

extensions to well-testing capability could be realized if one assumed the availa

bility in the future of high sensitivity temperature recording downhole operation

and of improved flow meters. I suggest that the atmosphere for instrument develop

ment is such that new analysis might be directed at problems for which data are not

now available.
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"RULES" FOR MASS ENERGY AND REACTANTS TRANSPORT IN ESSENTIALLY NON-POROUS

FRACTURED MEDIA

The conceptualization of flow in fractured media leaves me uneasy, although

I am unable to argue on an entirely rational basis for my uneasiness. Based on

geologic observations I suggest, however, that much more needs to be done on an

alyzing pressure-time behavior of a media in which flow occurs from a network of

fractures connected in dendritic form with each branch having its own flow character

istic. What branch throttles the system? How many reasonable dendritic patterns are

there? (The analysis of river flow during cloud bursts may offer a useful insight

to this problem.) I also suggest that experiments be conducted to verify the reli

ability of darcy flow in very small aperture fractures (micron range) when three

phases are present (steam, water, rock; air, water, rock). I would like to see

evidence supporting choice of a mass transport--pressure gradient function in very

low permeability fractured rocks. I am not aware that such confirmation exists.
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TRANSIENT FLOW IN TIGHT FRACTURES

J. S. Y. Wang, T. N. Narasimhan, C. F. Tsang, P. A. Witherspoon

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California

Berkeley, California 94720

ABSTRACT

Methods are developed to analyze packer-test
data from a well intersected by one or more tight
fractures. In a geological formation such as gra
nite in which fractures are the main conduits of
water, the permeability of fractures to the move
ment of water is an important consideration in
deciding the suitability of a site for radioactive
waste storage. In a packer test, a pressure pulse
is applied to water sealed between two packers and
the pressure decay in the wellbore is monitored.
When the well intersects fractures, the pressure
decline is due to the flow into the fractures. In
this study, the diffusivity equation governing the
transient flow in the fracture is solved and the
boundary conditions at the wellbore-fracture inter
face are discussed. Analytic and numerical solutions
are given for geometrical arrangements of single in
finite fractures, single finite fractures, multiple
identical fractures, two fractures in series, and
two fractures in parallel. "Short-time" pressure
decay tests can be effectively used to estimate the
fracture aperture. Further information about the
continuity and connectivity of the fracture system
requires "long-time" tests.

I. INTRODUCTION

A test hole several inches in diameter provides
direct access to study the formation during site ex
ploration. The challenge of using well-testing me
thods for,in-situ study of the fracture system is
similar to the challenge faced by a reservoir engi
neer trying to make reliable estimations of the reser
voir properties from the data at wells penetrating a
permeable formation. There is, however, a difference
in the test conditions. Most well testing to study
reservoirs monitors the effects of given flow rates
from the wellbore. The transient pressure behavior
is recorded during, or immediately after, the injec
tion or withdrawal of massive quantities of fluid or
gas from the well. Maintaining a flow is not usually
a problem when the well penetrates an aquifer, or a
petroleum or geothermal reservoir containing large
amounts of easily-removable liquid or gas. HOwever,
when the well is located in an almost impermeable
rock formation, the flow rate from or to the forma
tion at the wellbore will be very low and difficult
to measure. Therefore, to study tight fractures in
deep crystalline rock masses, it is desirable to test
the well without maintaining a flow.

Pulse packer test i ng:

Figure 1. Schematics of a we11bore intersecting a
fracture.

In a pulse-packer test (Figure 1), a sectionof
the well is sealed between two impermeable packers.
In a fully-saturated zone underground, the wellbore
space between the packers is filled with water at
ambient pressure. At some initial time, t =0, an

Spent fuel of a nuclear reactor or waste cre
ated by fuel reprocessing contains fission products
and long-lived transuranic elements. These wastes
must be isolated until the radioactive isotopes have
decayed to insignificant levels. We are investi
gating whether long-term isolation of high level
radioactive wastes can be achieved by storage in a
deep continental geologic formation. The hydrogeo
logic condition of the formations is one of the most
important considerations. If radionuclides move from
the storage site to the earth's surface, it will be
mainly through groundwater transport.

Groundwater flow in most hard rock formations
is primarily through fractures. A crystalline rock
such as granite has very low intrinsic permeability,
less than one microdarcyl. Even for a tight frac
ture with an aperture of the order of one micron,
existing possibly at depths of one to two kilometers,
the permeability of the fracture is a million times
larger than that of granite. Thus, water intrusion
and leakage at a waste storage site will be mainly
through fractures. To estimate the rate of possible
spread of the waste, it is important to .have reliable
measurements of the aperture size and the connectivity
of the underground fracture network.

rw = 0.04 m

Ow= 2 m

2b= IfLm~ 10fLm

T
I
Ow
I
~

1-1

rw
~----------~

rF
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II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

where the dimensionless parameter, a, is introduced:

The fundamental equation of transient water
motion is the mass conservation equations:

(3)

(1)

(2)

(4)

(5)(= 2~:b) ).

dp
-PwUw(t)LWF • (2b) = Vw d:

a _

J ->- ->- D J- pu' n dA = - pdV.
A Dt V

From the definition of the compressibility, S,
the density change can be expressed as the pressure
change:

dpw dpw dpw dPw
dt = dP dt = SPw dt

w

The change of water mass within a volume is deter
mined by the flow across the surface. For the case
of a single tight fracture intersecting the well
bore, the mass conservation equation for the well
bore volume is simply

The effect of multiple identical fractures inter
secting the wellbore and the effect of the orienta
tion of the fractures are discussed with simple
scaling arguments. To study the effect of fracture
connectivity, the pressure change of a finite frac
ture in series or parallel to an infinite fracture
are calculated. Finally, the pressure changes in
the fracture away from the wellbore are discussed.
The assumptions and results of this study are summa
rized in the last section. Definitions of symbols
are defined in the section on nomenclature.

(the density is approximated as uniform throughout
the wellbore). This assumes that rock material is
impermeable and that the water leaving the wellbore
flows into the fracture only. uw(t) is the flow
velocity at the wellbore-fracture intersection.
The wellbore-fracture contact length, LwF' is equal
to the circumference 2nrw for a single fracture in
tersecting the well normally (Figure 1). LwF times
the aperture, 2b, is the wellbore-fracture contact
area. The volume Vw is nrwzDw for an ideal well
bore between the packers. The notations, ~F and
Vw, are retained for general cases.

(S =~ ~~) .
From equations (2) and (3), the flow velocity

V dP r dPw w w w
uw(t) = - =-L

w
-

F
---c(:::2:C-b :-") Sdt = - -ex dt '

a is proportional to the ratio of the well-bore
fracture contact area to the wellbore volume. It
represents the leaking capacity of the wellbore
water. For the simple geometry of Figure 1, a is
simply twice the geometric ratio of the aperture,
2b, to the packer separation, Ow (the parenthetic

additional pressure increase is applied by a slight
squeeze of the sealed water. If the wellbore be
tween the packers intersects fractures, the pres
sure will decrease toward the ambient pressure as
water flows from the bore into the fractures.
Since water is viscous, the smaller the fracture
aperture, the larger the resistance to flow or the
slower the pressure decline. By measuring pressure
change as a function of time the fracture properties
can be analyzed. Early in the test the pressure
change depends mainly on the near-wellbore fracture
resistance. By analyzing this "short-time" data,
fracture aperture can be estimated. Later, the
fracture geometry will affect pressure change. Thus
the "long-time" data contains further information
about the continuity and connectivity of the frac
ture system.

In the present study, changes of pressure as a
function of time are calculated. The geometrical
dimensions of the wellbore shown in Figure 1 are
used when the results are expressed in real time.
A wellbore of these dimensions is useful to study
fractures with apertures in the micron range.
Scaling to different dimensions will be discussed.
The calculated pressure decay at the wellbore is
shown in Figure 2 for intersecting fractures of
Ivrn and lOvrn apertures. The results show that when
the fracture aperture changes by one order of magni
tude, the decay time changes by almost three orders
of magnitude. This dependence, together with the
governing equations and boundary conditions of the
transient flow from the wellbore to the fractures
are discussed in Section II. Dimensionless quanti
ties useful for scaling are described. The deriva
tion of the analytic expressions of the pressure
changes are given in the appendix. In Section III,
the curves of infinite and finite fractures with no
flow or constant-pressure fracture-boundary condi
tions are given. Based on early-time behavior, a
simple relationship between the aperture and the
observed time of a given pressure drop is derived.

The driving mechanism for the wellbore water
flowing into the fractures is the compressibility
of the water. Since there is no production or in
jection to induce pressure change in the pulse
packer test, the pressure decline is solely due to
this compressibility-wellbore storage effect. In
the conventional reservoir study, wellbore storage
effectZ- 4 is regarded as a distortion which masks
the early-time line-source response of the data.
Log-log plots are used to diagnose the well beha
vior and to identify the start of the semi-log
straight line from which the reservoir properties
are then deduced. For a producing reservoir well,
penetrating a permeable sandy formation, the effec
tive wellbore volume is usually an unknown parameter
due to wellbore damage. The early-time data cannot
effectively be used to deduce both the wellbore con
dition and reservoir properties. On the other hand,
for a well located in a hard rock formation the well
bore space between the packers will have a regular
shape, and the volume between the packers can be
easily measured. With the knowledge of the wellbore
volume, early-time data may be used with more con
fidence to estimate the formation properties such
as fracture aperture.
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statement in equation (5». Typically for Ow in
meters and 2b in the micron range, a is a small
parameter.

For low fluid velocities (laminar flow) or
fluids with high viscosities, the flow velocity
averaged over the aperture between two smooth
walled plates is:

This dimensionless time is proportional to (2b)3
instead of (2b)z. As noted in Figure 2, the pres
sure decay times are almost scaled as (2b)-3. Thus
for this boundary condition, dimensionless time t DF
is more appropriate for scaling than the differential
equation dimensionless time tD. The boundary condi
tion at the wellbore-fracture interface dominates
the transient pressure change at the wellbore.

+
u (6)

Equation (6) is analogous to Darcy's law. This de
pendence of the permeability, k, on the aperture
(parallel plate model of fracture) has been shown
to be a good approximation for fracture flow in
smal1 6 and large 7 ,8 rock samples.

with

k = (2b)z
12 . (7)

0.5
0...2

The governing equation for the transient flow
in the fracture is the diffusivity equation for P (i:", t) .
When expressed in radial coordinates it is

dZp 1 dP 1 dP
3"r + ;dr K dt (8)

with tD the familiar dimensionless time of the dif
fusivity equation 9

(9)

PNI =0
r=r F

0.0
I 10 103 104 106

t (sec)

(10)

(11)

dP
dt

D

terms of dimensionless radius
(8) can be rewritten as

t =----.":..-t
D r 2

w

k
K = 6].1

By expressing r in
rD = r/rw' equation

dZp 1 dP
dr

D
2 + r

D
dr

D

with

t
D

is proportional to (2b)z. XBl779-2377A

at the wellbore radius,
flow velocities

or equivalently, with p(rw' t) =Pw(t),
It is' interesting to compare this zero-flow

rate, closed, transient boundary condition with the
more-familiar conditions of an open-flowing well.
The obvious difference is that equations (12) and
(14) have no source or sink term of a given flow
rate. By identifying a with the inverse of the di
mensionles.s wellbore storage constant e (a = lie and
t DF = tD/e), equation (13) or (14) is the analog of
wellbore storage without skin effect boundary condi
tion of a flowing well (see equation (6) of refer
ence 4). For a flowing well, the wellbore storage
effect dominates the transient behavior at early
times. If one replots the type curves of short-time

Figure 2(a), (b). Normalized pressure decay at a
wellbore intersected by a single fracture of aper
ture 2b and fracture-wellbore volume ratio VF/Vw.
The fracture boundaries at radius r F are either
closed (zero pressure gradient in (a)) or open
(zero pressure in (b)). a is the dimensionless
leaking capacity. Solid lines = analytic solutions.
Dots = numerical results.

(15)

(14)

(13)

(12)

and (6),

r dP
w w

--a 6"dt

u •
w

dP dP
ataK

dr
= r wdt r = r •

w

In terms of r D, equation (13) becomes

dP dP
at r

D
= 1dr

D
= dtDF

with

t
DF

atD
~t ( = ~F (2b) 3 t )
r Z 12r

w
vw6].1w

With equations (4)

- ~ ~~Ir= r
w

The boundary condition
r = r w' is the continuity of

ul r= r
w
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solutions with wellbore storage (Figure 2 of refer
ence 4) in terms of t DF = tD/e instead of tD' it is
obvious that the type curves for different e will
fallon top of each other. Thus tDF is more inter
esting for scaling the early-time behavior. For the
packer well transient problem, wellbore storage is
the only driving mechanism. Thus scaling with t DF
is applicable over the whole time range.

diffusivity equation with infinite flow region are
typically in the form of an integral from 0 to 00

For the case of a finite fracture closed at
radius r F , no flow passes through the external frac-'
ture boundary. The pressure transient is in the
form of an infinity series (see appendix, equations
(A20) and (A25))

III. RESULTS

For a given r, the argument r in P is usually drop
ped and the symbol PN(t) is used, as in the figures.

OP is the applied pressure pulse. Since the differ
ential equation and the boundary conditions are li
near in P, it is convenient to define the normalized
pressure 9

(19)

(20)

v 00

P(O)v :v + p(O) L (Res) exp(-KB Zt)
w F n=l n n

pet) = P(O) L (Res) exp(-KB Zt).
m=l m m

00

pet)

The leading term is a manifestation of the volume
effect. The initial pressure build-up p(O) within
the wellbore volume Vw is distributed evenly over
the sum of Vw and the fracture volume VF as t ->- 00

If the external boundary of the finite frac
ture is maintained at the ambient pressure, the
pressure function is also a series but without the
volume term (see appendix, equations (A27) , (A28)).

The pressure declines at the wellbore for in
finite and finite fractures with 10~m and l~m aper
tures are plotted in Figure 2. The solid lines are
solutions calculated with equations (18)-(20). The
dots are numerical solutions using the program
TRUST 10 . The finite fractures with no-flow bounda
ries decay more slowly than the infinite fracture.
The finite-volume effect at long-time is evident.
For the finite fractures with constant pressure
boundary the declines are slightly faster than the
infinite fractures. For a 10~m fracture, the pres
sure changes occur within several minutes. For a
l~ fracture, it takes almost an hour before an
appreciable pressure change is noted and several
days to complete the pressure decline. By monitor
ing the pressure change, the fracture aperture can
be sensitively estimated. The finite fracture
boundary effect has no influence on the early pres
sures and all curves of a given aperture tend to
coincide.

To explore the early-time behavior and the
scaling of different apertures, log-log type curves
of the pressure drop l-PN(t) versus the dimension
less time tDF are plotted in Figure 3 for the 10~

and l~ fracture. Over the range of tDF plotted,
the two sets of curves are very similar. If the
set of 10~Ul curves is shifted slightly to the right,
it will almost coincide with the l~m curves. The
slight shift indicates that PN(t) depends not only
on tDF but also weakly depends on the parameter a
over this range of t DF values. This is more evi
dent in the type curves on Figure 4 with a ranging
from 10- 3 to 10- 8

• The slopes for different a at
early-time are slightly different. By plotting
measured pressure drop versus real time on a log
log paper with the same log-cycle, and shifting the
data with axes remaining parallel to Figure 4 to
fit the type curves, a and aK (from tDF) can be de
duced separately from the best fit.

(17)

(16)

(18)

a single fracture sheet
and is intersected by the

The pressure at r = r w

P (r, t)
P (r ,0)·

w

for r = r
w

for r> r
w

fOO (Ktu
Z

) du
exp - rr ul1 (u)

° w

Per, t)
-o-P-

pet) = 4ap~0)
1T

lOP
P (r, 0) = I 0

l1(u) = [uJu(u) -aJl(U)]z+ [uYo(u) -CY-Yl(U)]z.

In addition to the difference in regard to the
presence or absence of source terms in the two pro
blems, the initial conditions are also different.
For an open well, both the wellbore pressure and
the formation pressure are assumed equal to some
initial pressure at t = 0 in deriving solutions. For
the packer well, the wellbore pressure is different
from the fracture pressure at t = O. When a slight
squeeze (pressure pulse) is applied to the sealed
water in the wellbore with almost impermeable walls,
the pressure build-up in the wellbore is very fast
because of the small compressibility of the water.
Due to the resistance to flow in the fracture, the
pressure at the fracture is still at the ambient
pressure at t = O. By setting the ambient pressure
as zero pressure, the initial condition is

with

Transient pressure changes are calculated for
several geometrical arrangements of single and mul
tiple fractures intersecting the wellbore. Analytic
and numerical methods are used to solve the diffusi
vity equation. The numerical code is the "TRUST"
program developed at Lawrence Berkeley LaboratorylO.
The analytic method using the Laplace transformation
procedure Z

,9 is given in detail in the appendix.
Results are discussed in this section.

A. Single fracture

The simplest case is
which extends to infinite
wellbore perpendicularly.
(see appendix) is

This expression has been derived and calculated in the
analogous heat conduction problem9 and in the analy
sis of the slug test11,lZ. The solutions of the

To estimate the aperture directly from the
pressure-drop time, one may use the approximate
scaling with tDP' the insensitivity of early-time
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data to the fracture boundary condition, and the
model relation k = (2b) 2/12 . For different aperture,
the time required for the pressure decline to a
given value differs. In Figure 5, the aperture is
plotted against the time required for the pressure
to reach 0.95, 0.90, or 0.85 of the initial value.
For lower PN, the effect of finite fracture boun
dary leads to larger uncertainty in the required
time. The set of curves for the infinite fracture
can be fitted (with least square equal to 0.002 for
a ranging from 10- 3 to 10- 8 ) to straight lines of
the form

log [2b (WO)] = -0.32 log [t (sec)] + C (21)

with C= 1.09, 1.20, 1.27 for PN= 0.95, 0.9, 0.85,
respectively. For wellbore dimensions other than
those of Figure 1, or for fluids with different vis
cosities and compressibilities, equation (21) can
be generalized with the substitution

(

rw (m) (8)1) (sec) \ 1 Dw(m)
C -r C+0.32 2 log 0.04 +lOg4.177X10-13j+310g-2--

(22)

Equations (21) and (22) can be used for a
quick estimation of the apertures, 2b, before fit
ting the data with type curves of Figure 4.
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Figure 3(a), (b). Type curves of wellbore pres
sure changes due to IO)Jm (a) and 1)Jm (b) fractures.
The pressure change at small dimensionless time tDF
is insensitive to the different fracture volumes
and fracture boundary conditions.

In addition to the semi-log plot (PN(t) - log t
of Figure 2) and the log-log plot (log[l-PN(t)] 
log t of Figure 3), another informative plot of
log ([PN(t) - PN(00)] / [1 - PN (00) ]) is shown in Figure 6.
PN(oo) is the volume effect term of equation (19)
for the no-flow finite fracture and is zero for
other cases. This type of plotting may be useful
for laboratory study with knowledge of the fracture
volume and boundaries or for diagnosis of long-time
field data when the finite volume effect with non
zero PN(oo) is evident. The approximate straight
lines of Figure 6 reflect the exponential decay na
ture associated with diffusive flow. For small
fractures one exponential term of the series solu
tion (equation (19)) is sufficient to describe the
pressure decline. The dominant exponential is the
term with the smallest K8n

2
• As the fracture vol

ume increases, more exponential terms contribute

Figure 4(a), (b). Type curves of wellbore pressure
change. The slopes of the straight line portion at
small dimensionless time t DF is weakly dependent on
the dimensionless leaking capaci ty a. and is insen
sitive to the fracture volume (infinite in (a) and
fini te in (b)).
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to the series. With infinite fracture volume the
solution is then in the form of an integral instead
of a series.

0.5--

0.2·····

10 6

n-fracture curves are very similar in shape to the
one-fracture curve. In principle one can distin
guish whether a measured pressure change is due to
n-fractures or l-fracture by careful type-curve
fitting, using Figure 4. From the independently
determined fitted values of na and k, n can be de
termined after relating both a and k to 2b (equa
tions (5) and (7)). However, due to the similarity
in the shape of the type-curves (weak dependence
on a) it is very likely that the pressure decline
due to n-fractures is misinterpreted as a single
fracture decay. For example, the 10(1~) curve in
Figure 7 may be regarded as a (2.2~) curve. The
a~erture is thus overestimated by a factor of
n /3 (= 2.2 for n= 10). This n l/3 factor originates
from the approximate scaling of the pressure with
t DF which is proportional to nak, or n(2b)3 in this
case.
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Figure 5. The relation of the aperture 2b and the
time required for the pressure to decay to a given
fraction PN of the initial applied pressure. The
uncertainty due to finite fracture boundary is
shown by the shaded bands.

The single-fracture solutions, in particular
the infinite-fracture solution, can be used as
starting points for analyzing the pulse packer test.
Early in the test, a general complex fracture sys
tem intersecting the wellbore will behave like a
single infinite fracture with an effective conduc
tance ak and an effective leaking capacity a. In
general, a and k are two independent parameters.
k depends only on the intrinsic fracture properties
while a depends also on geometrical factors. Only
for a known fracture-wellbore arrangement can a and
k be interrelated. possible changes of a due to
geometry are discussed next.

B. Multiple Fractures and Tilted Fractures

ro
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Figure G(a), (b). Semi-log type curves of wellbore
pressure change normalized to the asymptotic pres
sure change due to lO~ (a) and l~ (b) fractures.

The natural fractures in rock formations are
usually in sets of parallel planes. When the packer
separation is larger than the average fracture spac
ing, the wellbore space between the packers may in
tersect several fractures. In this case, the com
pressed water will flow into several fractures si
multaneously, thus the pressure decline is faster
than that due to a single fracture. The solution
for n identical fractures can easily be obtained
by generalization of the solution for single frac
tures through the replacement of the parameter a by
na. The parameter a appears only in the boundary
condition at the wellbore radius. From the defini
tion of a in equation (5) it is clear that the n
fold increase in the wellbore-fracture contact is
equivalent to the n-fold increase in a.

The pressure declines for n identical infinite
fractures are plotted in Figure 7. The correspond
ing single-fracture cases are also plotted for com
parison. In the figures the notation n(2b)V IV is

F w
used to represent n fractures with aperture 2b and
fracture-wellbore volume ratio VF/Vw' For a given
2b, the n-fracture pressure decline rate is almost
n times faster than the one-fracture rate; but the
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Figure 8. One-third power of the ratio of the
wellbore-fracture contact length of a tilted frac
ture to the wellbore circumference as a function
of the tilting angle 8.

estimating the aperture is much more likely than
underestimating it in complicated geometry. Due to
the one-third power of scaling, the degree of over
estimation will not be serious in most situations.
It should be emphasized that overestimation of the
aperture is only a possibility. Careful type-curve
fitting may distinguish the complex geometrical
arrangements from the simple ones. In some cases
the long-time pressure behavior will also be useful
in the analysis.
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Figure 7(a), (b). Normalized pressure decay at a
wellbore intersected by n identical infinite frac
tures. The four curves in (a) have the same well
bore-fracture contact n (2b) = lOllm but different
multiplicity n and aperture 2b. The corresponding
single-fracture (n = 1) curves are in (b).

It is also likely to overestimate the aperture
of a tilted fracture. When the fracture plane
intersects the wellbore at an angle other than 90°,
the wellbore-fracture contact is an ellipse rather
than a circle and has a longer contact length.
Near the wellbore the flow pattern is also nearly
elliptic in nature. Thus, at early time the pres
sure decline at the wellbore will be mainly affected
by the increase of the contact length. Without
knowing that the fracture is tilted, the aperture
may be overestimated by the one-third power of the
ratio of the ellipse's perimeter to the circle's
circumference. In Figure 8 this overestimation
factcc is plotted as a function of the tilted angle.
The dC'iation from C,2 unity is not appreciable
over large ranges of angles. Flow patterns change
away from the wellbore and gravitational effects
will further complicate the picture.

Both these possibilities of overestimation are
due to the increase of the fracture-wellbore con
tact length above 2TIrw' since the circumference,
2TIrw' is the shortest contact length between the
wellbore and a fully intersected fracture, over-

C. Fractures in Series and in Parallel

In the above discussion, the early-time pres
sure decline has been emphasized for aperture esti
mation. At early times the pressure behavior is
mainly determined by the near-wellbore flow and is
insensitive to the fracture properties away from
the wellbore. At large times the fracture geometry
may profoundly affect the pressure changes. This
is obvious for the single finite fracture shown in
Figure 2. The deviations from the infinite-frac
ture curves due to no-flow or constant pressure
fracture boundaries can be used to analyze the
long-time pressure data. However there are more
complicated pressure patterns than the single de
cay associated with single fractures. In the fol
lowing, the less simple geometry of two fractures
of different aperture in series or parallel to
each other are considered (see the sketch in Fig
ure 9a, b). The analytic solutions to these two
fracture problems are given in the Appendix.

To demonstrate the effect of composite frac
tures on transient flow, the pressure declines due
to a l0t-trn finite fracture with VF!Vw= 1 in series
or parallel to an infinite fracture (VF!Vw = 00)
are plotted in Figure 9. For the in-series curves
in Figure 9a, the early-time pressure decline is
solely due to the finite fracture which intersects
the wellbore. The long-time behavior depends on
the aperture of the infinite-fracture. The smaller
the aperture the longer it takes for the pressure
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to decay to zero. The single-fracture solutions
with no-flow or constant pressure boundary condi
tion in Figure 2 are simply limiting cases of the
two-fractures-in-series solutions shown in Fig
ure 9a.

It is interesting to compare the in-series and
in-parallel curves of the same two fractures. The
in-parallel pressure decays faster at early time
due to the larger contact with the wellbore, at a
later time the pressure decay is slower. The slow
ing of the pressure decay at the later time reflects
the indirect connectivity of the two fractures in
parallel. These two fractures communicate through
the wellbore only, thus the compressed water, which
at early time flows into the large-aperture-finite
fracture has to flow back to the wellbore before
flowing to the small-aperture-fracture. The finite
resistance at the large-aperture fracture delays
the final decay. In Figure 9c the product of the
two single-fracture solutions are also plotted for
comparison. These "nonintersecting" curves repre
sent the approximation of decoupling of the tran
sient flow in the two fractures. From the compari
sons in Figures 9a, b, and c, it is clear that the
interaction between the two fractures is significant
at later time. In Figure lO this comparison is
summarized for one case. The dots are from numeri
cal calculations.

With both the finite and infinite fractures
intersecting the wellbore (in parallel, Fibure 9b),
the water will flow into both fractures and the
decay will be faster at early time. Between the
two fractures with unequal apertures the flow into
the fracture with the larger aperture will be fast
er and this large aperture will dominate the early
time pressure decline. If the fracture with the
larger aperture has finite volume, the flow direc
tion in this fracture will reverse at some later
time in order to further release the pressure
through the flow into the fracture with the smaller
aperture.

In series

----r1---=u= In parallel

~zO.5
0..:

o..Z 0.5
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Figure 9(a), (b), (c). Normalized pressure decay
at a wellbore intersected by a 10vm fracture with
finite volume VF/Vw"" 1 in series (a), or in paral
lel (b) with an aperture 2b fracture with infinite
volume. The product of single fracture solutions
are presented in (c) for comparison.

XBL179-2369

Figure 10. Normalized pressure decay at a well
bore intersected by a lOVm fracture with finite
volume VF/Vw= 1 in series (-) or in parallel (/)
with a 5vm fracture with infinite volume. The
single fracture solutions and their produce (x)
are shown for comparison. Solid lines - analytic
solutions. Dots = numerical results.
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D. Pressure Inside the Fracture

In this study, pressure solutions pertinent to
analyzing pulse packer tests are presented. This is
a zero-flow-rate well testing scheme which is a va
riant of the slug test. It is a sensitive method
for studying tight fractures in impermeable forma
tions. The emphasis of the analysis is on the pos
sibility of deducing fracture properties from the
pressure changes due to transient flow into the
fractures intersected by the wellbore. Some of the
assumptions used in deriving the solutions will be
discussed below.

IV. DISCUSSIONS

With only one well the wellbore is the only ob
servation point in the test. The results discussed
above are all on the pressure behavior at the well
bore. If several wells penetrate the fracture sys
tem, one can use an observation well to monitor the
effects of the pressure pulse at other pulse wells.
In Figure 11, the pressure changes at r= 1m, 10m,
and 100m from the pulse well are plotted for the
single-fracture cases. At a given r the pressure
will first rise from the initial ambient pressure
at early time and eventually approach the asymptotic
pressure value. If the fracture volume is large,
or r is far away from the fracture boundary, the
pressure will reach maximum before decaying to PN(oo).
The curves at different r in Figure 11 should be
compared with Figure 2a which are the corresponding
curves at the wellbore. As noted earlier, the pres
sure changes at the wellbore are very similar in
shape for different fracture apertures. Within the
fractures at r > r w the difference in pressure
changes are relatively more pronounced. The effect
of the pressure pulse dissipates faster for larger
aperture fractures. This accounts for the differ
ences in the peak pressure values between the two
fractures in Figure 11. These single-fracture re
sults at r > r w illustrate the possibility of in
creasing sensitivity in interference tests for stu
dying fracture properties.
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Figure 11(a), (bJ, (c). Normalized pressure
changes in the single fracture at distance r = 1m
(aJ, 10m (b), and 100m (cJ from the we11bore.
Solid lines = analytic solutions. Dots = numerical
results.

Fracture aperture, or equivalently, fracture
permeability is assumed to be independent of pres
sure. This should be a good approximation in deep
formations where the applied pressure pulse is much
less than the existing pressure in the fractures.
Extrapolation of the laboratory study7,8 of the
pressure-induced aperture change in the hypothetical
field condition of lOOOm in saturated granite shows
that the change in pressure of 20m of water will
change the aperture by less than one percent. Even
if the pressure range does induce aperture change,
the simple solution for rigid fracture applies.
The diffusivity equation is linear in pressure if
the permeability is pressure-independent and the
solutions are proportional to the applied pulse OP.
By measuring the pressure responses with different
oP's the nonlinear effect can be easily detected in
the differences of normalized pressure plots. Thus
repeat testing with different OP is desirable. The
test with the smallest oP should be run first to
avoid possible permanent aperture change in repeated
loading. With the development of high-precision
pressure guages it is now possible to make pressure
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measurements without applying large perturbing pres
sure pulses. Since the primary interest is to study
the intact fracture properties, the pressure pertur
bation should be minimized ·so long as the measure
ment accuracy is preserved.

Other parameters in the governing equations
are also assumed to be independent of pressure.
These include the fluid properties (~, S) and the
wellbore dimensions (rw' Dw)' The packer separa
tion, Dw' may change slightly with the pressure if
the packers are nonrigid. Laboratory studies of
the pressure response of the packers may be required
to isolate the packer effects.

The assumption of instantaneous pressure rise
at initial time is valid if the rise time of the
pulse is much shorter than the time required for
appreciable pressure change. For the l~ solutions
in Figure 2 this is not a problem. For the lO~

solution, the rise time should be shorter than one
second. The solutions presented in this study are
applicable to any aperture fracture or porous reser
voir as long as the assumption of instant pressure
rise is justified. For studying more permeable
fractures or formations one needs a larger wellbore
volume to delay the pressure decline. The time re
quired for a given pressure drop is approximately
proportional to the volume. In the slug test the
whole well (without the packers) is the effective
wellbore. The only limitation on the size of the
wellbore volume is the requirement of negligible
drag effect within the wellbore. The wellbore as a
whole is assumed to have uniform pressure in deriv
ing the solutions.

Immediately after the pressure pulse the pres
sure decline rate at the wellbore is very sensitive
to the transmissivity of the fractures which inter
sect the wellbore". The transmissivity can be rela
ted to the aperture by the cubic law. From the
single-fracture solutions a simple relation between
the aperture and the time required for a given pres
sure drop has been deduced (Equations (21), (22».
With these equations the data can be easily analyzed
for quick estimation of the aperture. Before the
test these equations can also be used to help design
the wellbore dimensions and packer separations, to
assess the effects of different fluid properties,
and to estimate the time required for a test.

The early-time pressure change depends not only
on the intrinsic transmissivity of the fractures but
also weakly on the geometrical factors of the well
bore-fracture contact. In principle, the intrinsic
transmissivity and the geometrical factors can be
determined separately by carefully fitting the data
with the solutions. The insensitivity of the shape
of the type curves on the multiplicity and orienta
tion of the fractures may introduce ambiguity in the
analysis of the data. Since the conventional down
hole televiewer cannot resolve dimensions in the
micron range, these aspects of fracture geometry
are difficult to obtain directly. without know
ledge of fracture spacing and orientation, and using
the single-fracture solutions to roughly analyse
the data, the geometrical factors will slightly
overestimate the aperture in most cases.

In addition to the aperture, other information
about the fracture network properties away from the
wellbore can be deduced from long-time pressure
data. The transient flow in the fracture is very
sensitive to the fracture boundaries. The width of
the fracture may vary away from the wellbore. The
effective aperture may increase at the intersection
with other fractures. If the aperture is smaller
at some distance from the wellbore, the flow will
be slowed down and the pressure decline at the well
bore will be slowed down. In a completely-closed
fracture, the pressure will not decay to the ambi
ent pressure but will approach a higher pressure
determined by the fracture volume. Thus the pre
sence of a closed boundary fracture can be easily
detected by long-time tests. On the other hand, if
the fracture opens, the resistance to flow decreases
and the pressure drop will be faster. In this case
the decline rate is mainly controlled by the small
near-wellbore aperture and trhe effect of aperture
opening is relatively more difficult to detect.
The small near-wellbore aperture could be caused by
clogging during drilling. Every effort should be
made to minimize wellbore damage to avoid the dis
connection of the wellbore with the intact fractures.

Depending on the packer separation, the sealed
wellbore may intersect more than one fracture and
the pressure decline rate will be determined by the
total transmissivity of the fractures. For frac
tures with identical aperture, the solutions can be
easily obtained by generalization of the single
fracture solutions. For fractures with different
aperture, the pressure changes are sensitive to
the relative size of the fracture volume. The
transient flows in different fractures can interact
either directly with each other or indirectly through
the wellbore. These multifracture effects have been
modeled by two fractures with different apertures in
series or in parallel with each other. The preli
minary results presented in this study demonstrate
the potential usage of the long-time data to deduce
the fracture network properties.

Single-well single-packer wellbore testing con
cepts can be easily applied to interference well
testing. The pressure pulse propagating into the
fractures will induce pressure changes at observa
tion wells or other packer-wellbores in the same
well. These changes, if observable, will be more
sensitive to the intrinsic fracture properties be
tween the pulse and observation wellbores. with
interference testing the transient flow is sensi
tive to the fracture boundaries and fracture con
nectivity in the formation, and the masking due to
near-wellbore properties can be reduced. Other
interference testing like simultaneous pulsing will
undoubtedly provide further information about the
fractures. In summary, pulse-packer transient well
testing can be developed into an effective method
for in-situ study of the fracture properties in
impermeable rock formations.
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APPENDIX

SOLUTIONS OP THE DIPPUSIVITY EQUATION

The diffusivity equation to be solved is:

d 2 p 1 dP 1 dP
dr 2- + rdr = Kat (8)

If P is singular at poles s = 0 and s = - KSn 2 (A9)
00

P(r, t) =P(O)(Res) +P(O) L (Res) exp(-KS 2t )
o n=l n n

The residues can be determined by

and initial condition:

~
prO) for r= r

P =
w at t = O.

0 for r>r
w

with boundary condition:

dPaK
dr

at r = r
w

(13)

(16)
(A)

(
qrwp(q, r) )

(Res)O l\(q) q = 0

= ( 2qrwp (q, r))
(Res) n qdll/dq q = is

n

SINGLE INPINITY PRACTURE

(AIO)

(All)

In terms of the Laplace transformation

The general solution of (A2) is the linear combina
tion of the zeroth order modified Bessel functions

where q2 = s/K. The initial condition and the boun
dary condition are combined

(A14)

(A12)

(AU)

P(q, r) = Ko (qr)

lI(q) = qrwKO (qrw) + aKj (qrw)'

x ) JO(u:w)[UYO(U) -aYItu)] 

Yo(u:w)[UJO(U) -aJItu)] r 1I~~)

00

2P(0) J ( Ktu
2

)P (r, t) = -11-- exp ---r-z
o w

with (A8),

The boundary condi~ion at r = 00 is P = O. Therefore
C2 = 0 in (AS) and P is of the form of (A6) with

(A3)

(AI)

(A2)

at r= r .
w

d 2p 1 dP__ + __ = q2p
dr 2 r dr

- J00 -stP(s)(r) = e P(r, t) dt,
o

the time dependence of the diffusivity equation is
removed:

with (A3), the coefficients Cj and C2 are related
by

By contour integration, the line integral in (A7)
may be replaced by_integrals along branch cuts or
around poles. If P is singular along s = 0 to s = - 00

(and the small circle around the origin gives zero),

(18)

(AI6)

(A17)

(AI8)

where (AIS)

lI(u) = IuJo(u) _CXJj(u)]2 + [uYo(u) -aYj(u)]2

By changing the variable from u to lav, the exponen
tial function in the integral is exp(-tDpv).

-CjqKj(qrp ) + C2qlj(qrp ) = 0

with (AS), P is of the form of (A6) with

P (q, r) = Ko (qr) I J(qrp ) + 10 (qr) KJ(qrp )

lI(q) qrw[Ko(qrw)IJ(qrp ) + 10 (qr)KJ(qrp )]+

with the boundary condition dP/dr = 0 at r = r p '

(B) PINITE PRACTURE WITH NO-PLOW PRACTURE BOUNDARY

The pressure at the wellbore in r < r
w

is the value of
(AU) with r = r .

w

P (t) = 4ap (0) J ex (_ Ktu2)~
11 2 p r 2 ull(u)

o w

The solution is an infinite series of the form (A9).
Using the limiting forms for small arguments of the
modified Bessel functions, the residue at s = 0 (AIO)
is:

(A6)

(AS)

(M)

r prO)
w
Kq

(A8)

(~) JdU
1I (q) qr + -iu

w

2p (0) J ~~ Ktu
2

) R-11-- exp - rz- x e
o w

Cj [qrwKO (qrw) + aKj (qr
w

)] +

C2 [qrwIO (qrw) - alj (qrw)]

P = CjKO (qr) + C2IO (qr) .

With an additional bound~ry condition at r> r , the
C's can be determined. P is typically of theWform

rwP (0) P(q, r)

P = Kqll (q)

The explicit expressions for P and 1I for the differ
ent cases will be described below. The solution is
then obtained by inverse Laplace transformation.

r
iOO + O+

1 st-
P(r,t)= 211i . e P(s)(r)ds (A7)

• -1 00 + 0+

P(r, t)
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(C) PINITE PRACTURE WITH CONSTANT PRESSURE
PRACTURE BOUNDARY

(A20)

Other roles are located at the zeros of ~(q) at
s = -KS 2 with S 's being the roots of

n n

v + vw p

with O.Sa = (2b)/Dw and Vp = TI(2b) (r/ - r
w

2).

with the boundary condition P = 0 at r = r p ' the ex

pressions for P and ~ are similar to (AI7) and (AI8)

with the replacements of 11 (qrp) + 10 (qrp ) and

Kl (qrp ) + -Ko (qrp)' There is no singularity at s = O.

(A26)(Res)O = 0

The onl¥ contributions are from the poles at
s = -K[3n with Sn the roots of

(AI9)

r~rp + o.sa(rp/rw - i~rp)

v
w

(Res)O

S r [Yo<S r )J1(S r p ) - Jo(S r )Yl(S r p )] -nw nw n nw n'

a[YdS r )JdS r ) - JdS r )Y 1 <S r )]
n wnw n w n P

To calculate the residues of (All) one needs

o

Snrw[Yo ([3nr)Jo ([3nr p) - J u ([3nrw)Yo ([3nr p)] 

a[YIW r lJo(S r p ) -Jd[3 r )Yo<S r )] = 0nw n nw nP

(A27)

The residues are:

(A21)
x[Yo <S r)Jo <S r p) - Jo (S r)Yo <S r )]

n n n n P

(Res)
n

(A28)
-S r Ju([3 r ) + aJ1(S r )

n wnw n w
Jo <Snrp)

I;; =

with

d~

dq = - r [qr K1 (qr ) + aKo (qr )] 11 (qr )
w w w w P

+ rw[qrwIl (qr)_ - alo (qrw) ]Kl (qr
F

)

+ rp[qrwKu (qrw) + aKl (qrw)]Io (qrp )

- rp[qrwlo(arw) - all(qrw)]Ko(qrp )

- 2aq-1 [Kl (qr
w

) 11 (qrp ) - 11 (qr
w

) Kl (qrp ) ]

Whenq=iS
n

, (~(q)=O),

qrwKO (qr
w

) + aKl (qrw)

Kl (qrp )

-qrwIO (qrw) + all (qrw)

11 (qrp )

The only difference between the expressions (A27) ,

(A28) and (A20), (A2S) is the interchange of

Jl (f3nrp) +7 Jo (Snrp) and Yo (Snrp) +7 Yl (f3nrp).

The pressure solution is given by (A9), (A26)-(A28).

1;;, say. (A22)

relations of K's and I's,with (A22) and the Wronskian
(A21) is simplified:

( d~) -Sn 2 rw 2 -

q dq q = is = -:..:--"---1;;-----

n

(A23) (D) PINITE PRACTURE IN SERIES WITH INPINITE
PRACTURE

The diffusivity equations are:Together with

[qrwp (q, r) J .
q= lSn

Q (A24)
TI" r
~2w[Yo<S r)JIW r p ) -JoW r)YdS r p)]'n n n n

I dPl
~at

I dP2
~8t

I dP1
~at

I dF2
K2 at for r p < r < 00

(A29)

(A30)

with

(A31)

(A32)

(A33)

(A34)

(A3S)

r
w

at r

at r

at r

at r

at t= 0
for r = r

w

for r> r
w

dP lr wat
dPz

a2K2~

The boundary conditions are:

The initial conditions are:(A2S)

x [Yo (S r)Jl <S r p ) - J u ([3 r)Yd[3 r p )]
n n n n

(Res)
n

The pressure solution is given by (A9) , (AI9) , (A20),
and (A2S).

the residues of (All) are:

TISnrwl;;
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The boundary conditions are:The Laplace transformation solutions of (A29) , (A30)
are:

PI CIKo (qlr) + Czlo(qlr) (A36)

Pz C3KO (qzr) + C4Iu (qzr) (A37)

where

s = Klqlz = KZqZz. (A38)

With (A34) , C4 = O. With (A32) , (A33) ,
Pz = 0

P
w

at r=r (A48)
w

at r= r (A49)w

at r= r
F

(ASO)

at r = 00 (ASI)

aZKzqzrFKl(qzrF)Ku(qlrF)] - Cz'

The wellbore boundary condition (A31) and the
initial condition (A3S) determine C3:

r P(O)
w

(AS2)

(AS4)

at t = 0
for r> r

w

for r = r
w

Pz

The initial conditions are:

where ql and qz are related by (A38). With (A49) ,

Cl Ko (qzrw)
- = - Cl'
C3 Ko (qlrw) II (qlrF) + Iu (qlrw)Kl (qlrF ) = .

(ASS)

The Laplace transformation solutions of (A46) and
(A47) satisfying (ASO) and (ASI) are:

PI Cl[ Ko (qlr)Il (qlrF) + 10 (qlr)Kl (qlr
F

)] (AS3)

The wellbore condition (A48) and the initial condi
tion (AS2) determine C3

(MO)

(A39)

(MI)

(M2)
[qlrwKu(qlrw) + alKl(qlrw)]Cl' +

[qlrwlo(qlrw) - alIl(qlrw)]CZ'.

1I (q)

(alKl)-l[alKlqlrFIl(qlrF)Ko(qzrF) +

aZKZqzrFKl(qzrF)Io(qlrF)] =Cl'

where

With (A39) - (MI) to (A36) ,

rwp(O)F(q, r)

Klqlll(q) (M3) where

r P(O)
w

(AS6)

(E) FINITE FRACTURE IN PARALLEL WITH INFINITE
FRACTURE

(AS7)

(AS8)

(A60)

(A59)

(A61)

(A62)

rwp(O)F(q, r)

Klqlll(q)

F(q, r) = Ko (qzr)

Pz

lI(q)

lI(q) = qr Ko (qr ) + (al + az)Kl (qr ).
w w w

where

where

alCl' [II (qlrw)Kl (qlrF) - Kl (qlrw) 11 (qlrF)]

with (ASS), (AS6)

rwp(O)F(q, r)

Klqlll(q)

The pressure solutions are of the form of (A4S) with
(AS7) , (A59) , (A61). The integrals are also handled
by subdividing into subintegrals between the S r IS

of (A20) or (A27) as discussed in Appendix (D)? w

It is interesting to note that in the special case
of Kl=K L , al=azandr

F
+ oo , (AS7) becomes

(M4)

(A4S)

P!tr, t)

where

F(q, r) = Cl'Ko(qlr) + CZ'IO(qlr).

The pressure solution is of the form of (A8)

x Re~(F~q(~~») . JdU
~ qlrw+ -lU

with (A42) and (A44). In the limit of Kz « Kl' the
integrand of (A4S) will be singular at u = 0 and the
u = Snrw of (A20). The two-fractures-in-series integral
solution will reduce to the one-fracture-no-flow series
solution of Appendix (B). Similarly in the limit of
KL » Kl' the solution will reduce to the one-fracture
constant-pressure series solution in Appendix (C).
In general, depending on the relative magnitude of
Kl and Kz, the integral of (A44) will have large va
lues in the proximity of u= 0 and u= Snrw of (A20)
or (A27). The strongly varying integral can be pro
perly integrated by subdividing the total integral
into subintegrals between the Snrw's.

The diffusivity equations are:

dzp 1 I dP 1 I dP 1

d;:-z + -r----ar K-;: ---at

for r < r < 00
w

(A62) is similar to (AI3) with al + az = 2a replacing
a. In this special case, the two-fracture-in-paral-

(A46) leI solution reduces to the n = 2 identical fracture
solution discussed in Section IV-B. The solution
for n identical fractures can be obtained by gene-

(A47) ralization of the solution of single fractures through
the replacement of the parameter a by na.
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Abstract

The pressure behavior of wells intercepting
fractures is of considerable interest to the
petroleum industry due to the large number of
wells that have been hydraulically fractured .to
improve well productivity. Hydraulic fracturing is
recognized as one of the'major developments in
petroleum production technology within the last
30 years. As a result of extensive research to
resolve differences between field results and
expectations based on analytical studies, a con
siderable body of knowledge on the performance of
fractured wells has been accumulated. This paper
is a bEief survey of the current level of under
standing of this aspect of pressure transient
analysis by petroleum engineers.

The topics considered here include the fol
lowing: (i) the effect of vertical, horizontal,
and inclined fractures on pressure behavior at the
well, (ii) the influence of fracture flow capacity
on pressure vs. time data, (iii) the effect of
wellbore storage and damage on pressure response,
(iv) the influence of closed (depletion or zero
recharge) or constant pressure (complete recharge)
boundaries. Both flowing and shut-in pressure
behaviors are discussed.

This survey also indicates some of the
problems that should be solved to improve our
understanding of fractured well behavior.

Introduction

Virtually every commercial oil and gas well
has been stimulated either at the start of pro
duction or during its productive life. The main
objective of well stimulation is to bring pro
ductive capacity to commercial levels. Initially
stimulation treatments consisted of acidizing
wells being produced from limestone reservoirs.
The first acid treatment job was performed on
February 11, 1932. By 1934 acidizing had become
an accepted practice for stimulating wells pro
ducing from intervals containing substantial
amounts of acid-soluble components in the reser
voir rock matter. 1 The acidizing process usually
consists of injecting hydrochloric acid (normally
15 percent by weight) along with surface active
agents and inhibitors (to protect casing and other
equipment) •

It was soon realized that pressure parting or
formation lifting also played an important part
in the ease with which the acidization is per
formed. 2 For example, at pressures below those
required to lift the overburden, very little
fluid could be injected; however, when the
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pressure became high enough to part or fracture
the formation, the injection rate could be raised
significantly with little or no additional increase
in pressure. Similar observations were made by
Dickey and Anderson 3 and Yuster and Ca1houn4 in
their studies of injection rates in water injection
wells. These authors concluded that formations
could be parted by excessive injection pressures.
Similar observations were reported by other inves
tigators studying the use of squeeze cementing. 5- 7

This process normally involves the injection of a
slurry into a porous formation.

The realization that formations could be
broken down or fractured during acidizing, squeeze
cementing, and water injection operations, served
as a precursor to hydraulic fracturing. }~draulic

fracturing was introduced to the petroleum indus
try in the Hugoton gas field in western Kansas.
This method of increasing well productivity was
conceived and patented by Farris of the Pan
American Petroleum Corporation,8 and has been
defined as "the process of creating a fracture or
fracture system in a porous medium by injecting
a fluid under pressure through a wellbore in order
to overcome native stresses and to cause material
failure of the porous medium. "9

The fluid used in hydraulic fracturing
depends on the physical and chemical nature of the
reservoir fluids and rock. Generally a proppant
(Ottawa sand, glass beads, nutshells, or plastic
particles) is also injected along with the fluid
since hydraulically formed fractures tend to heal,
that is, they lose their fluid carrying capacity
after the parting pressure is released. lO

Over the past twenty-eight years hydraulic
fracturing has served as an inexpensive way of
increasing the productive or injection capacity
of wells. The success of many marginal wells and
near-depleted fields can be directly attributed to
this procedure. It is estimated that over
500,000 wells have been hydraulically fractured.
The method has been used to accomplish four tasks:
(i) to overcome wellbore damage, (ii) to improve
well productivity by creating highly conductive
paths to the wellbore, (iii) to aid in fluid
injection operations and (iv) to assist in the
disposal of brines and industrial waste material.

The principal objective of this paper is to
provide a summary of the state of the art on the
pressure analysis of wells intercepted by frac
tures. It shall examine wells that are inten
tionally fractured as well as those that intersect
natural fractures. This paper is restricted only
to the examination of a single fracture existing
in a uniform, homogeneous porous formation; that
iS,naturally fractured reservoirs consisting of a



system of interconnected cracks or failure surfaces
coupled to a matrix of different porosity and per
meability in a random fashion are not examined.

This critique assumes that the reader is fami
liar with some of the developments in the petro
leum engineering literature. Three developments
which would be extremely useful for the reader to
understand in following the subject matter of this
paper are: (i) the concept of wellbore storage,
(ii) the infinitesimally thin skin concept, and
(iii) the pressure behavior of an unfractured well
(plane radial flow) producing at a constant rate
and located at the center of a square drainage
region with the outer boundary closed (depletion
or zero recharge) or at constant pressure (full
recharge). Details regarding all of the above
aspects are discussed in three monographs. Two of
these have been published by the Society of Pet
roleum Engineersll ,12 and another by the American
Gas Association. 13

Prior to considering various aspects of
fractured wells I shall enumerate the purposes of
pressure transient testing and also provide a
brief historical sketch of pressure transient
analysis. Only those papers which have a direct
bearing to this review are mentioned. This sketch
is intended to provide those in the audience not
familiar with the petroleum engineering-literature
some idea of the parallel developments that took
place in the ground water hydrology and petroleum
engineering literature pertaining to pressure
transient behavior in the 1940's and 1950's.

Objectives of Pressure Transient Analysis

It is well established in the petroleum indus
try that p~assure transient analysis is the most
powerful tool existing to enable an engineer to
determine the characteristics of a given reservoir,
and then prepare a long-range forecast of produc
tion performance.

Questions which a petroleum engineer normally
encounters include the following: (i) Is the low
productivity of a well due to 'low formation flow
capacity, to a low driving force for moving fluid
to the wellbore or to well damage? (ii) Is it
likely to be worthwhile to perform a stimulation
treatment? and (iii) was a stimulation treatment,
which was conducted to eliminate formation damage,
successful? Answers to the above questions can
enable an engineer to make decisions regarding
operating practices and/or stimulation programs.
Pressure transient tests can be used to provide
these answers.

Today pressure transient tests are used for
the following purposes: (i) A quantitative
estimate of the formation flow capacity (permea
bility - thickness product) of the volume drained
by a well, (ii) quantitative information on the
shape and size of the drainage volume, (iii) an
estimate of the mean or average reservoir pressure
(this is necessary for material balance calcula
tions), (iv) determination of reservoir hetero
geneity, and (v) diagnosis of the well condition
(whether the region near the sandface has been
damaged or plugged, or whether it has been

stimulated). It is not unusual to conduct a test
for the sole purpose of determining the well con
dition.

Pressure Transient Analysis:

A Brief Historical Review

One of the earliest measurem~nts of bottom
hole pressures was for the estimate of the average
or "static" reservoir pressure. This measurement
is useful in material balance calculations to
estimate the quantity of oil and/or gas in the
reservoir. To obtain it a producing well was
usually shut in for a period of 24 to 72 hours.
The measured pressure after this period was
assumed to be the static pressure. However, it
was soon realized that estimates of static pres
sure were dependent on the time for which a well
had been shut in and that the lower the permeabi
lity, the longer the time required for the well to
be shut in. This immediately led to the important
realization that the formation permeability can be
determined from a well test. To my best knowledge
the first determination of formation permeability
via this T~thod was presented by Moore, Schilthuis
and Hurst in 1933.

15In 1935, Theis presented a classic study
on pump testing of water wells and discussed the
analysis of pressure recovery data. Pressure
recovery data are known as pressure build-up data
in the petroleum engineering literature. The form
of graphing and analysis suggested by Theis
remains one of the basic techniques used in petro
leum engineering today. In 1951, Horner16 summar
izing the important contributions of the research
personnel of the Shell companies, presented the
same method of analysis. (It should be mentioned
that Horner and co-workers arrived at their
approach independently.) At approximately the
same time, Miller, Dyes and Hutchinson (MDH)17
presented an alternate method of analysis.
Although the methods of analysis of the Horner and
MDH procedures were different, both methods
reported that the formation permeability can be
determined from wellbore pressures. The relation
ship between these two methgds was shown only
recently by Ramey and Cobb. I8

In 1937, Muskat19 presented a method for
determining ultimate static pressure from pressure
transient data. This method is especially useful
in situations where early time data are unavail~

able or are dominated by wellbore storage effects.

Many studies appeared during the 1940's. Of
note in the ground water literature were the works
of Wenze120 , Cooper and Jacob 2l , and Jacob. 22
Jacob 23 was also the first to recommend semi-log
graphical analys~s for pressure draw-down data.
In 1946, Elkins 2 presented graphs for analysis
of interference test data. This information forms
the basis for analyzing many of the interference
tests conducted today. In,1949, van
Everdingen and Hurst 25 presented a study on the
application of Lap lace Transforms to transient flow
problems. Much of the work that has followed in
the petroleum engineering literature is a direct
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result of the van Everdingen-Hurst study.

All of the studies mentioned above concern
pressure behavior when the well is flowing at a
constant rate. Though studies of wells producing
at a constant wellbore pressure have been examined
(Hurst26 , Jacob and Lohman27 , van Everdingen and
Hurst 25 ) these solutions have not been used in
well test analysis,probably due to the fact that
it is not readily apparent how this condi-
tion would affect the important case of pressure
build-up after the well had been shut-in at the
sandface.

As mentioned earlier the results of two
studies by Horner16 and Miller, Dyes and Hutchin
son17 were presented in the early 1950's. These
two methods formed the backbone of pressure tran
sient analysis in the petroleum industry. As a
result of the success of the above studies in
describing pressure behavior of wells, a tremendous
wealth of information pertaining to pressure
behavior under a variety of conditions has been
accumulated. These included studies on the effect
of damage and stimulation (van Everdingen28 and
Hurst29)~ on the effect of partial penetration
(Hantush JO , Nisle3l , Burns 32 , and Prats 33)*, on
wellbore storage phenomena (Agarwal, Al-Hussainy
and Ramey 34 , Ramey 35 , Ramey and Agarwa136 , Ramey,
Agarwal and Martin37 , and Cooper, Bredehoeft and
Papadopulos 38) and on the effect of heterogen
eities. ll ,12 Most of these studies are summarized
in Refs. 11, 12, 13, and 39.

Flowing Pressure Behavior of Fractured Wells

With the advent of hydraulic fracturing as a
stimulation technique in low permeability reser
voirs, it soon became obvious that standard radial
flow solutions considered by earlier works were
inadequate for the analysis of fractured wells.
The main problem was that a fracture is a plane of
high conductivity extending into the formation for
some distance and the radial flow idealization did
not include this aspect.

Before proceeding further, a discussion of
the azimuthul orientation of fractures intercept
ing wellbores is warranted. Howard and Fast state
that the azimuthul orientation depends on whether
the porous medium acts as an elastic, brittle,
ductile or plastic material. 40 According to
Hubbert and Willis 4l , the general state of stress
underground is one in which the three principal
stresses are unequal and the plane of the hydrau
lic fracture would be perpendicular to the axis of
the least stress. In tectonically relaxed areas
the least stress is horizontal. Thus vertical
fractures would result. But if orogenic forces
are active, the direction of the least stress
could be vertical (in this case it would equal the
effective overburden stress) and could result in
horizontal fractures. This then implies that, at
least theoretically, the injection pressure dur
ing hydraulic fracturing must be equal to or
greater than the effective overburden pressure for

*This list only includes those of direct
consequence to this paper.

a horizontal fracture to result.

Today it is generally believed that hydraulic
fracturing normally results in a single vertical
fracture, the plane of which includes the well
bore. 42 But it is also agreed that if formations
are shallow then horizontal fractures can result.
The specific orientation of a fracture with res
pect to the vertical axis may be unidentifiable
if it is a naturally occurring fracture. However,
vertical fractures are by far the most common.
Thus, most of the attention in the literature
has been directed towards vertical fractures.

Much of the early work on fractured wells
concerned the study of steady state behavior
using potentiometric or analytical models
(Muskat 43 , Howard and Fast 44 , McGuire and
Sikora45 Prats46 , van Poollen, Tinsley and
Saunders 47 , Craft, Holden and Graves 48 , Dyes, Kemp
and Caudle49 , Tinsley, Williams, Tiner and
Malone50 ). Most of these papers were primarily
interested in the productivity increase that
would result due to a fracture treatment. Unfor
tunately, as shown in Fig. 1 the results are not
in agreement. 5l Here J act represents the produc-

tivity of the well following a fracture treatment,
J theo is the productivity prior to fracture

treatment, kf is the fracture permeability in md.,
and w is the fracture width in feet.

As far as pressure transient analysis is
concerned Dyes, Kemp and Caudle49 were the first
to investigate the effect of a vertical fracture
on the straight line that results on a Horner or
Miller-Dyes-Hutchinson graph. In the limited
number of cases they examined, they concluded that
fractures which extend over 15 percent of the
drainage radius alter the position and slope of
the straight line on the pressure build-up curve.
Others also studied the production response and
pressure behavior of a closed cylindrical reser
voir producing an incompressible46 or a slightly
compressible52 fluid through a single, vertical
fracture located at the center of the cylinder.
They found that the production rate decline
increases as the fracture length increases. Thus,
they suggested that lateral extent of the frac
ture can be determined from a comparison of the
production rate declines before and after frac
turing, or it can be determined from the rate
decline if the fluid and formation properties are
known. Prats 46 also found that if the ratio of
reservoir radius to fracture radius was greater
than two, then the production behavior of such a
fractured system can be represented by an equi
valent radial-flow system having an effective
well radius equal to one-fourth of the total
fracture length. (Muskat43 had arrived at a
similar conclusion earlier when he examined a
fractured well in an infinite reservoir.) In the
petroleum engineering literature this observation
is known as the "effective wellbore radius con
cept." Scott53 developed curves of wellbore
pressure versus time for a fractured well in a
closed circular reservoir using this concept.

Russell and Truitt54 , in a comprehensive
treatment of the subject, studied the pressure
behavior of infinite-conductivity fractured wells
in a square reservoir using a finite difference
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The Infinite-Conductivity Vertical Fracture in

a Closed Square Drainage Region

Gringarten, et al. 55 , have presented draw
down data for an infinite-conductivity vertically
fractured well located at the center of a closed
square drainage region and producing a slightly
compressible constant viscosity fluid at a con
stant rate (see Fig. 2). The solution for the
producing pressure in psi, PWf' at time, t,
expressed in hours is

model. An infinite-conductivity fracture implies
that there is no pressure drop along the fracture
plane at any instant in time. They considered a
homogeneous, isotropic reservoir in the form of a
closed square completely filled with a slightly
compressible liquid of constant viscosity. Pres
sure gradients were assumed to be small everywhe£e
and gravity effects were neglected. The plane of
the fracture was located symmetrically within the
reservoir and parallel to one of the sides of the
square boundary (Fig. 2). The fracture extended
throughout the vertical extent of the formation
and production at a constant rate was assumed to
come only through the fracture. Russell and
Truitt computed the pressure at the wellbore as a
function of time and fracture penetration ratio.
Here the term fracture penetration ratio will be
defined as the ratio xe/xf and will be used con-
sistently in all of the foll~ing. They demon
strated the effect of fracture length on the draw
down and build-up behavior of a vertically frac
tured well for a wide variety of conditions.

In 1974, Gringarten, Ramey and Raghavan55

found it necessary to re-examine the solutions
presented by Russell and Truitt as the Russell
Truitt study was not intended for short time
analysis. They examined the problem analytically
by the use of Green's functions 56 and the Newman57
product method. which had been discussed earlier by
Gringarten and Ramey.58 Gringarten,~ al., were
also the first to present a complete and compre
hensive view of the pressure behavior of an
infinite-conductivity vertical fracture. The
work of Gringarten, et al., will serve as a
starting point for our discussion.

kh )
141.2 qB~ (Pi - Pwf (1)

Here, p D (tD ,xe/xf) represents the dimension-w x
f

less wellbore pressure drop for a particular
fracture penetration ratio, x Ixf , and t D ise x

f
dimensionless time. The formation permeability
is denoted by kin md., the thickness by h in feet
the porosity by <1>, the system compressibility by ,
ct in psi-l and the initial pressure by Pi' The
flow rate is ~measured in Stock Tank Barrels/Day,
the formation volume factor is B, which is Reser
voir Barrels per Stock Tank Barrel, and the fluid
viscosity in cp is~. The distance from the cen
ter of the well to the external boundary is xe
feet, and the fracture length end-to-end is 2xf •

All equations here are expressed in oil field
engineering units. Figures 3 and 4 are graphs of
PwD vs. t

Dxf
for the system under examination on

log-log and semi-log coordinates. The fracture
penetration ratio, xe/xf, is the parameter of
interest.

Prior to considering pressure behavior in the
bounded system, let us for the present examine a
vertically fractured well in an infinite reservoi~

This corresponds to the xe/xf = 00 line on Figs. 3

and 4. Note that we are examining a fractured
well in an infinite reservoir and not an unfrac
tured well in an infinite reservoir. For an
infinite-conductivity fractured well in an infi
nite reservoir Gringarten, et al., have shown that
the wellbore pressure drop I; given by the follow
ing expression:

PWD(tDx ) = 1:~ (erf 0.134 + erfO.866 )
f

2 DX
f

r-- r--vtD vtDxx f f

_ 0.067 Ei (- 0.018) - 0.433 Ei (_ 0.750) (3)

~xf t Dxf

where erf (x) is the error function of x, and
-Ei (-x) is the exponential integral. 59 At large
values of time (tDx ~ 3) it can be shown that

f
Eq. (3) can be written as

where In tDx + 1. 100
f

(4)

0.000264kt

<l>Ct~X~

*In ground water hydrology PwD = 2TITs/(q~)
where s is the head draw-down and T is the trans-
missivity; dimensionless time t Dx Tt/(~Sx~)

f
where S is the storage coefficient.

where In refers to natural logarithms. The above
time limit of tDx = 3 was obtained empirically by

f
examining the xe/xf = 00 line on Fig. 4 and deter-

mining the time at which a straight line with a
slope of 1.l5l/log", starts. This may be done by

10
placing a triangle with the proper slope on Fig. 4
and checking the xe/xf = 00 curve for the start of

the straight line with the proper slope.

For small values of time (tDx ~ 0.016)
f
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(5)

Equation (5) contains two unknowns, k and
xf • But if k can be determined then xf can be
calculated from a Cartesian ~h of
~p = (Pi - Pwf) or Pwf vs. Itime, since Eq. (5)
indicates that

(10)

This early time period is generally referred to as
the linear flow period. As shown in Fig. 3 on
log-log coordinates this period is characterized
by a straight line of slope of 0.5. The reason
for this may be seen if the logarithm of each
side of Eq. 5 is considered. Taking these
logarithms we obtain

~p a: It

The relevant formula is

log [PWD (tDx )]
f

log lIT + 1 log t
2 DX

f
(6) (11)

Then the reason for the "half slope line" is
clear. Here the abbreviation "log" refers to
"logarithm to the base 10." The time limit of
t Dx = 0.016 was also obtained empirically. The

f
log-log graph was used for this purpose and the
end of the linear flow period was determined by
placing a triangle with the correct slope on
Fig. 3 and then searching for the end of the linear
flow period.

From a practical viewpoint Eq. (4) implies
that if data are obtained for a long enough per
iod, then the permeability-thickness product may
be calculated from the slope of the draw-down
curve. The equation to be used would be the well
known radial flow formula:

where m is the slope of the semi-log straight line
and m' is the slope of the straight line on
Cartesian coordinates in psi/Ihr. The above
represents the approach presented by Russell and
Truitt 54 and Clark. 60

Gringarten, et al., also proposed that log
log type curve matching (actually Ramey35
suggested this approach in 1970) be used to
calculate permeability and fracLure length. The
basis for the type curve matching procedure is
well-known. It will be repeated here only for
continuity. Taking the logarithm of both sides
of Eqs. (1) and (2\ respectivel~we have:

kh l62.6qB)l
m

(7)

log kh
141. 2 qB)l

Once the semi-log straight line has been
identified and Eq. (7) has been used to estimate
formation permeability the skin factor, s, can be
determined from the expression12

where m is the slope of the straight line portion
of the draw-down curve in psi/logo on semi-log
paper. It is important to note, however, that the
start of the semi-log straight line cannot be
determined a priori. This can be a problem in
analyzing pressure data by this approach.

(12)

(13)

+ log (p -p f)i w

log 0.000264 k + log t

<PCt)lX~
log t DX

f

If actual draw-down data are plotted as the log
arithm of the absolute difference between initial
pressure at the start of the test and pressure
after the rate change versus the logarithm of
time, the actual field data should be similar to a
log-log graph of PwD vs. t Dx • The difference

between the two graphs is onty a linear transla
tion of both coordinates, represented by the first
terms on the right-hand side of Eqs. (12) and
(13). If a proper match of the field curve with
the dimensionless curve is obtained then kh/)l can
be determined from the vertical displacement of
the horizontal axes and k/(<PCt)lX1) from the hori
zontal displacement of the vertical axes. Thus
the permeability-thickness product and fracture
half-length can be determined. The advantage of
the type curve matching procedure is that the
entire data obtained during a test can be used.

(8)

(9)

m

s = _-"k:.:;:h=--_
l41.2qB)l

s = 1.151 [ _

In Eq. (8), Plhr is the pressure on the correct

semi-log straight line at one hour or on the
extrapolation of the correct semi-log straight
line to one hour12 and rw is the wellbore radius in
feet. Note that the skin factor, s, is related to
the skin pressure drop, ~Pskin' by the expression:
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In addition it can be shown that the duration of
testing can be greatly reduced if this procedure is
followed.

At long times, t ~ 2, Eq. (14) maybe writtenDX
f

as

The pressure response shown in Figs. 3 and 5
. may also be displayed on a different type curve

as PwD vs. tDA where tDA is the dimensionless time

based on the drainage area, A, and is given by

On the basis of Eqs. (5) and (15), we can say
that Eqs. (7) and (11) can be used to calculate
formation permeability and fracture length,
respectively provided that the test is run for a
long enough period,

This expression is similar to that for an unfrac
tured well in an infinite reservoir. For small
times, t D ~ 0.16, Eq. (5) applies. The

x
f

time limits mentioned above were obtained along
the same lines as for the infinite-conductivity
case.

(15)

(16)

1 (In t + 2.80907)2 DX
f

0..000264kt
~ct\lA

P D (t
D

)w x
f

Figure 7 displays the same information as that
shown in Fig. 3 as PwD vs. t DA• It is convenient

for long time analysis when bends due to the outer
boundary become evident. As shown in Fig. 7, the
time for the start of pseudo-steady state is
approximately t DA of 0.12 for all xe/xf • Thus the

vertically-fractured well reaches pseudo-steady
state in about the same time as an unfractured
well,in a closed square. 6l Figure 5 may also be

Figures (5) and (6) are log-log and semi-log
graphs, respectively, for the pressure behavior at
a fractured well for the uniform-flux case.
Again three different flow periods can be charac
terized. A linear flow period occurs at early
times. This corresponds to a straight line with a
slope of one-half on log-log coordinates (Fig. 5).
After a period of transition, there is a pseudo
radial flow period corresponding to the semi-log
straight line (Fig. 6). After a second period
of transition, pseudo-steady state flow occurs,
which is characterized by an approximate unit slope
straight line on log-log coordinates. This flow
period results because fluid is produced at a
constant rate from a closed reservoir. Depending
upon xe/xf' one or more of these flow periods may
be missing: in the total fracture penetration case
(xe/xf = 1), for instance, the first transition
period and the pseudo-radial period do not appear,
whereas only the pseudo-radial period is missing
for values of xe/xf.between 1 and 3. Figures 3
and 5 can be used for type curve matching to
obtain estimates of formation permeability frac
ture length, and distance to a drainage limit. 55

(14)

During the course of their investigation on
infinite-conductivity vertical fractures, Grin
garten, et al., also arrived at another solution
called the "uniform-flux" solution. This solution
gave the appearance of a high, but not infinite,
conductivity fracture. Thus unlike the infinite
conductivity case the pressure varies along the
fracture length at any given instant in time.
Application of these solutions to field data
indicates that the uniform-flux solution matches
wells intersecting naturally occurring fractures
better than the infinite-conductivity solution.
On the other hand the infinite-conductivity solu
tion matches the pressure behavior of hydraulically
fractured weels better than does the uniform-flux
solution. More recent experience has indicated
that the uniform-flux solution matches injection
well pressure data, and wells that are acid
fractured much better than the infinite
conductivity solution. The exact nature of these
solutions will be discussed in the section on
finite-capacity fractures.

As already pointed out, the uniform-flux
solution is useful in analyzing data obtained from
wells intersecting natural fractures. For a well
in an infinite reservoir it can be shown that the
pressure drop at the wellbore is given by:

Square Drainage Region

The Uniform-Flux Vertical Fracture in a Closed

( _1_)_ 1:. Ei(- _1_ )
2~ 2 4tDDx xf

f

All of the above discussion pertains to a
fractured well in an infinite reservoir. Let us
now consider the effect of outer boundaries.
Returning to Fig. 3 we note that at early times
the solutions for the bounded case are identical
to that for a fractured well in an infinite reser
voir. They possess an initial period controlled
by linear flow to or from the vertical fracture
surface. During this period, pressure is a func
tion of the square root of time. On l@g-log
coordinates the pressure behavior during this
period is characterized by a straight line of
slope of 0.5. Following the linear flow period a
pseudo-radial flow period (slope = 1.15l/log
cycle on a semi-log graph) exists for fracture
penetration ratios, xe/Xf' greater than 5. The
pseudo-radial flow period begins at tDx = 3. This

f
can be demonstrated by plotting the graph of
PwD vs. tDx on semi-log coordinates (see Fig. 4).

f
Finally, all solutions reach pseudo-steady state
because fluid is produced at a constant rate from
a closed system}2 The advantages of identifying
the various flow regimes are discussed later
under "Some Practical Considerations." The time
limits mentioned above can also be used in the
design of field tests.
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u
displayed in a similar manner.

61
In 1968, Earlougher, et al., showed that

for an unfractured well in-a closed square the
time for onset of pseudo-steady state is greater
for the well point than for any other point in the
system. Thus pseudo-steady state flow at the well
guarantees that all points in the drainage area
are at pseudo-steady state. The same is also true
for a vertically fractured well in a closed square
drainage region. 62

Comparison of Infinite-Conductivity

and Uniform-Flux Solutions

Though the shapes of the infinite-conductiv
ity and uniform-flux solutions are similar, some
of the differences are worth mention. Comparison
of the two solutions indicates that the pseudo
radial flow period begins somewhat earlier for the
uniform-flux case (tDx = 2 for uniform-flux,

f
t Dx = 3 for infinite-conductivity). Furthermore,

f
if xe/xf ~ I, the linear flow period for a

uniform-flux fracture exists for a much longer
period than for the infinite-conductivity case
(tD = 0.16 for uniform-flux, t Dx = 0.016 for
~ f

infinite-conductivity). In conclusion, it should
be noted that distinctions between the two cases
vanish if Xe/xf = 1.

The Vertically Fractured Well in a

Constant Pressure (Full Recharge) Square

Recently Raghavan and Hadinot063 extended the
solutions presented by Gringarten, et al.,55 by
considering that the pressure at the-outer bound
ary was maintained at a constant value equal to
the initial pressure (full recharge). Figures 8
and 9 are log-log graphs of PwD vs. t Dx for the

f
infinite-conductivity and uniform-flux cases
respectively. On both of these figures the
results shown in Figs. 3 and 5 are also presented
for purposes of comparison. Again the line
corresponding to xe/Xf = 00 represents a vertically
fractured well in an infinite reservoir.

The results in Figs. 8 and 9 indicate three
Characteristic flow periods. A linear flow period
occurs at early times--the oae-half slope line.
After a period of transition a pseudo-radial flow
period exi.sts. Like the closed case this flow per
iod exists only for certain values of xe/xf. After
a ser 'nd period of transition steady state flow
condil IS are reach,. ~ for all xe/xf. This flow

period ~s analogous to pseudo-steady state flow
behavior for wells in closed systems. During
steady state the pressure at each point within the
drainage region is independent of time and there
is no decline in pressure. Steady state conditions
result when t DA = 0.4 for all xe/xf.

..;."'

For practical purposes, Figs. 8 and 9 may be
used for type curve matching for the appropriate
fracture type. If a drainage limit should become
evident during the test, then data points would
follow the appropriate xe/xf line. If the system

under study is located in a constant pressure
square then field data would fall below the
xe/xf = 00 curve, and follow the appropriate xe/xf
line. On the other hand if the system boundaries
are closed, then data would rise above the xe/xf

= 00 curve and follow the corresponding xe/xf line.
Figures 7 and 8 may also be used for analyzing
fall-off or build-up data. This aspect of pres
sure analysis will be considered in the section on
"Shut-in Pressure Behavior."

For unfractured wells Hurst, Haynie and
Walker64 , remarked that the system boundaries
(closed or constant pressure) affect pressure
behavior at the same time, i.e., curves influenced
by outer boundary conditions will depart simultan
eously from the infinite reservoir curve, regard
less of the nature of the outer boundary. The
results in Figs. 8 and 9 indicate that this obser
vation also applies to fractured wells for all
cases except xe/xf = 1. This then implies that a
limiting statement can be made concerning the
drainage volume for a fractured well which does
not indicate a drainage boundary effect-for both
closed and constant pressure boundary cases
provided xe/xf 1 1; that is, if the fracture does

not extend to the outer boundary.

Comparison of the results for xe/xf = 1

for the closed and constant pressure cases
indicates one important difference. The pressure
drops for the uniform-flux and infinite conduc
tivity cases for the closed reservoir are identi
cal, whereas for the constant pressure outer
boundary case this is not so. This result is due
to the influence of the outer boundary. For
xe/xf = 1 in a closed reservoir, no gradients
parallel to the fracture exist; in the constant
pressure reservoir this is not so.

From the viewpoint of field applications, the
pressure behavior for vertically fractured wells
located in other drainage shapes is also needed.
These may be found in Ref. 65.

Some Practical Considerations

As mentioned earlier one of the problems in
analyzing pressure data by the semi-log approach
is that it is difficult to locate the beginning
of the pseudo-radial flow period. Inspection of
the theoretical solutions, however, indicates
that if the one-half slope line can be identified
then the correct semi-log line should startapprox
imately two cycles from the time of the end of the
one-half slope line for an infinite-conductivity
fracture. For a uniform-flux fracture the time
for start of the correct straight line is one
cycle from the end of the one-half slope line. In
general, data over a one-half cycle time period
would be required to form a well-defined semi-log
line. Only thus can the proper straight line be
identified and if early time data are analyzed at
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the test site then the total time of testing can
be readily determined.

A second rule, which is probably more useful
than the one stated above, is the "double-Llp
rule." In examining vertically fractured gas wells,
Wattenbarger66 noticed that the dimensionless
pressure drop at the start of the semi-log
straight line is twice that of the dimensionless
pressure at the top of the one-half slope line.
This result, strictly true only for the uniform
flux case, is the "double Llp rule." For the infinite
conductivity vertical fracture the pressure change
between the end of the one-half slope line and the
beginning of the semi-log straight line is approx
imately 8. In any event it is clear that the
ratio of the pressure change must be at least 2.
This rule is particularly useful in those cases
where pressure behavior at an unfractured well
dominated by wellbore storage is wrongly identi
fied as a fractured well (see Ramey67 for further
discussion).

Determination of the Fracture Length from the

Effective Wellbore Radius

Gringarten, et al. 55,have shown that the
effective wellbor;-radius can be used to calculate
fracture length if Xc/xf is known or if it is
large. This procedure is simple if one notes that
for large penetration ratios values of xf/r~ are
essentially constant. From Fig. 10 we see that
for xe/xf > 2, xf/r~ ~ 2 for an infinite
conductivity fracture, and xf/r~ ~ e = 2.71828 for
a uniform-flux fracture. The first step is to
estimate the skin factor, s. The second steP
involves determining xf/r~ from Fig. 10. As
r~ = rw exp (-s) an estimate of xf can now be
obtained. For example consider a uniform-flux
fracture where xe/xf > 2. Noting that xf/r~ z

e = 2.71828 the fracture half-length is given by

The Effective Wellbore Radius Concept

As mentioned earlier, Prats46 has shown that
an infinite-conductivity vertical fracture,
producing an incompressible fluid from a closed
circular reservoir, was equivalent to an unfrac
tured well with an effective radius equal to a
quarter of the total fracture length for ratios
of the reservoir radius to the fracture half
length greater than 2. The same is true for a
well producing a slightly compressible fluid under
pseudo-steady state conditions. 52 We can see that
these results also apply to a vertically fractured
well in an infinite reservoir during the pseudo
radial period, because Eq. (4) can be written as

[0.000264kt 1 +0.80907}
~CtJ,l xf 2

(2)

(17)

(18)

Approximate Determination of Formation

Permeability and Fracture Half-Length

There are a number of instances, particularly
in tight reservoirs, in which the linear flow
period lasts for several hundred hours. Under
these conditions neither the type curve nor the
conventional approach may be applicable. However,
the last point on the half slope line may be used
to estimate an upper limit of the permeability
thickness product. Using the resultant value of
permeability, a corresponding fracture length may
also be calculated. The appropriate expressions
to be used are:

where Llp, and t are the pressure change and time
corresponding to the last available point on the
half slope line. Equations (19) and (20) are
applicable for penetration ratios xe/xf » 1.
Equations (19) and (20) may also be used if data
beyond the half slope line are available but are
not sufficient to perform a type curve match or to
use the semi-log graph. If natural fractures are
to be analyzed in this fashi~n, then the right
hand sides of Eqs. (19) and (20) should be
replaced by 0.76 and 0.16, respectively.

(20)

(19)0.215

0.016

kh
141. 2qBJ,l Llp

and

The effective well radius for an infinite
conductivity vertical fracture in an infinite
reservoir is thus exactly one fourth of the total
fracture length. This, of course, is only valid
for the pressure drop on the fracture during the
pseudo-radial period, aii"d---mllst not be used for
other conditions.

The effective wellbore radii for the results
discussed in Figs. 8 and 9 are shown in Fig. 10.
Here xf/Xc rather than xe/xf is used for conven
ience. The symbol r~ represents the effective
wellbore radius of a vertically fractured well and
equals the product rw exp (-s) .12 The results are
applicable for pseudo-steady state flow (closed)
and steady state flow (full recharge) conditions.
Examination of the data in Fig. 10 indicates that
the effective wellbore radius for the uniform
flux case is smaller than that for the infinite
conductivity case. Furthermore, the value of the
effective wellbore radius is essentially constant
for fracture penetration ratios, xe/xf > 2. It is
also evident that the outer boundary conditions
must be considered if this concept is ·to be used to
describe pressure behavior at the well.
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A Finite-Capacity Vertically-Fractured Well

in an Infinite Reservoir

Application of the Gringarten, et al., type
curves to hydraulically fractured wells-rn many
instances produces results that are compatible with
reservoir performance and design calculations
prior to treatment. But in some instances the
results are not compatible with design calculations
or production performance even though field data
matched the type curve very well. In many
instances when data following large volume fracture
treatments (injection of several thousand gallons
of fluid and several hundred thousand pounds of
proppant) were analyzed, then computed effective
fracture lengths were small--of the order of a few
feet. One of the potential reasons for this
anomaly appears to be the finite flow capacity of
the vertical fracture. To date three groups have
published results on the effect of finite fracture
capacity on pressure behavior. 5l ,68,69 A summary
of the work of the three groups follows. Let
the reader be cautioned that most of the results
presented here represent only the beginning of
the work which needs to be done to understand the
pressure behavior of finite-capacity fractures.

Before proceeding to document the results in
Refs. 51, 68, ~gd 69, let us refer back to the
study of Prats which was published almost
fifteen years ago. It appears that the results of
this paper have been virtually ignored. (Sur
prisingly this paper appeared in the Society of
Petroleum Engineers Journal and not in the Journal
of Petroleum Technology - only a small fraction of
the SPE membership subscribes to this journal.)
The effect of finite fracture capacity defined as
"the product of fracture permeability and fracture
width" was demonstrated in this paper. Prats
showed that three parameters controlled the
pressure distribution around a fractured well.
They are,(i) the ratio of the fracture length to
the well radius, (ii) the ratio of the reservoir
drainage radius to the well radius, and (iii)
the dimensionless fracture flow capacity, F~D

defined by:

in Fig. 11. It shows that the pressure distribu
tion for F~D = a is given by confocal ellipses.

For F~D = 00 the pEessure distribution is given by
circles concentric with the well exis. Prats
noted that for F~D = 100 the pressure distribution
was essentially the same as that for an unfrac
tured well (radial flow). For intermediate values
of F~D the pressure distribution lies in between
the two extremes. As the pressure draw-down or
build-up curve is essentially the reflection of
pressure distribution in the reservoir, it is
clear that finite fracture capacity can drastically
influence the pressure draw-down or build-up trace.

Figure 12 presents the effect of fracture
capacity on the effective wellbore radius. Three
observations are evident: (i) If F' > 28 then
any increase in the fracture lengtfiDwould be tot
ally ineffective, (ii) for F~D between 1 and 28

increases in productivity may be significant
if the fracture length is increased and, (iii)
since the formation flow capacity is fixed, the
fracture capacity would have to be increased if
production increases are to be significant.

The most important message of Prats' paper,
however, is the following: The dimensionless frac
ture flow capacity, F'D' determines well perfor
mance and productivit? increases--not fracture
length; that is, for a long fracture to be as
effective as a short one,the fracture flow capa
city would have to be much higher for the longer
one. Fracture capacity dictates optimum fracture
length. Unfortunately this has not been recog
nized by reservoir or production engineers.

Let us now return to the discussion of the
effect of dimensionless fracture flow capacity on
pressure transient behavior. Before proceeding
further it should be noted that the various
research groups mentioned earlier have defined
dimensionless fracture capacity somewhat differ
ently from Prats' definition. The Agarwal,et al.6~
definition is ----

F'
cD

(21)

11

2F'cD

68Cinco, ~ al. ,define dimensionless fracture
capacity as

(22)

The first two parameters describe the geometry of
the system and the third is the measure of the
ability of the formation to carry fluids into the
fracture relative to the ability of the fracture
to carry fluids into the well. For a very effec
tive f-acture,that is one which has a great ability
to carry fluids, F~D _0 small and approaches the

limiting value of zero for infinite fracture
permeability. Likewise, for a very ineffective
fracture, F~D would be large and approaches

infinity for the limiting case of an unfractured
well.

The effect of fracture capacity on the pres
sure distribution around a fractured well is shown
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1
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Figure 14 presents the data
on a semi-log graph (PwD vs. log

Clearly some consistency in the nomenclature is
called for. Personally, I prefer the definition
of Agarwal, et a1.

Figure 13 demonstrates the effect of dimen
sionless fracture capacity, FcD ' on the pressure
behavior at the well, when all other parameters
are constant. The dimensionless fracture capacity
ranges from 10-1 to 500. Agarwal, et al., report
that for practical purposes the infinit;
conductivity solution obtained by Gringarten, et
a1. ,55 can be used if FcD >,. 500. -

The most important point to note in Fig. 13
is that for small values of time the shape of the
curves for various FcD do not possess distinctive
characteristics. Furthermore, there is a wide
separation between the various curves at small
times. Thus fracture capacity strongly influ
ences pressure behavior at early times. However,
this separation diminishes as tDx increases.

f

Figure 13 may be used for type curve matching
to estimate k, xf and FcD ' The pressure match

should provide an estimate of the formation per
meability, k, the time match for the value of the
fracture half-length, XI' and the appropriate FcD
curve for the value of fracture flow capacity,
kfw. At the present time no method is available
to estimate kf and w separately. From a practical
viewpoint, however, the shapes of the curves are
so similar that the probability of matching data
with an erroneous value of FcD is high. If type
curve matching is attempted, care and diligence
are needed. If the formation flow capacity is
known, the matching procedure is simplified and
more importantly becomes more reliable since
values of p D may be computed prior to matching.
In this eve~t the tracing paper needs to be moved
in only the horizontal direction during the match
ing process. Matching, even along these lines,
can be difficult. Agarwal, et al. 69 , strongly
recommend that pre-fracture pressure data be
measured whenever possible. In extreme cases a
numerical model may be needed to match field data
adequately. The need of the hour is to be able to
devise a procedure for analyzing field data
conveniently and correctly.

The results in Fig. 13 also agree with the
speculation by some that fracture capacity can be
one potential reason leading to apparent short
vertical fracture lengths that are calculated
from well tests when the solutions of Gringarten,
et al. 55, are used. For example, data obtained for
FcD = 2 can be matched with the similar para
meter value FcD = 500 by moving to the right on
the time scale. If this is done, an erroneous
value of t D would be obtained,which in turnx

f
would result in a low estimate of xf'

shown in Fig. 13
t Dx )' The

f
straight line shown in Fig. 14 corresponds to the
slope of the straight line that would be obtained
for plane radial flow. All of the curves in Fig.
14 show a much shallower slope than 1.151 per log
cycle. Since the time range of 10-5 ~ t Dx ~ 1

f

covers most of the times for which testing would
be carried out in low permeability reservoirs, it
is doubtful that the radial flow response will be
seen. If data were graphed on semi-log graph
paper to compute permeability from an apparent
straight line an optimistic estimate of formation
permeability would result. The error in the
estimate would depend on the producing time.

Actually, for data beyond tDxf ~ 1, a

semi-log straight line with the proper slope
eventually results (see Fig. l5~ This straight line
may be used to determine formation permeability.
For FcD = 10-1 the semi-log straight line begins
at tDx ~ 1. The time for onset of pseudo-radial

f
flow is dependent on FcD and increases as FcD
increases. From the earlier discussion this
result should be expected. Cinco, et al. 68 , and
Ramey, et al. 5l,point out that for times tDx ~ 5

-- f

pseudo-radial flow prevails for all values of FcD
of interest. (Note that this assumes no boundary
effects. )

Figure 15 also demonstrates the behavior of
the uniform-flux fracture with respect to FcD '
For small times (tDx ~ 0.16) the dimensionless

I

fracture capacity of the uniform-flux fracture is
500; for times greater than the time for the onset
of pseudo-radial flow (tDx >,. 2) it follows the

f

curve corresponding to FcD Z 4.4. For inter
mediate times, the uniform-flux solution changes
from FcD = 500 to FcD = 4.4. Thus the uniform-

flux solution is essentially a variable fracture
capacity solution.

Agarwal et al. 69 , suggest that a graph of
p D vs. ~D is also useful in analyzing dataw xf
when fracture capacity is important. Figure 16
presents a replot of the data shown in Fig. 13
along these lines. On a graph such as Fig. 16
early time data for the infinite-conductivity or
infinite-capacity fracture will fallon a straight
line-passing through the origin with a slope equal
to 111 [see Eq. (5)]. As FcD decreases straight
lines with the same slope can be seen, however
they do not pass through the origin. Agarwal,
et al. 69 , have empirically correlated the PwD
intercept as a function of FcD (see Fig. 9 of Ref.
69). This correlation may be used to determine
FcD ' But it should be noted that as FcD

decreases then the length of the straight line
segment decreases--and disappears for FeD = 1.

For practical applications the difficulties
involved in using this graph are essentially the
same as those for the log-log or semi-log graphs;
that is, that the shape of the curves are not dis
tinct enough to permit any identification of the
correct fracture solution or the appropriate
straight line.

Although it will not be considered here in
detail, some information is available on the
effsItof the closed outer boundary. Ramey, et
al. ,report that for values of FcD >, 300
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solutions obtained were very close to those of
Gringarten, et al. 55 , for all values of xe/xf.
Note that the Ramey,et al., criterion for specify
ing a finite-capacitY-fracture to be an infinite
conductivity fracture is 'somewhat different from
the Agarwal, et al. 69,value of 500. This differ
ence is mainlY-due to the precision used in
comparing the solutions and should not be con
strued as an error on the part of either of the
two research groups.

Finally it should be noted that there are a
number of other factors which can give an appear
ance of a small fracture capacity. These include
the effect of producing time on build-up data,
non-Darcy flow 70 ,71.72, confining pressure69 , and
damage, to name only a few. Much work remains
to be done, particularly in improving the ability
to analyze field data. Let us now return to the
consideration of other aspects of fractured well
behavior.

no mention of the exact nature of the skin except
that it is an infinitesimally thin steady state
resistance to flow. The impediment may exist
within the fracture, on the fracture surface or
extend some distance into the formation. It is
again emphasized that Eq. (25) is not intended to
describe pressure behavior of wells intersecting
finite flow capacity fractures.

Wellbore Storage in Fractured Wells

As fractured wells normally have high produc
tive capacities wellbore storage should not be
important. However, Ramey35 has shown that well
bore storage effects can be important in some
cases. Theoretical studies of the wellbore
storage effect in fractured wells have been pre-

'sented by Wattenbarger and Ramey74, and Ramey and
Gringarten75 (for the infinite-conductivity
vertically fractured well), and by Raghavan73 (for
the uniform-flux case).

The Skin Effect in Fractured Wells (Uniform-

Flux or Infinite-Conductivity)

The basis for the above discussion is evident
if the skin effect is included in the solutions
for fractured well behavior. Analogous to the pro
cedure for radial flow, the solution for the pro
ducing pressure at small times for a fractured well
with a skin effect may be written as:

(26)

In practical applications, the most important
point to be noted about Figure 18 is that a trans
ition region exists between the unit slope and the
half slope lines. In some cases when field data
are plotted on log-log coordinates no transition
is evident. In such cases it is probable that the
value of L'lp may be in error. A detailed

where c is the unit storage factor and is identi
cal to that defined in Ref. 34. The CDx = 0

f
curve corresponds to a fractured well with no
wellbore storage (uniform flux) in an infinite
reservoir. 65 For large values of CDXf a line of

unit slope s~milar to that for unfractured systems
is obtained. However for small values of CDxf
no unit slope line is evident for times of inter
est. (Actually a unit slope line does exist for
dimensionless times smaller than that considered
here.) As time increases, all curves become
asymptotic to the C = 0 line. Figure 18 also
demonstrates that i~Xtellbore storage is large
then the presence of the fracture would be
obscured. Then the fracture would have to be
detected by comparing storage volume calculations
with wellbore completion data. 35 All of the above
observations are also applicable to the infinite
conductivity case. 74 ,75

Figure 18 is a log-log graph depicting the
pressure behavior of a well producing via a
uniform-flux fracture which is controlled at early
times by wellbore storage. The well is assumed
to be located in an infinite reservoir. The
parameter of interest in Fig. 18 is the wellbore
storage constant defined by the relation:

(25)p D(tDx ) = IrrtDx + s
w f f

where s is the skin factor. Equation (25) indi
cates that for small times the first term would be
small and thus the one-half slope line would be
obscured. Therefore, a graph of (Pi - Pwf) vs. t
on log-log coordinate paper would be flat. How
ever, a graph of Pwf vs. It would be a straight
line on Cartesian graph paper.

In many instances, particularly in injection
wells, there is skin damage associated with the
fractured systems. Interpretation of data from
these wells can be difficult. A typical pressure
trace on log-log graph paper is shown as Curve A,
in Figure 17. If pressure data, plotted on log
log graph paper, approach the half slope line from
above one may be reasonably certain that skin
damage exists. If the skin effect is fairly
large, then no one-half slope line may be evident
(Curve B). In that event it would be difficult to
identify a vertical fracture using log-log graph
paper. This flat data on log-log paper, however,
will graph as a straight line on Cartesian graph
paper (L'lp or Pwf is plotted versus It ). It should
also be noted that it is possible to mistake the
skin effect for a finite-capacity fracture.

The use of log-log and Cartesian graphs to
identify a resistance to flow in a fractured well
has been discussed only recently73, though Ramey35
makes passing reference to this possibility.

This visualization of the skin effect makes

*A unit slope line on log-log graph implies
that wellbore storage is dominant. Data during
the unit slope period cannot be used to estimate
formation properties.
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discussion of this aspect may be found in Refs. 67
and 73.

Preliminary results on the effect of fracture
capacity on wellbore storage have been reported
by Cinco, et al. 68 They pointed out that for
small timeS; tDxf ~ 10-5 the porosity and compres-

sibility of the fracture system also influence the
pressure behavior. They demonstrated that for
small times two dimensionless groups control well
bore pressures. These dimensionless groups are
defined as follows:

at the center of the formation with impermeable
upper and lower boundaries in an infinite reser
voir was presented in 1973. The main objective
of this work was to determine if the early time
pressure behavior of a horizontally fractured
well is distinctly different from that of either
a vertical fracture, or plane radial flow. The
results obtained in Ref. 76 were used to prepare
the curves shown in Fig. 21 where the dimension
less wellbore pressure drop per unit of dimension
less reservoir thickness is graphed as a function
of dimensionless time. The dimensionless thick
ness is the parameter of interest. For purposes
of this discussion the dimensionless time and
dimensionless thickness groups are defined,
respectively, as follows:

w<P f cft
A =---

1Txf<PCt

kf<P Ct
and B =---

k<PfCft

(27)

(28)

0.000264kt
<pct].lr~

(29)

In Eqs. (29) and (30) r f is the fracture radius,
k is the horizontal permeability, and kz is the
is the vertical permeability (see inset Fig. 21).

The curves corresponding to hDrf > 3 in

Fig. 22, and hD < 1 in Fig. 21 have shapes
rf

which are different from those of the vertical
fracture cases (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 5). Further
more if hDrf < 0.7 then there is an increase in

slope from one-half towards unity that has no
counterpart in the vertical fracture case. Thus
it may be possible to distinguish between the two
types of fracture from a well test. If 1 ~ hDrf
~ 3, however, there is a possibility that hori
zontal and vertical fracture behavior will be
confused: The line for a uniform-flux vertical
fracture in an infinite reservoir was found to
match the horizontal fracture case of hDrf of

Fig. 22 is a semi-log graph of the same data
presented in Fig. 21 in terms of PwD vs. tDr •

f
As shown in Fig. 22, at long times the dimension-
less pressure drop is a linear function of the
logarithm of time with a characteristic slope of
1.15l/logv. Thus a semi-log graph of ~p or PWf

vs. t may be used to estimate horizontal permea
bility if the test is run for a long enough
period. Fig. 21 is ''easy to use for type-curve
matching purposes because all curves have in
common an initial one-half slope straight line,
corresponding to early time vertical linear flow
(instead of horizontal linear flow, as for t~
vertical fracture case). Also, a single curve is
obtained for hDr ~ 100. For practical purposes
this curve repre~ents the situation in which
fluid is withdrawn via a single plane horizontal
fracture in a reservoir of infinite extent in all
directions.

(30)if:z

A Horizontally-Fractured Well in an

Wellbore Storage and Skin Effect in a

Vertically-Fractured Well (Uniform-Flux)

where <Pf and Cft are the porosity and effective

compressibility of the fracture, respectively.
Note that the product AB is equal to FcD /1T and
A = CDXf since c = (2<PfCfthxfw). Figure 19 is a

graph of p D vs t D for a finite-capacity
w xf

fracture with A = 10-1 and B = 107• Also shown
are the results obtained by Ramey and Gringarten75
for CDxf = 10-1• The results are in good agree-

ment. More work needs to be done in this area of
pressure analysis.

Figure 20 demonstrates several interesting
and instructive features. For example, if the
wellbore storage period is followed by a half
slope period and data do not approach the half
slope line from above, then damage is negligible.
The solutions shown here also indicate that if
wellbore storage and skin are negligible, then
the half slope line will be observed. Raghavan73
has discussed application of the theoretical
results shown in Fig. 20 to field data.

Figure 20 is a log-log graph of PwD vs. t Dxf
for a vertically fractured well (uniform-flux)
including the wellbore storage and skin effects.
All lines start out with a line of unit slope and
for each value of CD are independent of s for

xf
small times. Thus, at early times fractured well
behavior is similar to that of an unfractured
well (see Agarwal, et al. 34).

An analytical solution76 for a well with a
single horizontal, uniform-flux fractuEe located

Infinite Reservoir
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about 2.4 in Fig. 21 reasonably well. However,
the dimensionless pressure scales are basically
different in nature and in magnitude, and it is
likely that results would appear questionable,
should the wrong fracture type be selected.

infinite and the fracture extends over the entire
thickness of the formation. The symbol h

DXf
represents the dimensionless thickness of the
formation and is defined by the expression:

A few expressions useful in well test analy
sis are summarized from Ref. 76. The initial ver
tical linear flow period (one-half slope on log-log
coordinates) is represented by: ~~

z

(34)

an Infinite Reservoir

which may be rearranged to the dimensional form:

The pseudo-skin factor is a function of 6
w

and

hDx ' Figure 25 presents the pseudo-skin factor
f

as a function of dimensionless thickness, h--nxf'
and angle of inclination, 6w' If 6w and hDx are

f
increases thesmall, then s is small. As hDx

f
pseudo-skin factor, s, increases. This implies
that well productivity is affected considerably
by the angle of inclination, 6w' when the fracture

half-length, xf' is much smaller than the thick
ness, h.

For large values of dimensionless time, t Dx '
f

the dimensionless wellbore pressure drop, p ,is
wD

a linear function of the logarithm of dimension~

less time with a characteristic slope equal to
1.151. Thus long time data can be analyzed using
conventional semi-logarithmic techniques. The
time for the start of the pseudo-radial flow
period is a function of 6 and hD • For the case

w x
f

shown here pseudo-radial flow prevails for dimen·
sionless times, t Dx q 8. Cinco, et al. 78 , have

f
also mentioned that at early times linear flow
(perpendicular to the fracture surface) prevails.
Thus the transient flow behavior of a well inter
cepting an inclined fracture in an infinite
reservoir includes a linear flow period, a trans
ition region,and a pseudo-radial flow period.
Qualitatively the above description also holds for
other values of hDx • The duration of the various

f
flow regimes depends on hDx and 6. It can also

f w

be seen that the dimensionless wellbore pressure
drop for an inclined fracture is always less than
that for a vertical fracture. As the inclination
of the fracture, 6w' increases, the dimensionless
pressure drops are smaller. At long times
(pseudo-radial flow) the difference in the pres
sure drop between the inclined fracture case and
the vertical fracture case becomes constant. This
difference can be handled as a pseudo-skin factor,
s, defined by 78

(32)

(31)

(33)

+ 1. 80907

( )

1/2
2 0.000264

1T~IlCt

0.000264kt

~Ilctr~

PDr
2 __f

1T

70.6qBIl
kh

(kZ)1/2r~ (Pi-Pwf)

l41.2qBIl

The dimensionless wellbore pressure drop for
an inclined fracture is shown in Fig. 23 for
several values of the inclination of the fracture,
6 ,78 (see Fig. 24 for a description of the geo-
w

metry of the system). The results shown here are
probably most useful in analyzing pressure behav
ior at fractured wells in steeply dipping reser
voirs. The fracture conductivity is assumed to be

The proper time limits for the application of
either Eqs. (32) or (33) depend upon hDr • The

f
pseudo-skin factor which is the quantitative
measure of the pseudo-skin effect during the
pseudo-radial flow period may be obtained from
Eq. (33) by subtracting the pressure drop due to
an unfractured well. Further details are given in
Ref. 76. Application of the results presented
here may be found in Ref. 77.

Wells Intercepting an Inclined Fracture in

At long times, the flow is the same as that
created by an unfractured well, with an addi
tional pressure drop which is referred to in
the petroleum engineering literature as the
pseudo-skin effect. A long time approximation
for hDr < 1 can be written as:

f
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A Limited Entry Vertical Fracture in an

Infinite Reservoir

In this section we shall briefly discuss the
effect of limited entry on the pressure behavior
of vertically-fractured wells. For brevity only
the uniform-flux case will be considered. Here we
shall use the term "limited entry" to describe
situations where the vertical fracture height, hf,
is less than the formation thickness, h.

Figure 26 is a graph of PwD vs. t Dxf for a

uniform-flux fracture located at the center of the
formation. 79 Fig. 27 presents the details regard
ing the geometry of the system. The dimensionless
thickness, hD ,is 5. The term b, which is the

xf
ratio of the fracture height, hf , to the thickness
h, is the parameter of interest. In this paper this
ratio will be described as the entry ratio. The
case b = 1 corresponds to the complete entry (or
hDx = 00) case--the Gringarten,et al.,solution. 55

f --

As can be seen from Fig. 26, all straight lines
start out with a slope of one-half which corres
ponds to the linear flow period. (For b = 0.1
this period occurs earlier and is not shown.) The
duration of the linear flow period is a function
of the entry ratio and increases as the entry
ratio increases. This is to be expected'since
larger values of b correspond to a greater frac
ture area. Following the linear flow period there
is a transition region and finally there is a
pseudo-radial flow period. It can be shown that
pressure data in this region will graph as a
straight line with a slope of 1.151 per log cycle
on semi-log paper. 79 As shown in Fig. 26 the
start of the semi-log straight line for b < 1
occurs much later than that for b = 1. Thus if
conventional semi-log methods are used to analyze
pressure data this observation indicates that
tests should be run for a much longer period than
for the complete entry case. In some instances
all of the data obtained during a test may corres
pond only to times prior to the onset of pseudo
radial flow.

The displacement of the curves shown in Fig.
26 is a result of the additional pressure drop
caused by the convergence of flow into the open
interval. The magnitude of this additional pres
sure drop changes with time until the pseudo
radial flow period. During pseudo-radial flow
the magnitude of this additional pressure drop is
constant. This stabilized additional pressure
drop,which is a result of the fracture height
being less than the formation thickness,can be
quantitatively described by the pseudo-skin
factor. It is a function of hD and b. Pseudo-

xf

skin factors for systems of interest are presented
in Ref. 79.

Figure 28 is a log-log graph of the same data
shown in Fig. 26. However, in this graph the
ordinate is the product of the dimensionless
pressure drop and the entry ratio. Plotting the
results in this manner results in the curves for
entry ratios, b < l,merging into the b = 1 curve
at early times. Therefore all curves start out
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from the one-half slope line corresponding to
b = 1. As the vertical component of flow begins
to affect pressure behavior the limited entry
curves leave the curve for b = 1. Ultimately
pseudo-radial flow develops and the pressure drop
is a linear function of the logarithm of flow
time.

From a practical point of view, however,
graphs such as Fig. 29 are more useful than those
considered so far. Fig. 29 is similar to Fig. 28
except that in this case the dimensionless frac
ture height, h fD , is the parameter of interest.
This dimensionless fracture height is defined as

(36)

The advantage of this procedure is that it gives
more order to the graph. For example, in this
instance all curves merge at early times into the
complete entry curve just as for the case shown
in Fig. 28. But Fig. 29 also permits display of
data for several values of band h on the same

fD
graph without expanding the scale. This may be
more clearly seen in Fig. 30 where the dimension
less pressure drop for h fD = 5 and two values of b

are presented. The first deviation from the b = 1
curve is independent of b and depends only on hfD •

After a period of transition, the effect of b can
be seen. Finally there is a pseudo-radial flow
period corresponding to the semi-log straight line.
The beginning of the pseudo-radial flow period is a
function of h

Dxf
(or hfD and b). Figure 29 may be

used to obtain system parameters. If the test ,is
run for a long enough period then the permeability
thickness product, kh, the fracture half-length,
xf' the vertical permeability, kz ' and the entry
ratio, b, can be determined. by type curve matchin~

This, of course, assumes that xe/xf is large.
Further ,details may be found in Ref. 79. Type
curves for other cases such as the pressure
behavior for a limited entry infinite-conductivity
vertical fracture are also presented in Ref. 79.

From the above discussion it can be concluded
that as hDxf or hfD increases, that is, as strati-

fication becomes more severe, the pressure
response for the limited entry fracture is delayed
in time. Furthermore, for any dimensionless time
beyond the linear flow period the dimensionless
pressure drop is higher for larger values of hfD
or hD• Thus, in terms of real variables it can
be concluded that as the vertical permeability
decreases the pressure drops are larger and the
pressure response is slower.

Raghavan,et al. 79 , also examined the effect
of fracture location within the producing inter
val. After examining various fracture locations
within the producing inte~~al, Raghavan,et al.
concluded that the productivity for a given-Se~ of
conditions decreases as the fracture position
departs from the center of the producing interval.



Raghavan, et al. 79 , also delineated conditions
under whic~i~would be possible to recognize that
the fracture height is less than the formation
thickness. They concluded that it would be diffi
cult to identify this condition from pressure
versus time data if hfD > 5. They-also found that

the position of the fracture within the producing
interval was unimportant if b > 0.7.

Vertically Fractured Wells Producing at

Constant Wellbore Pressure

As mentioned earlier, the constant ternunal
pressure case has not attracted attention--mainly
because it is not readily apparent how this con
dition might affect pressure build-up after the
well is shut in at the sand face. Nevertheless,
results for this wellbore condition are useful.
If the formation permeability is low, then it may
not be possible to hold the rate constant for long
periods of time.

If the well is produced at s constant rate
then the wellbore pressure changes with time.
However, if the pressure is held constant then the
rate would vsry as a function of time. Locke and
Sawyer80 have examined the change in rate versus
time for an infinite-conductivity vertical fracture
in an infinite reservoir and in a closed square
drainage region. The results are shown in Fig.
31. Here the reciprocal dimensionless rate, l/qD'

has been graphed vs. dimensionless time, t D ,and
xf

xe/xf is the parameter of interest. The reciprocal
dimensionless rate for the constant terminal pres
sure case is analogous to the dimensionless well
bore pressure drop, PwD' for the constant terminal

rate case and is defined as

The effect of fracture capacity on the dimen
sionless rate has also been investigated. Figure
32 presents l/qD vs. t Dxf for a finite capacity

vertical fracture in an infinite reservoir. 69 The
parameter is FCD ' As in the constant rate case,

the curves for various values of FCD do not pos
sess distinctive characteristics. At early times
there is a wide separation between different FcD
curves. As t Dx increases, the separation between
the curves decrtases. Agarwal, et al. 69 , have also
shown that if FcD ~ 500, then the finite capacity

curves merge into the infinite-conductivity curves
of Locke and Sawyer.

Figure 32 may be used to estimate formation
permeability, k, fracture half-length, xf' and
fracture capacity, kfw, by type curve matching.
If the fracture capacity can be considered to be
infinite then the curves of Locke and Sawyer may
be used. The procedure is essentially the same as
that for the constant rate curves. The only dif
ference is that in the present instance the
ordinate is l/q rather than 6p.

It is obvious that care and diligence should
be exercised in analyzing data by the type curve
method (or any other approach) if the fracture
capacity is important. The curves shown in Fig.
32 have no distinct characteristics and the proba
bility of obtaining a match with the wrong value of
FeD is high. If an estimate of the formation flow

capacity is available then the type curve matching
procedure is simplified and would be more reliable.
Since various aspects of analyzing data for finite
capacity vertically fractured wells have been
discussed already at length, further discussion is
not warranted here.

At small values of time it can be shown that
the following relationship holds

Thus if we graph l/q vs. t on log-log paper one
should obtain a straight line with a slope equal
to 0.5. This observation can be used to identify
a fractured well p~oducing at a constant wellbore
pressure. Figure 31 can be examined along the
same lines as Fig. 3; however, since the character
istics of the l/qD vs. t Dx curves are similar to

f
those of PwD vs. t Dxf for the constant rate case,

we will not examine these results in detail.

(39)PwD

Virtually all of the results discussed so far
are strictly applicable to fluids of constant com
pressibility and viscosity. The theoretical
justification for the application of these solu
tions to the analysis of gas well test data is
based on the work of Aronofsky and Jenkins8l and
Al~Hussainy, Ramey and Crawford. 82 In applying
these results to the flow of steam *gas) only, the
definitions of the dimensionless pressure drop and
dimensionless time need to be modified. For
application to steam (gas) wells the right hand
side of the definition of dimensionless pressure
drop, PwD' is modified as follows:

19.87 x 10-6 kh T
sc

Pressure Transient Analysis for 'Steam Wells

where q is the flow rate, measured in thousands of
cubic feet per day, and T is the reservoir temper
ature in OR. The subscript, sc, refers to stand
ard conditions of pressure and temperature, and
m(p) is the pseudo pressure function defined

(38)

(37)kMp
l41.2qB).l

Here 6p = Pi - Pwf = a constant, and all other

symbols have the same meaning as before.
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by:82

L dp'
\lZ

(40)*

durations of producing time and shut-in time were
found to have significant influence on pressure
behavior and the authors state that care should
be taken to insure that data are selected properly
to estimate formation properties and fracture
length.

Here Pb refers to a base pressure and Z is the

compressibility factor. The viscosity and com
pressibility terms in the definition of dimension
less time should be evaluated at the initial pres
sure, Pi' Thus the equation for the definition of

dimensionless time, t D ,is
xf

0.000264kt

~Cti\liX~
(41)

Recently, the type curve matching technique
has been proposed to analyze pressure data in
fractured wells. 55 This method involves plotting
the pressure change versus shut-in time [(pws -

PWf,s) vs. ~tl on log-log graph paper. Here pws
is the shut-in pressure, p f is the pressure atw ,s
the time of shut-in,and ~t is the shut-in time.
The principal advantage of the type curve approach
is that the trial and error procedure inherent in
the semi-log methods can be avoided. The log-log
method is also useful to insure that proper
straight lines are chosen when data are analyzed
by semi-log techniques.

Other expressions for dimensionless time should be
modified appropriately.

Here both the type curve and the conventional
methods will be presented. The advantages and
disadvantages of both of these methods will be
discussed.

The Type Curve Approach for the Analysis of

P D(tD ,x !xf)-P D[(t+~t)D ,x !xflw xf e w xf e

Build-up Data

Recent papers by Gringarten, ~ al. 55 ,77,
have demonstrated the usefulness of the type curve
method to interpret pressure data obtained at
fractured wells. The basis for the type curve
approach for analyzing build-up data is identical
to that for draw-down.

(2)

(42)

0.000264kt

~Ct\lX~

[p (tHt)-p f(t) 1ws w
kh

141, 2qB\l

Pressure Build-up Equations for Type Curve
Analysis. Shut-in pressures for a fractured well
producing at a constant rate, q, for a time, t,
can be determined by superimposing an injection
well starting at time, t, with the injection rate
being equal to the production rate prior to shut
in. This results in a zero rate for times t + ~t.

Using the draw-down equation and applying the
above principle the basic equation for the analy
sis of build-up data by the type curve method is
given by:34,86

where

Shut-in Pressure Behavior of

As mentioned earlier, Russell and Truitt54

were the first to present detailed information on
the transient pressure behavior of a vertically
fractured well. They also analyzed a limited
number of pressure build-up cases and found that
the straight-line slope on a Horner16 build-up
graph required significant correction as the frac
ture length increased. They also recommended the
Muskat19 semi-log graph for estimation of static
formation pressure.

Vertically Fractured Wells

In 1968, Clark60 suggested a method for cal
culating fracture length using the results of the
Russell and Truitt study. In 1972, Raghavan, Cady
and Ramey86 further extended the Russell and Truitt
study by examining an extreme variety of semi-log
build-up methods (Horner,16 Miller-Dyes-Hutchinson17

and Muskat19 ). Raghavan, et al. 86 ,and Raghavan
and Hadinot063 have pointe~out that the determi
nation of the permeability-thickness product by
semi-log build-up methods is a trial-and-error
process, as the slope of the build-up curve is
influenced by both the fracture penetration ratio
(ratio of drainage length to fracture length) and
the formation permeability. Also in Ref 86, the

*The pseudo pressure function is essentially a
transformation which accounts for the variation in
fluid properties. This transformation is known as
the Kirchoff Transformation83 in the heat conduc
tion literature, as the Leibenzon Transformation in
the Russian literature, and as the Matrix Flux
Potential in the soil mechanics literature. For
hydrocarbon gases at low pressures «3000 psi) it
has been observed that the product (\lZ) is essen
tially constant. Thus in this region m(p)ocp2. In
the high pressure region (p > 3000 psi) it can be
shown that (p/\lZ) is reasonably constant. Thus in
the high pressure range m(p)ocp.
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In Eqs. (42) and (43), t is the producing time and
6t is the shut-in time. If now (t + 6t) ~ t, we
then have:

and

i'~ ;:"il
,~.) ",.".

(43)

'J ,;:; ,/ '/

The Semi-Log Approach: An Infinite-Conductivity

Vertically Fractured Well in a Closed Square

In the following we shall take the approach
suggested by Raghavan, et al. 86, and explore the
characteristics of common build-up methods of
analysis along the lines of the pressure build-up
theory suggested by Ramey and Cobb. 18 Our atten
tion will be restricted to the Miller, Dyes, and
Hutchinson and Horner methods.

kh [p (t+6t) - p f(t)]
141. 2qB)l Ws w

(44)

Taking logarithms of both sides of Eqs. (44) and
(43), respectively, we obtain:

Pressure Build-up Equations for Semi-Log
Analysis. Shut-in pressures for a fractured well
producing at a constant rate, q, for a time, t,
can be determined by superimposing an injection
well starting at time t; the injection rate being
equal to the production rate before shut-in. This
then results in a zero production rate after time
t, and thus at the well location we have: 18

(45)

kh
l41.2qB)l

log kh + log[p (t+6t)
141. 2qB)l ws

(47)

Equation (47) serves as the basis for the Horner
analysis.

and
log O.000264k + log 6t

~Ct)lX~
(46) For a well located in a closed reservoir the

Miller-Dyes-Hutchinson graph requires the pressure
difference <p - pws)' This difference can be
determined from the following:

The Miller-Dyes-Hutchinson Method. This
method requires that build-up pressures be plotted
as a function of the logarithm of shut-in time.
Perrine87 first presented a dimensionless form of
the Miller-Dyes-Hutchinson build-up curve in which
the pressure difference was (p - pws)' For
unfractured wells in closed drainage systems, this

The volumetric average pressure, p, is of interest
for two reasons. The average pressure in the
reservoir is a direct reflection of the quantity
of fluids in place and is necessary to perform
material balance calculations. Also, in a closed,
bounded system the average pressure, p, is the
limit of the shut-in pressure, Pws' as build-up
time approaches infinity.

If actual build-up data are plotted as the
logarithm of the absolute difference between flow
ing pressure at the start of build-up and pressure
after the change vs. the logarithm of shut-in time
then the actual field data should be similar to a
log-log graph on which PwD vs. t Dx have been

plotted. The difference between t£e two graphs is
only a linear translation of both coordinates,
represented by the first terms on the right-hand
sides of Eqs. (45) and (46). If a pCDper match is
obtained, then the formation permeability and
fracture length can be estimated from the type
curve match. Both uniform-flux and infinite
conductivity fractures can be analyzed by this
approach. Though the above derivation has speci
fically assumed a vertically fractured well in a
square drainage region it is applicable to any of
the systems considered here.

The importance of Eq. (44) deserves emphasis.
Equation (44) states that if t»6t, that is, the
duration of the shut-in period is much smaller than
the producing period prior to shut-in, then the
pressure changes which form the build-up trace
after the well is shut in are identical to the
draw-down trace. This then implies that all of the
characteristics discussed in the section on pres
sure draw-down behavior for the various systems
examined here are applicable to the respective
build-up case.

PDs
kh (-p _ )

l4l.2qB)l Pws

(48)
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graph offers a direct and simple extrapolation from
shut-iEo pressures, Pws' to the fully static pres
sure, p.

Figure 33 presents a Miller-Dyes-Hutchinson
graph for a vertically fractured well, for the
fracture penetration ratio, xe/xf = 10.

The producing time prior to shut-in is the para
meter of interest. As in the unfractured well
case, a single curve results for pseudo-steady
state production,prior to shut-in.

In the conventional Miller-Dyes-Hutchinson
graph for an unfractured well, a linear portion
is evident for early shut-in times. This linear
portion possesses a slope of 1.151 per log cycle
and is inversely proportional to the permeability
thickness product. But Fig. 33 exhibits some sur
prising differences from unfractured well behavior.
The maximum slope to be found on any of the curves
on Fig. 33 is 0.90--much less than the expected
value of 1.151. Furthermore, there are no well
defined straight lines evident, and the maximum
slope for each producing time decreases as pro
ducing time decreases.

Figure 34 presents build-up curves (pseudo
steady production) for all fracture penetration
values xe/xf' discussed in Ref. 86. The build-up
behavior for an unfractured well is also shown for
purposes of comparison. The maximum slope of the
build-up curves decreases as fracture penetration
ratio decreases. It is also evident that the
maximum slope is significantly less than that for
the unfractured case for all fracture penetration
ratios. --

Russell and Truitt54 described a similar
effect for the Horner16 graph for vertically
fractured well data. This will be discussed in a
following section. But Russell and Truitt did
point out clearly that the reduced slope for a
Horner graph could lead an analyst to compute a
permeability-thickness value which could be too
large. They pointed out that this could explain
the apparent opening of "new sand" after frac
turing.

At this stage is should be emphasized that the
slope of a pressure build-up graph is not neces
sarily related to the slope of a draw-down graph.
A straight line with the correct slope may appear
in a draw-down test, but not on any of the con
ventional build-up graphs.

As pointed out by Raghavan, et al. 86 ,Figs. 33
and 34 raise serious questions co;Cerning appro
priate interpretation measures for use with
Miller-Dyes-Hutchinson graphs of vertically
fractured well data. In order to apply the Miller
Dyes-Hutchinson method to fractured well build-up
data Raghavan, ~ a1., followed the suggestion
Russell and Truitt had proposed for the Horner
build-up graph. Russell and Truitt had suggested
that the maximum slope be read for the fractured
well build-up data, and then the permeability
corrected to the true value. Figure 35 presents
the permeability-thickness correction factors for
the Miller-Dyes-Hutchinson form of plotting for an
infinite-conductivity vertical fracture in a
closed square reservoir as a family of dashed
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lines (xf/xe rather than xe/xf is used here for
convenience). The correction factor was obtained
from graphs similar to Fig. 33 by dividing the
actual maximum slope by 1.151. The solid line
represents a similar correction factor for a
Horner-type build-up graph, and will be discussed
later. All of the Miller-Dyes-Hutchinson graph
correction factors are considerably smaller than
those for the Horner graph. This means that the
apparent permeability-thickness found via the
Miller-Dyes-Hutchinson graph could contain a much
greater error than that from a Horner graph.

One appealing feature of the Miller-Dyes
Hutchinson graph is that knowledge of the produc
ing time is not required to prepare the graph.l~87

But it should be clear that this advantage is more
apparent than real. It is necessary to know the
producing time to be able to complete a Miller
Dyes-Hutchinson analysis properly. Production
time would be required to enable selection of the
proper line on Fig. 35 for permeability correction.
This operation would require trial-and-error and
the following procedure is recommended:

1. From Fig. 3~ determine permeability using
the pseudo-steady state line.

2. Calculate dimensionless producing time to
check on the permeability correction
factor.

3. Repeat the above procedure until the
proper value of permeability is deter
mined.

If producing times were long enough that pseudo
steady production could be assumed safely, the
above procedure would be simplified.

The Horner Method. The Horner method
requires a graph of the shut-in pressures versus
the logarithm of (t + bt)/bt; where t represents
the producing time prior to shut-in and bt repre
sents the shut-in time. The dimensionless Horner
graph can be prepared by means of Eq. (47).

Figure 36 presents a Horner-type build-up
graph for a vertically-fractured well with a
fracture-penetration ratio of 10. Producing time
prior to shut-in is shown as a parameter. As in
the case of the Miller-Dyes-Hutchinson graph, no
extensive linear portion is evident in the build
up for any of the curves of Fig. 36. But all
curves do appear to approach a common value of
maximum slope at long build-up times. The maximum
slope is indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 36.
Thus the duration of the production period does
not appear to affect the maximum slope over the
range of producing times considered. Inspection
of graphs similar to Fig. 36, but for other
fracture-penetration ratios, indicated that the
maximum slope was affected by the fracture
penetration ratio, but not by the producing' time.

As mentioned earlier permeability-thickness
correction factors have been prepared by Raghavan,
~ al., for the Horner graph. The results for
all fracture-penetration ratios are shown as the
heavy line on Fig. 35. Again, the correction



factors for a Horner-type graph are not functions
of the duration of the production period. Thus
a single line is shown on Fig. 35.

The Semi-Log Approach: An Infinite-Conductivity

Vertically Fractured Well in a Constant Pressure

As the constant pressure square case is of
interest in geothermal reservoir engineering we
shall briefly examine the characteristics of
the MDH and Horner methods for this case.

The Miller-Dyes-Hutchinson Method. Figure 37
presents a typical Miller-Dyes-Hutchinson graph
for a vertically-fractured well in a constant
pressure square. The producing time is the
parameter of interest, and the fracture pene
tration ratio, x IX f = 15. Equation (47) was used
for preparing th~ results displayed in Fig. 37.
The rationale for using Eq. (47) is discussed in
Ref. 88. As in the case of the closed square
drainage region the maximum slope for any of the
curves in Fig. 37 is O.965--much less than the
expected value of 1.151. This maximum slope
decreases as the producing time decreases and as
xe/xf decreases.

An important difference between the results
shown here and that shown in Fig. 33 must be
noted. Unlike the closed case, the shut-in well
bore pressure eventually reaches Pi for all pro
ducing times. This is due to' fluid recharge
across the constant pressure boundary. Following
the procedure suggested by Raghavill\ et al. 86 ,
correction factors can be prepared for this case
also. These are shown in Fig. 38. They are a
function of producing time for times prior to
steady state and the fracture penetration ratio,
xe/xf'

The Horner Method. Figure 39 presents a
typical Horner graph for a vertically fractured
well in a constant pressure square (Xe/xf = 15).
Unlike the closed square, the shut-in wellbore
pressure reaches Pi for all producing times due to
fluid recharge. Again as in the case of the
Miller-Dyer-Hutchinson graph, no extensive linear
portion is evident. Correction factors necessary
to use the Horner method to estimate the
permeability-thickness product are presented in
Fig. 38. For this case the correction factors
are a function of producing time for xe/xf > 1.5.

A comparison of the shape of the build-up
curves shown in Fig. 39 with that for an unfrac
tured well in a constant pressure square shows an
important difference. Kumar and Ramey88 showed
that as producing time increases, the curves move
to the right,and suggested that a system under
recharge could be identified by this property. In
the present instance, however, the curves move to
the left for small producing times before moving
back to the right. Thus, the suggestion of Kumar
and Ramey to identify a constant pressure boundary
system from pressure data is not applicable to
vertically fractured wells unless producing times
are very large.
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The Uniform-Flux Fracture

Because of the obvious difficulties involved
in graphical differentiation of the Horner and MDH
graphs and associated problems involved in deter
mining correct slopes, the uniform-flux case has
not been examined in detail. Furthermore, the
type curve approach is more advantageous to deter
mine permeability-thickness and fracture length.

Pressure Build-up Analysis for Finite-

Capacity Fractures

The basis for the type curve approach for
finite-capacity fractures is identical to that
discussed earlier. The draw-down type curves are
applicable if the producing time, t Dxf ' is much

greater than the largest build-up time. This is a
critical assumption and has not been explored
fully in the literature. The effect of small
producing time on build-up data is to give an
appearance of a small fracture capacity. This
point is demonstrated in Fig. 40 where the effect
of producing time on build-up data for an
infinite-conductivity vertical fracture is dis
played. 89 The shape of the curves shown here is
similar to those shown in Fig. 13. For example,
the curve for tDxf = 10-1 may be matched with many
of the FcD curves shown in Fig. 13. This, in
addition to the difficulties mentioned earlier,
indicates that analysis of build-up data for
fractured wells of finite-capacity is a formidable
challenge.

To my knowledge the applicability of semi-log
methods to the finite fracture capacity system has
not been investigated in any detail. However!
considering the results that have been obtained
so far, work along these lines may not be fruitfuL

Determination of Static or Average Reservoir

Pressure

As mentioned in the section titled "Uses of
Pressure Transient Data" one of the objectives of
a pressure test is to determine average reservoir
pressure for material balance calculations. For
the case of an unfractured well this may be esti
mated by extrapolating the proper straight line on
a Horner or MDH graph to an appropriate shut-in
time. However, for the case of a vertically
fractured well no simple method of extrapolation
exists since a linear portion is not evident on
the semi-log graphs. A thorough discussion of
this aspect is beyond the scope of this paper.
Pertinent information on this subject may be
found in Refs. 54, 63 and 86.

Application to Injection Wells

The preceding discussi0n also forms the
basis for the analysis of the shut-in pressure
behavior in injection wells. For type curve analy
sis the ordinate of the log-log graph should be
(p f - P ) rather than (p ~ Pwf s). If thew ,s ws ws,



to investigate each parameter that affects pres
sure behavior individually and obtain the neces
sary solutions. This catalogue would be useful in
identifying the potential characteristics for each
specific circumstance. It would also be useful in
reducing the range of variables that need to be
considered in analyzing field data. The 3econd
avenue is to develop techniques whereby field data
can be analyzed conveniently and at the same time
insure that the description of the fracture and
reservoir are realistic and compatible with pro
duction performance.

semi-log approach is used than the results
presented in the section titled "The Semi-log
Approach: An Infinite-Conductivity Vertically
Fractured Well in a Constant Pressure Square"
should be used.

Shut-in Pressure Behavior for other Fractured

Systems

The shut-in pressure behavior for wells
intercepting horizontal or inclined fractures has
not been examined in the petroleum engineering
literature. The principal reason for this
appears to be the limited application of these
solutions. It should be noted that the basis for
analyzing data by the type curve approach is
identical to that for a vertically-fractured well.
Applicability of the semi-log techniques can also
be investigated along the lines presented here.

Discussion and Summary

The main object of this survey is to document
most of the recent work that has been conducted
and which is available in the open literature
(until Oct. 8, 1977). In doing so I have labored
under one important restriction. I am aware that
several research groups (universities and indus
trial laboratories) are actively working in this
area. Thus, it is possible that some of the
problems I have outlined here have been solved.
Hopefully the results of any such investigations
will be presented shortly.

Judging from the work that has been presented
in the past few years, it is probable that new
solutions which include the effects of non-Darcy
flow (within the fracture, on the fracture sur
face, or both), wellbore storage and skin
damage, and confining pressure will be discussed
in the open literature shortly. Furthermore, it
is clear that the effect of fracture height on
the pressure behavior of finite flow capacity
fractures will be available in the near future.
Another problem which needs consideration is the
effect of the variation in fracture capacity with
distance on pressure response and deliverability.
Undoubtedly solutions to most of these problems
will be obtained via the digital computer.

The availability of solutions for specific
cases, however, does not necessarily imply that
it would be possible to analyze field data con
veniently. In some instances consideration of
one of the effects mentioned above would provide
answers which are compatible with production
performance. In other instances a combination of
factors would have to be taken into account. In
such an event simple graphical techniques would
be inadequate and one would have to resort to
parameter estimation techniques90- 94 (automatic
history matching, inverse problem solving).

In summary, it appears that two avenues are
available for us to increase our understanding of
fractured well pressure behavior. The first is
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Nomenclature

drainage area, sq. ft.
constant defined by Eq. (27)
entry ratio
formation volume factor, RB/STB
constant defined by Eq. (28)
unit storage factor, RB/psi
fracture compressibility, psi- l

system compressibility, psi- l

dimensionless storage constant based on
fracture half-length

relative fracture capacity defined by
Cinco, et al., dimensionless

dimensionles;-fracture capacity defined
by Agarwal, et al.

dimensionless fracture capacity defined by
Prats

formation thickness, feet
fracture height, feet

dimensionless thickness based on fracture
radius

dimensionless thickness based on fracture
half-length

dimensionless fracture height

edge length of an inclined fracture

dimensionless edge length of an inclined
fracture

horizontal permeability, md
fracture permeability, md

vertical permeability, md

real gas pseudo pressure, psi2/cp
difference in real gas pseudo pressures,

psi2/cp
slope of semi-log straight line, psi/log~,

psi2/log~, or psi2/cp/log~

slope in psi/~ or, psi2 /lhour,

psi/cp/lhour

fluid pressure, psi
dimensionless pressure drop

dimensionless shut-in wellbore pressure
drop

initial pressure in the system, psi

standard pressure, psi

dimensionless wellbore pressure drop

wellbore flowing pressure, psi

wellbore pressure at instant of shut-in,
psi

wellbore shut-in pressure, psi



o u / B
p average reservoir pressure, psi

PDs MDH dimensionless wellbore pressure drop

q surface flow rate, STB/D, Mcf/D
qD dimensionless flowrate

r = radius, feet
r f horizontal fracture radius, feet
r
w

radius of well, feet

r' = effective wellbore radius, feet
w
s skin factor, dimensionless

dimensionless time based on horizontal
fracture radius

dimensionless time based on fracture
half-length

shut-in time, hours
temperature, oR
standard temperature, oR

fracture width, feet
drainage length, feet

fracture half-length, feet
compressibility factor
porosity
viscosity, cp
angle of inclination of the fracture from

the vertical

Subscripts

CD dimensionless capacity
D dimensionless
e external boundary

DXf dimerisionless variable based on fracture
half-length

f fracture
i initial
w = wellbore
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Fig. 36. Horner build-up graph for a vertically fractured well in a closed square.
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APPLICATION AND INTERPRETATION OF DRILL STEM TEST
Merl in Anderson

Halliburton Services
Duncan,Oklahoma

INTRODUCTION

Figure I

REMOTE CONTROL
SAFETY VALVE

:\U~ifl1~~~ MANIFOLD
FLOW
LINE

HYDRAULIC
CONTROL LINE

'-----'-LT- 20 SWIVELPRESSURE BALANCED
SWIVEL

MASTER VALVE
NIPPLE

'--J""~ DRILL PIPE

Disconnect removed and the new portion instal led.

TWO TYPICAL SYSTEMS OF SURFACE
EQUIPMENT FOR AN OPEN HOLE LAND TEST

SURFACE EQUIPMENT

TESTING ON LAND

The surface control head equipment provides
control of the wei I at the surface during the test.
Careful thought needs to be given to the selection
of this equipment to see that it adequately ful
fil Is the requirements of the test. Questions
that need to be considered are: What surface
pressures are expected? Are multiple choke
changes requ ired? Wi I I high f low rates for exten
ded periods of time be encountered? Wi I I the for
mation be treated during the test? Wii I wire line
equipment be run through the string? Is a ki I I
I ine to be connected to the test tree? Can sour
gas be expected? Will chemical injection be re'
quired? The integrity of the test tree should not
be compromised.

The Dril I Stem Test is an analysis tool for
evaluating potentially productive formation. A
properly conducted test can yield information as
to production rate, transmissibil ity, flow capa
city, relative permeabi I ity, damage and possibly
indicate if a I imited reservoir has been encoun
tered. The Dri I I Stem Test provides this informa
tion at a time when the least expenditure has been
made, i.e. before the wei 1 has been completed and
often before casing has been set. Knowledge of
the original reservoir conditions can be impor
tant both in designing the wei I completion and in
the reservoir engineering work performed later in
the I ife of the wei I. Technology avai iable today
has provided the tools and equipment to safely
evaluate almost any formation being encountered.

UNITEST TREE surface control eguipment
SYSTEM: The Unitest Tree surface control equip
ment System provides a series of components such
that by proper selection, the control head can be
custom bui It for the individual test requirements.
A description of the components avai lable are des
cribed below. Figure I shows two possible test
tree designs.

THE LIFT NIPPLE provides a means of latching
the elevators to the control head to handle the
string of pipe at the surface. Often a joint of
dri I I pipe is used for this purpose.

THE QUICK DISCONNECT provides a means of
quickly altering the form of the control head. It
is located in the test tree at the place it is to
be changed. The portion of the test tree to be
added (a lubricator for example) is preassembled
toa top half of a Quick Disconnect. When it be
comes desirable to change the tree design, the
Master Valve is closed, the Quick Disconnect is
knocked loose, the portion of the tree above the

THE BAR DROP SUB contains the brass bar that
is released at the end of the test, al lowed to
fal I to bottom, break the pin in the Impact Rever
sing Sub, and permit ~he recovery to be reversed.
The Bar Drop Sub al lows the bar to be instal led in
the control head, out of the flow stream, before
the start of the test. The bar may be released
with pressure on the control head. It is always
recommended that, for safety reasons, the recov
ery be reverse circulated.

THE FLOW-TEE provides ports for the produc
tion to exit from the test tree into the manifold
or the flow I ine. Dual ported Flow-Tee~s are
avai lable when extreme flow rates for extended
periods are expected. A plug is available which
wi I I close the bore at the top of the tool. The
plug can be removed if other equipment is to be
run above or can be replaced with a back pressure
valve which wi I I permit fluid movement down
throu~h the Flow-Tee but prevent any fluid move
ment In the reverse direction.
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trol I ing this wing are opened and the two valves
control I ing the side containing the original choke
are closed, diverting the flow through the second
choke. This process may be continued to flow
through as many chokes as desired. The Manifold
is usuai Iy fastened directly to the Flow-Tee or
Remote Control Safety Valve. However, it can be
placed on the rig floor with a high pressure steel
hose connecting it to the Control Head.

THE REMOTE CONTROL SAFETY VALVE is run in
place of the Flow-Tee to provide an exit for the
flow into the Manifold or flow I ine. As its name
impl ies it provides additional safety by al lowing
the wei I to be shut in at the surface from a re
mote position. The remote Control Safety Valve
contains an internal spring loaded sleeve valve.
The valve normally is in the closed position.
Prior to the start of the test, pressure appl ied
through a high pressure rubber hose (run from the
valve to a remote position) opens the valve. As
long as the pressure is maintained, the valve wi I I
stay open. If it should become desirable to close
the valve, al I that is required is to release the
pressure from the I ine. The spring, aided by the
well head pressure, will close the valve. The
valve may be reopened at any time by applying
enough pressure to overcome the valve spring plus
the wei I head pressure time a sma I I differential
area. The remote control valve provides an easy
method of taking surface closures when the con
trol head is positioned some distance up in the
derrick. Using the safety valve for surface clo
sures also prevents wear and possible damage to
the master valve maintaining its integrity for
emergency situations. The remote control valve is
very desirable when testing offshore or in an area
where hydrogen sulfide might be encountered.

A SWIVEL provides the abi I ity to rotate the
pipe to operate down hole tools without having to
close the master valve and release the surface
flow I ines. If the test is conducted with rota
tional tools and a swivel is not used, al I bottom
hole closures wi I I be preceded by a surface clo
sure. This may be detrimental to the information
be ing obta ined.

THE MASTER VALVE is the main valve in the
Control Head System and provides a means of shut
ting the well in at the surface. If surface clo
sures are to be taken, it may be desirable to take
these with the Remote Control Safety Valve or the
manifold valves. This prevents possible wear on
the Master Valve maintaining its integrity for
possible emergency situations. A second Master
Valve can be added if redundancy is desired.

THE ACCESS VALVE provides a means of having
access into the flow stream at the Control Head.
It may be necessary to inject chemicals into the
flow stream to prevent a freezing action from
occurring at the chokes or retard hydrate forming
in the surface equipment. The Access Valve has
also been used as a tap for measuring surface
pressures. The Access Valve may be opened or
closed by rotation of a sleeve located on the
valve.

OPEN HOLE
SINGLE PACKER TEST

RILL PIPE OR DRILL COLLARS

EVERSE CIRCULATION PORTS

YDROSPRING TESTER

T. PRESSURE RECORDER
lAP TYPE)

XPAND SHOE PACKER
ASSEIIBLY

NCHOR PIPE SAFETY JOINT

LUSH JOINT ANCHOR

-+-HT 500 TEIIPERATURE
RECORDER

T. PRESSURE RECORDER
(8LANKED OFF)

OPEN HOLE
STRADDLE PACKER TEST

-HANDLING SUB a CHOKE
ASSE1l8LY

l-o-HYDROSPRING TESTER

'--'i...",.-BY-PASS PORTS
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THE MANIFOLD has the valve, chokes and pres
sure gauges necessary for monitoring the up stream
flowing pressure and control I ing the flow rate.
The double wing construction (two identical halves
connected together) al lows the wei I to-be flowed
through multiple choke sizes without ever having
to shut the wei I in. This is accompl ished by clo
sing two valves which isolate one half of the
manifold and forces the flow through the choke on
the open wing. If it should become desirable to
flow through a second choke size, this choke is
placed in the isolated wing. The two valves con-

Figure 2

ROTATIONALLY OPERATED TOOLS FOR OPEN HOLE TESTING

Figure 2 illustrates a typical string of open
hole and open hole straddle testing tools.

THE IMPACT REVERSING SUB provides a means of
reverse circulating the recovery from the dri I I
pipe at the conclusion of the test. The sub has a
hoi low brass pin that protrudes to the inside of
the bore of the tool. The Inside of the hoi low
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pin is exposed to the annulus. At the conclusion
of the test a brass bar Is released from the sur
face and allowed to fall through the dri II pipe to
the revers ing sub, str i king the ho I Iowp in, brea k
ing it off and opening a port from the inside of
the dri I I pipe to the outside. The recovery may
then be reverse circulated from the hole.

THE PUMP OUT SUB offers a means of reverse
circulating the recovery from the dri I I pipe. A
brass disc seals the port leading from the bore of
the tool to the annulus. At the conclusion of
the test, an approximate 1200 psi differential
pressure app lied ins ide the sub wi I I shea r the
disc and al low the wei I to be reverse circulated.
The disc is so constructed that it wil I withstand
10,000 psi differential pressure from the annulus.

THE HANDLING SUB AND CHOKE ASSEMBLY provides
a means of latching the elevators on the tool
str i ng at the surface fac II i tat i ng ma king up the
tools for running in the wei I. There is a provi
sion for placing a choke inside the tool if a down
hole choke is required. A metal screen is placed
ahead of the choke to help fi Iter out sol ids in
the flow stream which might tend to plug the choke.
The tool is so constructed that if it should be
come desirable to pump fluids down through the
tools, the choke and screen are by-passed removing
the restriction to flow in the reverse direction.

THE DUAL CIP VALVE provides bottom hole valve
for taking flow and closed in pressure periods.
The Valve is initially in the open position so
that when the main tester valve (Hydrospring Test
er) opens, the test begins. After the desired
amount of time has been given to the initial flow
period, the valve may be closed by rotating the
Drill Pipe to the right. The flow, closed in
pressure sequence, may be repeated by further right
hand pipe rotation giving a total of two flow and
closed in pressure periods. After the Valve has
been rotated to the final closed in pressure posi
tion, continued rotation wit I open reversecircu
lation ports al lowing the recovery to reverse cir
culate during the final closed in pressure period.
Reverse circulating through the Dual C. I .P. Valve
is not normally attempted when testing open hole.

THE HYDROSPRING tester is the main valve in
the tool string and is run in the hole in the
closed position. A by-pass port located in the
lower portion of the tool al lows the wei I bore
fluid to by-pass the packers through the inside of
the tool string. This aids in reducing the pres
sure surges as the tools are lowered in the hole.
When the tools are on bojtom and pipe weight is
appl ied to expand the packer elements, the weight
activates a hydraul ic metering system which con
trols the opening of the tester valve. After a
time delay of approximately 3-5 minutes, the me
tering system releases al lowing free fal I for the
last inch of valve travel. The free fal I closes
the by-pass port, opens the valve and provides a
surface indication that the test has started. At
the conclusion of the test, upward movement of the
drl I I pipe closes the tester valve and opens the
by-pass placing annulus hydrostatic pressure
across the formation and terminating the test.

THE AP CASE is used to hold the flowstream

pressure recorder. The pressure recorder is posi
tioned in the center of the case with flow passage
provided around the outside of the gauge.

THE HYDRAULIC JARS are used to provide an up
ward flow to help release the tools if they should
become stuck during the test. A hydraul ic meter
ing system in the jar prevents any relative travel
in the jar so a pul I can be taken to stretch the
dril I pipe. After a short time delay, the hydrau
I ic system releases al lowing rapid upward movement
of the jar mandrel which del ivers an upward impact
to help knock the tools loose. The jar does not
meter on the downward stroke so it can be recock
ed rapidly to permit the maximum number of blows
per unit time.

THE V.R. (VERTICAL-ROTATION) SAFETY JOINT pro
vides a place to back-off and release the tools
above the packer if packer becomes stuck and is un
able to be jarred loose. This is accompl ished by
raising the drill pipe, applying right hand torque
and lowering the pipe. This process is repeated
a total of 39 times to release the safety joint.
There is also a by-pass bui It in the Safety Joint
to aid the wei I bore fluid in by-passing the pack
ers. A telescoping action closes the by-pass when
weight is appl ied to the packers.

THE OPEN HOLE PACKER affects a seal between
the tool string and the wal I of the hole isolating
the formation to be tested from the fluid in the
annulus. The packers are designed to al low the
metal supports on either end and the packer ele
ments to be changed readi Iy so the 0.0. of the
packer can be sized to the diameter of the hole.
A sma I I hard rubber element below the main packer
is expa nded by contro I led trave I . It does not sea I
but partially bridges the gap between the metal
shoes and the hole reducing the clearance and pro
viding additional support for the main packer. AI I
exterior metal parts are locked to the inside man
drel preventing any free rotation if it should
ever become necessary to remove the packers with a
wash over tool.

THE DISTRIBUTOR VALVE al lows you to control
the pressure in the annulus between two packers
when more than one packer is run. When two pack
ers are set in tandem the annulus fluid trapped
between the two packers is compressed creating a
pressure bui Id-up ranging from i200 psi to more
than 2000 psi. The pressure increase may be suf
ficient to break down a weak or naturally verti
cal fractured formation allowing the annulus hy
drostatic pressure to communicate through the for
mation to the tested interval. The Distributor
Valve permits the annulus pressure between the two
packers to be maintained at a preset valve. This
progressively drops the pressure differential
across the packers subjecting the formation to the
least stress possible. The valve is designed such
that if during the test the top packer should lose
its seat dropping the total hydrostatic pressure
on the bottom packer, the valve wi I I not reopen.
If the bottom packer holds, the test can be comple
ted.

THE ANCHOR PIPE SAFETY JOINT is run below the
bottom packer. This permits the string to be re
leased below the bottom packer If the anchor pipe
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becomes stuck and can not be jarred loose. It is
important to back-off below the packers if possi
ble.

This leaves a relatively simple fishIng job
of just having to fish for the anchor and not hav
ing to cut over the packers. A very high percen
tage of the time it is the anchor that becomes
stuck and not the packer.

THE ANCHOR PIPE is very heavy wall pipe with
a multitude of sma I I holes through it to provide
access for the wei I production to enter the dri I I
pIpe. The length of the anchor is varied to space
the packer(s) the proper distance above the bottom
of the hole. The Anchor Pipe has to be of high
strength because the entire weight of the annulus
column of fluid is transferred through the anchor
to the bottom of the hole.

THE BLANKED OFF RUNNING CASE carries the
blanked-off pressure recorder in the hole. This
gauge can not sense pressure in the flow stream.
It only has access to pressure from the annulus
in the tested interval.

STRADDLE TESTING

Sometimes it is desirable to test a formation
that had been previously penetrated and is above
the bottom of the hole. Straddle Testing provides
a means of isolating the formation to be tested
from other potentially productive formations in
the we I I. The Pressure Equa liz i ng tube prov ides
a means of maintaining annulus hydrostatic pres
sure below the bottom packer while preventing it
from being placed across the tested interval. See
Figure 2.

THE SIDE WALL ANCHOR provides a means of sup
porting the weight necessary to expand the packer
on a straddle test when it is not practical to
run anchor pipe to bottom. The tool consists of
large sl ips which can be expanded against the bore
of the hole to support the tools. The equal izing
tube run when straddle testing maintains hydro
static pressure below the bottom packer el imina
ting the need for the side wal I anchor to support
the annulus hydrostatic pressure. The drag spring
assembly which provides the resIstance required to
expand the sl ips wil I not rotate as the tools are
removed from the hole. This al lows the Drl I I Pipe
to be rotated out without the drag springs dama
ging the filter cake.

RECIPROCAL TESTING

The Dri I I Stem Test tools can also be con
trol led by recIprocatIng the dri I I pipe. To con
duct the test with up and down pIpe movement, al I
of the previously described tools are used with
the exception of the Dual C. I .P. Valve. The tools
I isted below are added or modified as described.

THE MODIFIED HYDROSPRING TESTER Is a conven
tional hydrospring that has been modifIed to per
mit taking closed in pressures. The bypass is re
moved from the bottom of the tool and an indexIng
'J' slot added at the top. The tool is run in the
closed position. When weight is set through the
Hydrospring tester to expand the packers, a hy-

draul ic meterIng system is activated in the tool.
After a 3 to 5 minute time delay the Hydrospring
tester opens starting the test. A free fal I
travel of approximately one inch at the time the
tool opens, jars the dril I pipe, giving a surface
indication that the test has started. When it be
comes desirable to close the Hydrospring tester
for a bottom hole closed In pressure, the dri II
pipe ispicked up until the Hydrospring tester
closes. The 'J' slot at the top of the tool In
dexes al lowing weight to be reappl ied to the tools
without the valve reopening. To open the valve
for subsequent flow, the dri I I pipe is again raised
to a neutral position and weight appl ied to the
tool. The 'J' slot indexes and the Hydrospring
tester opens after the 3-5 minute time delay
caused by the hydraul ic metering system. This
process may be repeated to permit as many flow and
closed in pressure perIods as desired.

THE L.O.C. (LOCKED OPEN CLOSED) BY-PASS is
run in conjunction with the modified Hydrospring
tester to provide the fluid by-pass that was re
moved from the bottom of the Hydrospring tester.
The By-Pass is open goIng in the hole and does not
close unti I just before the Hydrospring opens.
After the by-pass has closed, it remains ciosed un
til returned to the surface.

THE EXTENSION JOINT provides the free travel
necessary to close the Hydrospring tester without
unseating the packer. After the Hydrospring test
er closes the additional upward travel of the Ex
tension Joint can be taken before the packer re
leases. Each Extension JoInt provides 30 inches
of free travel. As many Extension Joints as re
quired can be run to provide the free travel nec
essa ry to corduct the test.

TESTING INSIDE CASING

The tools required for testing inside casing
are the same as described for open hole testing
with the exception that the open hole packers are
replaced with a casing hookwal I packer and the
flush joint anchor is replaced with perforated tai I
pipe.

Additional tools for testing in casing are de
scribed in the section under Floating Vessel Test
I ng.

THE SAMPLER is a modification of the tester
valve to al low it to catch a sample under final
flowing conditions. Samplers are avai lable for
rotational or reciprocal testing. The size of the
trapped sample ranges from 2100 to 2750 cc depend
ing on the Sampler used. The sample from a dri I I
stem test is taken at final flowing conditions
where phase separation may have occurred and
therefore should not be considered a P.V.T. sample.
The fol lowing information is avai lable from the
sample: Recovery volumes, amounts of gas, oi I,
water, mud, API gravity of the 01 I, specific grav
ity of the water, chloride content of the water,
resistivity of the water, and the gas oi I ratio
in the Sampler.

If there is water in the dri I I pipe recovery
and no water in the Sampler, then the final fluids
flowing contained no water and this is a good in-
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dicatlon that the water in the Dril I Pipe is in
filtrate loss and not formation production. This
is an additional check in conjunction with the
chlorides, and the resistivity as to where the
water came from.

If a larger sample is required, then one to
three dri I I col lars can be run between the Dual
C. I .P. Valve and the Hydrospring tester. A drain
valve is run above and below the col lars. A drop
and seat, to prevent fluids in the sample from
draining to bottom during the closed in pressure
periods, is run below the lower drain valve. The
sample wi II be trapped at final closed in pres
sure. The gas is removed from the sample chamber
through top drain valve. The I iquids are then
drained from the lower drain valve.

MECHANICS OF TESTING

Preplanning and the use of proper procedures
wi I I greatly aid in safely obtaining the objec
tives of the test. Selection of the equipment
wil I have to be based on the type of test to be
conducted and the hole conditions that exist. Con
sideration should be given to the size and type of
tools required, the pressure gauge range, length
of the gauge clocks, bottom hole temperature,
whether the wei I is being dri lied underbalanced,
whether H2S is to be expected. AI I these factors
wil I have an effect on the success of the test.

If it is to be open hole test, conditioning
the hole prior to the test wi I I do more to insure
a mechanically successful test than any other
single factor. More misruns are caused by anchor
perforation and/or tool plugging than any other
reason.

As the tools are made up on location, the
proper amount of flush joint anchor is placed in
the tail pipe to space the packer(s) the desired
distance from bottom. If the available flush
joint anchor, usually about 40 feet, does not pro
vide the desired length, then dril I col lars can
be added to achieve the proper interval. When
dril I col lars are run in the anchor, they are nor
mal Iy placed above the perforated anchor. This
is because the 0.0. of the col lars is usually lar
ger than the perforated anchor and would, if run
on bottom, expose an upward step at the transition
between the collars and the anchor. This step
would be a good place for any sol ids settl ing out
of the flow stream to bridge and possibly stick
the tail pipe. If the perforations are run on
bottom, any smal I sol ids in the annulus would be
carried through the anchor into the flowstream.
Drill Pipe should never be used as tail pipe. It
does not have the strength to withstand the tre
mendous loads that can be appl ied to the anchor
during the test.

It is common to place dri I I col lars on top of
the string of test tools to help provide the ri
gidity and weight required at the tools to set the
packers. In some areas "weight pipe" is used for
this purpose. Weight pipe is Dril I Pipe with a
second piece of pipe fitted lengthwise providing
additional weight and rigidity. Weight pipe can
not be distinguished from Dril I Pipe by outward
appearance. If weight pipe is used, it should be

made certain that the length and 1.0. is correctly
reported; otherwise, an erroneous I iquid production
rate calculation could result.

The hole should be ful I at the time the tools
are started. If water cushion is to be run, either
for protecting the dri I I pipe from col lapse pres
sure, or for placing a back pressure against the
formation, a heavy gel should be mixed and poured
in the first few joints of pipe run on top of the
tools. This wi II hold in suspension any scale,
dried mud, etc., that may be washed out of the
dri II pipe and prevent it from settl ing inside and
plugging the tools.

Water cushion should be added approximately
every 10 stands. This wil I help prevent large air
pockets from accumulating in the cushion.

The rise in the level of the mud pit should
be monitored as the dril I pipe is run. The in
crease should be equal to the volume of mud being
displaced by the pipe. If it is less than the
volume being displaced, then fluid is being lost
in the hole. A formation may be taking fluid or
the dri II pipe may be leaking. If the increase is
greater than the volume being displaced, then some
formation is producing into the well. If this is
occurring, the well is underbalanced and the threat
of a kick is very real.

The dri I I pipe should not be run at an exceed
ingly high rate. The piston effect could create
pressure surges great enough to exceed the frac
ture gradient of the formation. A rate of ap
proximately I foot per second is about right.Peri
odically, the dri II pipe should be checked for
leaks. A very sl ight blow from the dri I I pipe
should not create concern, as this may be caused
by expansion of air from the increase in tempera
ture. However, if a dri II pipe leak develops, it
should be discovered and corrected or a mis-run
wi II result.

As the tools approach packer depth, the rate
should be siowed down to watch for bottom. If the
pipe tally is in error, the tools could hit bottom
before expected and possibly damage the pipe or
tool string. The Control Head equipment is made
up on the last joint and the pipe slowly worked up
and down observing the indicator coming up and go
ing down. A 5 minute wait with the pipe hanging
stationary prior to setting weight on the packer
should yield a clean place on the charts for read
ing initial hydrostatic pressure.

After it has been observed that the hole is
full, the desired weight, usually 20-40,000 Ib, is
placed on the packer. The height of the Control
Head above the rotary table should be observed. If
it is higher in the derrick than it should be,this
is an indication of fi I I on bottom. The cuttings
and cavings creating the false bottom wi I I usually
explode up around the tai I pipe when the tester
valve opens causing the packers to start sl iding
to bottom, picking up additional mud in the recov
ery, creating situations conducive to anchor per
foration plugging, and also possibly sticking the
anchor pipe.

Someone should be assigned to observe the
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annulus from the time the tester valve opens unti I
the packer is unseated. If the fluid in the annu
lus drops, the pipe should be picked up immediate
ly to close the tester valve and prevent the mud
from u-tubing. A second attempt may be made to
obtain a test by setting more weight on the pack
ers than was app lied in the first attempt. If
the packer does not seat after 2 or 3 tries, the
tools should be removed and the hole conditioned
or another packer seat selected.

The recommended testing procedures for ob
taining good reservoir information are discussed
under the chart interpretation section. However,
it is felt the test should be conducted based on
the wei I 's performance and not restricted to some
preset inflexible plan.

If the test is being conducted inside casing,
the dril I pipe recovery may be reverse circulated
during the final closed in pressure. However, it
is usually unacceptable to reverse in open hole
while the packers are stili seated.

At the conclusion of the final C. I .P., the
pipe is raised to terminate the test.
The by-pass opens placing hydrostatic pressure
across the tested interval and equal izing pres
sure around the packers. Continued upward move
ment unseats the packers. The packers should be
given a few minutes after releasing to give them
time to return to their original diameter. If
the pipe is started out of the hole immediately,
the packers may not have returned to size and
cause a problem in swabbing the wei I. After the
packers have been unseated and the tools free,
one of the reverse circulating subs should be ac
tivated and the recovery reverse circulated from
the dril I pipe. The constituents in the recovery
can be fairly accurately determined by observing
the returns, catching samples and counting the
pump strokes. There wil I be a fluid sample below
the reversing sub, and a sample between the Dual
C. I .P. valve and the Hydrospring tester. Also, a
sampler may be run if desired.

The trip out of the hole is probably the most
dangerous time during a dri I I stem test. This is
when everyone feels the test is concluded and lets
their guard down. As the pipe is removed from the
hole, the annulus should be fil led approximately
every 10 stands. The amount of mud required to
fil I the annulus should be measured. If this is
less than the volume of the pipe removed, then
some formation is feeding into the annulus. This
may be caused by the packer swabbing the wei I. The
rate the tools are being pul led should be reduced.
If the amount to fil I the annulus continues to be
less than the volume of the dril I pipe removed,
consideration should be given to going back to
bottom and conditioning the mud. If the trip out
of the hole is continued with the formation coming
in, the wei I may become underbalanced and the
threat of a blowout exists.

Another hazard is present when hydrocarbons
have been recovered and not reverse circulated.
The pipe is pul led wet. The agitation of the re
covery as the pipe is removed often causes gas to
come out of solution resulting in a spray of oil
blowing out the top of the pipe. Anytime the rig

is showered with oil, there is a threat of fire.
The fire wi II not last long, but the toll in human
resources and equipment can be great. Wet plugs
(plugs designed to blank off the top joint of a
stand of dri I I pipe to prevent the pipe from un
loading as it is raised in the derrick) are some
times used when pulling a set string. However,
the tendency of the plug to get loose and fal I
from the elevators as they are lowered for the
next stand seems to present a greater threat to
the crew than the risk of fire. Both threats are
removed if the recovery is reverse circulated.

When the tools reach the surface, the pres
sure recordings should be inspected for a visual
interpretation of the test. This wi II indicate
if the test is a mechanical test as wei I as giving
an immediate indication of permeabi I ity (low,
medium, high), wei I bore damage (none, low,medium,
high), possibly depletion,etc. The first pres
sure recording recovered wi I I be from the flow
stream gauge. A decision on the test should not
be based on analysis of this gauge alone. The
blanked off pressure recording should also be in
spected and compared to the flow stream gauge. If
they do not look al ike, an explanation as to why
they don't should be obtained.

TESTING FROM FLOATING VESSELS

Figure 3 illustrates a Dril I Stem Test being
conducted from a floating vessel (next page).

SURFACE EQUIPMENT

The Unitest Tree surface control equipment
system as described for land testing is appl icable
for the offshore testing. The componentized ap
proach al lows the control head to be configured in
the manner required for a particular test. Often
two master valves are run for redundancy. A
master valve and flow-tee may be placed on top of
the test tree to permit a ki II I ine to be install
ed throughout the test.

SUBSURFACE EQUIPMENT

THE SUB-SEA TEST TREE (SSTT) increases the
safety of an offshore test by providing an ocean
floor test tree. The SSTT is run as a part of the
test string and is spaced out such that it is land
ed in the blow-out preventer (BOP) stack when the
tools are on bottom. The Test Tree is sized to
the stack so the pipe rams may be closed against
the SSTT. Two bal I valves in the SSTT are in the
normally closed position. A dual conduit hydrau-
I ic I ine is run from the SSTT, strapped to the
side of pipe, to the surface. Pressure appl ied
through the hydraul ic I ine to the SSTT rotates the
bal I valves to the open position. The valves wi I I
remain open as long as the pressure is maintained.
Anytime the pressure is released, either on pur
pose or through an accident such as the I ine being
severed by the vessel being blown off location,the
bal I valves automatically close shutting the wei I
in at the ocean floor. The valves may be reopened
by again applying pressure to the lines.

A quick disconnect al lows the pipe above the
SSTT to be released from the SSTT if it should be
come desirable to do so. This is accompl ished
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either hydraul ical Iy applying pressure through
the second conduit of I ine running to the surface
or by rotation of the pipe. The geometry of many
of the BOP Stack wi I I permit the bl ind rams to be
closed above the SSTT after the pipe is released.
The pipe from the surface can be run and re-en
gaged in the SSTT whenever desired.

OFF SHORE TEST 'SYSTEM

ll1Ilil"'lOl~----SUB SEA TEST TREE

1-+---- FUL-FLO SAFETY VALVE

;c:::§-I---- S LIP J 0 I N T S
~~~--- DRILL COLLARS

b"i-+---- CIRCULATING VALVEISI

1'i'~n-!----(OPTIONALlWEIGHT OPERATED

TESTER

n-+---- APR-N TESTER

AUXILlARY TOOLS

Figure 3

THE FUL-FLO SAFETY VALVE TESTING TOOL is de
signed to provide additional safety by automat-
lea I IY shutt Ing the we I lin if the pipe shou Id
part near the ocean floor but below the Sub-Sea
Test Tree. The valve is placed in the string the
appropriate distance above the upper sl ip joints.
It consists of a bal I valve which is held open as
long as the valve is in tension. If the pipe parts
the fal I ing action of the pipe wi I I telescope the
valve to the closed position. A pressure build
up in the pipe below the valve wi I I not pump the
valve back to the open position.

The valve has also found an appl ication for
open hole tests in areas where Hydrogen Sulfide
may be encountered. It is run just high enough
in the string to remain in tension when the packer

is set. If the pipe should part during the test,
the valve wi I I close shutting in the wei I and
possibly preventing a blowout.

THE SLIP JOINTS are free travel joints de
signed to counteract the effect of pipe movement
while operating down hole tools and to provide a
means of accurately placing the desired weight on
the down hole packers. After the amount of weight
to be placed on the down hole tools has been run,
the SI ip Joints are inserted in the string. When
the packer is set and the pipe landed at the ocean
floor, the SI ip Joints wi I I be in the neutral posi
tion with the weight below resting on the tools.
In areas where the vessel movement is minimal,
these SI ip Joints are sometimes omitted from the
~tring. Slip Joints are also used for free travel
joints below the weight operated tester valves to
aid in their operation.

THE TYPE 'A' REVERSE CIRCULATING VALVE pro
vides a dependable means of reverse circulating
the recovery from the pipe. The valve is set,
prior to going in the hole, to open when the de
sired pressure is appl ied to the casing. This
permits the recovery to be reverse circulated with
out any mechanical manipulation. Usually either
the pump out or impact reverse circulating sub
(described in open hole testing) is run to provide
redundancy.

THE ANNULUS PRESSURE RESPONSIVE-(APR) TESTER
VALVE was designed to permit a test to be conduct
ed inside casing without any manipulation of the
pipe. This greatly simpl ified testing from float
ing vessels where the constant motion of the rig
made the operation of the tool by pipe movement
difficult. The valve is control led by the appl i
cation and release of pressure appl ied to the cas
ing. After the packer has been set, the valve is
opened by applying the appropriate pressure to the
casing. The valve Is closed by releasing the cas
ing pressure. The tester valve can be opened and
closed as many times as necessary. If the casing
pressure should exceed a pre-determined amount,
the valve automatically closes and can not be re
opened unti I it is returned to the surface. This
is a safety feature which wi II shut the well in,
if a leak should develop in the dri I I pipe, before
a dangerously high pressure could be appl ied to the
casing.

PROCEDURE FOR TESTING FROM FLOATING VESSELS

The testing tools are made up and run in the
hole unti I the weight indicator shows the desired
amount of weight, usually about 25,000 Ib, to be
above the tools. The upper sl ip joints are in
stalled in the string and the pipe from the slip
joints to the ocean floor run. The Sub-Sea Test
Tree placed in the string and the remainder of the
pipe' run. The su rface test tree is i nsta I Ied and
pressure tested. If a ful I string of water cush
ion is run, the entire pipe string from the sur
face to the tester valve can be tested. The pack
er is then set and the pipe lowered untl I the Sub
Sea Test Tree is landed In the B.O.P. stack. This
places the upper SI ip Joints in the neutral posi
tion with the pipe weight above supported by the
fluted hanger. The weight below the SI ip Joints
is resting on the tools and packer.
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If the weight actuated tools are run, the
tester valve wil I open after a short time delay.
The remainder of the test is conducted by recip
rocating the pipe when it is desired to open or
close the tester valve.

If the Annulus Pressure Responsive tools are
run, the pipe rams are closed against the Sub-Sea
Test Tree and the casing pressured to the predeter
mined amount. This opens the tester valve. The
remainder of the test is conducted by release and
reapplication of the casing pressure. No pipe
movement is required.

During the final bottom hole closure, or
after the packer has been unseated, one of the re
verse circulating valves is opened and the recov
ery is reverse circulated from the pipe. The tools
are then returned to the surface.

HIGH VOLUME TESTING

Some of the offshore wei Is being encountered
were capable of producing at extremely high rates.
These wei Is needed to be adequately defined during
the test so the proper drl I I ing and producing
platforms could be designed. The extreme cost of
these faci I ities left I ittle room for error. The
restricted bore through conventional tool did not
permit the highly prol ific wells to be drawn down
sufficiently to al low the reservoir's character
istics to be accurately determined. To obtain the
formation parameters from these wei Is, a ful I
opening string of test tools and related surface
equipment was developed. These tools permit a
wei I to be flowed at high rates for extended
periods of time. See Figure 3.

THE SURFACE CONTROL HEAD equipment was modi
fied to permit the flow to exit from both sides of
the Remote Control Safety Valve. AI I right angle
turns are replaced with large radius sweeps to
help prevent fluid cutting. A bypass floor choke
manifold al lowed the flow to be diverted through
the manifold when desired and bypass the manifold
the remainder of the time.

THE TESTER VALVES, the Ful-Flo Hydrospring
tester which is a weight actuated valve, and the
ful I opening APR tester valve were designed with
full openings to permit unrestricted flow.

THE BUNDLE CARRIER was designed to carry two
pressure recorders and two temperature recorders
without restricting the bore through the case. The
recorders are carried in pockets mi I led in the out
side of the case. The pressure gauges have ports
leading from the bore of the case to the gauge.
This al lows the gauges to be run above the packers
as frow stream gauges or they may be run as blank
ed off gauges below the packers.

THE FULL OPENING TESTING TOOLS designed for
high volume testing had several other advantages
which became apparent. The ful I opening permitted
the formation to be perforated through the tool
after they were in place and the packer set. This
al lows the wei I to be perforated in an underbal
anced condition (formation pressure greater than
tUbing hydrostatic) helping prevent the wei I from
becoming damaged by producing back crushed forma-
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tion particles and debris frol\l shooting. If the
bundle carrier is used, the gauges are ~Iready in
place, the perforating gun is removed and the test
started. If the bundle carrier is not used, the
perforating gun is removed and the gauges run in
on wire I ine and landed in a seating nipple posi
tioned below the packer. The wire I ine is then
removed and the test run.

The ful I opening tools also permit the forma
tion to be stimulated through the tools. When
the formation is to be treated during the test,
the reverse circulating valves are often replaced
with tubing operated circulating valves. The
pumping equipment Is connected to the Test Tree
through a ki I I I ine. The wei I is tested in the
conventional manner taking the desired flow and
closed in periods. The wei I can then be stimula
ted through the test tools. The top circulating
valve is opened, the recovery reverse circulated
and the treating fluid circulated to bottom. The
tester valve is opened, and the formation treated.
After the treatment, the formation is again test
ed to evaluate the treatment.

If difficulty Is encountered in breaking down
the formation, the test can be terminated or spe
cial procedures may be fol lowed. One procedure
would be to kil I the wei I through the circulating
valve, pul I the test string and remove the Sub
Sea Test Tree. Install a back pressure valve and
run the string back down unti I the upper circula
ting valve is below the perforations. Acid is
spotted across the perforations and the string
pul led to remove the back pressure valve. The
Sub-Sea Test Tree is re i nsta I Ied and the test
string run back to the original packer depth. The
formation is broken down, treated and the testing
resumed.

CHART INTERPRETATION

Figure 4

The Charts shown in Figure 4 are typical
Bourdon Tube (BT) type pressure recordings of a
dual closed in dri I I stem test. The top chart is
the flow stream gauge and the bottom chart is the
blanked off gauge. Time on a B.T. chart starts
at the left and increases from left to right. The
time represented in the time axis is dependent
upon the clock being used in the gauge. Clocks
of 12, 24, 48, 72 and 120 are available. Pressure
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starts at the zero pressure line or "ba se line"
and increases in the"down direction. The base
I ine is scribed on the chart by the gauge at the
surface prior to running in the wei I. The other
horizontal I ine on the charts are placed on the
chart at the time it is read. Each of these lines
represent 1000 psi unless another value is written
on the I ines. The vibrations at the start 4-a
and at the end 4-k of the test represent vibration
of the stylus at the time the gauges are made up
and removed from the running case. These vibra
tions should be on the charts and indicate the
stylus assembly is free. The vibration excursions
should be centered on the base I ine with approxi
mately one half above and one half below. The
line extending diagonally down is the recording
of the tools being run in the hole. The width of
the I ine is actually drawn by vertical stylus mov~

ment caused by pressure surges due to the piston
effect of the tools being lowered in the hole.

Visual observation of this line wil I indicate
hole conditions and/or the speed the tools were
run in the hole. Running the tools at excessive
speeds can cause pressure surges sufficient to
possibly break down a formation. The short hori
zontal I ine at 4-b represents the initial hydro
static pressure. At 4-c, the test valve has open
ed and the pressure dropped to the hydrostatic
head above the gauges. When no water cushion is
run, the pressure wil I be close to zero. The por
tion of the chart from 4-c to 4-d represents the
initial flow period. The rise in pressure is due
to the increase in hydrostatic pressure from the
formation flowing into the dri I I pipe. At point
4-d, the tester valve is closed and the formation
al lowed to regenerate its pressure in the drawn
down area, from 4-d to 4-e. The valve is again
opened at point 4-e. The pressure at the start of
the second flow period on a I iquid production test
should be close to the same as the pressure at the
end of the initial flow period. This is because
there should be the same hydrostatic head on the
gauge at the start of the second flow as was there
when the valve was closed for the initial C.I .P.
If the pressure is less than the final of the
initial flow, then this indicates the dri I I pipe
is unloading at the surface during the closed in
pressure. If the second flow starts at a distinct
higher pressure than the end of the initial flow,
this is a strong indication of possible dri I I pipe
leakage. The well is open to flow from 4-f to 4-g.
At point 4-g, the valve is closed for the final
closed in pressure. At point 4-h, the dri I I pipe
Is raised opening the by-pass and dropping the hy
drostatic pressure across the formation. The firel
hydrostatic pressure is read at 4-i. At 4-j, the
rate the tools are being pul led is slowed down.
The recovery has been reached and the string is
pul led wet. At 4-k, the gauge has been returned
to the surface.

When looking at a B.T. pressure chart, the
first observation that should be made is if the
base I ine is good. Does the gauge start and end
on the base I ine? If the gauge starts and ends on
the base I ine, then the information recorded can
be con s idered to be true. If it does not sta rt
and/or end on the base I ine, a gauge problem may
be indicated. The flow stream gauge starts above
the base line 4-1 and returns to the surface above
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the base line 4-n. The initial flow pressure also
extends above the base line 4-m, indicating a
vacuum was drawn against the gauge. Of course,
this did not occur. The base I ine on a B.T. chart
has to be drawn with the gauge in the vert~cal

position. If the base I ine is drawn with the
gauge laying down, the weight of the stylus
assembly wil I cause the Bourdon Tube to rotate
slightly causing the base line to be drawn in
error. When the gauge is returned to the vertical
position, the stylus assembly rotates back to the
true zero. This is an example of an improperly
drawn base line.

Figure 5

Figure 5 is an example of a properly conducted
test. Two good flow periods are taken with one
half of the total flow time given to each flow.
Production calculation can be made from each flow
period. Two good closed in pressures are record
ed both with sufficient closure for rei iable
Horner extrapolation. The closed in pressure
periods are equal in duration to the flows. This
is sufficient for a wei I with this permeabi I ity
but is not necessari Iy the correct procedure for
other wei Is. More wi I I be discussed on this later.
With the abi I ity to make production calculations
from the flow periods and to extrapolate the
closed in pressures, the reservoir parameters may
be calculated from both bui Id-ups. The dril I pipe
was not reverse circulated and the string was
pu II ed wet.

Figure 6



The test in Figure 6 is a good test mechanic
ally. The gauge starts on the base line 6-a. At
point 6-b, the rate the tools are being run in the
hole is increased. The reason for the slower rate
to this point is that dri I I col lars are being run
unti I this time. At 6-c, the tester valve is
opened and the initial flow is started. At 6-d,
the valve is closed for the initial closed in
pressure. At 6-e, the valve is reopened for the
final flow. At point 6-f, there is a direct an
gular break recorded in the flow period. It gives
the appearance of a sudden reduction in rate when
such is not the case. It is caused by the transi
tion of production from the smal I capacity of the
dri I I col lars into the large capacity of the dril I
pipe. At 6-g, the valve is closed and the final
closed in pressure period taken until the test is
terminated at point 6-h. The trip out of the hole
is recorded unti I 6-1, at which the chart time ex
pired. It is not necessary for the ttip out of
the hole to be on the chart. The vibration that
occurs when the gauge is removed 6-j indicates the
gauge did return to the base I ine. The obvious
question that arises from this test is, is the
wei I depleting? A comparison of the two closed
in pressures gives a strong indication of reservoir
pressure caused by the production during the
second flow period. If that is the case, then the
wei I should not be completed based on this zone.
However, there is a second possible cause for the
discrepancy between the two closed in pressures:
Super Charge. Super Charge is a term that is used
to describe the over pressured zone adjacent to
the wei I bore and caused by infi Itrate loss into
the formation. This is referred to as the flush
zone or invaded zone on the logs. There is a prffi
sure gradient starting at hydrostatic pressure at
the wei I bore and extending to true reservoir prffi
sure some distance back in the formation. The
depth of the pressure invasion is primari Iy a
function of permeabiJ ity. The lower the permeabil
ity, the deeper the invasion. If the well is not
produced for a sufficient length of time during
the initial flow period to remove this invaded
pressure, the initial bui Id up wil I reflect the
invad~d pressure and record a false closed in
pressure. The problems involved in interpreting
this test would be removed if sufficient time to
positively remove Super Charge had been given to
the initial flow. It is recommended that a mini
mum of 30 minutes and preferably half the total
flow time be given to the initial flow period. If
the possibil ity of Super Charge does exist, the
one clue which can help determine if it is deple
tion or Super Charge is the second flow period.
If the wei I is producing at a constant rate,
approximately equal increases in flow pressure for
incremental time, then the reservoir can not be
losing energy. This test does indicate a relative
constant rate of production from 6-f to 6-g;
therefore depletion is not occurring and the
initial closed in pressure is Super Charged. The
time spent during the initial C. J.P. 6-d to 6-e
is actually a waste of rig time.

The test shown in Figure 7 is simi lar in
appearance to the preceding test with a short
initial and long final flow. The final closed in
pressu re wi I I never reach the va Ive recorded on
the initial C.I.P. Again the question, is this
Super Charge or is it depletion? Looking at the

Figure 7

second flow period, it can be seen that the produc
tion rate is continually decl ining from start to
finish. This is a very strong indication that de
pletion is occurring. If it is felt that this is
not conclusive enough evidence, then the well
should be retested. On the second test sufficient
time should be given to the initial flow period to
positively remove Super Charge forces. Again a
long second flow should be taken. A comparison of
the two closed in pressures on this test with each
other and with the pressures recorded on the pre
vious test should give a conclusive answer.

There is one pther phenomena that causes a
decl ining rate during the flow period back pres
sure. The back pressure due to the increase in
hydrostatic head inside the dri I I pipewil I even
tual Iy cause a decl ine in .production rate. A
'rule of thumb' from the observation of many tests
is that the decl ining rate wi I I start to become
readily apparent when the back pressure is approxi
mately equal to half of th~ formation pressure.

Figure 8
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Figure 8 shows a tes~ with three flows and

closed in pressures. The reason usual Iygiven for
taking three flows and closed in pressures is to
check for depletion. On this test the reservoir
pressure is almost completely depleted at the con
clusion of the final flow. However, what we most
often see with three flows and closed in pressures
is indicated in Figure 9. On this test, due to
the short first flow, the initial closed in pres
sure is sti I I under the influence of Super Charge
and wi I I extrapolate to a higher value than the

, second and third C.I.P. The second and third
closed in pressures are good. It is felt that
many times two properly conducted flows and
closed in periods wi II yield better information
than three or more. Often there is only a cer
tain amount of time permitted on bottom. If this
time is divided into three or more flow and closed
in periods, there is not sufficient time i~any of
the periods to obtain good information.

Figure 10

Figure 10 is a test where the surface reac
tion (very I ittle indicated production) is saying
low permeabi I ity. If the formation has low per
meabi I ity, then it takes longer to get good re
servoir information. More time is required to re
move Super Charge and it wil I take longer for the
closed in pressures to develop. On this test the
initiafflow period mayor may not have been long
enough to remove Super Charge. Insufficient time
was given the initial C. I .P. It does not have
enough closure for a rei iable Horner extrapolation
and provides very I ittle information. The second
closed in pressure was given enough time to devel
op a good bui Id up from which reservoir parameter
can be determined. The initial C. I.P. could be
con'sidered a waste of rig time.

Figure I I illustrates a test where again the
reaction at the surface indicated low permeabi I ity.
This suggested an extended time would be required
to obtain good closed in pressures. However, the
bui Idups developed very rapidly with short radius
of curvature and yielded two good closed in pres~

sures. The fast bui Id up is not compatible with
low permeabi I ity. The reason for ,the discrepancy
is high wei I bore damage. The quick bui Idup re
sults because the formation is capable of produc
ing at a much greater rate than the restricted
permeabi I ity at the wei I bore wi I I al low. Conse
quently there is I ittle draw down and when the
tester valve is closed, the formation quickly re-

<c,J'.)

generate pressu~e. With a little practice,
a visual rpretation will give an indication
of damage. 'he indicated permeabi I ity needs to
be weighed L ]ainst how rapidly the build up oc
curs,figure 12 shows a test 'indicating high per
meab iii ty and no damage. The v i sua I interpreta
tion of damage on gas wei Is can be a I ittle more
difficult.

Figure II

Figure 12

Figure 13

Figure 13 illustrates a gas producing wei I.
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There is one procedure difference b~ c.,"ing
a gas well and a liquid well. The pr,_ In rate
on a I iqu id test can be gauged if it to the
surface or ca n be ca Icu Iated from the ~ ding
pressure on the cha rt if it does not. ,,8 rate on
a gas wei I has to be measured at the surface. Due
to the short duration of the initial flow period
on this test, the rate was not measured and there
fore no reservoir calculations can be made from
the initial C. I .P. A near stabi I ized rate was ob
tained during the final flow period. The final
C. I .P. could be extrapolated and reservoir calcu
lations made.

Figure 14

Figure 14 illustrates a mechanically success
ful gas wei I test. The test starts and ends on
the base I ine. Stops were made at 14-a and 14-b
to add water cushion. The tester valve was opened
at 14-c for a short initial flow. At 14-d the
tester valve was closed and a bui Id up recorded.
At 14-e the tester valve was opened and the sur
face valve closed. The surface valve was opened
at 14-f and the wei I flowed for a clean up period
to 14-g. At 14-g the wei I was placed on a small
choke and produced against the sma I I choke unti I
14-h. At 14-h the wei I was placed on a larger
choke. At 14-i the choke was changed to a stil I
larger choke. At 14-j the final choke change was
made. At 14-k the tester valve was closed and a
bottom hole closed in pressure taken. At 14-1 the
bypass was opened and the hydrostatic pressure
dropped across the format ion. If the we I I Is to
be flowed through a series of chokes, the
proper sequence is to start with the sma I lest
choke and progressively change to larger ones.
This extends the radius of investigation further
into the reservoir and increases the radius of
curvature in the closed in pressures making them
easier to interpret. If the well is flowing
against a smal I choke at the time it is closed in,
the back pressure may be so great that the closed
in pressure wi II bui Id so quickly that it is dif
ficult to obtain enough reading in the curved por
tion to make a Horner Plot.

Flowing the wei I against increasingly larger
choke sizes, however, can also create problems.
If the wei I is not al lowed to stabil ize during
the flow periods, it can be exceedingly difficult
to obtain accurate information from the test. On
this test the bottom hole charts indicate the
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sand face flowing pressure was never al lowed to
stabi I ize durinq the test.

Figure 15

A decision on a test should not be made on
the basis of the flow stream gauge alone. It
should always be compared to the blank-off gauge.
Figure 15 shows the flow stream and blanked off
gauge. The charts indicate severe hole conditions
exist near the bottom 15-a. The extreme shake of
the opening line 15-b to 15-c is an indication of
the tools sl iding to bottom. The height of the
control head above the rotary should have been a
clue that the tools were resting on fi I I and not
on bottom. The flow periods from the flow stream
gauge 15-c to 15-d and 15-e to 15-f indicate low
permeabi I ity. Close examination does show a
I ittle roughness during the flows. The flow
periods on the blanked off gauge show a completely
different picture. Severe anchor perforations
plugging is occurring. When al I of the anchor
perforations plug, it is the same as closing a
valve on the blanked off gauge; and it starts a
pressure bui Idup. Then a perforation breaks free
and the pressure released. The continual plug
ging and releasing creates the appearance of the
flow periods shown on the blanked off chart. The
bypass is opened at 15-g. The pressure surges at
the start of the trip out indicate the jars had
to be tripped to drive the tools out of the cut
tings and cavings on bottom. It should have been
expected that plugging and possible sticking the
tools would occur because of the difficulty in
reaching bottom. The conditions encountered at
15-a should have been sufficient cause to remove
the tools and make a bit trip to clean the hole.
This test was a complete waste of rig time.Plug
ging due to cuttings and cavings left on bottom
are the single largest cause of misruns.

Figure 16 shows a test where the plugging ac
tion is shown on both the flow stream and the
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blanked off charts. This indicates the plugging
is occurring above the flow stream gauge, and
therefore it is the tools that are plugging.

Figure 16

Figure 17

Figure 17 illustrates a problem that can oc
cur when long intervals are tested. The trip in
the hole indicates stops were made periodically to
add water cushion. The tester valve was opened at
17-a with the gauges recording the back pressure
of the water cushion. After an extremely short
initial flow period, the tester valve was closed
and the initial shut in pressure taken. Observ.ing
the initial C. I.P. at i7-b, it can be seen that a
second bui Idup is imposed on the early bui Idup.
The tester valve was opened at 17-c for a second
flow. The portion of the second flow from 17-cto
17-d indicates a rise in hydrostatic due to pro
duction into the dri I I pipe. At 17-d the water
cushion surfaces and the decline in flowing pres
sure for the remainder of the period is caused by
the water cushion being produced from the pipe
and being replaced by a lighter oi I. At 17-e the
tester valve is closed for the final closed in
pressure. Again at 17-f a second buildup is impos
ed on the early bui Idup. At 17-g the bypass is
opened and the test terminated. The bui Idup on a
bui Idupis an indication that two distinct zones
of different permeabi I Ity and pressure are open
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in the tested interval. This makes it very dif
ficult to arrive at the individual reservoir pro
perties. To evaluate these zones, they should be
isolated and tested separately.

Figure 18

Figure 18 indicates a test where there was a
gauge malfunction. The chart shows the initial
flow and closed in periods. The test appears to
have terminated at 18-a. However, the second
flow was longer than shown and there was a final
closed in pressure taken. The clock in the pres
sure gauge stopped at 18-a and the remainder of
the flow and,the C. I .P. was recorded as a vertical
I ine. The clock remained stopped unti I the vibra
tion of the gauge on the trip out of the hole
started the clock running again at 18-b and the
rest of the trip from the hole was recorded.

Figure 19

Figure 19 shows a test which has one fiow and
closed in pressure. However, the operator at
tempted to close the valve at 19-a for an initial
closed in pressure. The valve was not successful
ly operated and remained open. At 19-b the opera
tor thinking the valve was closed attempted to
open it for a second flow. Again the valve re
mained open. At 19-c the operator·successful Iy
closed the valve and a closed in pressure was re
corded.

Figure 20 represents an unsuccessful test.
The tester valve was opened at 20-a and an ini
tial flow period recorded from 20-a to 20-b. The
valve was closed at 20-b for an initial closed in



pressure. The tester valve was leaking and no
C. I.P. was recorded. The valve was again opened
at 20-c and a second flow taken from 20-c to 20-d.
The tester valve was closed at 20-d for the final
C.I.P. Again the tester valve was leaking and the
pressure bui Idup was not recorded. At 20-e the
bypass was opened ending the test.

Figure 21 shows a Dri I I Stem Test where the
formation was tested, then treated through test
tools and retested to evaluate the treatment.
This test was conducted in the North Sea through
ful I opening tools. The tester valve was opened
and after 25 minutes the water cushion flowed to
the surface 21-a. At the end of the flow period
the rate had stabi I ized at 1500 MCF/D with a sur
face pressure of 136 PSI. The tester valve was
closed and an initial C. I .P. reached 4048 PSI,
21-c. The physical appearance of this bUildup (a
relatively low flowing back pressure fol lowed by a
very rapid short radius bui Idup 21-b is an indica
tion of wei I bore damage. The damage ratio for
this buildup was calculated to be 9.3. The test
er valve was reopened 21-d and the well stimulated
with acid 21-e. The wei I was then opened for a
second flow and produced at a rate in excess of
7200 MCF/D at a surface pressure of 180 PSI. This
is an increase of 4.8 fold over the initial rate.
The valve was closed and a final closed in pres
sure of 3975 PSI recorded 21-g. The appearance of
the final C.I.P. 21-f differs in appearance from
the initial closed in pressure. The final C. I.P.
has a more gradual rate of closure indicating
I ittle wei I bore damage and a greater radius of
investigation.
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CONCLUSION

Modern equipment and techniques offer the
versati I ity to test a wei I in the manner best
suited for that particular wei I. The test can be
conducted by or without pipe movement. The ful I
opening test tools permit the extreme flow neces
sary to evaluate prol ific wei Is, al lows the forma
tion to be perforated with the tools already in
place and pErmitsthe formation to be tested,
treated and retested al I on one trip in the hole.

There is a need to have real time pressure
information available at the surface during the
test. This can be accompl ished currently with
wire I ine run through the test string to bottom.
However, the objections to the wire I ine have
been sufficient that very few people have been
wil I ing to test in this manner. Telemetry (which
has received considerable attention but no work
able solution for testing) would be extremely
beneficial on Dri I I Stem Test.
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ABSTRACT

WELL-TESTING PRACTICE

AND ANALYSIS IN FISSURED AQUIFERS

A. C. Gringarten

Bureau de Recherches Geologiques et Minieres

A new method for interpreting pump test data

in fissured aquifers is discussed. The pumped well

behavior is analysed in terms of an equivalent

anisotropic porous medium, with a single fracture

intersecting the well-bore. By means of type

curves, it is possible to calculate the directional

permeabilities of the aquifer, and the direction

and volume of the "equivalent single fracture,"

which provides a measurement of the fissure density.

Field data are presented, which indicate that ac

curate very early time measurements (of the order

of a few seconds) are required in many cases for

the method to be applicable.
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CONVERSION TABLES

Table 1.

PERMEABILITY

Pw viscosi ty '" 1 centipoise

Ii tres/ gpdIU. S .]/ft
2

em2
m2 ft

2 cm/sec ft/sec ft/year secoml
(~inzer) Ebhlm

.
Darcy

em
2 I 10- 4 1.076XIO- 3 1.014XI0

8 9.804XI04 3.216XI0 3 1.015XIOII 8.698XI05 I. 845XI0
9

0.9

m2 10
4

I 1.076XIO I 1.014XIOl2 9.804X10 8 3. 216xIO 7 1.015XIO l5 8.697XI09 1.845XI0 13 0.8

ft
1 9.194XI0 2 9.194XIO- 1 I 9.417XIO

IO 9.109X10
7

1.988XI06 9.43OX10 13 8.080XI08 I. 7I4XlO l1 0.7

Darcy 9. 861xIO- 9 9.861XIO- 13 1'.061XIO- II I 9.66XIO- 4 3.173XIO -5 1.00lXI0 3 8.58XIO- 3 I. 81XIO I 0.6

au/sec 1.010XIO- 5 1.010XIO- 9 1.097XIO- 8 1.035XI0 3 I 3.18IXIO- 2 1.035XI06 9.985XIOO
2.118XI0

4 0.5

ft/sec 3.109XIO- 4 3.109XIO- 8 3.347XIO- 7
3.151xI0

4
3.048XIO I I 3.156XIO

7
1.704XI0

1 5.736XI05
0.4

ft/year 9.852XIO- I1 9.851XIO- 16 1.060XIO- 14 9.990XIO- 4 9.661XIO- 7 3.169XIO- 8 I 8.5 7OXIO- 6 1:818XIO- 2 0.3

litres/secoml 1.150XIO- 6 1.150XIO- 1O I. 138X1O -9 1.166XI02 1.00IXIO- I 3.698X1O- 3 1.167X105 I 1.ll1X103 0.1

gpd[U.S. J/ft
1

5.410XIO- 1O 5.420XIO- 14 5. 834xIO -13 5.494XIO- 1 4.71IXIO- 5 I. 743XIO- 6 5.500XIO I 4.7I4XIO- 4
(~rinzer)

I 0.1

.
Ebhlm 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.1 I

.
Standard Ethiopian buckets per hectare peT lunar IOClnth.

k. Absolute Penreability ILl]

K, Hydraulic Condu:tivity [LIt}

k/". ~bbility [L3t/~1]

Table 2.

COMPRESSIBILITY

[Lt 2/M]

m2/N
-1

(Pascals)

in2/1b f
(psi) -1

Bars -1

(ft of
-1

water)
at 68°F

(m of
-1

water)
at 68°F

2
m /N -1 1 9.807 6.897><10 3 105 1.0133><105 2.984><10 3 9.794><10 3
(Pascals)

i/kgf
1.020X10- 1 1 7.031X10 2

1.0197><104 1.0332Xl04
3.042X10

2 9.980X10 2

in. 2/1bf 1. 450X10- 4 1.4223><10- 3 1 14.504 14.696 0.4327 1.419-1
(psi)

Bars -1 10- 5 9.8068X10- 5 6 .895X10- 2 1 1.01325 2. 984XI0- L 9.790X10- 2

Atm- 1 9.8692X10-6 9.6787><10-5 6.805X10- 2
0.98692 1 2.945X10- L 9.662X10- 2

-1
3. 351X10- 4(ft of water) 3.287><10- 3 2.311 33.512 33.956 1 3.281at 68°F

-1
1.021 10- 4(m of water) 1.002 10- 3 .7044 10.214 10.349 0.3048 1at 68°F
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Table 3.

TEMPE RATURE

°C to of

°C of °C of °C of °C of °C of

0 32 100 212 200 392 300 572 400 752

5 41 105 221 205 401 305 581 405 761

10 50 110 230 210 410 310 590 410 770

15 59 115 239 215 419 315 599 415 779

788

25 77 125 257 225 437 325 617 425 797

30 86 130 266 230 446 330 626 430 806

35 95 135 275 235 455 335 635 435 815

40 104 140 284 240 464 340 644 440 824

50 122 150 302 250 482 350 662 450 842

55 131 155 311 255 491 355 671 455 851

60 140 160 320 260 SOO 360 680 460 860

65 149 165 329 265 509 365 689 465 869

75 167 175 347 275 527 375 707 475 887

80 176 180 356 280 536 380 716 480 896

85 185 185 365 285 545 385 725 485 905

90 194 190 374 290 554 390 734 490 914

9

Table 4.

VOLUME
[L 3]

3 Gal10n Gal10n
ft3

m litre bbl (U.S.) (I~.)

m3 1 103 6.289 2.642X102 2.20X102 35.315

litre 10- 3 1 6. 289X10- 3 0.2642 0.220 3.5315X10 -

bb1 .1590 1.590X102 1 42.0 34.97 5.6146

gal10ns 3.7854X10- 3 3.7854 2.381X10- 2
1 0.8327 0.13368(U.S.)

gallons 4. 546X10 -3 4.546 2.860X10- 2 1.2009 1 0.16054(IMP)

ft 3 2.832X10- 2 28.32 0.178 7.481 6.229 1

2
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Table 5.

m
3
/sec

gallons/min gallons/min
ft 3/sec

klb/hr klb/hr
li tres/min bbl/clay (U.S.) (Ifill·) (0,,'1.0) (0,,·.9)

m3/sec I 6XI04 5.434XI05 I. 585xI04 1.320XI04 35.315 7.94XI0 3 7.15x10 3

Ii tres/min 1.667"10-5 1 9.058 0.2642 0.220 5.885XIO- 4 1. 32XIO- 1 1.19XIO- I

bbi/clay 1.840XIO- 6 I.I0xIO -I 1 2.917"10- 2 2.42BXIO- 2 6.49BXIO- 5 1.46XIO-2 I. 3IXIO- 2

gallons/min 6.3IXIO- 5 3.785 34.28 1 0.8327 2. 2280XIO - 3 0.50 0.45(U.S.)

gallons/min 7.5BXIO- 5 4.546 41.19 I. 2009 1 2.676"10- 3 0.601 0.541(lnq>.)

ft 3/sec 2.831))(10- 2 1.699XI0 3 I. 539XI04 4.488XI0 2 3.73))(10 2 I 2. 25XI02. 2.03<102

klb/hr I. 26XIO- 4 7.56 68.5 2.00 1.66 4.45XIO- 3 I 0.900° '1.0
"

klb/hr -4
8.42 2.22 1.85 4.93XIO- 3 1.11 IP '0.9 1. 40xl0 76.2

"
-~._-------------~--------

Table 6.

PRESSURE

[M/Lt 2 ]

N/m2

kgf/i

1bf /in
2

ft of water m of water
(Pascals) (psi) Bars Atm (at 68'F) (at 68'F)

N/m
2

1 1.020x10- 1 1.450xlO- 4 10- 5 9 . 8692X10-6 3.351X10- 4 1.021X10-4
(Pascals)

kg/m
2 9.804 1 1.4223X10- 3 9.8068X10- 5 9.6787x10- 5 3.287x10- 3 I. 002x10 - 3

1b/in2
6.895X10 3 7.031Xl0

2
1 6.895XlO- 2 6. 805xl0 - 2 2.311 0.7042

(psi)

Bars 105 1.0197xl04 14.504 1 0.98692 33.512 10.214

Atm 1. 0133XI0 5 1.0332XI04 14.696 1.01325 1 33.956 10.349

ft of water 2.984xl0 3 3.042x10 2 0.4328 2.984xI0- 2 2.945xl0- 2 1 0.3048(at 68'F)

m of water 9.794x10 3 9.980XI0 2 1.419 9. 790xl0- 2 9.662X10- 2 3.281 1(at 68'F)
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Table 7: Viscosity (dynamic)

1bf's/in
2

1bf's/ft2 kgf's/m
2

1bm/ft·s '<!yne's/cm
2 cP 1bm/ft'hPa's-- -

,Pa's 6.894 757 E+03 4.788 026 E+01 9.806 650*E+00 1.488 164 HOO 1.0* E-Ol 1.0* E-03 4.133 789 E-04

Table 8 : Viscosity (kinematic)

2 2 in2/s m2/h
2 ft 2/hm /s ft /s_ cm /s cSt

~

2 9.290 304*E+04 6.451 6* E+02 1.0* E+02 2.580 64* E+01 1m /s 2.777 778 E+02

Table 9: Diffusivity

2
m /s 9.290 304*E+04 1.0* E+02 2.580 64* E+Ol

Table 10: Thermal Conductivity

W/m'K

ca1/s·cm2 .oC/cm

4.184 1< E+02

Btu/h.ft 2.oF/ft

1. 730 735 E+OO 1.162 222 £+00 1. 442 279 £-01

ca1/h'cm2 .oG/cm

1.162 222 E-Ol

Table 11: Density (liquids)

3
,1,bm/U.S~~ Ibm/U.K.~

3 3
o API.~~ }J:>,rn/ ft_ g/cm

kg/m3 1.198 26lj E+02 9.977 633 E+Ol 1.601 846 E+Ol 1.0* E+03
1.198 264 E-01 9.977 633 £-02 1. 601 846 E-02 1

Table 12: Specific Heat Capacity (mass basis)

J/Kg.K 3.6* E+03 4.186 8* E+OO

kca1/kg .oC

4.184* E+OO

Table 13: Enthalpy Calorific Value on (mass basis)

J/kg 2.326 000 E-03
2.325 000 E+OO
6.461 112 E-04

4.184* E+OO
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Table 14.

COMPARISON OF UNITS AND EQUATIONS IN VARIOUS UNIT SYSTEMS.'

eJ>J.LC1r ...'l

cm'/s
em
darcy
cp
darcy!ep

darcy' cm/cp

atm

S - coefficient of storage,
fraction--

Groundwater Units

Q - production rate, gal/min
m - formation thickness. ft

Tt
S,...1.

P or K - coefficient of permeability,
gal!day ft'"

T - coefficient of transmissivity.
gal!lday ft)··

- drawdown. ft of water.
>0 for pressure drawdown u

h - head of water, ft of water
- radius, ft
-time. days

a = 0.1336805

cgs Units·

kl
I"

atm-'

atm
em
s

cm'atm- I

Preferred API Standard
SI Units

m·kPa- '

kPa-
'

dm1 /S
m
Jim'
Pa's
Jim'!IPa·s)

mlJim')!IPa· s)

kPa

kPa
m
h

t" = 3.6 x 10-' _kt
eJ>f..L Cl f... 2

Pa- l

to = .k_t_
t!>/LC I , .... 2

SI Units

m·Pa- 1

Pa
m
s

m~/s

m
m'
Pa 's
m'!Wa·s)

m'!IPa·s)

Pa

Oilfield Units

q - production rate. STB/o
h - formation thickness, ft
k - permeability. md
J.L -viscosity, cp
k/Ji - mobility. md/cp

kh/Ji - mobility-thickness product,
md ft!cp

l:J.p - pressure difference, psi

p - pressure, psi
r - radius, ft
t - time, hours
eJ> - porosity, fraction
C1 -total system compressibility.

psi- 1

eJ>c,h - porosity-compressibility-
thickness product, ft pSi-I

DIMENSIONLESS TIME-------_.-
t
n

= 0.000263679 kt

eJ>p.C"".2

oARCY'S LAW FOR INCOMPRESSIBLE, RADIAL FLOW

q = 0.00708188khlp,-p.) q = 217 _0..l p,-pd_
BJi Inlf,!f,) BJi Inlf,!f•. )

01 FFUSIVITY EQUATION

m = 0.183234 qBJi
kh

~+.!..?e.
a,2 , a,

¢Jie, !i.e.
k at

Ap = 10' qBJi p"lln)
2rrkh-

263.857 g
T

= 229.183 g Pnla)
T

M

~+! !J.!!.
a,! , a,

1 S ah---- --
0.1336805 T at

Q = 0.00436332 Tlh,-h.)

Inlf,!f,)

skin = 1.15129 [~'~~M = D)

-10g(_L)
S'lr!

+ 0.522555J

}~p._ + ~ !J.P.
a,1. , a,

_¢./L.E!... !J.e.
k al

= 1.15129 [p-'h' - P~M = .Q!...

-Io&(__k )
eJ>j.LC"rr

2

- 0.351378J

q = 2rr/(hf,p, - p,,)_
BJi Inlf,!f,,)

Ap = J.... gl}!':. p"lt,,)
217 kh

m = 0.183234 gl}!'..
kh

= 217 ::_I_o~k_hJp,-p,,)

BJi Inlf,!f•.)

= 1.15129 [p", -P~M = 0)

-IOg(__k )
eJ>j.LC,f",2

+ 5.092319]

~_+.!.!i.e. =
a,: , a,
__1__ Jp-c, !!E_
3.6 x 10-' k at

q

m = 1.83234 x 10' 9§.fi..
kh

qBJi Pnlln)
2rrkh

= 1.15129 [p,,, - p(M = 0)

_IO&(_k)
<pj.LCI, ... 2

- 0.351378J

Ap

~+.!..?e.
a,2 , a,
___1__ ¢JiC, ap

0.000263679 k at

GENERALIZED TRANSIENTFLDW EQUATION

Ap = 141.205qBJiP"ltn)
kh

SLOPE OF SEMILOG STRAIGHT LINE

m = 162.568 qBJi
kh

GENERALIZED SKIN-FACTOR EQUATION

= 1.15129 [P",-PIM=O)

-IOg(_k)
<P/LC",/·

+ 3.227546]

I
i-'
OJ
o
I

SOURCE: Robert C. Earlougher, Jr., Advances in Well Test Analysis, Monograph Volume 5: Henry L. Doherty Series,
Henry L. Doherty Memorial Fund of A1ME, Society of Petroleum Engineers of A1ME (New York, Dallas: 1977).

*The cgs system is considered to be obsolete and is replaced by S1; cgs units are included only for comparison with
published material. SI is a coherent system, so equations do not contain units conversion factors.

**See Table A.8.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

GW: Terms commonly used in Hydrogeology

PE: Terms commonly used in Petroleum Engineering

AFTER FLOW) (PE) See "Wellbore Storage".

AFTER INJECTION) (PE) See "Wellbore Storage".

AFTER PRODUCTION) (PE) See "Wellbore Storage".

ANNULUS UNLOADING) (PE) The unloading of fluid stored between tubing
and casing. See "Wel lbore Storage".

ANISOTROPY) Term used to denote the dependence of properties such as
permeability on spacial orientation. Anisotropy is usually
expressed as a tensor. When the principal axes are perpen
dicular to each other, the material is said to be orthotropic.

AQUICLUDE) (GW) A body of saturated but relatively impermeable material
that does not yield appreciable amounts of water to wells.
Characterized by very low "leakance" (the ratio of vertical
hydraulic conductivity to thickness) and very low rates of
yield from compressible storage.

AQUIFER SYSTEM) (GW) A heterogeneous body consisting of two or more
permeable beds separated at least locally by aquitards that
impede groundwater movement but do not greatly affect the
regional hydraul ic continuity of the system.

AQUITARD) (GW) A saturated, but poorly permeable, bed that impedes
groundwater movement and does not yield water freely to wells,
but which may transmit water between aquifers and may consti
tute an important storage unit. Leakance values can range
from relatively low to relatively high. When low, an aqui
tard may function as a boundry to an aquifer flow system.

AREA OF INFLUENCE) (GW) Defined by Meinzer to be the land area of the
same horizontal extent as the portion of the potentiometric
surface that is perceptibly lowered due to withdrawal of
water by a production well.

BANK STORAGE) (GW) The change in storage in an aquifer resulting from
a change in stage of an adjacent surface water body.

BAROMETRIC EFFICIENCY OF A WELL) The ratio of water-level changes in the
well to the water-level changes in a water barometer.

BOUNDARY PRESSURE) (PE) Pressure at boundary of drainage area.

CAPILLARY FRINGE) (GW) A zone whose lower part is completely saturated,
but with water under less than atmospheric pressure. May range
in thickness from a small fraction of an inch in gravel to more
than 5 feet in silt. The water table forms its lower boundary.

CAPTURE) (GW) The decrease in discharge plus the increase in recharge
of an aquifer. A term usually used in reference to the after
effects of artificial withdrawal of water from an aquifer.

COEFFICIENT OF PERMEABILITY) (GW) See "Hydraul ic Conductivity".

COEFFICIENT OF SPECIFIC STORAGE) (GW) See "Specific Storage".

COEFFICIENT OF STORAGE) (GW) See "Storage Coefficient".

COEFFICIENT OF TRANSMISSIBILITY) (GW) See "Transmissibility".
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COEFFICIENT OF VOLU~~ COMPRESSIBILITY~ (GW) T~e compression of a 1itho
logic unit, per unit of original thickness, per unit increase
of effective stress, in the load range exceeding preconsoll
dation stress.

COMMINGLED SYSTEMS~ (PE) Two-layered or multiple layer reservoirs with
communication taking place between layers, either through the
wellbore alone or directly across the layer interface.
(cf: "multi-aquifer well)

COMPACTION~ (GW) Decrease in volume of sediments, as a result of com
pressive stress, usually resulting from continued deposition
of them. Also called "one-dimensional consolidation".

COMPACTION~ RESIDUAL~ (GW) The difference between 1) the amount of
compaction that will occur ultimately for a given increase
in appl ied stress, once steady-state pore pressures are
achieved, and 2) that which has occurred so far as of a
specified time.

COMPACTION~ SPECIFIC~ (GW) The decrease in thickness of deposits, per
unit increase in appl ied stress, during a specific time period.

CO~1PACTION~ SPECIFIC UNIT~ (GW) The compaction of deposits, per unit
thickness, per unit increase in applied stress, during a
specific time period.

COMPACTION~ UNIT~ (GW) The compaction per unit thickness of the deposit.

COMPOSITE SYSTEM~ (PE) An injection well where the injected fluid bank
is surrounded by an oil bank, and in which the locations of
the fluid banks move.

COMPRESSIBILITY~ TOTAL SYST~1~ (PE) A term representing the combined
compressibil ity of all the elements in an aquifer system.
Accounts for the compressibil ities of the oil phase, water
phase, gas phaSE, and of the rock formation itself, accord
ing to the relative fraction of the total system volume
occupied by each.

CONDITION RATIO~ (PE) Also called flow efficiency, indicates approxi
mate fraction of a well's undamaged producing capacity.
Ratio of actual productivity index to the productivity index
if there were no skin (ideal conditions).

CONFINING BED~ (GW) A body of relatively impermeable material strati
graphically adjacent to one or more aquifers. Can be either
an "aquitard" or an "aquiclude".

CONSOLIDATION~ (GW) See "Compaction".

CONSTANT DRAWDOWN TEST~ (GW) Also known as constant pressure test in
petroleum engineering. A test in which flow rate is gradually
varied in time to maintain a constant drawdown (or constant
pressure) in the producing well.

CONSTANT PRESSURE TESTING~ (PE) Also known as constant drawdown test
in groundwater hydrology. Involves recording change in flow
rate with time while bottom-hole pressure is held constant.

CRITICAL FLOW~ (PE) Occurs in high-permeabil ity zones; the rate of flow
into the drill pipe is independent of drawdown during a dril1
stem test.

CRITICAL FLOW PROVER~ (PE) Device that measures flow rate of a gas through
an orifice under critical conditions (velocity is constant at a
maximum value despite downstream pressu~e variations).

DAf\1I\GE FACTOR~ A measure of wellbore damage obtained by subtracting
the condition ratio from 1.
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DftMA.GE RATIOJ (PE) Inverse of cond i t ion rat io. Ind icates we 11 bore
condition.

DELAYED DRAlNAGEJ (GW) Term used to identify the slow release of water
from the unsaturated zone in an unconfined aquifer.

DELIVERABILITY TESTING OF OIL WELLSJ (PE) Determines capability of a
well to deliver against a specific flowing bottom-hole pressure.
Two main types: I) flow-after-flow test; flowing pressure is
recorded for three or more successive flow rates. Each flow
rate is held constant until pressure has stabilized. 2) modified
isochronal flow test; used for systems where stabilization
time is too long for flow-after-flow test. For each flow rate,
the well is shut-in after pressure transience is recorded, but
before stabilization occurs. At each step the final flowing
pressure and then the final shut-in pressure are observed. At
the final flow rate, the we'll is allowed to produce until the
pressure stabil izes, and this pressure is recorded.

DI~ENSIONLESS PRESSUREJ (PE) A d.imensionless solution to the diffusivity
equation. Directly proportional to physical pressure, where
the scal ing factor is dependent on flow rate and reservoir pro
perties. Usually denoted by PD= 2nkH6P

qjl
DIMENSIONLESS TIMEJ (PE) A scaled version of real time. Scal ing factor

depends on reservoir properties and distance to point of
observation t D= kt ,where k is intrinsic permeability;

16jlcr 2

t is time; 16 is porosity; jl is viscosity; c is total compressi
bil ity; ~ is distance to point of observation.

DRAWOOM'lJ (GW) Difference in water level (or pressure) between the static
condition and that at any given instant during discharge.

DRAWDOWN TESTINGJ (PE) Involves recording the lowering of bottom-hole
pressure when a shut-in production well is switched to pro
duction at constant flow rate.

DRILLSTEM TESTING - DSTJ (PE) Used in testing uncompleted wells. An
arrangement of packers seals off the interval to be tested,
allowing a pressure to be built up as formation fluid flows
into the drillstem and surface-actuated valves are closed.
Pressure changes are observed by a pressure gauge located in
the test interval. See "Single Packer Test", "Straddle
Packer Test".

DYNAMIC PRESSUREJ (PE) The pressure at a given time and location in a
reservoir during a period of transient pressure distribution,
such as during a build-up or drawdown test.

EFFECTIVE WELL RADIUSJ (GW) The radius of an imaginary cyl inder centered
at the wellbore in which the permeabil ity is much higher than
in the reservoir. In a gravel-packed well it may often denote
the probable radius of the gravel pack.

EQUIVALENT INJECTION TIt1:J (PE) In a fall-off test on an injection well
where the injection rate before shut-in varies, this is equi
valent to the length of time it would have taken to inject the
same volume of fluid at constant flow rate as was injected at
a variable flow rate since the last pressure equal ization.

EXCESS PORE PRESSUREJ (GW) Transient pore pressure at any point in an
aquitard or aquiclude in excess of the pressure that would
exist under steady-flow condition.

EXPANSIONJ SPECIFICJ (GW) The increase in thickness of deposits per
unit decrease in appl ied stress.

EXPANSIONJ SPECIFIC UNITJ The expans i'on (increase in vol ume) of depos i ts,
per unit thickness, per unit decrease in appl ied stress.
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EXPONENTIAL INTEGRAL) (PE) See "Theis Solution".

FALLOFF TESTING) (PE) Involves shutting in an injection well and observ
ing the decrease in bottom-hole pressure with time.

FALSE PRESSURE) (PE) Obtained by extrapolating the straight-l ine section
of a Horner plot of pressure build-up data to infinite shut-in
time. Approximates average reservoir pressure in an infinite
system and can be used to estimate average drainage region
pressure in a bounded system.

FIVE-SPOT PATTERN) (PE) An arrangement of production and injection
wells with four production wells at the corners of a square
and one injection well in the center.

FLOW-AFTER-FLOW TESTING) (PE) See "Deliverability Testing of Oil Wells".

FLOW EFFICIENCY) (PE) See "Condition Ratio".

FLUID POTENTIAL) (GW) The mechanical energy per unit mass of a fluid
at any given point in space and time with respect to an
arbitrary state and datum.

FORMATION VOLUME FACTOR) (PE) A factor to account for changes in volume
in each phase upon transition from reservoir to standard sur
face conditions. The ratio of the volume at reservoir condi
tions to the volume at standard surface conditions.

GROUNDWATER) PERCHED) (GW) Confined groundwater seperated from an
underlying body of groundwater by an unsaturated zone. It
is held up by a "perching bed" of low permeabil ity, and its
water table is a "perched water table".

HEAD) STATIC) (GW) The he ight (above a datum) of a co Iumn of water
that can be supported by the static pressure at a given point.
The sum of the "elevation head" and the "pressure head".
See "Head, Total".

TOTAL) (GW) The sum of three components: 1) "elevation head",
which is the elevation of the point above a datum; 2) "pressure
head", the height of a column of static water that can be sup
ported by the static pressure at the point; 3) "velocity head",
the height the kinetic energy of the I iquid is capable of
1ifting the I iquid.

I-bRNER PLOT) (PE) A plot of pressure bui ld-up versus log t+~t where
t is time since production and ~t is time since shul-in. A
similar plot was proposed in groudwater hydrology by Theis to
analyze recovery data.

HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY (K)) (GW) Has dimensions of length per unit
time. A medium has a hydraul ic conductivity of unit length
per unit. time if it will transmit in unit time a unit volume
of groundwater at. the prevail ing viscosity through a cross
section of unit area, measured at right angles to the direc
tion of flow, under a hydraul ic gradient of unit change in
head through unit length of flow. Replaces the term
"coefficient of permeabil ity".

HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY) EFFECTIVE) (GW) The rate of flow of water
through a porous medium that contains more than one fluid.

HYDRAULIC DIFFUSIVITY) (GW) The ratio between hydraulic conductivity
and specific storage.

HYDRAULIC GRADIENT) (GW) The change in static head per unit of dis
tance in a given direction.

HYDROCOMPACTION) (GW) The process of volume decrease and density in
crease that occurs when moisture-deficient deposits are
wetted for the first time.
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It1AGE METHOD (METHOD OF It1AGES)~ (PE) The technique of using image
wells to generate no-flow and constant pressure boundaries
in an infinite system.

It1AGE WELL~ (GW) An imaginary well which effectively produces the
same drawdown (or recovery) as a 1inear boundary 1imiting
the aquifer. See "Image Method".

INFLOW PERFORMANCE RELATIONSHIP~ (PE) Used to predict a well's deliver
ability when del iverabil ity test data is not available. A
relationship between flow-rate, bottom-hole pressure, average
reservoir pressure, and a productivity index.

INFLUENCE REGION~ (PE) The region surrounding a well or wells whose
properties influence transient tests performed on those wells.
(Not to be confused with Meinzer's "area of influence".)

INJECTIVITY TESTING (INJECTION WELL TESTING)~ (PE) Pressure transient
testing during injection into a well. Bottom-hole pressure
is recorded while injection rate is held constant.

INTERFERENCE TESTING~ (PE) A multiple-well transient test which involves
the production of an active well (injection) and observing the
resulting pressure changes in an observation well.

INTERPOROSITY FLOW PARAMETER~ (PE) A dimensionless property of a fractured
system. Dependent on the well radius, a matrix-to-fracture geo
metric factor, and the ratio of ~he formation matrix permeabil ity
to the effective fracture permeabil ity.

ISOCHRONAL TESTING~ (PE) See "Deliverability Testing of Oil Wells".

JACOB I S METHOD~ (GW) A1so known as asymptot ic so 1ut ion. Invo 1ves a
semi-logarithmic plot of drawdown as a function of the log
of time.

LEAKANCE~ (GW) The ratio of vertical hydraulic conductivity to thick
ness of aquiclude.

LEAKY AQUIFER~ (GW) An aquifer into which overlying and/or underlying
aquitards discharge water as the potentiometric head in the
aquifer is lowered.

~~INZER UNIT~ (GW)
of water
1 square
of GO°F.

A unit of hydraul ic conductivity defined as the flow
in gallons per day through a cross-sectional area of
foot under a hydraul ic gradient of 1 at a temperature

f'IOBILITY~ (PE) The ratio of absolute permeability to viscosity.

f'IOBILITY RATIO~ The ratio of the mobility of the injected fluid to that
of the in-situ fluid.

MULTI-AQUIFER WELL~ (GW) A well which is screened to produce fluids from
more than one aquifer, seperated by aquicludes.
(cf: "comm i ng Ied sys tems")

MULTIFLOW EVALUATOR~ (PE) A tool used in dril1stem testing which allows
unlimited sequences of production and shut-in. Includes a
fluid chamber to recover an uncontaminated formation-fluid
sample under pressure at the end of the flow period.

MULTIPLE RATE TESTING~ (PE) Tests involving a variable flow-rate.
Testing at a series of constant flow-rates, or testing at
constant bottom-hole pressure with continuously changing
flow-rate.

ORTHOTROPY~ (GW) See "Anisotropy".

PERMEABILITY~ EFFECTIVE~ (GW) See. "Hyraul ic Conductivity, Effective".
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PERMEABILITYJ INTRINSICJ Same as "Permeab iIi ty". Term adopted by U. S.
Geological Survey to indicate that it is a property of the
medium alone, independent of the fluid properties. Has dimen
sions of L2

• Also called "Absolute Permeability".

PIEZOI'URIC SURFACEJ (GW) See "Potentiometric Surface".

POROSITYJ (GW) The property of a rock or soil of containing interstices.
Expressed as the ratio of the volume of interstices to the
total volume.

POROSITYJ EFFECTIVEJ (GW) Refers to the amount of interconnected pore
space available for fluid transmission. Expressed as the
percentage of total volume occupied by interconnecting inter
stices.

POTENTIOMETRIC SURFACEJ A surface which represents the static head.
An imaginary surface connecting points to which water would
rise in tightly cased wells from a specified surface or
stratum in the aquifer.

PRESSUREJ AVERAGE RESERVOIRJ The pressure a reservoir would attain if
all wells were shut in for infinite time, assuming no natural
influx of fluid.

PRESSURE BUILDUP TESTINGJ (PE) Involves shutting in a producing well
and analyzing the resultant pressure buildup curve for reser
voir properties and wellbore condition

PRESSUREJ INITIAL RESERVOIRJ (PE) Stabil ized pressure of a shut-in well.

PRESSUREJ INTERWELLJ (PE) The pressure halfway between an injection
well and a production well. Sometimes used to approximate
average reservoir pressure.

PRESSUREJ PSEUDOCRITICALJ For a mixture of gases, calculated from
relative amounts and critical pressures of the components.

PRESSUREJ PSEUDOREDUCEDJ (PE) The rat io of the pressure of interest
to the pseudocritical pressure.

PRODUCTIVITY INDEXJ (PE) Also known as the specific capacity of a
well. Denotes, in petroleum engineering, the productivity
of a well per unit drawdown.

PSEUDO SKIN FACTORJ (PE) The apparent skin factor in a well which has
no true physical damage (or improvement) but is not drilled
completely through the formation thickness or is only parti
ally completed, thus appearing damaged.

PSEUDO STEADY STATE J (PE) A transient flow regime in which the rate of
pressure change with time is constant at all points in the
reservoir.

PULSE TESTINGJ (PE) A multiple-well transient test, in which flow rate
pulses are produced in an active well and the resulting pressure
changes are recorded in an observation well. Provides reservoir
information for the region around and between the two wells.
(Because of the shorter time intervals, the influence region
for a pulse test is less than that for an interference test,
and thus information is gained about a smaller portion of the
reservoir.)

RADIUS OF DRAINAGEJ (PE) Defines a ci rcular system around a well in
which a pseudo steady state pressure distribution exists.

RECOVERY TESTJ (GW) Also known as build-up test in petroleum engineer
ing. Denotes a test which involves the measurement of recovery
in a well after the well is shut in following a known period
of production.
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RELATIVE PERMEABILITYJ (PE) Also called effective permeability in ground
water hydrology. Denotes the permeability of the porous medium
to a particular fluid when more than one fluid is present.

RESIDUAL DRAWDOWNJ (GW) During recovery, the difference between the
static water level and the water level at any instant during
recovery.

SAFE YIELD J (GW) Given a variety of meanings, but originally defined
(by Meinzer) as the rate at which groundwater can be with
drawn year after year from a given aquifer system without
depleting the supply to the point where withdrawal at this
rate is no longer economically feasible.

SEEPAGE FACEJ (GW) For a well piercing an unconfined aquifer, seepage
face denotes that segment of the well screen over which the
total head equals elevation above datum and water flows from
the aquifer into the well.

SEEPAGE FORCEJ
See "Stress, Seepage".

SHAPE FACTORJ (PE) A geometric factor, characteristic of the system
shape and well location.

SLUG METHODJ (GW) Used to determine transmissivity of an aquifer. A
known volume or "slug" of water is suddenly injected into or
removed from a well and the decl ine or recovery of the water
level is measured at closely spaced time intervals during the
ensuing minute or two.

SINGLE-PACKER TEST
J

(PE) A drillstem test util izing one packer in which
fluid flows through the perforated anchor pipe into the drill
string.

SKIN
J

(PE) A zone of decreased permeability near the wellbore created
by drill ing and completion practices.

SKIN FACTOR
J

(PE) A constant which relates the pressure drop across
the skin to the dimensionless rate of flow. A measure of
wellbore damage.

SPECIFIC CAPACITYJ (GW) The rate of discharge of water from a well
divided by the drawdown of water level within the well.
Varies slowly with duration of discharge. Also called
Productivity Index in Petroleum Engineering.

SPECIFIC DISCHARGE or SPECIFIC FLUXJ (GW) The rate of discharge of
groundwater per unit area measured at right angles to the
direction of flow.

SPECIFIC RETENTIONJ (GW) The ratio of the volume of water a saturated
rock or soil will retain against the pull of gravity to its
own volume.

SPECIFIC STORAGEJ (GW) The volume of water released from or taken into
storage per unit volume of the porous medium per unit change
in head.

SPECIFIC YIELDJ (GW) The water yielded by water-bearing material by
gravity drainage, as occurs when the water table dec! ines.
The ratio of the volume of water a saturated rock or soil
will yield by gravity to its own volume.

STABILIZATION TIMEJ (PE) The time corresponding to the start of the
pseudo steady state period.

STATIC WATER LEVELJ (GW) The static position of the potentiometric
surface in a well prior to the commencement of discharge.
(cf: Initial reservoir pressure in petroleum engineering.)
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STEADY STATE} Pressure is constant at all points in the reservoir.

STEP DRAWDOWN TEST} (GW) Also known as productivity index test or
step-rate test in petroleum engineering. Involves pro
ducing a well at different rates for predetermined periods
of time and monitoring drawdown.

STEP-RATE TESTING} (PE) A multiple-rate injection well test in which
fluid is injected at a series of increasing rates, each rate
lasting an equal amount of time. Injection pressure at the
end of each rate is plotted versus injection rate.

STORAGE COEFFICIENT} The volume of water an aquifer releases from or
takes into storage per unit surface area of the aquifer per
unit change in head.

STRADDLE-PACKER TEST} (PE) A drillstem test in which the tested interval
lies between two packers.

APPLIED} The downward stress imposed at the aquifer boundary
by 1) the weight (per unit area) of sediments and moisture
above the water table, 2) the submerged weight of the satur
ated sediments overlying the boundary, and 3) the net seepage
streSs due to flow within the saturated sediments above the
boundary

STRESS} EFFECTIVE} Stress that is borne by and transmitted through
the grain to grain contacts of a deposit. The effective
stress at a point in an aquifer differs from the appl ied
stress at the aquifer boundary by the submerged weight (per
unit area) of the intervening sediments and the net seepage
stress due to flow within the intervening sediments.

STRESS} SEEPAGE} Stress created by the seepage force, which is trans
ferred from the water to the porous medium by viscous friction.
Seepage force is exerted in direction of flow.

SUBSIDENCE} Sinking or settlement of the land surfaces, due to any of
several processes, but most importantly due to artificial with
drawal of sub-surface fluids.

TEMPERATURE: PSEUDOCRITICAL; PSEUDOREDUCED} (PE)
Pseudocritical Temperature: For a mixture of gases, calculated

from the relative amounts and critical temperatures of the
components.

Pseudo reduced Temperature: The ratio of the temperature of
interest to the pseudocritical temperature.

THEIM EQUATION} (GW) Represents steady-state radial flow solution to
a well in the center of a circular, homogeneous, horizontal
aquifer with prescribed potential at the circular boundary.

THEIS SOLUTION} (GW) Represents the solution to a continuous line
source in a homogeneous, horizontal, infinite, isotropic
aquifer. (Also knbwn ~s exponential intergral in petroleum
engineering.)

TIDAL EFFICIENCY} A measure of the response of the water level in a
well to changes in ocean level. Equal to the barometric
efficiency subtracted from 1.

TRANSIENT TESTING} The study of pressure variation with time in an
active well (production or injection) under a variety of con
ditions and possible operating procedures.

TRANSMISSIVITY (T)} (GW) The rate at which water of the prevailing
kinematic viscosity is transmitted through a unit width of
the aquifer under a unit hydraulic gradient.
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TWO-RATE TESTING) (PE) A multiple-rate test on a production well using
only two different flow-rates.

TWO-ZONE SYSTEMS) See "Composite Systems".

U) (GW) Dimensionless quantity related to the reciprocal of dimension
less time, to' used in petroleum engineering.

r 2 s I
u=lli=~

UNCONFINED AQUIFER) (GW) Also called water table aquifer. An aquifer
which contains a water table, at which it is in direct contact
with the atmosphere.

UNIFORM-FLUX FRACTURE) (PE) One in which fluid enters at a uniform flow
rate per unit area. A first approximation to the behavior of
a vertically fractured well.

VERTICAL PULSE TESTING) (PE) Used to determine vertical permeabil ity of
a formation. Fluid is injected in pulses above a packer, es
capes the wellbore through flow perforations and re-enters
below the packer through observation perforations where pres
sure changes are observed with a pressure gauge.

VOID RATIO) (GW) The ratio of the volume of the interstices in a rock
or soil to the volume of its mineral particles.

WATER DRIVE RESERVOIRS) (PE) Reservoirs in direct communication with
an active aquifer.

WELLBORE STORAGE) (PE) Fluid stored in the wellbore above reservoir
level. Usually occurs when a production well is shut-in with
out packers used to maintain fluid level. Affects pressure
build-up data at early time as fluid continues to flow into
the wellbore after shut-in.

WELL FUNCTION OF U) (GW) Equal to twice the value of PO' dimensionless
pressure, which denotes the value of the exponential integral.

WELL LOSSES) (GW) Denotes drawdowns at the well in excess of the theo
retical capabil ity of the reservoir. Such well losses may be
due to poor development of the well, excessive entrance velo
cities and casing damages due to skin, scal ing, or corrosion.

WIRELINE FORMATION TESTING) (PE) A tool is lowered into the well on a
logging cable. The mechanism establishes communication with
formation fluid and measures pressure response. Sl ightly more
qualitative than a OST.
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